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PREFACE

The collection on which this monograph is based was purchased 
jointly by the late George Hewitt Myers, President of the Textile 
Museum, Washington, D.C«, and the American Museum of Natural History, 
New York, in 1957« The entire collection contains more than 700 
items, representing nearly all classes of artifacts, of which roughly 
two-thirds will become part of the Textile Museum collection and one- 
third a part of the American Museum collection. The final assignment 
of the material has not yet been made, but a tentative division gave 
most of the textile material to the Textile Museum, while much of the 
pottery and many other non-perishable artifacts were assigned to the 
American Museum. Publication of the entire collection is. planned.

The collection was made by Sr. Pablo Soldi on the Hacienda
' iOeueaje, near the city of lea, on the South Coast of Peru. Soldi had 

kept some records of grave associations, but to a large extent the 
association of specific pieces within the collection was dependent on 
his memory and therefore cannot be considered infallible. To add to 
the difficulty, his workmen often piled the contents of adjacent tombs 
onto the strip of ground separating the excavations, so that contents 
of such tombs could easily have been mixed.

There are 22 baskets and approximately 250 textiles in the
Soldi Oeueaje collection. It is almost impossible to determine the

I - '

exact number of textiles. Many are small fragments which may eonsti- 
tute the only remaining portion of a textile or may belong to a

ill



textile which was assigned another number„ In addition, some groups of 
fragments with a single number contain parts of more than one textile. 
While I hope that all such fragments have been noted, it is difficult 
to be certain, Three embroidered border fragments (Nos, U7I, 498, and 
499) could not be.located at,the time of the study. Several addition
al pieces, not originally listed, were found included in the wrappings 
of a trophy hea<jl (No. 185) in New York too late to be analyzed. There 
are also a number of feather fans, ornaments, headdresses, and so on, 
that have not been, included in this study, though sortie might ,be con
sidered as textiles or basketry. These will be analyzed and published 
at some future date.

Since the division of the collection between the Textile Museum 
and the American Museum of Natural History is not final, I have not 
attempted to indicate to whom the specimens belong. Duplicate records 
on the entire collection will be kept at both institutions.

To the basic collection made by Soldi at Oeucaje have been 
added 31 more specimens which seem to have come from the same area and 
period. These are pieces whidh.were either in the Textile Museum col
lection before the Soldi material was purchased, or which.have been 
acquired since that time. Some are known to have been obtained origin
ally from Sr. Soldi and therefore are •undoubtedly from Oeucaje.. Others 
are included on the basis of their close relationship to known Oeucaje 
textiles. ,

Where data are available for specimens in other collections-- 
both institutional and private— they have been utilized. In 195?3 and 
more particularly^ in i960, specimens in the collection of the Museo



Nacional de Antropologfa y Arqueologfa, Lima, were studied« In 1957) 
the work was supported by a grant from the Penrose Fund of the American 
Philosophical Society (Grant Ho. 2l8l) and in i960 by the Textile 
Museum. Unfortunately, not all specimens could be carefully studied, 
and catalogue data were unavailable. My notes on these textiles have, 
therefore, been used chiefly for comparative purposes.

The initial catalogue listing of the Soldi collection was done
1. ' ', in Hew York under the direction of Dr. Junius B. Bird. The catalogue
numbers used here refer to that listing. Those pieces which could be 
handled were measured and briefly described. The textiles were then 
placed in pliofilm bags; for the most part they remained unopened until 
1961. It was felt that the material should be handled as little as 
possible, and that a piece should not be unfolded unless it could be 
catalogued completely^ cleaned if possible, and mounted or stored.
Some pieces proved to be comparatively easy to handle; others were very 
fragile, and no treatment seemed to prevent the gradual disintegration 
of some textiles. All textile cleaning and treatment have been under
taken by Mr. Joseph V. Columbus, the Textile Museum's conservator, 
except for some emergency work done under the direction Of Dr. Bird 
(including that on two feather mantles by Mrs. Patricia Reeves) when 
the specimens first arrived. Mrs. Helene Kovaes of the Textile Museum 
conservation department has carried out what other mounting has been 
done.

One great difficulty encountered was with photography. Many ., 

of the pieces could not be pinned up for photographs and were too large 

to be taken flat With our equipment = More important, the lack of



contrast in the colors of the designs made them almost impossible to
photograph, even, with filters.. For these reasons, design motifs were

1 -• , ' drawn from the pieces, to scale— often actual size. Much of the draw
ing, and inking, was done freehand, so that width of lines and small 
details may vary somewhat from the actual depiction. Mo attempt was 
made to indicate color variations in the design, since this tends to 
confuse the actual design presentation. Since outline colors often 
varied only slightly from ground colors, the designs were sometimes . 
difficult to follow from the right side of the textile. A number of

idrawings were therefore done from the wrong side of the. piece. Some of 
the details remained obscure in many pieces. Unfortunately, for practi
cal reasons it was possible to use only a comparatively small number of 
these drawings to illustrate this monograph. No attempt has been made 
to do a detailed seriatibn based on design. Such a study would have 
required far more time and space than.was practical for the purposes 
of this study.

Costume drawings are to scale, but schematic. When a mantle or 
other garment was made up of two separately-woven pieces, these rarely 
had eametly the same measurements, but they are shown as equal in the 
drawings. A scale drawing of one garment is usually used to illustrate 
the type; other garments may vary somewhat in size and proportions.
The mantle layouts are shown in only one, idealized shape; they 
actually vary considerably from this.

All of the drawings are my work with the exception of Figures 
1, 2, 3., 6, 21, 39, 56, and a portion of 8l by Mr. Milton F. Sonday of 
the Textile Museum staff and Figure 15 by Mrs. Patricia Reeves of



Kew York. Figures 1> 2, and 6 .are reproduced From Ancient Peruvian . 
Ceramics: The Nathan Cummings Collection by Alan R. Sawyer (in press)
with the permission of the Metropolitan Museum of Art. In addition to 
a few photographs which I took myself, photographs were taken by 
various people: Dr. Junius Bird, Col. 0. Varela, and Woltz Studio.
Figure Ik is reproduced by permission of the American Museum of 
Natural History.

Technical analysis of the specimens was made with the inval
uable assistance and guidance Of Miss Irene Emery, Curator of Technical 
Studies, Textile Museum, whose help cannot be overestimated. Pieces 
published by the Textile Museurn in Paracas Fabrics and Nazes Needlework. 
(Bird and Bellinger 195*0, were originally analyzed by Miss Louisa 
Bellinger, Curator-Analyst, the Textile Museum. Where possible, I have 
recheeked these specimens, since my data requirements were somewhat 
different from those of that publication. The final responsibility for 
the technical analysis is mine.

Each textile has been studied and recorded in the usual manner 
for Textile Museum cataloguing. Fiber identifications are gross . 
analyses, made with the aid of a 20x tube microscope or a binocular 
microscope.. Diameters of threads are approximate, made with a Bausch 
& Lomb measuring magnifier. T^e diameters are almost always of threads 
ih the weave,' rather than raveled ends. Loomstrings could not always 
be unraveled to determine the number of threads in the. ply so, although 
most are probably 3-ply (3 Z-spun, S-plied yarns re-plied Z), they 
are sometimes recorded as multiple-ply or 2-ply. For color matching., 
the Reinhold Color Atlas (Kornerup and Wanscher 1962) was used.



viii
chiefly because its small size made it easy to handle and transport. 
Many colors could hot be matched exactly, and light conditions were 
never constant. These colors should therefore be used only as rough 
guides to those in the Ocucaje textiles. As a rule, no attempt was 
made to match the tans, browns, and grays. No color matching was done 
on textiles analyzed in New York. , : - =

Textile terminology follows that of Irene Emery's Primary 
Structures of Fabrics (in press).

Since the person most capable of studying the plant remains 
frdm a botanical Standpoint, Dr. Margaret Towle of Harvard University, 
was committed to another research project, no attempt has been made to 
have a thorough analysis done at this time, However, DrS. John 
Wurdack, Thomas Soderstrom, and Richard Eyed of the Division of Botany> 
Smithsonian Institution, have examined the basketry and given their 
opinions on the materials used. I have relied heavily on Dr. Towle's 
The Ethnobotany of Pre-Columbian Peru (1961) for possible sources Of 
plant material. Time did not permit a search for someone to do animal 
fiber analysis; this will be attempted at a future date.

Analysis of feathers from some of the pieces was made by Dr. 
Dean Amadon and Charles'E. O'Brien of the American Museum of Natural 
History. Considerable technical analysis and treatment of featherwork 
in the collection was don# by Mrs.j Patricia Reeves, a volunteer assist
ant to Dr. Junius.Bird. While I have, re-examined all of the pieces, X . 
have relied heavily On her notes, especially for mantle Number 123-

Dye analyses were done under the direction of Mr. Max Saltzman, 
National Aniline Division, Allied Chemical Corporation, New York. X



: ; ' ... " ■ ' ix
. cannot begin td.express my gratitude to Mr. Saltzmah and the laboratory 
personnel of the National Aniline Division for the time and energy ex
panded by them on behalf of the Textile Museum. Dyes were analyzed by 
the speetrophotometrid method. I must also thank Mr. Peter Gerhard, 
at whose instigation the first Oeueaje dye analyses were made during 
his investigation into the pre-Conquest uses of shellfish dye in Latin
America (Gerhard 196k)» Dr. Jorge Muelie, director of the Museo

,

Nacional de Antropologiay Arqueologia, Lima, supplied samples of 
Peruvian dyestuffs for comparative purposes. At this writing, the dye 
analyses are still not completed. The section on dyes includes data 
available at this time and some speculations on possible future results.

Quotations from Spanish Sources, notably Carrion Cachot (1931) 
and Yacovleff and Muelle (1932) 193^), have been translated into 
English. Although various people, especially Mrs. Prances Columbus 
and Dr. Charles C. Di Peso, have assisted me with the translations, 
the responsibility for any errors is mine.

A number of persons have allowed me to make use of unpublished 
data on early Peruvian textiles. I owe a considerable debt to Bf.
Dwight Wallace for the use of his notes on the textiles from Cerrillos. 
He has also provided me with much other information. Dr. Edward 
Lanning has allowed me to use notes made by Dr. Wallace.on the textiles 
from Jahuay, and my chronology of the South Coast is based partially on 
that of Drs. Wallace and Lanning. Dr. Junius Bird kindly provided me 
with data on textiles from Huaea Prieta and other information from his
great fund of knowledge of Peruvian material. Dr. Jorge Muelle allowed

.me to study Paracas textiles in the collection of the Museo Nacional de



. ■ '■ ■■■■ ’ ■ ‘ ■ ' : - ' ' ' : x 
Antropologfa y Arqueologfa, Lima, and has always done a great deal to
make my work in Peru profitable and pleasant.

Many people have read all or part of the manuscript: Dr.
Junius B. Bird, Dr. Charles C. Di Peso, Dr. Edward Dozier, Miss Irene 
Emery, Dr. Emil Haury, Mr. Hefbert Lennhoff, Mr. Alan R . Sawyer, Mrs. 
Loudell P. Snow, Dr. Raymond Thompson, Dr. Dwight Wallace, Dr. Charles 
R. Wicke, Mrs. Nathalie F. S. Woodbury, and Dr. Richard B. Woodbury.
I am deeply grateful to all of these individuals for suggestions and 
critical comments. Mrs. Katherine Henry has not only typed the manu
script but has done considerable editing as well.

Perhaps my greatest debt is to the Textile Museum, its trustees 
and director, who allowed me to spend so much of my time on this 
collection. The director, Mr. Alan Sawyer, has also given me much 
valuable information on the whole problem of Paracas styles and rela
tionships and has been more than generous with his own data, maps, 
illustrations, and so on. His’familiarity with the area and the 
material has been a great help to me..

My dissertation committee, composed of Dr. Emil Haufy, Dr. 
Raymond Thompson, and Dr. Edward Dozier, has contributed invaluable 
advice, necessary prodding, and endless patiencO to this undertaking.

The project owes its entire feeing to Dr. Junius Bird, who has 
not only devoted considerable time and energy to the study of - this 
collection, but who also first interested me in Peruvian -textiles.
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ABSTRACT

. The Paracas Period (ca* 700 Bo Co to A.D. 100) is named for 
the Paracas Peninsula on.the South Coast of Peru, where Julio C. Tello 
found two different but. related manifestations of one culture--Paracas 
Gavernas and Paracas Necropolis.

The Hacienda Ocucaje in the lea Valley south of Paracas has 
produced artifacts belonging to this period. A large collection of 
these artifacts was acquired jointly by the Textile Museum, Washington, 
B.C.,' and the American Museum of Natural History, New York City, in 
1957» The collection has definite provenience and somewhat question
able grave associations. In the collection Is a large group of 
textiles and basketry, which is the subject of this study. The bulk 
of the collection falls into the Middle to Late Paracas Period, with a 
few pieces representing the Early Paracas style and a few the Late 
ParaCas to Early Nazca styles.

As far as can be determined, the textiles from this Ocucaje . 
collection are closely related to those from Cavemas. More tech
niques can be recognized at Ocucaje, but the real range from Gavernas 
is unreported. On the other hand, differences between these textiles 
and those from the Necropolis are apparent. Some regional variations 
can be seen in the few textiles known from other Paracas Period 
sites.

Textiles could be used as time and space markers if adequate
xx



descriptions of regional styles were made t. A typological system 
similar to thOse in use for ceramics and other artifacts might prOye 
useful for descriptive and analytical purposes. Since no typological 
system has ever been utilized for textiles, an attempt has been made 

; to apply.such a scheme to the Ocucaje fabrics. Types and varieties 
have been set up, based primarily on construction techniques in con
junction with design, color, fiber, and other modal characteristics. 
The Paracas textiles fOrm cohesive groups, readily adapted to a typo
logical system. It is hoped that the typology will also aid in 
cataloguing unrecognized textiles of this period in museum collec
tions o

The textile complex of Middle Paracas at Ocucaje includes 
examples of plain-weave--undecorated, striped, plaid, log-cabin 
pattern, painted, tie-dyed, ornamented with feathers, embroidered, and 
having supplementary-weft patterningj tapestry; warp-and-weft inter* 
locking; double-cloth and triple-cloth; warp patterning; twill; gauze;
twining; looping; knotted netting; sprang; and braiding. Some of' *
these examples, for instance the tie-dye and twill specimens, are the 
earliest reported occurrences of these techniques in Peru.

Paracas costume is. well represented. The collection contains 
mantles, poncho-shirts, skirts, hoods, turban bands or belts, and 
mi seellaneous garment s,

Design is chiefly geometric, and though it shows Chavfn 
influence (most strongly in the few Early Paracas pieces), the princi
pal characteristic of Middle Paracas appears to be the introduction of
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a trophy-head cult with accompanying motifs= Designs seem to.be pre
dominantly religious or mythological rather than secular.

Three types of basketry can be distinguished in the small 
collection of Ocucaje baskets. . Two types of twining and one of 
coiling are. represented.

Study, of the collection leaves no doubt as to the proficiency 
of weavers in the Paracas Period. It. is obvious that weaving was 
important from both the religious and economic standpoints. Textile 
evidence, in addition to its manifest value in giving a picture of 
the garb and accoutrements of the time, also reveals trade, migra- . 
tion, and diffusion.



CHAPTER 1

TNTRODU CTION

. The textiles of the Paracas culture from the South Coast of 
Peru have caused almost constant excitement and controversy since they 
first began to appear in European and American collections at the. turn 
of the century. Despite the interest of both museums and private col
lectors in these textiles, the publication of collections has been 
woefully inadequate. Such publication as there has been has consisted, 
in the main, of photographs of a relatively small number of embroidered 
mantles, -

The early descriptions; of Patacas textiles often label them as 
coming from "lea" and classify them as "$jazea" because of the apparent 
a.ffiliation ®f their designs with those, of the Nazca pottery from the 
South Coast of Peru, It was hot until 1925, when Julio C, Tello first 
began to work at the site of Paracas, that more specific provenience 
began to be assigned to the pieces. Tello found constructions which he 
considered to represent two periods at F&raeas— Cavernas and Necropolis. 
The textiles from the latter, area were the more, spectacular and receiv
ed by far the most publicity, typically, they were elaborately 
patterned, finely worked embroideries, and for many.years Paracas tex
tiles were thought of only in these terms.

We have been severely handicapped by the lack of definite in

formation on the Necropolis and the caverns of the Paracas Peninsula,
"  ' ' 1 \ '
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The notes of the archaeological discoverer of Paranas, Tello, are still 
incompletely published. The position of this type site is not much 
better understood today than it was when Tello first dug it.. ;Its 
character as a burial site (in the. case, of the Necropolis, possibly 
one restricted to important personages) rather than a living area; the 
apparent mixture of styles present; and the lack of truly adequate 
information on what was actually found where have•contributed to the 
confusion.

It was some time before other Paracas Period sites were recog
nized as jsuch. One of the most productive areas for Paracas artifacts 
has proved to be the Hacienda Ocucaje in the lea Valley, south of the 
type site of Paracas. Max Uhle first worked at Ocucaje in 1901, more 
than 20 years before Paracas Was discovered by Tello, and although he 
did not distinguish the Paracas style from his Early Nazca finds, some 
Paracas material is present in collections made by him there» Actually, 
textiles from Ocucaje probably began to appear outside. Peru almost as 
early as, or earlier than, those from Paracas proper, but their pro
venience was undoubtedly not known by the museums and collectors who 
acquired them. After 1925 some of them were; assumed. to be from Para
cas, while others remained puzzles i;h provenience. The Textile 
Museum's first Ocucaje textile, a painted mask (91•318) was acquired 
in 1938 and was said to come from Paramonga, a Central Coast site. It 
was not assigned to the Paracas Period until the 1950’s. Another piece 
(91«l8o), purchased in 1932, was labeled "Early Nazca," and could have 
come from either Paracas or Ocucaje. No doubt some of the textiles in
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collections with a provenience Of "lea" are from the site of Ocucaje, 
or ffom neighboring sites in the lea Valley.

Unfortunately# some of the pottery published by Carrion Cachot . 
(l9̂ 9) as coming from the site of Cayernas has proved to be from 
Oeueaje and other sites» This tends to cast doubt on the provenience 
of all published Cavernas material except that of Yacovleff and Muelle 
(1932) and 0 ‘iSfdale .(1932# 19^2) „ Of 75 "Cavernas" textiles which I 
examined at the Museo Hacional, de Antropologfa y Arqueologfa# Lima, 17 
were from Oeueaje# at least 4 had questionable provenience# and 25 
seemed to be Necropolis style.

In recent years# other Paracas Period sites have been discover
ed. The:research at these sites may help to clarify the Paracas 
problem# but findings are still largely unpublished.

. fhe placement of Paradas-.style artifacts in time and space is 
still hot completely established. Regional variations are not yet 
readily recognized. It begins to appear that# even within the lea 
Valley# stylistic differences can be defected from site to site. The 
Paracas Period has been broken down into phases (Table l) by various 
authors# often on the basis of ceramic design seriation# but the tempo
ral position of these phases has not been pinpointed. It appears# too# 
that regional and temporal variations may sometimes have, been confused. 
It is clear that Paracas sub-styles overlap ,and blend# but the nature 
of these blends has not been fully explored. The problem has now come 
full circle# so that some authors are equating the latest Paracas 
styles (which were the first to appear in collections) with Early Nazca,
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Names for Paracas phases have proliferated over the past 28 

years. To add to the general confusion, various authors have used the 
same terms to refer to slightly different time periods (Table l). Many 
studies are based purely on ceramic seriation, and much of this has 
been done on lea Valley material. The Berkeley breakdown of the Para
cas Period at Ocueaje into ten stylistic phases has only recently been 
published (Menzel, Rowe, and Dawson 1964), has not been widely applied 
to non-ceramic material, and at any rate is probably much too fine a 
division for most purposes. This sequence supersedes the T-l through 
T-4 sequence previously published (Rowe 1958).

For the purposes of this study, I will use Sawyer's (1961) 
modification of Strong1s (1957) sequence, Phase I, the Formative, 
Chavinoid phase, is relatively unimportant for this monograph, since we 
have no textiles in this collection dating from this period or stylis
tically related to it. Phase II, Early Paracas, is used to refer to 
those pieces that show strong Chavinoid influence and do, not include 
pueh typically Middle Paracas design elements as those relating to the 
trophy-head cult. Phase III, Middle Paracas, is a geometric style with 
strong trophy-head symbolism. Stylistically, most of the Ocucaje col
lection belongs to this phase. Phase IV, Late Paracas, is used to 
include both the elaborated geometric style and the naturalistic style 
which co-exist at the Necropolis. In this last definition, I differ 
slightly from Sawyer (1961), who then included the geometric Necropolis 
pieces in Phase III. I feel, however, that both technical and styl- 
istic differences exist between the Necropolis geometric and that which 
occurs at Ocucaje and Cavemas =



When I use the terms "Cavemas" and "necropolis," I refer to 
the actual sites on the Paracas Peninsula and the material which came 
from them. "Cayernas style" and "necropolis style" will be used only 
to refer to the style of the pieces which came from these sites. When 
I speak Of "Oeucaje textiles" it should be recognized that I am refer
ring to the Paracas Period textiles known to come from Ocueaje at the 
present time. It is hot unlikely that we will eventually have a wider 
temporal range of material from the site. Oeucaje has already produced 
Nazca Period artifacts, but these are of little concern for this study.

This monograph will not attempt to solve problems of temporal 
and spatial placement which have plagued archaeologists for more than 
60 years. Only stratigraphic work in several areas and full publica
tion of the results can hope to accomplish this end.

The joint acquisition by the Textile Museum and the American 
Museum of Natural History, in 1957* of a large collection from Ocucaje 
gave the United States the first sizeable group of these important 
textiles with definite provenience. The collection itself consists 
of some 700 artifacts of all kinds from several sites on the Hacienda 
Ocucaje, and includes 22 baskets and about 250 textiles or textile 
fragmentso The Ocucaje material, especially that in this collection, 
seems to be closely related to the Paracas Cavemas finds. It is im
portant tb have an adequate description of such material, since it is 
unavailable elsewhere. It should be reiterated, however, that the 
material represented in this collection, especially the textiles, 
does not represent the entire range of the Paracas Period, but is, in 
fact, largely from one phase or sub-period. Middle Paracas.



The study of the textiles in this collection is important for 
the recognition, of other Ocuoaje textiles in museum collections, as 
well as being an addition to the inadequate coverage of the important 
Paracas culture. Hopefully, it will also shed some light on the Peru
vian textile industry as a whole. I undertook the study, in my 
capacity as curator of the Western Hemisphere textiles at the Textile 
Museum, not only as a doctoral dissertation, but also in ofrder that 
this important group of textiles might be adequately studied and cata
logued, Their extreme fragility made it necessary to handle them as 
little as possible, and it is hoped, perhaps too optimistically, that 
no extensive re-study will ever be necessary.

In order to make these textiles as useful as possible for iden
tification purposes and as time and space markers, it seemed desirable 
to group them into types, in much the same way in which ceramics and

J - •other artifacts are typed. This approach has never been applied to 
textiles, but there seems to be no reason why it cannot prove as useful 
in the future as ceramic typology has in the past.

The textiles fell into natural groups by general technique, 
and within technical groupings it was possible to further subdivide 
them by other factors such as, variations within the technique and 
design.

No attempt was made to do more than a very broad stylistic 
analysis in order to assign the pieces to phases, We have no textiles 
from the first, Chavinoid, phase (though the collection does include 
pottery from this phase), A few examples which seem to belong, at 
least stylistically, to Phase II, parly Paracas, can be recognized.
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T W  bulk, of the collection falls into Phase III, Middle Paracas, and 
resembles the material found at Cavernas. A few more examples seem to 
be Stylistically or technically related to Phase iV, Late ParacAS, and
at least one example may be Early Nazea„. r...

' Related pieces in the Textile Museum.Or other collections. have 
been Considered with the Ocucaje material. Some of these are almost 
■ certainly from Oeucaje, but were acquired before of after the large 
gfoup purchased in 1957. .

A . • Location and Description of Ocucaje .
.; The lea Valley, like much of the coast of Peru, is desert with 

exceedingly sparse vegetation consisting largely of algarroba bush and a 
: little cactus 0 pnly the immediate river valley area and those portions 
of the valley watered by irrigation are favorable for more extensive . 
plant, growth. Modem, occupation is largely restricted to the upper valley, 
but the lower and middle valley Was -also settled in prehistoric times.

The valley floor, cut by mountain ridges, consists of stony 
plains, dry valleys' or quebradas, and sand dunes, often of considerable 
size. The slopes of the Andes form the eastern and northern boundaries, 
while the Pacific Ocean lies to the west and south.

Rain is infrequent, occurring at 3- to 15-year intervals, Unlike 

the Central Coast, the area is Sunny and warm during the day all year 
long. Southwest trade winds blow in the afternoon, increasing during 
the hot summer months. These winds, known locally as the paracas, gave 
their name both to the ParacaS Peninsula and the Culture first found 
there by Tello.



The Hacienda Ocucaje ds located about 35 km, south of the city 
of lea and Just southwest of the Pan-American Highway, One of the own
ers of the hacienda, Paul Truel, Is credited with the discovery of two 
Paracas sites at Ocucaje in 1931> and Truel, Aldo Rubini, and Carlos 
Soldi all have extensive collections of Paracas materials found on the 
hacienda. The main crop of the hacienda is grapes, from which wine and 
Pisco are produced, '' . . ;

When Max Uhle visited, the area, in 1901, he (1914: 5) described 
it as follows: •
1 This hacienda occupies an enclosed valley about three miles 1 .
" in diameter and separated;,from the lea Valley proper by a soli- 
. tary mountain. The soil here is extremely dry. Only during 
. the rainy season in the Cordillera the little lea river carries 
its water during a few weeks as far doilm as this valley, while 
there are many dry years when none comes at all. Fortunately 
for this region is the circumstance that there is a substratum 
of gypsum (sulphite of lime) underlying the top soil, which re
tains the humidity so that at least there always remains some 
subterraneous flitrations, otherwise the vegetation of the 
valley would be scorched out of existence by the torrid heat 
that blazes all the year around from an ever-unelbuded sun and 
'wtenrpered by any cooling breezes from the sea, which are cut 
off by the intervening mountain. All the surrounding mountain 
slopes and any elevations visible are covered with sand dunes 
hundreds of meters high. The landscape has a completely tropi- 
. eal character. Palms grow here and dates ripen in many
.districts. Extensive groves of algarrobe form the natural vege
tation of the valley, only interrupted where exterminated in 
order to give way to plantations of grape vines, fig trees, and 
native Peruvian cotton shrub. The arid mountains of gypsum 
contain numerous well preserved skeletons of palaeontologi
cal creatures, some rocky elevations in the valley are covered 
with petrifacts of ednchs and turtles. It seems as if in 
this remote solitude creation, in its development, has been 
standing still for thousands of years,

! Strong (l957s 3) points out that other sourqes of subsoil
water have been utilized since Uhle's time, but that the description.
remains essentially Valid.
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Ancient Peruvian buriale were usually made In areas which could 

not be utilized for agriculture. Consequently, Paracas burials are 
often found on the slopes of hills, or cerros, where habitation sites 
are also often located. The Soldi collection described here comes 
principally from three areas: Cerro Max Uhle, Cerro de la CftiZ, and
Plnilla, all west of the lea River.(Fig, 3)° A number of specimens, 
however, have no exact provenience within the hacienda.
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CHAPTER 2

A PROPOSED TYPOLOGY FOR TEXTILES

Textiles as archaeological artifacts are exceedingly rare.
With the exception of desert areas such as Egypt, Central Asia, the 
American Southwest, and the Peruvian^North Chilean coast, textiles are 
preserved only by accident. Accidental.preservation does occur, how
ever, and archaeological textiles have been recovered from such 
unlikely spots as Yucatan in Mexico, Northern Europe, the Great Lakes 
region of the United States, and many other areas. Nonetheless, most 
archaeologists rarely or never find textiles in their excavations and 
so are not confronted with the problem of describing, classifying, or 
fitting them into an over-all cultural scheme.

In areas where archaeological textiles do occur in quantity, and 
variety, they should prove to be as useful as pottery for time and 
space markers, for indicating cultural change, and so on. Most archae
ologists, however, appear to be terrified by the technical complexities

“ , ' 1 " 
of textiles. At best they will call in an "expert" to write an appen-

dlx o% their materiala at worst they may ignore any textiles completely,
Thus, although ceramic and stonestool typologies abound and multiply,

and despite pleas for descriptions of "whole cultures," writings on

archaeological textiles are limited to discussions of the range of

techniques found or to descriptions of a single unusual type or example,
$ am not blameless in this respect, but if people who live in glass *

13
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. houses did not occasionally throw, stones, progress' would be slow.
With improved archaeological techniques and the investigation 

of more and more sites, archaeological textiles are appearing in 
greater quantities. Even limited finds could be made more useful for 
comparative purposes by the establishment of textile types. Textiles 
are one of the most readily transported items of material culture, and 
as such could be invaluable in determining trade and other forms of 
culture contact.

At first, textiles appear to be so complex that typology seems 
out of the question. Each textile seems to be almost a unique situa
tions So many factors— fiber, yarn construction, fabric construction, 
dye, design, and other attributes— are involved that it is difficult to 
know where to begin. But is this situation so different from pottery . 
with its paste, temper, firing temperature, form, and design? Somehow 
pottery,.stone tools, and even basketry seem simpler, but I suspect 
that they actually are not.

Before discussing the factors involved in a textile typology, 
the entire problem of typology and taxonomy must be considered. If 
much of the subsequent portions of this chapter seems to deal inappro- 
- priately With pottery, it is because artifact typology in this Country 
has been largely based upon ceramic analysis.

General Principles of Archaeological Typology
In the past 25 years a great deal has been written on the 

problems of archaeological typology and taxonomy, especially regarding 
definition and interpretation^ As far as I know, no one has seriously



advocated throwing out typology altogether; this is rather surprising 
considering the mass of contradictory opinions on various aspects.of 
the problem and is probably a tribute to the basic usefulness of the 
concept. For a long time there was considerable disagreement about the 
use of a taxonomic system based upon biological principles in archaeol
ogy (Brew 19^6; Taylor 19^8)° Since archaeological classification has, 
over a period of time, drawn further and further away from its bio? 
logical prototype, this discussion no longer seems important.

Early Southwestern pottefy classification schemes were founded i 
in the biological tradition, Colton and Hargrave (1937) attempted to 
escape from this to some extent by eliminating the terms "genus" and 
"order" from the system» They defined "type" as "a group of pottery 
vessels which are alike in every important characteristic except , 
(possibly) form" (Colton and Hargrave 1937° 2), and subsumed the char
acteristics as: surface color, method of handling clay, texture of .
core, chemical composition of temper, chemical composition of paint, 
and style of decorationo Obviously this led to the setting up of many 
typesj since each time a piece of pottery had any characteristic 
differing from those Of an established type it could be set apart as 
.4 new type.

Rouse (1939) pioneered in establishing the concept of "type" 
as a group of shared characteristics or attributes in which not all' 
the attributes must be alike. It has been recognized that not all the 
attributes of an artifact are of diagnostic value, though the problem 
Of which are and which afe not has not been entirely resolved.
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Krieger (1944: 272) has made it clear that variations do not necessarily 

, signify a change in type;
Any group which may be labeled a "type" must embrace 

material which can be shown to consist of individual varia
tions in the execution of a definite constructional idea; 
likewise, the dividing lines between a series of types must 
be. based upon demonstrable historical factors, not, as is 
often the case, upon the Inclinations of the analyst or 
the niceties of.descriptive orderliness.
> This brings up what has been one of the main points of dissen

sion in the matter of typology. Taylor (1948; 123-32) distinguished 
between "empirical"., types, which are purely descriptive, and "cultural"

; types which are functional, are intended to reflect cultural reality, 
and are not concerned with the minutiae of the descriptive type. A 
descriptive or empirical type may prove to be, but is not necessarily, 
a cultural type. Phillips, Ford, and Griffin (1951: 6l) used these 
terms to refer to two "basically divergent" but not mutually exclusive 
kinds of interest in artif actual material (and hence typology): "(l)
interest in objects as expressions of the ideas and behavior of the 

. people who made and used them; and (2) interest in objects as fossils 
for the determination of time and space relations." "Empirical" and 
"cultural" have recently been used to label two widely divergent con
cepts of typology— one which holds that types are arbitrary units set 
up by the analyst, and one which holds that types are inherent in the 
material and express cultural reality (Willey and Phillips 1958: 13)• 
While Taylor (1948; 127) did link "splitters" (those who distinguish 
types on the basis of any difference in attributes) with the empirical 
type and "lumpers" (those who do not make such distinctions) with the



cultural type, the arbitrary or Inherent nature, of the type was not 
involved in his definitions,.

.. . Taylor's original distinction between cultural and empirical 
types is valid, and the two kinds of types should be easily recogniz
able. However, few theories of typology fit readily.into either the . 
arbitrary or inherent cultural categories, perhaps because no archae- 

. dlogist is willing to admit that he may not be dealing with cultural 
reality. Rouse (1939:.il) driginally defined "type" as "an abstract 
kind of artifact which symbolizes the group. It refers to the attri
butes Which artifacts of a given kind have in common," not to the 
artifacts themselves." These attributes he called "modes." Although 
at that time (Rouse 1939: 12) he stated that both modes and types 
• represented, cultural trait S.he later (Rouse i960; 318) emphasized 
that "modes are inherent in,one's collection.Types, on the con
trary are imposed on the collection....The mode, therefore, is a 
.natural unit of Cultural study. Whereas the type is an arbitrary one." 
. Rord (1952: 323) has also discussed the arbitrary nature of typology. 
Brew (1946: 46) takes, the strongest, position on this subject:

". No typological system is actually inherent in the material. 
Systematic classifications are Simplifications and generaliza
tions of the natural situation. The classes are entities and 
realities only in the minds of the students, they have no other 
existence. .Consequently:...there is no such thing as the type 
to which an object "belongs V'

Taylor (1948: l44) disagrees and warns that "classifications 
of cultural contexts lie immanent in themselves and pertain to bygone 
people, not to the immediate world of the archeologist." Spaulding 
(1953: 3Q5) has stated that "a properly established type is the result
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of. sound inferences concerning the customary behavior of the makers of 
the artifacts and cannot fail to have historical meaning." Tugby 
(l958r 24), who has defined a type as "an assemblage of features per
ceived by the makers as desirable," illustrates the extreme position on 
the inherent nature of the type.

Most archaeologists, as can be seen by the above statements, 
hold views intermediate between those of Brew and Tugby. Actually, 
the two concepts are not necessarily incompatible, as Willey and 
Phillips (1958j 13) point out 2 "All types are likely to possess some 
degree of correspondence to...reality and...increase of such corre
spondence must be the constant aim of typology."

Obviously, as Brew has pointed out, there is no such thing as 
the type into which an artifact falls, and it is likely that no two 
Classifiers would come up with exactly the same typological system for 
a given group of specimens» On the other hand, it is absurd to main
tain that a type cannot have cultural reality. It is quite true that, 
for example, a ceramic type could (and such has been the case) be based 
upon the kind of temper used, while the cultural reality of the situa
tion may well have been that the potter used whatever material was at 
hand without preference. Conversely, design generally reflects a 
strong cultural tradition, often extremely resistant to change, and to : 
insist that a design-based type had no cultural reality would be 
patently ridiculous.

Brew (19462 65) has pleaded that "we need more rather than 
fewer classifications, different classifications, always new classifi
cations to meet new needs." This is hot a matter of simply



establishing more types. In Southwestern ceramic typology, types 
proliferated until it was impossible to be familiar with all of them; 
an archaeologist could not always be sure that he was not re-naming a 
previously established type. Brew's plea for more classifications is 
a plea for classifications from various standpoints. However, Brew 
seems to advocate classification on the basis of a single character
istic. This is not typology in Rouse's sense.; To my mind a valid 
type should combine several characteristics^ If classifications on 
the basis of form, design, technique, and composition have been made 
and the resulting classes do not coincide at some points, then no 
types can be derived.

Typology has, o!r should have, two aims: to establish workable
units which may be compared with other such units, arid to establishI . ' ' '
Ibases for cultural iriferenees. John Bennett (1943: 208) has complained 
that "a recent unfortunate tread has been the acceptance of taxonomic 
division^ as a goal in themselves, rather than; as a tool for histori
cal syntheses.h f

One of the first problems in typological method is the selec
tion of attributes which will determine the type. Not all attributes 
'of ah artifact are modes in Rouse's terms. .He; (Rouse i960: 313) 
defines a mode as "any standard, concept, or custom which governs the 
behavior of the artisans of a community, which they hand down from gen
eration to generation, and which may spread from community to community 
over considerable distances.". Attributes may express personal idiosyn- 
cracies, accidents,, temporary measures, or chemical-physical properties 
these would not be. considered modes. Mon-mode attributes should be



fairly easy to recognizej with the possible exception, of personal idio- 
syneraeies (and the readily separable one of chemical-physical proper
ties), they would not occur consistently in a group of artifacts. In 
a small sample, however, it is conceivable that either personal idio- 
syncracies or temporary measures would occur with sufficient frequency 
to be mistaken for modes. Both would have cultural significance of a 
different kind if they could be recognized for what they were. Rouse
r . ■ . . . _ . . ■ ■ . .
(i960; 318) distinguishes two kinds of modes: "(l) conceptual modes,
consisting of ideas and standards which the artisans expressed in the 
artifacts and (2) procedural inodes, consisting of customs followed by 
the artisans in making and using the artifacts." Conceptual modes may 
be observed, but procedural modes must be inferred. The determination 
pf modes results from an analytical process. A,study such as that of
i ' . / •• , v ; . : . . " 'Safford (19^1) on the patterning of Paraeas embroidered mantles is
actually mode analysis, based, on a limited set! of conceptual modes.
! Rouse8s definition of mode does not make clear whether or: not
all culturally significant attributes should be given equal mode !
status. Stor instance, in ceramics, the mode "form," which has dlag**

• ; ' : • nostic significance as a whole, can be broken down into rim form,
shoulder, base, and so forth=~all Important diagnostic modes. Smith,
Willey, and Gifford (i960; 331) have clarified this problem somewhat
by redefining mode to mean "an attribute Or cluster of attributes that
displays significance in its own right." They further state (Smith,
Willey, and Gifford i960; 331):
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Modes should be the subject of Separate study to view their 

individual behavior in cross-cutting varieties and types through 
time and space. Any collection of pottery is best described in 
terms of varieties and types as well as modes in order to pre
sent a Comprehensive picture» The type-variety study should be 
integrated with the mode study and neither should be conducted 
or set forth in a mutually exclusive manner.

? Mode is then eliminated from the definition of type, which 
\ • _ - ; 1 ‘ 

becomes "a clustering of attributes" (Smith, f/illey, And Gifford i960:
332). \

. • 1 .

This solution gqes too far. Attributes do not and cannot have
the conceptual and procedural aspects of modes. The fact that a wood

i " 1 • 'is brown is an attribute 1 of a wooden artifact 1, but it has nothing to do
! . • ' ' with the way in which the artifact was manufactured. Mode should not

and need not be eliminated from the definitioiji of type. Rouse (i960)
i, has stated that two types' of classification are involved in the formu-

| • . ‘ ' ilation pf modes and types. "If modes are the!objective, the classifi-. 
cation is called 'analytic.If, instead, the purpose is to form 
typeSj, then the classification becomes 'taxonomic1" (Rouse i960; 313)» 
Farther, "if the archaeologist is being completely logical, he should 
first do analytic classification in order to form modes and should then 
classify taxonomically in terms of those modes, instead of going back 
again to. the original attributes" (Rouse i960: 315)« Despite their 
expressed belief that type-variety and mode studies should be inte
grated, the effect of Smith, Willey, and Gifford's elimination of mode 
from.the definition of type has the opposite effect (see Fig. h, and 
Williams 1962). The use of the words "taxonomic classification" by 
Rouse, and later Phillips and Gifford (Williams 1962) is redundant 
and meaningless (Fig. 4). They are apparently using taxonomy in a
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"namingj," hence "typing" sense, but this is semantically unacceptable.
I have suggested amendments to Phillips' and Gifford's chart of typo- 
.logical method in Figure 5» •

'Hi,It is in the process of selecting the modes (or at.tributes) to. • ' • , ' .. 1 ...
be used for establishing types that many of the problems of typology, 
ariseo If too few modes are used, the type may be so large and vague 
as to be meaningless (though some simple artifact forms may have only 
a few modes involved in their production)j if all or a great many modes 
are used, too many types will .result (but again, for simple artifacts 
all modes might be utilized). Obviously, few Independent analyses 
would use the same sets of diagnostic modes. This does not invalidate 
the type concept, but merely means that types based on one set of modes 
may produce one kind of information, while those based on another set 
may produce an entirely different sort of information. '

On this basis, Rouse (i960: 317) distinguishes between "(l) 
historical types, whose modes have been selected, consciously or un
consciously, for their time-space significance and (2) descriptive 
types,, composed of modes referring primarily to the nature of the 
artifacts." Presumably, one cOuld also have functional types, based 
on inferred procedural modes. I see no reason jrhy descriptive types 
could not have time-space significance, though the reverse might not 
prove true, or at least might not produce adequate descriptions. At 
any rate, to quote Taylor (19I8: 147-18):

It is obvious that the criterion upon which the primary 
break-down is made will be of signal importance to the results.... 
But...the purpose of all... archaeological systematization is 
to depict as exactly as possible the cultural relationships of
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culturally cohesive groups of people, Therefore, if any classi
fication, no matter what its primary or other criteria, seems 
satisfactorily to reflect these relationships, then its use is 
justified <,

Spaulding (1953) has advocated the use of statistics to deter
mine the validity of given combinations of modes, or types, instead of- I
depending on site-to-site comparisons for validation» The use of sta
tistics in this case is a validating mechanism, not a procedural one, 
though it could be used to indicate the probability of random or non
random combinations during the process of establishing types* * However, 
if a given set of modes is chosen by an analyst to represent a type, II ■ •
would assume that this combination occurs with sufficient regularity to 
be of some significance* A type based on one or two specimens or on 
extremely fragmentary material cannot be considered as more than a 
tentative assignment in any case * Sufficient attention has not, how
ever, been paid to the fact that:it is almost impossible to establish a 
Valid type without whole artifacts*

Thus far I have discussed only the most basic units of archae-! • ’ I-
ological classification— attribute, mode, and type* Another unit 
important to the early stages of classification is the "variety." In 
an attempt to establish equilibrium between the "splitters'1 and 
"lumpers" of ceramic types. Wheat,. Gifford, and Wasley (1958) suggest--

- , I
ed that "established type" be used for the firjst-named pottery type and 
that "variety" be used for rdlated but slightly different forms. "A 
variety, then, differs from the type only in such lesser technological 
or esthetic features as may indicate a minor regional or temporal de
parture from the standard" (Wheat, Gifford, and Wasley 1958: 36). The
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variation as they see it may be in the characteristics of the artifact
itself; the areal distribution; or the temporal Span, but all should be
minor differences (it should be noted that in the case of areal or 
temporal varieties, slight technical differences are also present).

I
The established type together with its varieties would be called a 
"ceramic cluster." .

Phillips (1958) suggested that "established variety" be substi
tuted for "established type" and that "type" be substituted for 
"cluster.'1 This returns "type" to its proper position as an. abstrac
tion that symbolizes the group], as proposed by jjtouse, in the sense of
the Platonic "idea." Further, the use of varieties in this sense adds 
cultural significance to the type.

Attribute, mode, variety, and type are progressive levels of 
classification. The next level consists of a number of conceptual 
groupings that are not sequential one to another. All of these group
ings consist of two or more modes or types. "Ware," which has been

1 «
used.to apply to persistent technological and functional similarities 
in pottery, cross-cutting types, may be disregarded in this discussion 
because of its obvious irrelevance to any but ceramic typologies.
Wheat, Gifford, and Wasley (1958: 39*^3) use the term "system" for a 
group of related, roughly contemporary type clusters (or Phillips1 
types)) the system is named for the first-named type within it. The 
system may extend in time but is not as long-lasting as a "tradition"; 
it may extend in space but is not as all-inclusive as a "horizon," 
Phillips (1958: 124) feels that it is a necessary step between type
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and horizon or tradition," but that it should be divorced from "all but 
the most general implications of area, time, and culture."

"Complex" has been used to denote "an inventory of the pottery 
types peculiar to a particular archaeological phase" (Wheat, Gifford, 
and Wasley 1958; 42)„ It can also be applied to an inventory of modes. 
Why not, then, use "type inventory" and "mode inventory"? "Sequence" 
has been used in pottery studies to label "an evolutionary succession 
of related types through time" (Wheat, Gifford, and Wasley 1958: 45). 
This is related to "tradition," but does not have as many implications 
of persistence. A "series" is a1 geographically limited group of re
lated types with some time persistence;, it apparently differs from 
"horizon" chiefly in being more restricted. Too, horizon and tradition 
are both more frequently used in connection with- "style," hence mode, 
than with "type." Series and sequence seem to b,e too vague to be of
use unless they are made the direct equivalents of horizon and tradi-

• ! ■ 
tion. Ware, as I have noted, is useful only for; pottery, though a more
general term or an equivalent term for other artifacts might be 
developed if it was needed. With these reservations, the existing typo
logical terms should apply equally well to any class of artifact.

Watson Smith (19̂ 2; 1174-77) has proposed a term potentially , 
useful to the taxonomist, yet "not itself a taxonomic device" (Smith 
1962; 1175)ti-the "School." School is used to "characterize not only 
the artists of a particular period and.place, but also the common in
fluences, inspirations, and products of those artists" (Smith 1962:

j1174). Obviously, in archaeology, any School would be represented by 
its products. The term's great usefulness lies in the fact that a



given artifact may be virtually unclassifiable as to type or variety, 
owing to idiosyncratic features, yet be clearly a product of a given 
School. A School may further encompass one or several styles. Smith 
(1962: 1174) se©s it as "a basic coherence, a something that transcends 
taxonomy, and few archaeologists would dispute the existence of such a 
coherence« I

Textile Typology j ,
In setting up a textile typology, as in ceramic typology, we 

must deal with attributes and modes of unequal value. For large group
ings, technique, style dr design, and function are obviously most , 
importanto One could readily establish classes of textiles in these 
three categories. Procedural classes, bn the other hand, would be, for 
the most part invalid, since almost any given textile technique can be 
achieved, by various procedures. These differences would almost always 
be impossible to infer from the finished product.

• ■ " I •

In general, most valid textile types would seem to encompass! 
all three classes to some extent. Functional categories seem to be 
least importaht in the assignment of types and varieties. There are 
cases where use and technique appear to be directly correlated, but 
this is not consistent and does not seeta to apply to all areas or 
periods. Where use and technique are related, this will be provision
ally included iu the type description. Style or design obviously do 
hot' apply to undecorated textiles. Technique,; on the Other hand, is 
universally applicable, j

Possible analytic modes in textiles include the following: ,



material, tetihnique., design, color, shape (or use), and sewing methods. . 
Many of these modes may. be further broken down. Material may be sub
divided into fiber, spin, and ply, as well as tightness of spin and ply, 
and diameter of yams. Technique, in addition to the over-all aspect, 
includes superstructure! additions, selvage treatments, warp and weft 

. counts, and so oha Design not only refers to motifs, but also to 
■ placement, treatment;., combination, et cetera. Color may be just that., 
it may include color alternations, and it may be reduced to the physi
cal-chemical statement of. dyes and mordants. Shape may indicate use, 
but it may also be expressed in terms of dimensions and proportions. 
Sewing methods may indicate stitches or the larger concepts of garment 

, Construction and tailoring.
Fiber cannot always be considered a' mode. There are only a 

limited number of fiber choices in any area, and in many cases it Is 
simply an attribute. If, however, a given technique is always (or. 
nearly always) executed with one fiber, mode status is attained. Spin 
and ply, selvage treatment, warp and weft count, sewing methods, and 
dimensions and proportions are usually expressible as modes largely in 
terms of preference or preponderance. Individual variation may be §een 
in all of these features. Smith (1962.1 1168-71) has indicated the 
difficulties which may arise in classification due to., such variation.

Fine distinctions between some attributes or modes cannot bo 
made on the. basis of cursory study. The determination of dyes, . 
mordants, and fibers (aside from gross distinctions between wool, 
cotton, and other plant fibers) cannot be accomplished by anyone bub a
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specialist. Some of these modes may, however, have considerable classi- 
ficatory relevance,

Although in ceramics, design, color, and- form are the most use
ful and obvious modes for grouping specimens into types and varieties, 
in textiles it is technique of manufacture which is usually of primary 
importance for grouping. In and of itself, technique is an absolute 
time or space marker only in rare instances.. For example, weft-twining 
is almost always preceramic in time in Peruj the technique occurs only

. . - i . ' -. rarely and rather specifically in Chavinoid and later periods. There 
are a few cases where supplementary decoration,is more important than 
technique in classifying textiles. Examples of this are the Ocucaje 
shellfish-dye painted variety and the embroidered plain-weave varieties.

Design is, of course, most reliable ,as|an indication of culture 
change. If all other modes are constant, and there is a distinct dif
ference in design, this is sufficient reason for distinguishing more 
than one type or variety. However, typologies based on design alone ; 
would not serve the same purposes as trade or Contact indicators, and 
would, as will be seen later, lead to considerable confusion in some 
cases. In textiles, color and color combinations also seem usually to
be sufficient for establishing, if not new types, at least new varie-

!

ties, which may express regional rather than, temporal or larger 
cultural differences. *

As in ceramic typology, the textile type, therefore> represents 
a group of items which share certain characteristics or modes, but 
which may show variations from the norm in some details. In keeping 
with the Rouse (1939: 11) and Phillips (1958) use of the concept, I



textiles often combine : 
ihese multiple techniques
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will attenqjt to utilize "type" as a more-or-less abstract unit which 
encompasses all the regional and temporal variations found in the Para- 
cas Period. "Variety" will thus be used to denote these variations« 
Since textiles are nowhere as numerous as ceramics, some of the types
and varieties established may be even shakier than pottery types, and

- . ' there should be an understanding that the types as established are
open to reassessment if and when larger samples are available.

One obvious difficulty with a textile typology in which the 
primary grouping is based on technique is that 
two or more techniques in one specimen. When v 
occur in the form of applied bands or borders,!the situation is rela
tively simplej the piece can be described as composed of two or more 
separate structures involving two or more types or varieties. When, 1 
however, two or more techniques are involved in the production of a 
single specimen, the process of typing it becomes more complicated. 
There are three possible solutions. If the techniques always, or 
often, occur in combination, the variety can be so defined. If, on 
the other hand, the combinations vary, the specimen may be classed wjjth 
the variety that dominates technically or stylistically (probably the 
latter), or it may be described as being composed.of two or more 
varietieso In my listing of types and varieties (Appendix B), I 
have noted associated techniques, if any, for each variety.

Although the standard binomial system used for ceramics is 
usually adequate for naming textile types, it is often necessary to 
utilize a.trinomial system for varieties, and for some type names. In 
this case, the first word is the site from which the variety was first



recognized, the second is a descriptive or modifying word, and the
!  .

third the technical designation. Unlike ceramics, textiles do have 
gross technical differences within one cultural period. For types,
I have consistently used "Paracas" as the first word in the name. The 
regional and temporal distinctions of the varieties are not entirely 
clear in many cases ati the present time. Similar difficulties have
arisen in ceramic taxonomy. Bretemitz, Gifford, and Olson (1957)
' - - !have described the relative popularity of corrugated pottery types

• ’ i' ' ' . 'i iover a period of time at Point of Pines, Arizona and contrasted 
this with the occurrence of the same or similar types in a larger 
geographical area. 1

One word of caution shouid1 be inserted. In any textile typo- 

logy, it would be well to avoid technique names Which are not either;
1 ' ' ' ■ - . ' ‘ ■ I

purely descriptive or very widely uied and well understood, ^or ex-
' . I | _ ' '

ample, 0’leale (1933) has,referred to interlocking-warp techniques as 

"patchwork," a term which has definite,and misleading implications o^ 

sewn-together patches. She also (O'Meale 193̂ ) described a Paracas 1 |
• ' • i

embroidery technique resembling knitting as "needierknitting." Follow-
1 j ; ■ !

ing Irene Emery's classification, I prefer the more descriptive "cross-
1 . i •

knit looping" for this embroidery stitch. A type or variety, once inI • ‘ ' i ' ' . '
print j.! tends to persist, and it would be well to choose technical terms
with care. At the risk of being Accused of institutional ethnocen- 1

I I ■ ' ! 'trisffls, I would suggest the use of Emery's Primary Structures of' ' i
Fabrics (in press) for all technical terminology, since it is probably
the most exhaustive and least regional study of textiles ever written.
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. Since the assignment of textile types and varieties is, if not 

radical, at least new, and more particularly since the material under 
discussion is from a single area, with a limited time span, I will not 
attempt here to discuss larger classificatory units such as systems, 
sequences, arid series« The Paracas textile system would consist of all 
types and varieties for the entire period) this cannot be discussed on 
the basis of current knowledge. Sequence has been dealt with to some 
extent in my discussions, under each technique, of.the developments of 
the preceding periods, but I have not discussed the carry-overs into 
the succeeding periods to any degree. .Series, again, would require 
wider knowledge of the Paracas culture and its relationships to other 
areas than is presently available. The mode and type complexes or 
inventories for Oeueaje textiles can be derived from Appendices A
and B respectively. v- '

. ‘ /  .There is no question that a Paracas School of weaving existed

and that the products of this School can be recognized as such. With
in this School several regional and temporal styles can be distinguish
ed. The few specimens which dp not fit readily into one of the 
proposed varieties are, nonetheless, clearly products of the Paracas 
School. The Paracas School of weaving’can also be clearly contrasted 
to that of any other Peruvian culture, even when individual products 
of two or more Schools are subject to confusion»



CHAPTER 3

THE PARACAS CULTURE AND THE SITE OF OCUCAJE i

In order to understand the position of Oeucaje in the Paracas 
eulture, it would be well to survey the archaeological history of the 
known sites, the burial practices at these sites, and the temporal 
placement of Paracas, together with a brief description of Oeucaje 
itself, before going on to a discussion of Paracas textiles and 
basketry and specifically the collection at hand.

History of the.Discovery of the Paracas Culture 
By the late 1800's or early 1900’s, American and European 

museums and collectors were beginning to acquire elaborate embroidered 
'textiles attributed to sites in the Pisco, Ida, or Uazea valleys, or 
without provenience. Singe their, designs were closely related to 
those of Uazea pottery, published specimens were often called "Uazea" 
or "Early Hazca." However, as is still the ease today with many of the 
textiles excavated by huaqueros (Peru’s professional grave robbers), 
the exact source of the material and its cultural affiliations were 
unknowno ,

According to one author (Mejia Xesspe 1950), the site of Para
cas was first discovered between 1905 and 190% by an itinerant fruit 
peddler on his way along the playas of Cerro Colorado on the Paracas 
Peninsula. His burro stumbled, spilling his wares, and as he picked



them up he discovered that a burial had been uncovered by the burro1s 
hoofs during the accident. He returned to the site soon after this 
occurrence and excavated the mummy, thus beginning the huaquero activ
ity in the area. Whether or not this stbry is apocryphal, grave 
robbers obviously have known the location of Paracas sites for many 
years.

A publication of Max IJhle1 s' (191*0 showing a few Paracas frag
ments, and textiles in Peruvian private collections, inspired Julio C. 
Tello, a Peruvian archaeologist, to search for the site. Although it 
soon became obvious that the material came from the Department of Ida, 
it was not until June 26, 1925, that Tello, accompanied by S. K. 
Lothrop, was led to the actual site of Paracas. Tello began work at 
Paracas that August, and excavations continued there for two years.
Two types of graves were discovered: five subterranean tombs in the
. saddles between the peaks of Cerro Colorado yielded a number of mummies 
and 429 mummy bundles were recovered from an area of 260 square meters 
lower on the slopes of the sake hill. It became evident that there 
were cultural differences between the burial, sites, and Tello gave the 
name Cavemas to the subterranean tombs and necropolis to the mass 
graves. 't .

The "caverns" are described as being three-part tombs cut into 

the ground and consisting of an upper room constructed of porphyry and 

whalebone from which a cylindrical shaft 2 to 6 meters long descended 

into a hemispherical chamber. There is some question as to whether all 

five of the tombs were this elaborate, or whether some were relatively 

simple pits dug in the ground. The actual number of mummies from the



Cavernas tombs cannot be determined from the literature. In his
Antiguo Peru, Tello (1929° 120) stated that each tomb produced from 30
to 40 mummies. In a slightly, later publication, he (Tello I93O: 518)
stated that Cavern V alone produced. 48 bodies. Carrion Cachot
(1949: 18), presumably working from Tello's notes, stated that Cavern
V had produced 55 bodies. Recently Mejia Xesspe, again working from!

■ ’ , ■ . ITello's notes and publishing Under;his name (Tello 1959: 53), stated
that each Cavernas tomb contained many bodies, some as many as 30 to
40. This is the same figure as that Tello first advanced, but rather
differently stated. In 1931,..three more Cavernas tombs in the same
locale were excavated by a party from the Museo National de Antropblb-
gfa y Arqueologxa, Lima. None of these was as elaborate as those
described by. Tello. Tomb I contained parts of two bodies; Tomb II
Contained the whole or partial remains .of at least six individuals;
and Tomb III contained three complete bodies with portions of several
more in the fill (Yacovleff and Muelle 1932).

The "Necropolis" burials were found within a partially walled
area, apparently of Cavernas construction. The area is described as
having subterranean rooms (though they were not roofed) of stones and
adobes; the rooms apparently varied greatly in size, some being small
and containing only two Or three bodies, while others were extremely
large. There seems to be general agreement that 429 mummy bundles were
recovered from this area, though Bennett (193&; 125) includes the
Cayemas bundles in this number*’ There is also some question whether■ I - . ■
66 burials from 66 tombs from the "Necropolis of Arena Blanca" or
: . ' I

Cabeza Larga were included in the 429 mummy bundles. This latter



."necropolis," located at the foot and to the west of Cerro Colorado, 
apparently had poorer burials than the "Great Necropolis of War! Kayan,1 
or Cerro Colorado. It also seems to have included both Cavemas and 
Necropolis type burials.

Tello (1930: 520) believed Cavemas to be the older culture, 
basing his opinion on the observation that the Necropolis graves were 
intrusive, in Cavemas rubbish. He also recognized Chavinoid elements 
in Cavemas design. It now appears,, however, that the pottery with the 
most obvious Chavfn relationships is from Ocucaje rather than the site 
of Cavernas, and it is not knowri whether CaVemas actually produced 
any of this early Paranas pottery. At any rate, Tello's conclusions 
provoked a controversy among archaeologists which continued for nearly 
30 years.

On stylistic grounds, Kroeber (1944: 33; 1953: 323) felt that 
although Cavernas might precede Necropolis, the two periods should be 
separated by the Nazca Period, and that Paracas Necropolis, in fact, 
represented a rejuvenation of Nazca. Bird (Bird and Bellinger 1954: 9) 
briefly held that Cavemas succeeded Necropolis, basing his opinion on 
a comparison of Cavernas, Necropolis, and Nazca trait lists. Strong 
(1957), after stratigraphic excavations in the lea and Nazca valleys, 
found evidence that Early Paracas (typified by Juan Pablo ceramics) 
was followed by Late Paracas (CaVemaS), Proto-Nazca, and finally Early 
Nazca. He was unsure about the placement of Necropolis, but was in
clined to place it overlapping the Late Paracas and Proto-Nazca phases. 
Dawson has since proposed (Lanning i960: 9) that Necropolis and Proto- 
Nazca are contemporary regional variations, the former in the lea and



Pisco valleys and the latter in the Nazea area. However, both Cavernas- 
style textile motifs arid Protd-Mazea pottery occur iri Necropolis 
burials, and Proto-Nazca-style artifacts have been found in lea Valley 
■sites,

The Gavernas affiliation with Chavfn was never actually denied, 
though it was for many years regarded as debatable. Tello, with justi
fiable pride in the discovery of the Chavlri and Paracas cultures, tend
ed to give more emphasis to Chavinoid traits in Gavernas than other 
archaeologists were willing to do, Kroeber, as late as 1953? felt it 
necessary to tabulate the points of resemblance between the two cul
tures. As we have noted above, most actual Chavinoid traits occur, not 
in the material from Gavernas itself, but in related, earlier pottery 
from Ocucaje and other sites. The Chavfn influence in Early Paracas 
is no longer in question.

For many years, no other sites producing Paracas type.-materials 
were reported. It is difficult now to determine the point at which 
Ocucaje Paracas was recognized. Amazingly, mummy-bundle masks of the 
Ocucaje type occur in a German collection made between 1871 and 1903 
(von Gagern 1961). Uhle, who dug at Ocucaje in 1901, must be given 
credit for the first excavation of Ocucaje Paracas specimens. The main 
result of his work, however, was the delineation of the Nazea style. 
Although he apparently found Paracas burials with textiles (Uhle 1913j 
1914), there is no indication that he differentiated these burials from 
those he called Proto-Nazca (now called Nazca). Nor does any Paracas 
pottery appear in his publications, though Kroeber (1956: 333) even
tually distinguished one grave lot with Gavernas affiliations.
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Kroeber (1944: 37) states that two Ocucaje Pa.ra.cas sites were discover
ed in 1931 by Paul Truel, one of the owners of the Hacienda Ocucaje. 
Ocucaje Paracas seemed to be distinctly related to the Cavemas finds 
at Paracas proper, and it is likely that Tello did not distinguish 
between the material from the two sites, but called all post-fired, 
resin-painted pottery "Cavernas." In 1956, Pablo Soldi published his 
Chavfn en lea setting forth the Juan Pablo style as an early manifes
tation of Ocucaje Paracas. In 1957, Strong published a preliminary 
report on his excavations at Ocucaje including his cultural sequence 
from Early Paracas to Early Nazca mentioned above. .

Recently it has become clear that Ocucaje Paracas is not a one- 
phase style, but represents a considerable time period with definite 
stylistic changes. It would be impossible to consider here the various 
series of phases proposed by Rowe, Dawson, and Menzel. None of these 
has been adequately discussed in print until recently. It must suffice 
to say that their Ocucaje sequence has been expanded from its original 
four phases, T-l through 1-4 (Rowe 1956) to ten phases (Rowe 196?)
1962| Menzel, Rowe, and Dawson 1964). Rowe (1962: 5) now considers 
Phases 1 through 8 to have strong Chavfn influence, and he implies 
(1962: 12) that the earlier part of the Ocucaje sequence is largely 
contemporary with the Chavfn sequence. Most archaeologists, working 
with a.sloping horizon hypothesis, have felt that southern Paracas

" I' ' ' " ■. .Chovinpid traits would of necessity be somewhat later than their north
ern Chavfn prototypes. A summary of the equivalent phase names for the 
Rowe, Dawson, Menzel sequences appears in Table 1.



In recent years, styles related to Ocucaje Paracas have been 
found in the Canete (Stumer 19581 Lahning i960), Chincha (W a illa .c e  

1958), Pisco (Engel 1957), Palpa (Mejia Xesspe 1958), and Yauca 
(Gayton l96lb) valleys. Tabio (1958) has found Cavernas-type sherds 
associated with the Chavinoid style at Ancon. Rowe (1962: 5) also 
records the occurrence of ParaCas style at Huanta (a site almost due 
east of Canete.) in the highlands, but this has apparently riot been 
published. Wallace (1962) has reported on a Chavinoid and Early 
Paracas site in the iCa Valley, Cefrillos, and other work in the lea 
area has been carried on by Sawyer and others. .

None of the new finds has been published in final form. Of . 
the recent work, probably that of banning and Wallace in the Canete2 
Chincha, and Pisco valleys will prove most important for establishing 
a clear-cut temporal and cultural sequence. The site of Jahuay in the 
dry Topara Valley between the Canete and Chincha valleys has produced 
plainware similar to that of Necropolis together with textile fragments 
that resemble some of the Ocucaje pieces. Similar material has been 
found in the tiiree neighboring valleys. Wallace and banning see this 
area as the birthplace of the Necropolis style. The picture, however, 
is by no means complete, for Necropolis style also shows considerable 
influence from another area, presumably Nazca.

Whatever the result of the continuing iwork at South Coast 
sites, it is now clear that the ParaCas culture was not as limited 
in either time or space as it once seemed.



Fig. 6. Chart showing the general position of. Paracas in. 
time and its relationship to Worth Coast cultures. (After Sawyer, 
in press.)
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TABLE 1. PABACAS PHASE WMES

AUTHORS AM) AREAS
APPROXIMATE

ToparaCerrillosOcucaje . ParacasDATES

Rowe 1958 Strong Sawyer 1961 i  Tello 192QjlWJar_e_JL962i
Hazca Nazea Hazca A .
Hazca Proto-Kazca Period IV 

Late Para
cas

Necropolis Jahuay 3
Ocucaje Late

Paracas100 B.C Period III 
Mid.Paracas Caveraas Jahuay 2T-3200 B.C,

Jahuay 1T-2 EarlyParacas Period II
T-l La IslaEarly(Juan

Pablo) Paracas

500 B.C
Period I .
Chavinoid

900 B.C



Paracas Burial Practices 
From preceramic times until the Spanish Conquest^ in the 

Central and South Coast areas of Peru, burials were usually flexed and .
Wrapped in textiles or matting. . This practice reached a peak in the
elaborate mummy bundles of Paracas Necropolis, when one bundle might 
contain up to 150 textiles, many of them elaborately decorated gar
ments . For example, Carrion Cachot (19̂ 9: 24) states that bundle 
Number 382 from the Necropolis contained 16 mantles, 2 headbands, 9 
headcloths, and 11 shoulder ponchos. In addition to these decorated 
pieces there were 22 cotton "winding sheets," 2 fragments of a cere
monial staff and 1 whole staff, 1 stone club, 37 slings, 2 feather 
fans, 23 small gold plates, 6'leather packages of dyes, 1 wig of human
hair, 1 necklace of shell beads, 1 plain vessel, and 2 pieces of
tanned deer skin.

The Necropolis bundles seldom contain garments which show any 
signs of wear. In fact, the embroidery is often unfinished, and sep
arate embroidered borders are often fbund in the bundles. The .
embroidered garments come in matching sets, but the individual items of
1 - . . ■ _a set are sometimes found in different mummy bundles» These factors
. reinforce the theory that the garments, were made especially for burial, 
One anthropologist (Bennett 1938) has suggested that these elaborate 
garments were accumulated during life for this purpose. The same 
author has also postulated that one mummy was.disinterred and re-buried 
four times with successive layers of clothing and other artifacts added 
for each re-burial. This hypothesis seems to be based largely upon the 
fact that within the bundle there are a series of "outer wrappings"



(Fig« 7, layers 2,' 3* 5, and-;7)» Some of these outer cloths were as
large as 20 x 4 m, (two 2 m, widths sewn together).

It has beep-suggested at various times that the Necropolis 
. mummy bundles (in contrast to the simpler Cavemas and Ocucaje bundles) 
represent a class difference .rather than a temporal one, that chiefs, 
priests, or nobility of the Paracas peoples were brought here to be 
buried= The wealth of grave goods certainly implies that these were 
not commonerso Tello (1959: 59) has stated that "almost all" of the 
mummies were those of old or mature males, and suggests that some "cult
of the dead" may have been involved in the Necropolis burial practices.
Study of the artifacts seems to indicate,that there may also have been 
regional, temporal, or cultural differences, or a combination of these.

The Cavemas bundles were less elaborate. In contrast to the 
138 items found in Necropolis bundle Number 382, the three Cavernas 
tombs excavated itt 1931 produced a total of 125 textiles, 4o other 
artifacts, and 14 animal, vegetable, or mineral specimens together with 
all or parts of 16 bodies (Yacovleff and Muelle 1932: 46), Two of 
these tombs did hot contain easily distinguishable mummy bundles, but, 
rather a jumble of bodies. Tomb III, however, had three bodies sepa
rated by rows of stones (with parts of other bodies occurring in the 
tomb fill). The description idf the grave contents does not suggest the 
careful sequential wrappings of Necropolis mummies. Carrion Caehot 
(1931: 39) notes that few textiles, but many other kinds of artifacts 
are found with Cavemas bodies. Although decorated garments are 
present there is no impression of great wealth or ceremony. Tello 
(1929: 125) saw a class difference in Cavernas bundles: some bodies
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Fig. 7- Crons-section of a Necropolis mummy bundle showing 
the successive wrappings. (After Carrion Cachot 19^9> FI• 5 a.)
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were nearly nude or wrapped only in coarse cotton, some had one or two 
mantles, and others had many textiles buried with them- The bodies 
include women, adolescents, and babies, as well as adult males--thus 
apparently representing a cross-section of the population.

Ocucaje bundles seem to resemble those of Cavemas. In the 
only published description of. an Ocucaje tomb, Pezzia (i960) notes that 
the bundle was conical in shape, 70 cm. high and $0 cm. at the base. A 
painted cotton mask with its padding was found on the upper part of the 
mummy bundle; the outer wrapping of the bundle consisted of a wool 
double-cloth (?) mantle with feline designs. Beneath this were two 
layers of cotton, one covering the lower portion of the bundle and the 
other the upper portion. Next came a plain-weave cotton mantle, frag
mentary and carbonized, and then another layer of cotton covering the 
lower portion of the bundle. The third wrapping was also carbonized 
cotton plain-weave. Below this wrapping, a pottery water bottle, three 
fragments of pacae pods, and d cord of human hair were found. Next 
came a layer of cotton over the upper part of the mummy. A fragment Of 
dark ochre-colored cotton textile covered the cranium. Near the bottom 
of the mummy bundle (and probably once within it) were found an irregu
lar stone with some carbonized organic matter, four shell beads, and a 
dried fruit. Outside the bundle were a bottle-gourd container and a 
broken and carbonized plate made from another bottle gourd.

I have seen only one intact Ocucaje mummy bundle. The outer 
wrapping consisted of cotton plain-weave painted with a hand-and-dot 
design in shellfish dye (see Big. 11 for a similar textile). A head
dress of hawk feathers occurred on or near the bundle. Inside the
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wrapping was a layer of unspun cotton.' No other textiles were found in 
the bundle. A pyro-engraved gourd was also found in the tomb.

Although we have what were claimed to be 87 grave lots in the 
Ocucaje collection, we have only a little data on the way in which the 
bundles were constructed. Soldi (notes taken by Bird, 1957) has noted 
that there were few outer wrapping cloths. Painted cloth masks were 
usually stitched to the bundle and sometimes had a string of small 
feathers across the top of the mask. Occasionally a feather headdress 
was attached to the top of the bundle, and some bundles had feathered 

. headbands. The bundles were small, rarely exceeding 80 cm. in height. . 
The largest seen by Soldi was approximately 1.200 m. high and may have 
been of the Necropolis type. , Nor have we much data on the mummies 
themselves, As in ordinary huaquero activity, the bodies were immed
iately discarded once the artifacts had been removed from the bundle. 
The bodies were flexed and frequently wore breechcloths. Sandals 
Occurred infrequently. Knotted netting sometimes was found on the head 
of the mummy, as were rectangular "hoods." Necklaces of bone, shell- 
bead or gold*strip bracelets, and gold forehead ornaments occurred, but 
were rare. Bird-shaped gold ornaments were sometimes found on the fore
head, while star-shaped ornaments were found on the breast (Bird : 
suggests that the latter may have been, ear ornaments which slipped down 
in the bundle). In two or three cases, the face of the mummy had red 
paint on it, but the bodies were not tattooed.

Occasionally parts of bodies were found in tombs. Grave Number 
kk contained only a trophy head (No. 185) wrapped in cloth and placed 
in a jar. A human hand, also wrapped in cloth, was found in a jar in a



grave, and another jar in still another grave held a small foot wrapped 
in cloth. Pottery replicas of hands and feet are also found at Ocuca-

V
je. The significance of these specimens is not known, though the 
trophy-head cult was well established in Phase III of the Paracas 
Period. ;

Tomb types for Necropolis and Cavernas have already been 
briefly described. Pezzia (i960) has reported a fairly elaborate tomb 
structure at Ocucaje. Fifty centimeters below the surface he found a 
rectangular adobe construction 70 cm. long by 60 cm. wide and 30 cm. 
thick with a concave depression in the center, 20 cm. long and 10 cm. 
deep. The interior was formed of 12 small, loaf-shaped adobes,
2k x 12 x 7 cm., united by mud and straw mortar and arranged in four 
groups with a north-south orientation. At the depth of 30 cm. in this 
construction he found beams of huarango, cane, and pacae leaves cover
ed with mud mixed (?) with pacae leaves. The beams were laid alongside 
one another to form a roof over the tomb. The tomb itself was rectan
gular, with dimensions of 1.200 m, in length by 0.800 m. in width and 
1.300 m. in depth. Three walls were formed Of handfuls of twisted 
green com husks united with mud, while the fourth was made of adobes, 
32 x. 20 x 10 cm., mortared and plastered with mud.

Soldi, however, reported that most of the tombs from which his 
collection came were roughly squared pits with a stepped shelf to sup
port a covering of poles, leaves, and perhaps other plant material.
Only one body was found in each tomb, with the exception of two tombs 
which each contained two bodies. In some cases, the mummy bundle was 
bound with ropes and suspended from a roofing pole. Some tombs had



the mummy set into a recess cut into the wall of the lower portion of 
the pit o Other tombs were vertical shafts with a recess cut into one 
side and the pole and leaf covering placed diagonally over the recess. 
A few burials were found in simple pits with no covering. In all of 
these tombsj, ceramics were found outside, rather than inside, the . 
mummy bundle.

Some of the mummy bundles from Ocucaje were quite elaborate, 
judging from the grave lot lists, but probably .none approached the 
most magnificent of those from the Necropolis,

Temporal Placement of Paracas
In terms of over-all Peruvian prehistory, three broad, pan- 

Peruvian "horizon styles" have been recognized: Chavin (ca, 1000-200
B,G,)j Tiahuanaco (ca, A,D, 700-1100), and Inca (A,D, 1438-1532)«
The three horizon styles mark periods of widespread trait similarities, 
and all are highland styles which were extended to the coast by means 
of diffusion, migration, conquest, or a combination of these factors.

Between these styles (and to some extent persisting even in 
the heyday of the intrusive style) the Peruvian coastal valleys or 
groups of valleys supported relatively distinctive regional cultures-- 
their distinctiveness being dependent on the degree to which the valley 
was isolated.

In the area encompassed by the Paracas culture (which apparent
ly extended from at least the Canete Valley to the Yauca Valley at some 
point in its existence), the first inhabitants were probably hunters



and gatherers„ By at least 3000 B,C.? a sedentary group dependent On 
fishing, shellfish collecting, and limited cultivation (beans) was 
established in the area. These people made twined and single-element i 
textiles of plant fiber <> Preceramid peoples who irai sed more vege
tables and made cotton textiles succeeded them sometime between 2000 
and loOO BoCo At present, we probably lack evidence of the earliest 
pottery-making and com- growing culture of the area.

The first pottery-bearing culture for which we have clear evi
dence is the Paracaso In the earliest phase, the emphasis is 
Chavinoidj this represents the local extension of the Chavin horizon 
style. A few of the artifacts of this time are pure Chavin in style 
and may actually be imports from the north. The only textiles which 
can readily be assigned to this phase are those from Callango in the 
collection of Michael COe (Rowe 1962, Figs. 29 and 30) and Wallace's 
(1962, personal communication) Cerrillos material. The beginning of 
this phase may date to nearly 1000 B.C.

Chavin influences become progressively weaker. In Phase II, 
Early ParaCas, Sawyer (I96I: 274) sees the "development of related 
local styles based on the Chavinoid traditions." In Ocueaje pottery, 
the phase is marked by feline, human being, dduble-headed snake, 
condor, and Various geometric motifs" with the fox and falcon as minor 
motifd (Sawyer 1961: 274). Textiles are too rare to establish the 
design inventory, but those that exist can probably be assigned to the 
period by default--that is, they.are not Chavinoid enough to fit into 
Phase I, and they lack the distinctive design elements of Phase III. 
Presumably, the motifs are similar to those on the pottery, though they
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may be slightly less geometric, judging from the few examples we now 
consider to belong to this phase.

Phase III-,. Middle Paracas, "marks the introduction of a strong, 
new, outside influence which greatly changed the iconography and style 
of Ocucaje ceramics" (Sawyer 1961: 275), Sawyer notes that "the icon
ography of Period III textiles consists mainly of feline, monkey, and 
human trophy-head cult deities, double-headed serpents and birds,"
This probably represents a combination of weakened Chavfn influence, 
local tradition, and an intrusion from outside. Many of the motifs 
(admittedly with the exception of the trophy head and probably the 
monkey) were present in the preceramic period of the North and Central 
Coast and may represent widespread archaic motifs also present in the 
south, Chavinoid elements can still be found in the strongly geometric 
art of Phase III, but they are residual and do not include the more 
important features of Chavfn art, such as the fanged feline.

Phase IV, Late Paracas, "is characterized by naturalistic 
style conventions, an amazingly rich and varied textile iconography,

I ' ■ ' ' ' . -
and a highly diversified ceramic typology" (Sawyer 196I: 275)« New 
motifs, depicting local flora and fauna and introducing what seem to 
be new deities and mythological beings, reflect what Sawyer considers 
an agricultural fertility cult. The motifs are realistically depicted 
and constitute a Proto-Nazca Style, However, at least in the early 
part of this phase, the geometric motifs of Phase III persist, with 
some elaborations, Many Necropolis mummy bundles have contained both 
geometric and naturalistic motifs in textiles (though rarely both in 
one textile). Naturalistic designs On textiles, found with Late



Paracas and Pro.to-Nazca pottery types, are rare in the Ocucaje 
collection.

It should be stressed that no.sharp breaks exist betweeb the 
phases, and one blends into anbther with only the introduction of new 
motifs to mark the change. If the new motifs do, in fact, represent 
new peoples in the area, they do not seem to imply conquest. In some 
cases they could be accounted for by stimulus diffusion. Although the 
ChaVinoid elements must have diffused over considerable distances, the 
later naturalistic motifs may have come from the nearby Nazca area.
The Proto-Nazca in Phase IV of the Paracas Period evolves into Early 
Hazea with little perceptible change other than increasing realism, 
complexity of design, and new pottery techniques. As the Nazca Period 
progresses, increasing stylization develops. Although Paracas cultural 
identity seems to end with Phase IV, no sharp break in continuity can 
be established until the beginning of the second great.horizon style, 
Tiahuanaco, about A.D. 700.

It is still difficult to date the phases exactly. On the chart 
(Table l), I have attempted to correlate period and phase names assign
ed to Paracas by various authors with dates compatible both with 
existing radiocarbon evidence and the stylistic sequence.

We now have a fair number of radiocarbon dates for Paracas, but 
many of them probably date only the last part of the sequence. The 
dates are also conflicting. Wo dates represent a level by level assess
ment of a stratigraphic sequence except Wallace's dates from Cerrillos. 
These are also our only dates for the early portion of the sequence.
A summary of the radiocarbon dates for Paracas is presented



here in chart form (Table 2). On the basis of available evidence, it 
does not seem likely that the Paracas Period could have begun before 
about 1000 BoCo nor persisted longer than about A*Do 100«



TABLE 2. . PARACAS RADIOCARBON DATES

PERIOD DATE SAMPLE NUMBER SITE :REFERENCE . '

IV. Late Paracas:
*A.D. lit 200

*A.D. 5 - 90 
**307 B.C.*200
* 93 B.C.2100
* 42 B.C.-100

L-115 (solid 
carbon)

L-115 (C02)
C-271
L-311
Oro-6l8

Cerro Colorado 
(Necropolis)

Cerro Colorado
Cerro Colorado?
Cerro Colorado
Cabeza Larga 
(Necropolis)

Bird (pers, commun.)

• Bird (pers. commun.) 
Bird (1951: 48)
Bird (pers. commun.) 
Bird (pers. commun.) .

III. Middle Paracas:
***A.Di 245 - 80 L-268A Cahuachi ' Strong (1957::46)
***A.D. 116 -100 L-335D Ocucaje Strong (1957: 46)
***A.D. 116 1 100 L-335C Ocucaje Strong (1957: 46)
***A.D. 115 ̂  80 L-268B* Cahuachi - Strong (1957: 46)
***. . , ■ 124 B.C.t 160 W-422* Cahuachi Strong (1957: 46)



TABLE 2— Continued

PERIOD DATE ' SAMPLE NUMBER. SITE ' REFERENCE ...

II. Early Paracas:
Late La Isla 352 B.C. 125 P-517 • Cerrillos Stuekenrath (1963: 9&)
Late La Isla ' 339 B.C. 45 . ? .. Cerrillos Wallace (pers. commun.)
Early La Isla 245 B.C. .64 P-518 Cerrillos Stuekenrath (1963: 98)

. Early La Isla . 591 B.C. 56 : ■ ' .? 'Cerrillos .Wallace (pers. commun.)
I. Chavinoid:

Cerrillos phase 458-B.C. .214 P-516 Cerrillos Stuekenrath (1963: 98)
Cerrillos phase. 702 B . C . & •• 56 • . ? Cerrillos , Wallace (pers. commun.) "

All dates corrected by 240 years, except L-115 (solid carbon), which is'corrected by; 
200 years. ■ ' ' . - - -
Uncorrected date, which seems too old even when corrected by 160 years =

***Dates which should be corrected? 
t Split sample measured by different' laboratories.
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CHAPTER ,4

TEXTILES OF THE EARLY PERIODS

. In order to understand the history of the Peruvian textile 
. industry, a brief survey of what is known of the textiles in the periods 
preceding Paracas is in order. There are only two early periods with 
which we need be seriously concerned—= the Preceramic (ca„ 4000-1200 
B,C,) and the Chavfn (ca. 1000-400 B,C«). I will also, however, dis
cuss briefly the textiles of the Salinar (ca. 500-300 B.C«) and 
Gallinazb (ca. 400 BoC.-A.D. 200) periods which follow Chavfn on the 
North Coast since ceramic correspondences exist between Paracas and 
these cultures. Fortunately, early textiles exist in some quantity, 
though it is unlikely that we have examples of all known techniques, 
and our knowledge of the design repertoire is probably very limited.

Enormous quantities of textiles are found from the Paracas 
Period. The best known Paracas textiles are those from the Necropolis. 
Cavemas textiles were not preserved in such quantities and are less 
adequately published. Small groups of textiles are also known from a 
few other Paracas Period sites, such as Cerrillos, Jahuay, and Yauca.

Textile Development in the Periods Preceding Paracas

The Preceramic Period
The earliest Peruvian textiles are found in preceramic sites 

scattered along the coast. Engel (1963a; Anon. 1963) has reported .
56



sites' without•oobtbn,• but with textiles of a bast or leaf fiber, and 
having dates of about 3750 and 3000 B.C. Cloth, matting, and netting 
are mentioned, but the material has not yet been adequately published 
for comparative purposes. To date, our earliest well-known preceramic 
textiles are from the North Coast site of Huaca Prieta in the Chicama 
Valley, with an initial date of approximately 2500 B.C. These textiles 
are almost all of cotton; bast fiber was sometimes blended or plied 
with the cotton. Yams are usually 2-ply (8-spun, Z-plied) and rather 
unevenly spun.

Nearly 30OO textile fragments were recovered from this site.
The bulk of them (78.3 percent) is weft-twining. About 18 percent are 
single-element construction— looping (10.1 percent) and knotted netting 
(7,7 percent), -Woven textiles constitute only 3»9 percent of the total; 
of this percentage, 3.7 percent are plain-weave, 0.2 percent are pattern
ed with warp-floats. Plain-weaves may have single or paired Warps'; some. 
are striped. Some of the warp-float patterning has transposed warp- 
floats. All woven pieces are warp-faced. End selvages are twined in 
both woven and twined fabrics, and the wefts of woven pieces are some
times knotted at the side selvages ks are the twining wefts.

It is in the weft-twining that the most elaborate patterning 
occurs. yarps were diverted to left or right and held by the twining 
Wefts to form patterns. Although the original color contrast has, for 
the most part, disappeared, patterns can be detected and plotted through 
careful analysis of the structure Of each piece. Patterns include 
condors, pumas, rock crabs, double-headed snakes, and human figures.
In other words, much of the design repertoire of later periods was
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already present (Bird 1962; 1963a)o Many of the figures, as a conse
quence of the technique, have serrated edges. Bird (1963b: 6l) has 
suggested that the serrated outlines Of Paracas and later designs 
represent a persistence of this feature long after the technical reason . 
for it had disappeared.

Blue dye, red pigment> and natural brown and white cottons were 
used for color in the Hudca Prieta specimens,

There are certain indications, such as the uneven spin of the 
yarns, the knotting of wefts at side selvages, and the low percentage 
of woven textiles, that Peruvian weaving was in its infancy. Bird 
(1952b| Bird and Mahler 1951-52) believes that although some sort of 
frame, or loom, must have been used at this time, no heddles were 
present. He feels that the loom with heddles, new weaving techniques, 
pottery and other traits were introduced in the succeeding period. 
Nonetheless, the elaborate patterning of preceramic weft-twined tex
tiles indicates that considerable development had already taken place. 
Bird (1963b: 62) estimates that for one design as many as 5000 separate 
finger manipulations were required, while the background for the design 
would have required over 8000*

A considerably later site on the Central Coast, Asia, which has 
a radiocarbon date of 1288 B.C.S. 100, produces a slightly larger tech- 
nical inventory (Engel 1963b)> The sample is smaller than that from
Huaca Prieta— 335 textiles, of which;,322 were classifiable. Engel's* ' _

presentation is somewhat uneven, and it is sometimes difficult.to under
stand his technical groupings (for instance, he seems to class 
cow=hitch knotted fabrics with both looping and knotting). Again; most

i: ■ . . . . ■ ‘



' ■ ' / ' ' ■ x ' - . ' ' ■ ■- ■ ■ ' : fabrics (52.9 percent) were twined; looping, knotted netting and other
non-woven specimens constituted 42.2 percent of the total; 4.9 percent
were woven. Engel's (1963b: 45) description suggests that some of the
fragments may have had warp-float patterning, but it is impossible to
be sure. One piece seems to have had a woven slit. Reportedly, some
of the looping has snake or animal patterns.

Yarns are usually of cotton, either S-spun, Z-plied, or Z-spun,
S-iplied (sometimes both spins occur in,one textile) = Bast is always
S-spun, Z-plied. Engel (1963b: 25) also reports human hair (?) S-spun,
Z-plied, and animal fiber or wool, "spun" (but. without directional
data). Colors include red, yellow, and blue or green, the latter being
the least common. 1

Although no thread counts are given for any of the narrow belts
in the group (seven of the l6 woven pieces), they appear to be warp-
faeed. Eight of the remaining nine.woven fragments (seven are from
One blanket) are balanced in thread eount,. and the ninth is Warp-faced.
End selvages seem to be twined, but there is no mention of wefts
knotted at the side selvages = j

Netting knots are most commonly cow hitches and square knots,'
l

but simple and overhand knots were also found. .
Engel reports three,techniques not present in the earlier 

Huiaea Prieta material: sprang, embroidery, and feathefwork (on twined
' 1 . 1and knotted foundations). Unlike the Huaca Prieta collection, which 

consists mainly of fragments, Engel reports articles of clothing: 
blankets or mantles; belts; bags; and at least one turban; as well 
as slings and fish nets. 1



Despite the inadequacy oil:' tingel1 s coverage, the study does seem 
to show progression from the earlier Huaca Prieta material. More tech
niques were used; there is more variation in fibers and spins; a new
color appears; and so on. Twining patterns, on the other hand, seem.
for the most part to be less complex, more restricted to geometric 
patterning, with only one elaborate double-headed snake design (Engel 
1963b, Fig. 192). This may be due to the much smaller sample. The 
change in proportions of techniques used seems to be significant, but 
again may be due to the sample size.

Engel also found spindles and:spindle whorls, needles, and 
what resemble small weaving tools. \ ' .

It seems likely that when data on preceramiq textiles are fully 
published, we will have a neater progression from early non-cotton 
twined textiles to the competently woven cotton and wool textiles of 
the succeeding Chavln period. *

The Chavin Period 
The type site for Chavin culture, Chavin de Huantar, and many 

Other sites which have produced classic Chavin-style artifacts are 
located in the highlands of Peru. Since climatic conditions in the 
highlands are not favorable for the preservation of perishable items, 
no textiles have thus far been reported from these sites. -

' - The coastal situation̂  is a little better . Larco .(l$46: 153)' 
States that "balls of cotton yarn and fragments of carbonized cloth" 
have been found in Cupisnique (Coastal Chavin). tombs on the North 
Coasto North Coast tomb construction/ however, seems unsuited for
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textile preservation̂ , and few textiles are recovered from burials of 
the Chavin or later periods» Larco (1946; 153) remarks that "the tex
tiles are coarse and open, imperfectly woven, and done in a simple but 
uneven interlacing technique." Lareo’s implication that the Cupisnique 
textile industry was crude and undeveloped is unjustified and based on 
the accident of preservation. The Cupisnique levels at Huaca Prieta 
produced 589 textiles, of which 4.2 percent were weft-twining, 8.5 
percent were looping and knotted netting, 86.8 percent were woven, and. 
0.5 percent combined weaving and twining (Bird 1964, personal communi
cation). This represents a dramatic reversal of the preceramic textile 
percentages, and indicates that in this area at least there was no
simple evolution from non-loom-woven fabrics to textiles woven on a. ' . '
loom with heddles.

Of 515 woven textiles from the Cupisnique levels at Huaca 
Prieta, 0.2 percent were unclassified, 93«5 percent were plain-weave, 
and 6.3 percent were other techniques. The plain-weaves included 
every conceivable combination of single and paired warps and wefts, 
but most (41.5 percent) had single warps and wefts. Other techniques 
included; various supplementary-weft float patternsj tapestry— Slit, 
dovetailed, interlocked, and double-interlocked; various warp and 
warp-weft float patternsj gauzej and a construction in which the. 1
pattern was produced by wrapping the warps with cotton lint.

One other North Coast ‘textile from this period has been '■

reported. Tello (1943: 137) found a "handerkchief (sic)embroidered 
with turquoise sequins" in a Chavin grave at the site of Punkuri 
in the Nepena Valley.



Chayinoid levels at the Central Coast sites of Ancon and Supe 
have produced a total of 157 analyzed fragments (d'Neale 195*0» The 
textiles are largely of cotton, with wool occurring only in the form of 
stripes or other patterning. No all-wool textiles were found. Netting 
fragments seem to have been made of a plant fiber other than cotton. 
Yarns are spun S or Z in almost equal proportions, and in a common form 
of plain-weave with paired wefts, one weft is usually S and the other 
Z, while the warps may be of either spin. Plied yarns are, surprising
ly, not common, but when they occur they are almost always Z-spun, 
S-plied. Colors are restricted to reds, blues, orange to yellow, 
white, and browns.

Selvages vary. Some textiles have twined-end selvages or. one . 
or two rows of twining above a warp fringe. Others have from two to 
four heading cords, and one textile has three braided heading cords. 
Ends sometimes have applied fringes as well. Side selvages may have 
paired warps, or they may simply have compacted warps. Or no special 
treatment. Some textiles have multiple-bobbin wefting, which produces 
a fairly complex side selvage. Side selvages may also have applied 
fringes.

The great majority of the,textiles are plain-weave, often with 
paired wefts, sometimes striped, banded, or plaid. Slit, dovetailed, 
and various types of interlocked tapestry are found in both balanced 
and weft-faced weaves, with the former more common. Suppiementary- 
weft patterning occurs, but embroidery does not. One gauze fragment 
was found. Knotted netting, utilizing cow hitches (or lark's head 
knots), and, looping occur.



Garment types represented are: large blankets or mantles,
kerchiefs, hair nets (?), bags, and bands„ fish nets are also found. . 
Motifs are almost entirely geometrical, a notable exception being 
elaborate condor-feline motifs in a cotton mantle (0 'Neale 195̂ -*
Pis. 23 and 24).
: • The over-all impression of the group is one of restraint.
Weaving is competent but not elaborate. The color range is restricted, 
though no more so than that of other Chavin Period or preceramic sites. 
We must remember, however, that again the sample is a limited one.

Closely comparable material comes from the Chavinoid, or 
Cerrillos, phase at the site of Cerrillos in the lea Valley (Wallace 
1962, personal communication). Wallace reports various plain-weaves 
(striped, banded, and plaid); a plain-weave openwork of a type not 
previously reported from this period; tapestry, both weft-faced slit 
tapestry and double-interlocked balanced weave; warp patterning; 
gauze; looping; and knotted netting; as well as matting and basketry.
He also notes some edge embroidery, but no patterning in embroidery. 
Technical details such as spins and selvage data are very similar to 
0'Neale's material from Ancon and Supe. 1

A fragment from Callango in the lower lea Valley may be 
Chavinoid, or Early Paracas (Wallace i960). It depicts a fanged feline 
in slit-tapestry weave with geometric motifs in supplementary-weft 
pattern.

Two other Chavinoid textiles should be mentioned here. These 
are painted fragments in the collection of Dr. Michael D. Coe; they are 
also from the site of Callango. They are-painted in such a pure
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.Chavfn style that it is conceivable that they were imported from the 
north rather than executed in the south (Rowe 1962, Figs. 29 and 30)•
A similar grave lot from the same site produced a small cotton bag 
which appears to have supplementary-weft patterning in blue and brown 
cotton. Its present whereabouts is unknown.

The total number of Chavinoid textiles known is still not 
large. It is to be hoped that it will increase in years to come, so 
that we may have a more complete picture of the Weaving of this ex
tremely important period. Nonetheless, it seems obvious even now that 
the major development of Peruvian weaving took place during this time 
and that all later accomplishments could represent elaborations on a 
base established in the late preceramic and Chavfn periods.

The Salinar and Gallinazo Periods .
Chavinoid influence on the South Coast is now well established. 

The periods succeeding Chavfn on the North Coast, Salinar and Gallinazo, 
also seem to have relationships to the South Coast, though some of the 
traits involved appear to be earlier in the south. Such features as 
bridged spouts, certain motifs, and some ceramic shapes present in Sal
inar pottery and in South Coast pieces, but absent in Chavfn, would 
tend to indicate a continuing interchange between the two areas.

Unfortunately, only some plain-weave textile fragments are . 
known from Salinar, though Larco (1946: 159) indicates that the yarns 
are "well twisted and uniform."

The Gallinazo Period, in which negative-painted ceramics— a 
feature which seems to be earlier on the South Coast— appear, provides



us with better textile data. Bird (19!>-b ) records twill, gauze, 'and 
tapestry, in addition to plain-weaves, from the Chicama Valley. By 
Mochica times double-cloth was also known. According to Bird (1952a: 
359-60), both the gauze (which also appeared in the Cupisnique levels 
at Huaca Prieta) arid the double-cloth were skillfully executed.

In general, these North Coast textiles seem to be mostly of 
cotton (though wool is used in the tapestry fragments), and spin and 
ply seem to be opposite (S - Z) to that usual in Paracas textiles .
(Z - S).

We still cannot be sure when given techniques originated on 
the North Coast. It is possible that both twill and double-cloth were 
known’ in the Chavin Period. Only when we have larger Samples of 
specimens will such problems te solved.

Textiles from Paracas Period Sites
Paracas Period sites include not only the famous Necropolis 

and Cavemae sites on the Paracas Peninsula, but also such lesser 
known sites as Cerrillos, Jahuay, and YauCa,

The Necropolis and Cavernas
\ >Although textiles of the Paracas Necropolis style are fairly 

common in museum collections, few of them have exact provenience. ; For 
a knowledge of what was actually found at the Necropolis and in the 
Caverns, we must rely on the somewhat inadequately published collec
tions ,of the Museo Nacional de Antropologla y Arqueologla in Lima. 
Unfortunately, it is not entirely, clear where specimens came from even 
in these publications, with a few exceptions.
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Carrion Cachot (1931: 39) has listed the techniques found at 

Cavemas as follows: coarse homespun [plain-weave) , striped textiles,
double-cloth, tapestry, embroidered cloths, figured cloths, trans
parent cloths, tulles or gauzes, nets, and knitting= Tello (1929: 125) 
reported nets, gauzes, "textiles in a stitch which looks like crochet" 
(crochet is unknown from Peru), openwork mantles, and textiles like 
lace which depicted complicated figures» 0 ’Neale (l$42), with better
technical training, found plain-weave, double-cloth, warp-float 
patterns, "brocade," embroidery, painted textiles, knotted netting, 
close knotting, sprang (which she incorrectly calls twining), and braid
ing. To the last inventory, I would add, for Ocucaje, tapestry, 
triple-cloth, twill, warp-and-weft interlocking, looping, oblique- arid 
warp-twining (which may occur at Cavemas3 0 'Neale is unclear), tie- 
dye, and featherwork. It cannot be determined whether her "single- 
face pattern weaves with warp floats" (0'Neale 19^2: 156) refer to 
supplementary-warp patterning, complementary-warp patterning, or 
patterning by ground-warp floats; I have notes on Cavemas examples 
of the first type and the last two types occur at Ocucaje. Looping is 
found at Cavemas, but not noted by 0 'Neale or Carrion Cachot 
(Yacovieff and Muelle 1932, Fig. 31)• I found no examples of the filmy 
plain-weave noted by Carrion Cachot and 0 'Neale (1942: 177) except in 
bits which constituted the ground of the poncho-shirt borders (No. 485). 
The design and color of these borders seem more closely related to 
Necropolis embroideries than most Ocucaje textiles. On the whole, 
however, the technical inventories of Cavemas and Ocucaje are 
Virtually identical. It is difficult to determine whether the fact



that certain techniques present at’ Qcucaje are missing at Cavernas is 
due to oversight, an inadequate sample, or the fact that they were not 
made at Cavernas. For some of the "new" techniques we have only one or 
two Ocucaje examples, but even in this collection we. are not dealing 
with an extremely large sample . • : _ V- ;_

Some techniques are more common than others at Cavernas»
Carrion Cachot considered gauze the most typical Cavernas weave, with 
double-cloth running a close second. Embroidered plain-weave, appar
ently not really common at Cavernas (O'Neale (1932: 7^-75J found only 
three specimens from three tombs), is the most frequent technique in 
the Ocucaje collection. Most writers on the subject have noted, with 
some surprise, the rarity of tapestry in the Paracas Period. It 
Occurs from both Cavernas and Necropolis, but very seldom arid always, 
in the form of narrow bands. :'

The presence of certain techniques in Cavernas and Nazca which.
. were absent or rare in Necropolis led Bird (Bird and Bellinger 19$4: 9) 
to suggest that the Cavernas finds might be chronologically later than 
those from the Necropolis, a position which has proved untenable.• It 
does appear, however, that a number of techniques fairly common at 
Cavernas and Ocucaje se&m to have "skipped" Necropolis but recur during 
Nazca. times. Specialization does occur in certain cultures, areas, or 
periods in Peru when one technique was brought to a peak of technical 
perfection and others were little used. The Necropolis finds seem to 
represent a concentration on embroidery. It is possible that tradition 
ojr ritual required a predominance of embroidered textiles for•burial 
use, and that other techniques were employed for more utilitarian
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purposes and thus were not so well preserved. At any rate, the posi
tion of "the" Necropolis at Paracas in the total picture is still not 
clear. As has been noted previously, it may represent a burial place 
for persons of rank rather than simply a regionally or temporally.
distinct unit. I tend to feel that no one of these explanations is

,f ■ . . completely adequate=
t ' ' ■ ■ , ' : 'Whatevqr the reason, double-cloth, triple-cloth, warp pattern-

l i  '  . • . .  ■ . ving, gauze, openwork, knotted netting, tapestry, painting, and 
featherwork seeiti to be present, but rare, in Necropolis (all but

T, .tapestry are quite common at Ocucaje). Close knotting, oblique-twin-
; ■■ > ' ' ' ! :'r ■ing (the latter always seems to occur in conjunction with the former, 
though not the reverse), and warp-twining do not seem to obcur in 
Necropolis, but published data is unclear. Sprang, brocade or 
supplementary-weft pattern, twill, tie-dye, looping, and possibly warp- 
float pattern are all absent in Necropolis,.to the best of our 
knowledge. On the other hand, warp-and-weft interlocking, not reported 
from Caveraas, occurs in one mantle from the Necropolis and in several 
Oeueaje specimens. All of the techniques found at Paracas, with the 
exception of twill and triple-cloth, are found in Early Nazca textiles. 
A technique which occurs in Cupisnique, Necropolis, and Nazca, but not 
in either Cavemas or Ocucaje textiles, is the practice of wrapping 
wool or cotton fibers around parts of the warp to create a design. The 
most outstanding example of this technique is the famous Necropolis- 
style Brooklyn Museum "altar cloth" (LeviHier 1928).
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Without question, the most common decorative technique at the 

Necropolis is embroidered plain-weave. These elaborate and finely 
executed embroideries in stem- stitch are well known and widely 
illustrated.

Other Paracas Period Sites
Inland froni. the Paracas Peninsula, in the Pisco Valley, the 

site of Tambo Colorado, known best for its Inca structures, has pro
duced Paracas material similar to that from Cavemas (Engel 1957) • 
Unfortunately, only a few textile fragments were found: "A few remains
of carbonized cloth, probably of cotton" (Engel 1957• ^l) and "a piece 
of cloth embroidered in Paracas C'aVernas style” (Engel 1957: 42).

Wallace1s work in the Chincha (1958) produced ceramics relating 
to those of Paracas Cavernas and Necropolis but no textiles, although 
at least one sherd had a design closely related to some from Ocucaje 
textiles. The site of Jahuay (Lanning i960), between the Chincha and 
CaSete Valleys, also produced ceramics relating to Paracas Cavemas 
(Jahuay 2) and Necropolis (jaliuay 3) ° The textiles from Jahuay are 
. said to be similar to those from the Necropolis (Wallace 1962, personal 
communication). A total of 198 textiles was found, of which 145 were 
woven0 Almost all of the woven fragments were .undecorated plain-weave, 
generally balanced, with an average of 5 to 11 yams per cm. One 
specimen had stripes of brown and pink cotton separated by narrow red 
wool stripesj it was warp-faced. , Five fragments were embroidered in 
stem stitch— four of them seemed to be border fragments and were wool 
on a cotton ground, the fifth had white cotton embroidery on a blue- 
green cotton base. One example had running stitch embroidery in brown
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cotton-=in appearance like brocading but parallel to the warps. Two 
examples had functional (?) buttonhole-stitch edgings of undyed cotton 
yarns. One woven piece seemed to have one twined selvage.

Of the 53 non-woven pieces, 52 were knotted netting with a cow- 
hitch knot. The other was a five-strand braid of an unidentified plant 
fiber.

I have not seen these textile's and have worked solely from 
notes made by Dwight Wallace from the material. Wallace has noted that 
the plain-weaves and embroideries are identical to Necropolis-styld 
textiles. He remarks on the use of diagonal lines in building the 
geometric designs in both Jahuay and Necropolis, but comments that, the 
Jahuay textiles do not develop designs vertically or horizontally.
He also comments on differences in color, reporting that Jahuay tex
tiles use less red and blue or green. Purple and brown are common (?) 
at Jahuay and rare at the Necropolis. Two sketches made by Wallace 
are almost identical to designs from Ocucaje (Fig., 8). Color combina
tions (one embroidery combines red, white, gold, and purple) seem 
closer to Ocucaje than Necropolis, though color judgment is subjec
tive, and it is difficult to make comparisons when working from 
another person's notes.

Apparently, the embroideries constitute separate garment 
borders, to be sewn to plain-weave ground cloths. This feature re
sembles Necropolis garments rather than either Ocucaje or Caveraas,
The use of cotton for embroidery is puzzling, since wool is commonly 
used for this purpose in Peru. Cotton embroidery was probably rare in 
all periods, 0'Neale (1932: 75) has reported one instance from



Cavernas<, I have found one example (No o 479”^80) which uses cotton for 
the background portion of the embroidery« It is interesting to note 
that the design of this piece is similar to one from Jahuay (Fig. 8 a). 
An Early Nazca sampler (1962.24.1) in the Textile Museum collection 
also combines cotton and wool in its embroidery.

Without more decorated examples it is difficult to assess the 
( Jahuay relationships. Judging from the information available, I would 
tend to place the textile material within the Cavemas-Ocucaje series, 
rather than with Necropolis. Some technical features are puzzling, 
but inconclusive.

In addition to the Chavihoid levels at Cerrillos in the lea 
Valley, the site's La Isla levels represent Phase II or Early Paracas. 

i I have already discussed the Chavinoid textiles and their considerable 
resemblance to textiles from Ancon and Supe. The La Isla levels pre
sent a slightly different picture. Plain-weaves, still predominate, and 
stripes, bands, and plaids occur. All tapestry is slit and weft-faced. 
There are no examples of warp patterning, gauze, or openwork, nor is 
there any knotted netting. The only looping is a variant of figure-8 
looping. Sprang and brocading (or supplementary-weft patterning), not 
present in the earlier levels, now appear. There are still no examples 
of decorative embroidery. Twined-selvage finishes are present, as they 
were in the Chavinoid levels. The sample is small, consisting of only 
91 specimens. Again, it would be necessary to have a larger number of 
examples to correctly interpret the development of weaving from one 
phase to the next. Since there are few decorated textiles, it is im
possible to evaluate the relationships between the La Isla textiles
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Fig. 6, Two Ocucaje designs which strongly resemble designs 
found at Jahuay. a, birds in interlocked diamonds (No. 448); b, a 
small diamond motif with cat heads (?) at the ends, the interior design 
could not be determined (No. 233). Actual size.

\
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and those of Ocucaje, As with the Jahuay textiles, I am working only 
from Wallace3s notes (1962, personal communication).

Gayton (1961b) has published a small collection of textiles
from the Yauca Valley, more than 100 km. south of the lea Valley.

. . . .  . . . \
Of five specimens, three were wool double-cloth and two were cotton .
plain-weaves brocaded (or having supplementary-weft patterning) in . 
wool. All but one of the fragments had remnants of striped plain- 
weave sewn to one or two edges. They all seem to be early in style, 
with considerable Chavinoid influence, and probably belong to Phase 
II, JSarly Paraeas. Colors are generally restricted to dark blues, 
reds, and henna shadesj one has green and yellow as well. Their re
lationship to Oeueaje and Cavemas textiles is obvious, but they are 
probably earlier in time than any pieces we have recovered from 
Cavemas, and they may represent a distinct regional variation as well. 
This is suggested especially by the colors used and by the-combina
tion of striped plain-weaves with patterned weaves.

A number of textiles from the lea Valley site of Callango 
have reached the U.S. market, but they are scattered examples and 
their provenience is not always unquestionable. Eventually we may 
have a large enough group of specimens from this important site to 
establish its relationships with other Paracas sites. My impression 
of those textiles which I have seen is that they are more closely 
related to Heeropblls specimens than to Ocucaje.

One more site might be mentioned. Work by Alan Sawyer for 
the Textile Museum at an upper lea Valley site on the Hacienda Cordero 
Alto, 2.5 km. south of Cerrillos, produced a small group of embroidered



textile fragments. These seem, however, to be more closely related to 
Proto-Nazca than to Middle Paracas at Ocucaje.
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TABLE 3. THE OCCURRENCE OF TECHNIQUES IN THE EARLY PERIODS '

PERIODS AND SITES
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Plain-weave X X X X ,„x X X X X X X . X
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X ■?.; X X . X .

Plaid ? X 1 X ? ? X X ?
Painted X X X X X X
Tie-Dye X ? ?
Featherwork X . ? X X X X
Wrapped Warp X

. , .......
X X

Tapestry .. I x X X X .X, X X X X
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1
x 1
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X X X
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? ?
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{Double- cloth X X X • X ?
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....
• ?

Warp Pattern X X X 1 ? X X X
Compl» Warp Pat, X? . X? | X? X ? . ?1 ,""n"
Suppl. Warp Pat„ - :j ■ x?l : 1 X j X? ? ?
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TABLE 3*‘-continued

TECHNIQUES

' PERIODS AND SITES
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.GHAPTER 5

THE TEXCILE IHDUSTRY AT OCUCAJB . ■

Throughout Peruvian prehistory, certain aspects of textile 
manufacture remain basically the samejj presentihg at times certain 
regional variations or emphases«

Within given areals and periods, there is, of course, even more 
cohesiveness in the textile production. The 25CModd textiles to be 
discussed here share certain basic features,, such as fibers, spin, ply, 
selvage treatment, and so forth. In order to. avoid repetition of this 
information, this chapter is devoted to general discussions of equip
ment, spinning, weaving, and sewing practices^ fibers, and dyes.
Precise specifications for each specimen may be found in Appendix A, 
Catalogue of the Textiles, The discussion of techniques found at 
Ocucaje appears in the following chapter.

We lack evidence for many aspects of Ocucaje textile manu
facture and must rely upon that of other periods and areas in Peru. 
Where hecessary, such data will be presented. No attempt has been 
made to infer actual construction methods from the material, since a. 
given technique may often be accomplished in several ways. Only 
obvious basic practices, such as spinning direction, which can be 
clearly established from the Specimens have been included»
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Spinning, Weaving, and Sewing Equipment

No looms have been recovered from any Paracas Period sites, nor 
have any obvious loom parts been found. It is presumed, however, that 
the standard loom was the backstrap loom, consisting mainly of two loom 
bars, a shed roll, a batten, and some sort of heddle arrangement, The 
lower loom bar was fastened to a strap which passed around the weaver's 
waist or hips, while the upper bar was fastened to some stationary 
object such as a tree or wall., The first depiction of this loom occurs . 
on a Mochica pot (Joyce 1921), and we know that in later periods it was 
the most common type in use in Peru, It is also known that Peruvians 
of later periods employed an upright loom (sometimes no more than loom 
components like those of the backstrap loom lashed to an A-frame), and, 
it is hypothesized that a staked-out, horizontal loom was used as well. 
The latter type may have been used in Paracas. times for weaving the ex
tremely large plain-weave cloths used as outer mummy-bundle wrappings„
0 'Neale (1942: 151) reports an unfinished cotton band from Cavemas in 
the Museo Nacional de Antropologia y Arqueologfa, Lima, (No. 8465 a) 
which still has heddle loops in place on the unwoven warps. In this 
piece "each loop makes a simple turn around the particular warp it 
controls in the shedding." Presumably a stick was inserted through 
the loops. The backstrap loom is commonly used for weaving narrow 
bands'throughout the New World.

In contrast to loom parts, spinning and sewing tools are often 
found in Paracas sites. Yarn was spun in Peru on a spindle made of wood 
or thorn and equipped with a spindle whorl of pottery, or stone, bone, 
plant material, et cetera. Wool was spun with a drop spindle, but the



more delicate cotton yarns were spun with one end of the spindle rest
ing in a small gourd, or a pottery or wooden cup. Towle (196I: 19) 
reports that the. stems of Phragmites communis (caffa:hueca) were used at 
Paracas for spindles and combs' (as well as for a container at Cavernas)„ 
The stems of Baccharis sp, (chilea) "that still retained their bark" 
(Towle I96I: 95) were also used.for spindles at Paracas.

There were no spindles: in the Ocucaje collection, but in 1957 
I obtained a group of six spindles (and bobbins?) from Soldi at Ocu- 
caje. While there is no positive assurance that they are of the 
Paracas.Period, they are presumed to be. The spindles (1964.21.6) are 
tied together with red wool yarn. Three are roughly cut lengths of 
. cane, about 27 cm. in length and 6 to 7 mm. in diameter, wrapped with 
Z-spun, natural cotton yarri (yam diameters ca. 0.3 to 0.5 mm.). These 
may have served as bobbins or yarn reels. The Other three are cut 
lengths of cane, 25 to 30 cm. long and 0.35 to 0.5 mm. in diameter.
One end is hollowed out, and, in two of the three, a 3 cm. length of 
thorn with one pointed end is inserted. All three have bits of unspun 
cotton wrapped around the shaft of the spindle.

Twenty-four stone and pottery spindle whorls occur in the 
Ocucaje collection. Four of the pottery whorls are incised (two with 
traces of resin paint) in geometric designs; these are of Cavemas 
style., The remainder are plain and are of the Necropolis type. Measure
ments and other data are recorded on the chart. Table 4. The smaller 
whorls may have been used for spinning cotton and the larger for. wool, 
but this is pure speculation. It should be noted that the perforations 
are all too large for the spindles described above. The perforations



TABLE 4. OCUCAJE SPINDLE WHORLS

NO. DECORATION MATERIAL COLOR HEIGHT
MAXIMUM
DIAMETER PERFORATION WEIGHT SHAPE

707
incised & 
resin paint clay black 2.05 cm. 2 .2 6 cm. •7 - *75 cm. 9 gr. ©

708
incised & 
cream slip clay

orange
buff 2.15 2 .2 8 .65 - .8 9 ©

709 incised clay black 2 .2 2 .2 .65 - .7 9 e
710

incised,cane 
st.& resin pt. clay

brown
black 2.7 2.4 .65 - .8 l4 ©

711A
plain,slip 
& polish clay gray 1.37 2.0 .6 - 5 <C3

7HB none stone 6^7 . 1.54 I .87

-d-1COL
T

\ 7 O
711C stone gray 1.38 1.65 .48 - .63 4 O
711D stone gray 1.3 1.74 •57 - .73 5 O
THE f t stone black 1.44 1.73 .57 - .76 5 O
711F I t stone gray 1.35 1.8 •55 - .74 5 CD

711G f t stone
brown
black 1.0? 1.75 .45 - .58 4 CZZD

7HH stone gray 0.6 1.7 .6 - .74 2 c=z>

712A M stone red 1.3 1.86 .46 - .7 6 0

712B II stone red 1 .3 8 1.64 .49 - .6 4 0



TABLE 4==Continued

NO. DECORATION. | MATERIAL COLOR HEIGHT
. MAXIMUM 
. ■ DIAMETER- PERFORATION ’ WEIGHT ' SHAPE -

712C 1 none | stone- red 1.57 cm,. 1 .85 .cm. * cm 6 . 6 gr. O

712D 1 it stone red 1.64 1.93

008LfX 7.5 Q

712E.| n ' stone red 1.35 1.77 • 5 - .7 4 O

712?'| r»' stone red; 1.37 . ■ 1.75 " .46 - .78 5 . O
712G | tr 1 stone red 1.^7 - 1.75

00 

' 8 .LA 4 r o -
7123 1 stone red 1.45 . .1.79' .48 - .77 6 0

713A | plain clay •
orange 
. huff ..1 .1 1.79 • 7 - 3 0

713B
1 fingernail 
1 incised •, clay

.““TmfF
brown 1 .1 ' 1.9 .,7 - 0

713C
plain,slip. 
& polished clay brown .1*38 1.93 , ; .54 - .82 0

714 j plain sherd Clay orange. 0 .8 7 1.9 .64 - "  3 ..£=n
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of the stone whofls are biconical, though the drilling seems to .have ' 
been done from one end in most cases = All of the whorls have about a 
2. mm, difference in the diameter of the perforation from one end to the 
other.

In later Peruvian periods, workbaskets are frequently found in 
graves. These oblong baskets contain yarns, spindles, needles, samples 
of material, small weaving tools, and so on. No baskets of this type 
occur iri. Paracas sites. Instead, it seems likely that bags were used 
for this purpose. One bag (No. 232) in the collection contained yarn, 
a comb, a long plain-weave band, and a rectangular cloth with unfin
ished embroidery, perhaps a miniature mantle. Another (No; 53*0 held a 
hank of red alpaca (?) yam and a small bundle of mixed yams

The collection contains five combs of a double-edged type com
monly found in'Peruvian workbaskets. These composite combs are made of 
thorns (?) laid parallel to one another and held in place with side; 
splints wrapped with yams. One of the combs (No. 12k) has no side 
splints, but merely consists of 19 double-pointed thorns held by weav
ing Z-spun, S-plied wool yarnsi,, back and forth over pairs of the thorns 
for a distance of about 8 cm. Since the weaving is patterned with a 
stepped triangle, it could be considered to be a form of tapestry 
weaving. This is the oldest example of this type of comb in Pern.

Although their presence in workbaskets seems to.indicate some 
weaving function, the use of these combs is. uncertain. Gayton (I96la: 
Ilk) feels that they could not have been used for carding wool since 
"the combs found in ancient workbaskets are too delicate save for a. 
final combing after preliminary finger straightening of wool fibers.,



(The combs are supposedly battens for pressing down tapestry wefts; they 
could have served both purposes.)". Paracas peoples made so. little 
tapestry that the latter explanation seems unlikely, though the combs 
could have served a similar purpose in other weaving.: They may, of 
course, simply be hair combs, especially since they occUr alone in what 
appear to be men's graves. Some of the combs found in workbaskets haye 
human hair caught in the teeth, but none have been reported to have 
wool or cotton fibers caught in them (Bird, personal communication).

No battens or Weave swords have been reported from Paracas 
sites. Their shape is distinctive enough so that it seems unlikely 
that they were simply overlooked, but it may be that they were not 
placed in graves.

Needles do occur, though there are none in the original Soldi 
collection. Towle (1961: 28) reports that Baptris ciliata (chonta, a 
spiny palm) was one Of the materials used for needles at Cavernas. A 
set of seven thorn (?) needles found at Ocucaje was acquired from Soldi 
in 1957 (1964.21.1). The needles are wrapped together by a tan cotton 
Z-spun, S-plied yam which passes through the eye of one of the 
needles, and the entire group.was wrapped in a narrow, complementary- 
warp patterned band. The needles are eyed, and the longest is about 
9=8 cm. with a maximum diameter of less than .3 mm.

Although bone and copper needles are known from other periods, 
there are no reports of these from Paracas.sites< Yacovleff and Muelle 
(1934a: 137) report a needle from Necropolis mummy bundle Number 217, 
made of hard wood (huarango?), 15 cm. long and 4 mm. in diameter.
They feel it was part of the contents of one of the bags. They also
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(Yacovleff and Muelle 1932: 37) report three necailea from Cavernna, all 
of chonta, about 12 cm. long. One of these had a thread through the 
eye. It seems incredible that such fine embroideries could be executed 
with needles no finer than those reported,

\ Fibers
The basic weaving fibers in Preconquest Peru were cotton and 

the wool of the native cameloids. Other fibers, such as various plant 
fibers, human hair, and so on, were utilized as well.

Cotton (Gossypium barbadense) was probably the most common and 
one of the most ancient fibers used by the Peruvians. Its discovery at 
the site of Huaca Prieta in the Chicama Valley of the North Coast dates 
it to ca, .2500 B.Co Hutchinson (1959: 27-32) considered it the earliest 
cultivated cotton in the New World. Cotton has recently been discovered 
at Tehuacan, Mexico, in levels dating as early as 58OO B.C. (Smith and 
MacNeish 1964: 675)• The early Mexican cotton, however, was apparently 
not utilized for fiber (MacNeish, personal Communication). The finds 
at Huaca Prieta remain the earliest examples of G. barbadense and the 
earliest New World use of the cotton fiber.

The cotton used prehistorically was not only white, but also 
natural brown. Bird (Bennett and Bird i960: 259) states that "modem 
Peruvian spinners are said to distinguish by^name six naturally colored 
Varieties of cotton, ranging from light tan to reddish brown and grey."

■ Cotton was widely used by Paracas Period peoples in weaving and 
for cOrdage. Carrion Cachot (1931: 39) has stated'that it is the fiber 
most commonly used in Cavernas textiles and that white and tawny or 
Straw-colored cottons were employed. Of 244 items in the Soldi



collection, approximately 36 percent were all cotton; 30 percent were 
cotton with wool embroidery, supplementary-weft pattern, or applied 
borders; 3 percent were a Combination of wool and cotton; 26 percent 
were all wool; 1 percent were wool with some cotton in applied borders; 
2 percent were a plant fiber other than cotton; and 1 percent were a 
combination of wool and human hair. If we total the first two per
centages, We have about 66 percent of the group which are either all 
or mostly cotton.

Unfortunately, the stained condition of most of the cotton tex
tiles prevented any study of the. range of natural colors utilized<> It 
seems clear, however, that both white and natural tans were employed.

Next to cotton, the most commonly used plant fiber in Peru was 
probably Furcraea (fourcroya), Some authorities believe that reports 
of "maguey" and "agave" in ancient Peru probably referred to Furcraea 
(Towle 1961: 32). Agave amerieana, the only agave species found in 
Peru, seems to be a fairly recent introduction from Central America. 
Like agave, Furcraea is a leaf fiber. Furcraea andina and. other 
species were widely used for rope, slings, nets, sandals, and other 
artifacts Which required a strong fiber. Furcraea occidentalis is 
reported from Paracas Necropolis by Towle (1952: 233)> it was used for 
slings and braided cordage. The two slings in the Ocucaje collection 
(Noso 274 and 283) are both of.plant fiber, probably Furcraea, but 
they have not been analyzed. Two netting fragments also seem to be of 
plant fiber (Nos. 459 and 536 A),

The other plant fibers noted by Towle. (1961) as occurring in 
Paracas sites are primarily basketry fibers. Typha angustifolia
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(cat-tail) was employed in the. manufacture of "many of the large baskets 
which contained the heavily swathed mummy bundles found at Paracas 
Necropolis" (Towle 1961: 16)„ Gynerium sagittatum (cana brava) is 
also reported for this, use (leaves only?) at Paracas/as well as for 
combs, arrows, armor, and other items (Towle 1961: 18). Salix 
humboldtiana (willow) is another plant, used for the framework or up
rights of ParacaS baskets* interlaced with totora culms (Scirpus sp.), 
Totora Was used for matting at both Gavernas and Necropolis, and fan 
handles were also made of this rush (Towle 1961: 27)« However,, the 
word "totora" is used to refer to more than one genus, so it is not 
always clear what plant is meant in the literature..

In checking the Ocucaje basketry, Smithsonian Institution 
botanists found only willow and a monocOtyledonous stem, fiber which 
does not seem to be totora, cat-tail/ or cana brava„

Tello (1929: 125) reported that "a species of vegetable silk" 
was used in Gavernas weaving», No such fiber has yet been identified.

It has not been possible to have extensive analysis done on 
the plant fibers present in the Ocucaje collection, owing to time 
limitations and a scarcity of qualified personnel. Attributions are, 
therefore, at best educated guesses. Many other plant fibers were 
used prehistorically in Peru; I have noted only those with known or 
suspected use in Peru.

Among the cameloids, the llama (Lama glama glama), the alpaca 
(Lama pacos), the vicuria (Lama vicugna), and the guanaco (Lama glama 
guanicoe) have all been sources of fiber for prehistoric South American 
peoples, although only the llama and alpaca were domesticated.



Guanaco wool, though found in textiles from northern Chile, has not 
been identified in Peruvian fabricso Traditionally, in Inca times, the 
use of vicuna was restricted to the nobility- Many of the textiles 
classified as vicufta probably are not— most are alpaca,, and I know of 
at least one Paracas cotton textile usually referred to as vicuna.
Tello (1929: 125) reported the use of llama and vicufia in Cavernas 
textiles, but this has not been verified.

Engel (1963b: 25) has recorded "animal fiber" from the Central 
Coast late preceramic site of Asia (which dates from about 1288 B.C.- 
100) and states that "without any doubt...wool was spun, twined, loop
ed, and dyed a deep red." He reports that "wool is a rarity (7 
fragments) but is present in all levels" (Engel 1963b: 85). For posi
tive proof of preceramic cameloid wool use, ye. must await precise fiber 
analysis. Otherwise, the first coastal use seems to occur in Chavinoid 
levels, though even here wool is rare and restricted in use.

Both alpaca and llama are found in a wide range of natural 
colors, from white to black, beige to brown, and combinations of these. 
Fleece of the alpaca is usually sorted commercially into seven basic
colors: white, gray, black, fawn, light brown, dark brown, and piebald

' •(Stroock 1951)« Vicunas are a distinctive golden brown with some white 
hairs. The range of colors available to the aricient Peruvians in both 
cotton and wool fibers allowed them to modify dye colors in some in
stances. Undyed wool fibers were probably used less than is often 
stated, due to the difficulty, in matching shades. Some Ocucaje grays 
and browns, used in small quantities, are obviously natural mixtures.



It is extremely difficult to distinguish between the cameloid 
fibers, They are usually graded from coarse to fine in the following 
sequence: llama, alpaca, and vicuna (the guanaco is not used commer
cially but would probably fall within the llama-alpaca range); but fine 
llama is finer than coarse alpaca and so on. We have assumed, perhaps 
wrongly* that the majority of Peruvian textiles are alpaca, and only 
extremely coarse wools have been called llama. Tests made by Stroock. 
some years ago on: a Paracas-Nazca series tended to support this assump
tion. These tests brought to light only one.possible example Of 
vicuna, in the fringe of a looped shirt ($1,480), probably from Ocucaje. 
No further fiber analyses have been carried out; therefore any fiber 
attributions, in this study are open to question.

Carrion Cachot (1931:.39) indicated that wool (which she con
sidered to be chiefly llama) was very rare in Cavemas textiles and 
"only appears in some coarse striped shirts, found in caverns and tombs 
which correspond to later periods." This was not the case at Ocucaje, 
nor> I suspect, was it actually true at Cavernas.

Human hair was used in Peru chiefly for cordage, wigs, and ' 
hats. It is reported by Engel (1963b: 25), with some reservations, 
from the late preceramic Site of Asia, where some cordage and looping 
of "a short fiber, which looks like thick human hair" were found.
Pezzia (i960: 270) reports cordage "knotted in two parts and formed by 
tresses of three ply twisted from right to left" from an Ocucaje tomb.
In the Ocucaje collection being considered here human hair is present 
only in the form of braids (Nos. 530 and 536).'
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Wo other animal fibers have been recognized. The hair of the 

viscacha, a member of the chinchilla family, is probably the most fre
quently mentioned non-Cameloid animal fiber; Bird (personal, communica
tion) has found it in a Late Wazca construction, but it does not seem 
to have been widely used.

Dyes and Dyeing
Little actual analysis has been done on Peruvian dyes, but 

those tests which have been carried out have tended to produce the same 
results. Red is cochineal, blue is,indigo, and yellow is an unidenti
fied vegetable dye. Alum and iron have been identified as mordants. 
However, textiles from only a few sites have been tested, by no means 
covering all periods. Obviously/ we do not know all there is to know 
about Preconquest dyes. The chronicles list a number of plants used 
for dyeing, and Towle (1961) has compiled a considerable list of 
plants with suspected Preconquest use (see Table 5)• 0 'Neale (19^9h)
has also listed plants used for dyes in South America.

Much has been made of the fact that ancient Peruvians achieved 
a wide range of colors (0'Neale fl937: l46] enumerated, as many as 190 
hues in Early Nazca textiles) with a limited number of dyes, and it has . 
been suggested that a reason for this success was the fact that both . . 
the native cameloids and native cptton come in a range of natural 
shades. However, red, blue, and yellow are, after all, the primary 
colors, with which theoretically any shade can be produced. The 
natural shades of the fibers being dyed would presumably have little 
effect on any but the lightest dye colors. Mordants, on the other 
hand, do have an effect on the color produced by some dyes.
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TABLE 5» POSSIBLE SOURCES OF PRECONQUEST PERUVIAN DYES

COLOR DYESTUFFS CCMMON NAMES

Blue ; Indigofera suffruticbsa ' • 
Indlgofera anil . I 
Piper lineatum

Solanum stenotomum

Indigo.,. •• ■

•Cordonellloj pepper 
family v
Chapina; "black" 
potato,

Red ArraMdaes ehiea

Bixa orellana-- 
Coccus cacti -
Rel’bunlum. pitldum:: '■

Chlcay carajuraj 
• trumpet*cfeopef 
family:
.AcMote,. Annatto 1 

'ACochiaeal"
Madder family. y A;,; ■' ; |

Yellow

• j

: i

... .. -nr-v--j .. .. ..jsm jiu*— ...yw
Baccharls prostrata 
Bixa orellana 
Lafoensia punicaefolla
Lafoensia pacari

' • i Schinus molle \
Solanum pseudo-lyciodes

Chileaj sunflower,family 1

1: , ' , : ::

' Chunchango? : ; 
Tiri., tantar?

Black . Aleaparrosa
Caesalpinia palpal 
Caesalpinia spinosa 

I Genipa oblongifolla

Corpa

Tara 
I Xagua
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TABLE “̂“Continued

COLOR
: -.

DYESTUFFS COMMON NAMES
_____ _____ _____:

Slack, cont 'd Kageneckia lanceolata 
Pineda incana

Brown Berber!s sp. Qui sea-qui sea
Bidens humills Paquau
Roxipala ferruginea

€1scellaneous
Orange Arrabldaea ehica
Purple ?f  ft

—  ■■ ...
Miconia' chrysophylla

_______________ _ J -  -  ‘ -  ' -

SOURCES; Towle 1961; Yacovleff and Muelle 1934b.
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Experiments by Trumtm Bailey .((l9̂ 6J : 25) with native dye materials re
sulted in "more than 1,000 different substances to produce 425 colors.11

The embroidered textiles from the Necropolis tend to emphasize 
clear, bright red borders against dark blue or green grounds. Yellow, 
pink, lighter blues and greens, as well as orange, purple, and other 
shades are also widely used. ‘There is usually considerable contrast in 
the colors used in a piece, which may be limited to three or four 
shades or include a great range of colors.

Oeucaje, and judging from the published descriptions Cayernas, 
textiles, on the other hand, have a somber appearance--particularly the 
embroideries. Embroidery colors are often restricted to dark red, 
maroon, and one or more shades of dark gray or brown. Such colors as 
blue, yellow, and orange are usually used Only for small accents.
Ground colors may be natural tans (in the case of many cotton fabrics) 
or dark reds and purples, with an occasional dark green. There is so 
little contrast between the colors used that they are difficult to 
photograph, even with filters. Even when a large number of different 
colors are utilized, the over-all effect is of less brilliance than the 
textiles Of the Necropolis. Bright red, a common Necropolis background 
color, is almost never used for large color areas in Ocucaje textiles 
(when it does Occur in large areas, the textile usually appears to be 
later in style). The brightest Ocucaje reds are in the brown to wine 
red class, while those of the Necropolis are on the carmine, madder- 
red side of the scale. There is no use of maroon in Necropolis tex
tiles comparable to its use at Ocucaje.



. There are a limited number of ways in which color can be 6.pplled 
to"textile materials: dye can be applied to the fiber before Spinning,
to the yam, or to the piece; the material can be dipped in the dye, or 
dye or,;pigment can be painted on of stamped on.
' . ' I At least three types of dyeing were practiced by the Paracas
peoples at Ocucaje— yam dyeing^ piece: dyeing, and painting. Since . 
worhbasket (or bag) contents are largely lacking, we do not know 
■ "whether or not cotton was dyed before the seeds were removed as it 
sometimes was in later times. Both pattern and solid-color painting 
were practiced, and both dyes and pigments were probably used for this 
purpose. Cotton was not as commonly dyed as wool.

Tie-dye, in which small areas (usually circles) of a cloth are 
resisted by means, of tying or sewing the area tightly with thread or 
uhspun fiber, has previously not been reported from any pre-Tiahuanaco 
Sites (though probable Nazca examples are known). In the Ocucaje 
collection, tie-dye is represented by only one specimen (No. Ill).
This piece, however, contains six different colors, indicating three 
.successive dyeings, and thus representing a development of the tech
nique rarely equaled in later.textiles. -

Analysis of dyes in this collection has been done by the 
National Aniline Division of the Allied Chemical Corporation. A list 
of the initial results of these analyses appears in Table 6. Un
fortunately, the analyses are not yet complete. No work has been done 
on the yellow dyes or on mordants. ,. .

A number Of these results, however, have proved to be of 
primary importance. Not only do we have the first, ahd thus far only.
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proven Preconquest use of shellfish dye (the so-called purpura) in the 
Americas, but two different uses can be determined. The most common 
application of shellfish dye in OcuCaje textiles is in the form of 
painted "hand"and-dot" designs (.Fig. 11), but one piece (No. 39) of 
wool gauze is solidly dyed with shellfish. This piece appears to be 
actually dyed, but another (No. 4-51 j Fig. 28) cotton gauze of much the 
same color (not, unfortunately, tested) has an undyed strip along one 
side selvage, and the color penetration is not equal on both sides.
This piece appears to have been painted with dye. Gauze, with its open 
areas and crossed warps,, must have constituted a rather difficult sur
face for applying dye by painting, yet it would have been almost 
impossible to achieve an undyed strip at the edges by any other method. 
It may be that wool had to be dyed to achieve the effect that painting 
had On cotton textiles. Although only.a few of the specimens have 
actually been tested, shellfish dye seems to have been used as a paint 
only on plain-weave cotton cloth and some gauze, and as a dye on some 
wool gauzesi A similar color in embroidery yarns was achieved with a 
red dye combined with indigo.

The. methods used to apply shellfish dye at Ocueaje are in con
trast to the known ethnological use in southern Mexico (Gerhard 1964a: 
31j Nuttall 1909" 369) where the shellfish is "milked" directly onto 
the threads to be dyed and then replaced on its rock for use at another 
time. In the Old World, the dye was extracted either by removing the 
mucus-producing gland which supplies the dye from the animal, or by 
crushing the animal, shell and all, and separating the dye by chemical 
means (Bom 1937: 107)- Both methods entailed killing the animal.
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George and. Antonio dc Ulloa (Nuttall 1909: .373). reported in 

17^8 that among the Indians of Costa Rica and Ecuador:
Different methods of extracting the dye fluid are employed.

Some persons sacrifice the animal in doing so. They extract it 
from its shell by placing it on the back of one hand and with a 
knife held in the other press it with a small knife, squeezing 
the dye from its head into, its posterior extremity, which is 
then cut off, the body being cast away. After having treated 
a great number of shells in this way, and collected the dye in 
a vessel, the cotton threads are passed through this»

Gerhard (1964b: 182) notes that in other reports from the same areas
the animal was milked for its dye and the dye collected in a bowl.

Some similar method of extracting the dye and collecting it in 
a container so that it could be used for painting a finished textile 
must have been practiced by the Ocucaje people, It is impossible to 
tell whether the solidly dyed gauze from Ocucaje was yarn or piece 
dyed.

The dye, as it comes from the animal, is ready for use. If, 
on the other hand, the animal is ground up, the dye must then be chemi
cally extracted. It seems likely, therefore, that the Peruvians, like 
the people of Central America, used a method which would permit them 
to use the dye without any further processing.

Chemically, the dye is a dibromoindigo. Like indigo, it is a 
vat dye which requires no mordant. The dye is produced by a number of 
shellfish, the purpuridae, of various genera. It is secreted from a 
mucous gland, apparently as a defense mechanism. When first secreted, 
the color is a yellow-green, but on exposure to the air it turns the 
characteristic color. The Peruvian shellfish which was probably used 
to produce this dye, Concholepas peruviana, was gathered for
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food. A breechcloth in the American Museum of Natural History has 
shellfish-dye stains on it, indicating that the collector wiped his 
hands on his garment as he was gathering the animal. Accidental dis
covery of the dye is easy to understand from this illustration.
Gerhard (1964b: 179) feels that "it seems doubtful that the dye was
ever much used in Perp, perhaps because the tidal range is slight and

/ ■ - 
the cooperative P. pdtula is not found there." At any rate, tests of
■ ' \ ~ •• i . : ' .purple textiles from:later periods have not found shellfish dye; to

i 'date, there are not even any examples of its use from Cave mas or the 
Necropolis. There is, however, a textile from Chancay in the Amah© 
Collection in Lima ■which appears to be painted with shellfish dye.
(Bird) personal communication),

Although the murex produces the famous Tyrian purple, some 
shellfish) purpura for one, produce a dye which is a reddish color.
The Peruvian shellfish dye resembles the stains produced by a red 
wine. It is a dark- brown-red-purple shade.

Cochineal, from the American shield-louse Coccus cacti, was 
widely used for red dye in the New World before the Conquest. It is 
known to have been an article of tribute in Aztec times. All Peruvian 
dyes tested from the Nazea and later periods have proved to be 
cochineal. The lighter and brighter shades were probably mordanted 
with alum; the darker and brownish reds with iron. Brown is also . 
produced with an iron mordant, and various shades of lavender and 
purple (mordants not determined) have proved to be cochineal.

Fester (195^) believed the Paraeas red dyes to be made from a 
species of Relbunium, a plant related to madder. In an earlier article
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Pester and. Cruellas (193^) had also stated that Baracas red dyes were 
of Relbunlum, but a footnote following a note by Yacoyleff and Muelle 
(193̂ b:. 163) states that "after.printing the article 'Colorantes de 
Paracas,' we have received a letter from Dr. Pester in which he in
forms us that further analysis reveali the profuse use of cochineal 
red in ParacaS textiles and, to the contrary, accentuates•the doubts 
regarding the use of Relbunlum." It is therefore difficult to deter
mine Fester's final position on Relbunlum as a dye in Paracas textiles.

, After a number of tests, the.National Aniline laboratory has 
discovered that the red dye in the Ocucaje material is from Relbunlum 
sp. Nb cochineal was found. Relbunlum was used not only for red, hut 
■ also for. purples and brownish shades (Table 6). It is interesting to 
note that a Coptic Egyptian fragment also proved to have been dyed with 
Relbunlum.

Indigo, from Indigofera suffruticosa, has been recorded as the 
source of blue dye in all dye studies made to date. Pester (195E: 239) 
records its use unmixed for blue and black, mixed with red for carmine 
to violet shades, and mixed with yellow (or used on yellow-brown wool)
' for green to olive shades. . Similar results have been published by Young 
(l957aj 1957b). All of the blue samples submitted to National Aniline 
(Nos, 66, 276, 281, ahd 308) were indigo. The greens submitted (Nos.
309 and 1959«il.l) ware indigo, as was one brown sample (1959.11,1).
The former were probably mixed with a yellow dye, the latter with a 
red. A dark maroon sample (No. 276) also proved to be indigo mixed 
with red (Table 6).
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TABLE 6 „ PRELIMIEARY DYE ANALYSES

: . ■' MJMBER .T — —kEDIGO. pELBDRIDM SHELLFISH.; UMIDfflo

.8
” W  - . r — - f ™  ■ J

Red-brown | f X
i 10P7.

9 .1 Dark red x •
1 / ' - -'--i

1 LIFr" ;
1" ■. 39 1 , Maroon | X
1 66

23E5 r
Dull blue I X  |1 ■ . 1 ' '

.. ' 161
12M 
Dk,magenta T ' r X

j 261
" I R F T

Red-purple 1 X
I 276

2216"
Gray-blue X 1 ■ X

276 .
11D8
Wine red

276 : .
11E7
Dark red

276 11F5Maroon x "i™" x
28!

21-22F4 
Dark blue X I

_.303 _
•9E-F7 . I ■ 
Red-brown | j X _• . . . .

1
308

23F8 
Dark blue n -  ■■ X

1 309 I Green X | r
1 ( 9D7-8

312 5 Brown on red-br«
-
X IYellow?

®=E8 
444 j Red-brown X ..

.
_____'

.

1 ' 10C8447 | Deep red | X I
T  9C8 I 

1959•11.1 I Lake red $ ' X-

1959.11.1 1 Brown X . 1 ?
1959.11.1

27E4 
Dull green X ._J

1959.11.1
5D8
Yellow-brown ?

?Fringe of 
loop-shirt Red ' I - x _ _
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" ■ Various; other dyestuffs have been reported for Peruvian blue 

dyes (see Table 5)? but none of tliese has been identified in tests.
No identification of any Peruvian yellow dyes has been made. 

There is general agreement that they are probably vegetable dyes.
Fester 239) further states that in Paracas textiles yellow
must be a mordant dye, since aluminum was found in the ashed residue." 
CMlca, a, member of the sunflower, family, is sometimes cited as the . 
most probable source of yellow dye for Paracas (Muelle 1954: 29).

There is a great need for systematic dye studies on ancient 
Peruvian textiles» Undoubtedly dyes; differed from period to period 
and with highland and coastal culturesj we already have hints of this 
in the red dye of Ocucaje =, We desperately need a botanical collec
tion of dye plants for comparative purposes.

Basic Spinning, Weaving, and Sewing Procedures •
As is typical of Paracas and. other South Coast textiles, both 

cotton and wool yarns in the Ocucaje collection are almost invariably 
Z-spun and S-plied. There is no use of single yarns (except as multi
ple wefts)j nor is there any wide use of re-plied yarns except for 
heading cords, tapestry warps, braids, knotted netting, and other 
instances where heavier yarns were demanded, O'Neale (1932: 76-77) 
notes that only three of the 46 Cavemas pieces she studied had single 
yams, but, surprisingly, all of the balls of yarn fOund were singles ■>

• -  ' ' -  : ;  ■ V :  ' -  VOpposite spins and plys do occur. Bellinger (Bird and Bellinger 1954: 
33) records One use of S-spun, single., slightly creped cotton yarns. 
Bird and Bellinger suggest that this piece may be Cavemas, since it
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■differs technically.from the usual Necropolis textiles. It does not,- ' 
however, fit into the Cavemas-Ocucaje series, and may represent a 
regional variant from a nearby area. This fragment ($1,100) is an • 
embroidered border which seems to have had a sheer plain-weaye ground.
I venture to suggest, on the basis of observation, that the usual yarns 
selected for sheer fabrics throughout Peruvian prehistory were S-spun 
creped. singles. In the Ocucaje collection there is one braid (No. 538) 
which has S-spun, Z-plied yams.. The wool in this piece may be llama 
rather than alpaca.

The usual yarn diameter for cotton yams Is between 0.5 and 
0.7 mm.j for wool yarns it is about 1 mm. Spinning and plying are com
petent—  even and medium tight“-but yam diameters vary, from place to 
place on a single yarn. Loosely spun yarns are rare, especially for 
cotton, and, as previously noted, crepe spins are also rape. Wool 
yams tend to be somewhat less tightly spun and plied.than cotton.

The normal weaving procedure on the backstrap loom in Peru was 
to begin at one end, putting in a. few. shots of weft, and then to turn 
the loom and begin again at the other end. This practice resulted in 
an area, generally only a few centimeters frOra the upper loom end, 
where the final wefts had to be put in with a needle. In most Pernvian 
textiles, it. is fairly easy to locate this finish area, since it is 
usually somewhat less compact than the rest of the textile. In most of 
the Ocucaje textiles, such an area is hot apparent, but some do have a 
slightly less compact section near one loom end. It seems probable 
that this method of turning the loom Was practiced, but that the



final wefts were so .c4refully '.put in as' to render the finish area, 
invisible.

normally there are three loomstrings^ or heading cords s at . 
each end of the textile.̂  each of the three usually consists of three 
Z-spun, S~plied yams, re-plied Z. Considerable variation from the 
norm can occur. The Chavinoid CerriTldS textiles, and some of those 
from the La Isla phases, have twining at the loom ends) there is no 
sign of this thait at Ocucaje. Side, selvages received no special 
treatment, though the Warps at the edge are sometimes compacted. . 
Again, this differs from Cerrillos textiles, which often have multi-: • 
ple-bobbin Wefting. , - • , -

.Pieces are all rectangular in shape with four, finished sel
vages . no etitting. or tailoring can be found. Some pieces have a 
trapezoidal shape, and while they may be intentional^ it is achieved 
only by spreading the Warps or increasing weft tension and not by 
the addition of warps. Large plain-weave cloths sometimes have fill- 
in wefts; these seem to have been used in an attempt to even up the 
weaving, though in at least one case.(No. 267) it resulted in a 
crooked end selvage.

Plain-weaves usually have only one warp and one Weft. There 
are no examples of paired warps in the collection, and the only use of 
multiple wefts occurs in the painted masks. In the latter there are 
various types of multiple wefts, ranging from paired plied yarns to 
six singles used together. , - '

Seams are usually sewn with whipping stitches. As a rule, 
they are neatly" done, with small stitches. The sewing threads
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generally, tnatch the yarns of the textile oti which they are. used in . 
color and fiber, arid they tend tb, be re~p3,ied, though 2-ply yarns are 
also used. Mending is done.with, a variety of yams, even within one 
piece: (probably indicating that .the mending was done at different 
times) <; Mending is usually rather crudely done and simply serves to 
hold a tear or worn area together; however, one mantle (No. 301), with 
at least 15 darned areas, has a number of spots which are mended with 
very fine cross-shaped darns.

' . Many, if riot most, of the garments in the collection, especial
ly mantles, have a series of lengths of yarn tied through the cloth. 
These have nothitig to do with the construction or decoration and are 
usually multiple-ply, of tan Z-spun,; S-plied cotton yarns re-plied Z.
As many as 14 of these ties have been found on fragments from a single 
mantle (No. 161). Another mantle (No. 266) was folded in half and tied 
together iri six spots. In this ease, the ties had to be cut in order 
to open the maritle out flat.. In other mantles with ties this has not 
been necessary. It is difficult to determine their significance.
Some may have served to fasten the textile to the mummy bundle. Others 
seem to be simply caught through the ground of the textile itself. An 
equally puzzling caSe (No. 516) was a small mantle, or headcloth which 
was folded in half twice and sewn together with a running stitch along 
both Side borders.



'chapter .6

OCUCAJE TEXTILE TECHNIQUES

The fabrics in the,Soldi collection.from Ocucaje, together with 
other presumed Ocucaje textiles, have been grouped into woven and non- 
woven constructionso Twining, which in warp- and weft-twining involves 
the interworking of a set of warps and a set of wefts, knd in oblique 
twining involves a set of elements, will be discussed separately. The 
woven textiles are subdivided by technique| the largest category 
plain-weave, includes a number of techniques which are often thought of 
as distinct, suCh as tapestry, but which actually involve only simple ' 
over-one, under-one interlacing« Brocading, supplementary-weft pat
terning, and embroidery are discussed together since, although, the 
first two techniques are done on the loom and embroidery is worked,on 
the finished piece, they are often difficult, if not impossible, to 
distinguish after they are completed. Non-woven constructions fall 
into two sub-groups— single element-constructions such as looping and 
knotted netting and constructions involving a set of elements such as 
sprang and braiding, i •

A brief discussion of each technique and its historical devel
opment is followed by a summary of the examples in the collection and 
comparable material and by the assignment of types and varieties (a 
full listing of types and varieties may be found in Appendix B).
Design is discussed in this chapter only insofar as it applies to the



full description of technique and the assignment of types and varie
ties; a summary of Oeucaje tejcbile design appears in a later chapter.

Most of the techniques which occur in later Peruvian textiles 
are found at Ocucaje in the Paracas Period, although not necessarily 
in all their possible forms and elaborations. The few exceptions to 
this statement include pile and wrapped constructions, ikat dyeing, 
some embroidery stitches, and so on.

Within given regions and periods in Peru, one or two techniques 
have been emphasized oyer others. Examples of this are the consider
able use of interlocked tapestry in Classic Tiahuanaco textiles and the 
slit tapestries and brocaded textiles of the Late Central Coast mater
ial. In number, embroidered plain-weaves are most common at Oeucaje, 
approximately 27 percent of the total number of textiles, but they 
are not as fine of elaborate as those from the Necropolis. The painted 
plain-weave masks, which make up about 23 percent of the textiles, are 
probably more typical of Ocucaje. Both Ocucaje and Cavernas collec
tions show a wider range of techniques than does Necropolis material, 
but at Cavernas the proportion of woven design to embroidered’design 
may have been greater than it is in the Ocucaje collection. Some 
techniques, though numerically unimportant, seem to be typical of 
Ocucaje; examples are the closely worked looping used for poncho- 
shirts and the triple-cloth borders.

Although our knowledge of the foregoing periods is not yet 
complete, Paracas Period textile techniques, as demonstrated by the 
Ocucaje collection, show increasing mastery of weaving processes.



Woven Textiles
Woven textiles make up 8l,6 percent of the total number of 

fabric's',' excluding '-basketry, in the dollectionv The types of woven 
constractipns include various kinds of plain~weave (63?5 percent)* 
double«= and triple-cloth (5 = 3 percent)} gauze (3°7 percent)* warp 
patterns (7»5 percent)* twill:(b.4 percent)* and brocading (1.2 per
cent). These figures are based on a' total of 244 textiles and do not 
include combinations of weaves. In other words, only the technique 
which makes up most of the piece or fragment was counted. The per
centage of such techniques as .triple-cloth (which often occurs as 
borders on large pieces) could be increased if borders sewn to tex
tiles were counted separately^ The figures, therefore, serve only 
as rough averages.

Plain-Weave
Plain-weave, with wefts passing over and under one (or grouped) 

warps in a regular, alternating sequence, is one of the oldest weaving 
techniques. As noted earlier, plain-weave is found in the preceramic 
levels at Huaca Prieta, dating from ca« 2500 B.C. The:plaih-weave 
fragments sometimes had wefts knotted at the selvages— a coiranon prac
tice in the associated weft-twining. Some fragments combined twining 
and.plain-weave. Some plain-weaves from this site are striped.

Plain-weave of various types, including tapestry, has been 
i reported from numerous Chavinoid sites, as discussed above. In these 
cases, textiles often have distinctive selvage treatments such as 
twined loom ends and multiple-bobbin wefting.
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Plain-weave may be balanced,,; with an approximately equal number 

of warps and;-wefts to a given areaj warp-faced, with the warps covering 
the weftsj weft-faced, with the wefts covering the warpsj of may show 
any intermediate condition. Plain-weave may have multiple warps (used 
as a unit), multiple wefts, of both. The earliest plain-weaves, as has 
been noted, seem to have been warp-faced, of predominantly so. Plaih- 
weave.also includes such techniques as tapestry and warp-and-weft in
terlocking. Plain-;weave may be structurally patterned with stripes > 
bands, or plaid; with discontinuous colored wefts, warps, or warps 
and wefts; or by using discontinuous wefts to form openwork. It may be 
patterned with complementary or supplementary warps or wefts, but in 
these cases it is no longer considered plainfweave. If may also be 
patterned by superstructural techniques such as embroidery, pattern 
dyeing, painting, applique, of featherwork.

Until more is known of regional differences in undecorated 
plain-weave, it will not be at all simple to distinguish a plain-weave 
from one time,or area from that of another, unless one has some unusual 
feature such as. a different type of selvage treatment., . For the most 
, part, it cannot be used as a time or space marker. Fortunately, most 
Peruvian plain-weave in museum collections, other than wrapping cloths 
for mummies; has some color of pattern; of is shaped into a garment, 
which helps to place it in time. ' i ,

Only four specimens in the Oeucaje collection (1.6 percent) 
are undecofated. All others have some sort of woven or applied decora
tion. The largest groups are embroidered (27.4 percent) and painted 
(24.9 percent). Twelve specimens are striped; plaid (two of these
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&re also embroidered), or "log-cabin" patterned (4,9 percent).. Six 
specimens have feathers attached, to plain-weave (2.5 percent) . One 
specimen is ;interlocked warp-hndrweft (0,4 percent) and one is tie-dyed . 
(o.4 percent) j both have separate patitemed borders. Three, pieces are 
itapestry (but only two of these were counted in the total, constituting 
'0.8 percent). Three pieces (l»2 percent) are decorated only with 
applied fringe or'borders» -

With the exception of the tapestries, most of the Ocucaje 
plain-weaves are balanced, or- relativiely so. If either element pre
dominates, it is usually the warp. Average plain-,weaveS have from 
IQ to 15 warps and 9 to 12 wefts per centimeter. Striped textiles and 
some types of painted pieces are usually warp-faced. Warps and wefts 
are almost always used singly! the oply exceptions in the collection 
are some Of the painted masks which have paired or multiple wefts. No 
examples of multiple warps oc&ir. 'j

Both wool and cotton if ere utilized in plain-weaves, though 
cotton is perhaps more common. Combinations of the two fibers occur 
in stripes and plaids, in tapestry, -and of course in superstructural: 
additions such as embroidery and applied bands. There are no examples 
of plain-weave of nqn-cotton plant fibers in the collection.

Undecorated Plain-Weave ..
Of the four Undecorated specimens, two are of cotton and two 

of wool. One (No. 262) is a natural-colored cotton mantle, composed of 
two lengths seamed together.' The weave is balanced. The second cotton 
specimen (No. 22) is a large poncho of warp-faced plain-weave in a dark
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tan color. It has a woven tab fringe around the bottom and applied 
fringe of the ground color at the armholes. One of the wool pieces 
(Bfoo , Wf) is a red rectangle, possibly dyed in the piece, of balanced 
plain-weavej the other is a brown band with a.slight warp predominance.

The low percentage of uhdecorated plain-weaves in the collec
tion is probably due to their having,been discarded by the huaguerbs 
as unimportant =

One mantle (lo. 260) in the collection, of maroon wool bal
anced plain-weave, is undecorated except for an applied multicolored 
fringe along the sides and partway across the ends. A very fragmentary 
piece (lo. 525) of discolored-cotton, balanced plain-weave also has a 
multicolored wool fringe seWn to the edge. A green wool garment (lo. 
449), possibly a shawl, is undeeOrated except for short, applied 
borders of warp-twining at the ends and corners. This piece is some
what unusual in that it has a higher weft than warp count per centi
meter (9 x 15)» It should also be remembered that almost all of the 
embroidered specimens have undeeprated plain-weave grounds, either of 
natural-colored cotton or dyed wool.,, Fragments of such pieces would 
appear to be completely undecorated.

It is probably impossible to expect to type fragments of un
decorated plain-weave. It is certainly impossible at the present time 
to distinguish between varieties of Paracas plain-weave. Certain.char
acteristics might be noteds jthe weave is usually composed of Z-spun,
S-plied warps and wefts used singlyj it tends to be balanced or have a 
slight warp predominancej it usually has three loomstrings or heading 
cords (each made up of three Z-spun,: S-plied yarns re-plied Z) at each
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end; thpre are no special side-selvage treatments other than slightly 
compacted warps, If undyed,, it is always of cottoiij if dyed, it us 
usually of wool (though dyed cotton plain-weave also occurs) and falls 
into the general range of Paracas colors with dark reds to maroons, 
rusts, purples, dark blues, and dark greens the most common colors. 
Known garments of undecorated plain-weave are mantles and shirts (from 
both Ocucaje and the Necropolis), shoulder ponchos and breechcloths 
(from the Necropolis), and skirts and bags. The garment form is the 
safest way of determining.whether or not a piece of undecorated plains 
weave belongs to the Paracas type, since the other characteristics may 
all occur in textiles of other periods.

Although a type, Paracas undecorated plain-weave, could be 
established, it would probably be almost useless, except as a sorting 
device and as a base upon which to establish further types for embroid
ered plain-weaves, featherwork, and so on. It seems more to the point 
to include the undecorated pieces with the stripes and plaids under a 
Ocueaje plain-weave variety® ,

Both stripes, and plaids occur in Paracas plain-weaves. Striped 
plain-weave is found in the preeeramie period at Huaea Prieta, but, to 
the best of my knowledge, plaids do not occur so early. Plaids are, 
however, reported from Chavinoid levels at Ancon and Supe (ty'Neale 195^, 
Fig, 20)® 0'Neale (1954: 103) comments that while "lengthwise stripes
must be planned prior to the actual weaving....crossbands of color may 
be introduced at any time as the weaving progresses....it is somewhat
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surprising to discover that [such crossbands) are comparatively rare in 
Peruvian textiles." It is true that crossbands, or weft stripes, occur 
much more frequently in plaids than alone» Some few Ancon-Supe tex
tiles have crossbands, and Wallace (personal communication) has reported 
two examples from the Cerrillos levels and two from the ,La IsLa levels 
at Cerrillos. None has been reported from the Necropolis; or Cavemas> 
and none occurs in the Oeucaje collection.

A third type of plain-weave patterning, which produces a basket- 
weave or block effect, is commonly referred to in hand-weaving terminol-

i

ogy as "log-cabin weave." Properly a pattern, not a weave, it is 
produced by alternating two colors in. both warp and weft, and then re
versing the color sequence. This has not been reported from any pre- 
Caracas sites, nor has it been reported from the Necropolis or Cavefnas. 
Carrion Cachot (1931, Fig. 15 e). illustrates a mantle with a field pat
tern of this type, but it appears that the pattern consists of

. ,  ■ '

embroidered bands arranged in "log-cabin" fashion.
Oeuedje has. produced longitudinal (or warp) stripes, plaids, 

and "log-cabin" patterns in plain-weaves, but no transverse bands other 
than those which occur in the plaids.

Although Carrion Cachot (1931: 4̂, Fig. h f) has reported the 
use of striped wool plain-weave for shirts at Cavernas, almost the only 
use of striped patterning in the Ocucaje Phase III textiles of the .
Soldi collection is for narrow, warp-faced turban bands or belts. There

i
is one fragment of warp-faced cotton plain-weave (No. 284), too small to 
determine its original function, which combines a brown cotton ground ,
with wool stripes of varying widths in yellow and maroon. Another
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fragment (Noo 521), of uncertain origin, is the corner of a bag; it is 
warp-?f[aced cotton plain-weave with stripes of varying widths in tan and 
white.

There are four belts 'or turban bands; three are of wool (Nos. . 
hlf 229, and 526) and one (No. 5 1̂) of cotton. They vary in length 
from 4.495 m. to 13«900 ft. and in width from 0.006 to 0.125 m. (the 
longest is only 0.008 m. wide). Browns and tans predominate, but pink, 
gold, cream, maroon, and blue also appear. In two cases (Nos. 526 and 
5̂ 1), variation in warp color gives the stripes the appearance of dotted 
rather than solid lines. All of the striped pieces seem to be utili
tarian.

There are six examples of plaids in the collection. Two are
•  i  -

full-sized cotton mantles. One (No. 267) has brown and tan;yarns 
arranged in stripes and bands of widths varying from 0.006 to 0.050 m., 
but is otherwise undecprated. The second (Not, 315) has stripes and 
bands of tan, reddish-tan, and blue on a natural ground (again, the 
widths of these vary) and an embroidered border.

A miniature mantle (No. 29) has a plaid of red wool on a white 
cotton ground. Where the stripes and bands intersect, the colors are 
woven separately—  red on the face and white on the reverse— forming 
small spots of double-cloth. This piece has an embroidered border 
around all four sides.

A cloth wrapped around the single trophy head in the collection 
(No. 185) is a red and dark-brown plaid with an embroidered border of 
double-headed cats (?). Unfortunately, this cloth was not originally 
catalogued and was discovered with the trophy-head wrappings in the
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American Museum of Natural .̂ History too late to be analyzed for this

1 ■ ■■ ' 1 . ‘ '

study,
A tiny scrap of material, found in the fragmentary sprang bag, 

(No. 53̂ 0 is perhaps itself a bag since it contained bits of unspun 
cotton and a fragment of an unidentifiable substance. It is also a 
simple cotton plaid of red on maroon.

One other textile (No. 522) is plaid. This is an unfinished . 
piece with only about 6,6 cm. woven and almost 2m, of unwoven warp.
It is cotton with a plaid of pink, blue, and light-blue on a natural 
tan ground. The plaid is composed of narrow and wide stripes and bands 
arranged in squares about 2 cm. to a. side. This piece, however, may 
be later in time, and seems to relate to specimens from the Proto- 
Nazca or Early Nazea Period.

Logically, all of the plaids are balanced plain-weaves, with 
only slight warp predominance in a few of the pieces.

Two examples of "log-cabin" patterned plain-weave occur in 
the collection. Both are entirely of cotton. ‘ In both the pattern con
sists of alternating blocks of stripes and crossbahds in two colors.
The colors alternate in both warp and weft except at the edges of the 
blocks; at the vertical edges, two warps of the darker color are ad
jacent . One of the specimens (No. 232j Fig. 9) is a small bag in 
natural tan and a greenish blue. It has a count of 18 warps and 10 
wefts to the centimeter; the warp sequence is 2 blue warps, 19 warps 
alternately tan and blue, and 2 blue warps. The weft sequence is 2 
blue warps, 11 wefts alternately tan and blue, and 2 blue wefts. The 
other specimen (No. 532) consists of fragments from a large cloth in
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Pig. 9. Small bag (No. 232) in "log-cabin" pattern plain-weave.



a/balanced weave of pink and red. Both the warp and weft sequence6 
are 2 red,.1 pink, 1 red, 1 pink, 1 red, 1 pink* 2 red. , |.

Although it might be possible to establish a variety for each 
Of these patterning methods, I prefer to group r.them with the undeeQrat~ - 
ed plain^weavee in the Ocucaje plainfweave variety, yntii more regional 
data are available. The variety would then include four possible vaiia= 
tions; ; (l) undegoratedj (2) btriped; (3) plaidj and (4) "log«cabin."
The most distinctive of these is probably the striped category which 
is chiefly composed of narrow bands which are usually warp=>faced, 
natural colors probably predominate in all of these groups, with the 
exception of the "log=cabin" patterns. All may be of either wool or 
cotton (there are as yet no wool "log”cabin" patterns), and stripes and 
plaids may include a combination of the two fibers. Both plaids and 
plain=>weaves Often have embroidered borders, and plain=iweaves may have 
applied borders of other sorts, such as supplementary”.Warp pattern Or 
woven fringe* Since I have adequate data only for Ocucaje, the variety 
will be named Ocucaje plain”weave.

Painted Plain-Weaves •
Painting,; as a means of textile decoration, probably has a long 

history in Peru. The red pigment used- at1 the site of Huaca Prieta in 
preceramic times seems to have been rubbed or painted on the cloth. 
Almost all known Peruvian painted textiles have a ground cloth Of 
cotton plain=weave, either balanced or warp=faced, with the exception 
of some painting on gauze.



As^previously mentioned, the earliest known textiles with a 
painted design are two fragments of wall hangings (?) in the collection 
of Dr. Michael D .  Coe, from the site 6f C&llango in the lea Valley.
These pieces (Rowe 196S, Figs.. 29, 30) are painted in shades of brown

. ' - ' - ' •. • on natural cotton plainsweave grounds. Their style is pure Chavfn,
and they unquestionably belong to the first, Chavinoid, phase of
F&racaS.

fiarly painted pieces, are, however, rare. As late as I9U2,
O ̂lJeale (19^2 s 175) stated that the earliest known painted textile'
(with a design) from Peru was an Edrly Hazea piece from Cahuachi in 
the Nasca Valley. ; .

In later periods, especially on the Central Coast, painting 
became a very common method of decorating textiles. Their use is not 
altogether clear. Mime (1953: 122) makes a number of suggestions; 
"Sketches for fabrics,,substitutes for expensive cloths and usediat 
poor people's burials, cult prerequisites charged with magic power, 
invocations against malevolent dead, or reminders for benign departed 
to intercede with the divine powers for the happiness and welfare of 
their relicts." He goes on to say that "nobody could have garbed him
self in a painting, and for mummy wrappings they are scarcely suitedi" 
Ubbeiohde-Doefing (Linne 1953? 122) found fragments of fabrics hanging 
on the walls of a tomb in the Mazda Valley, and a good many of the 
Central Coast pieces would serve this purpose very nicely. They may 
also have been used in such structures as temples.

Contrary to Linne's statement that painted cloths were unsuit
able for clothing or mummy-bundle use, it is exactly in these
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categories that most Paracae Period painted cloths fall,. Granted, some 
of the cloths usually referred to as mantles may be wall hangings, hut 
others fit perfectly into this garment category. As to mummy wrap
pings , I have seen an Ocucaje:bundle with a painted outer wrapping.

The painted cloths from Ocueaje may be divided into four 
groups; painted masksj cloths with elaborate painted patternsj cloths 
with painted "hand=and=dot" designsj and cloths painted a single, solid 
color or having solidly painted areas, All seem to be freehand paint
ing, ' : ' ; ■

Since examples of the first, third, and possibly the fourth 
groups are quite common, painted textiles cannot be said to be rare. 
However, textiles with elaborately painted designs are scarce from 
both Cavemas and Necropolis as well as from the outlying Paracas 
sites, I know of only six examples, of. which two are probably from 
the Necropolis, .. ,

The Museo Naeion&l de Ahtropplogfa y Arqueologia, Lima, pos
sesses' a large painted mantle (Tello 1959, Pis, 68»=78| Sp, 45 from 
mummy bundle 290) with 21 different human or anthropomorphic figures 
painted in several colors oh a tan cotton plain=weave ground. This 
piece is commonly known as "El Calendario," but while the figures 
probably represent various deities, they need not be assumed to have 
ealendrieal significance (see Fig, 4? a, for one of these figures),

A second Necropolis piece, (possibly Early Nazca), a mantle 
border, is in the collection of the Cleveland Museum of Art (CMA 4q , 
530), Here six different deities; are represented (Bennett 1954,
Figs, 58 and 60), Again, the painting is polychrome on a
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natural-colored groundj, but in this ease the style is freer and more , 
realistic than the Lima specimen«

A mantle in the Graziell^. Laffi collection in Lima (Quesada 
^  o_d«) # said to be from Oeueaj:es blends. Cave mas and Necropolis styles. 
It has rows Of large. Cave mas- style cats, with an occasional killer 
whale (a motif which appears late at Ocueaje), and an unfinished (?) 
border with various human figures with head appendages, similar to 
those of Ocueaje embroidered borders. It is painted in polychrome oh
a natural cotton plain-weave grdund, • .

No painted textiles of this type have been reported from the
: - .. ■ v .. 1 - ■ ; ' ■ .site of Cavemas,
There are two elaborately painted textiles in the Ocueaje 

collection. One (No. 312) is a mantle with an allover design of highly 
stylized cats (figs. 10, 8l) fainted;with dye (see Table $) in byown on
a salmon to rust-colored background.'The painted end borders hays a
' 1 ■ , ■. i . . ■ ■■■ ' ; . ' ' • ; 'mask design. The piecd has side borders> apparently woven,at the same 
time as the ground, of triple-eloth with a two-strand guilloche designs 
, An almost identical piece, | which appears to be one panel of a mantle 
composed of two strips seamed together, is in the collection of the
Bjiuseum of Primitive Art (MPA 60=123) «j This mantle section has a 
! • • ' I ' 1 'closely related cat design (Josephy and others 19&L: 30)1 with a painted

' ' ' ' . :■ ' • . . A 1! . ,guilloche end.border. It is painted in maroon on a salmon ground. , 
It.'is probably also from 6eueaje. 1 ' 1 .

; The second piece in the Ocueaje collection (No. 29k c) is a. 
very small fragment painted in brown bn a natural cotton ground. It 

; apparently once had large figures ̂ only the legs and feet of one remain.

I
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Fig. 10. Painted mantle (No. 312) with triple-cloth borders. 
The field has a stylized cat design.



All three of th<jse. pieces. are painted, on a balanced'plain-weave 
ground. All have Chavinoid.elements = ' In style,1 if not in actual time, 
they are of the Early Paracas-phase (Phase II), Together with some of 
the painted paasks# these are the most Chavinoid textiles in the 
collection, ■ '

1 On the basis of this limited sample> I would propose two' 
varieties elf a general Paracae''painted type,/to be summarized below,
One variety, Necropolis polychrome painted, would, include the Mused 
Nacional,/Laffi, and Cleveland examples, and would be chafaeterized by 
plain-weaye cotton cloth painted with elaborate, more-,of-less' ye&listie 
designs'in-polychrome oh an unpainted ground, Stylistically, both , 
Phase III and Phase IV motif's would be included. The, second variety, ■ 
Oducaje bichrome painted, would encompass the following modes: plain- ,
weave cotton cloth painted with Complex, highly stylized designs in 
no more than two colors, these colors being.in the red-brown range 
(in some eases the natural cotton ground color would, serve at one of 
the two). Stylistically, the motifs belong to Phase II, and possibly 
early Phase,11!.

Textiles painted with a -'hand-and-dot11 design (Fig, 11) are 
fairly common from Ocucaje, The collection contains four examples. A 
mummy bundle which I saw being excavated at Ocucaje in 1957 had a 
similar textile as an outer wrapping. All of these textiles are paint- 
ed in only one color, a reddish purple, on a white or natural cotton 
ground. Tests run on one sample from the Textile Museum collection, .
As well as on a similar piece in the collection of Junius B, Bird, New 
York, proved that the color was a shellfish dye, probably Goncholepas ,
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Fig. llo . Detail of a mantle (No. l6l) with the painted hand- 
and-dot design. The end borders are worked in supplementary-weft 
patterning. '
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peruviana (Saltzman, Keay, and Christensen 1963) Gerhard 1964a, b). 
These''specimens constitute the earliest reported pre-Conquest use of 
shellfish dye in the New World (the.first recorded use is ca„ 1600 B.C. 
in the Old World [Bom 1937: llll). -

One specimen in the collection (No. 122) is a plain-weave and 
gauze combination with the gauze outlined in purple, forming a plaid. 
The plainsweave portions have the more usual hand-arid”dot design.

. Another specimen (No. l6l) has end borders in supplementary- 
weft patterning with an anthropomorphic figure in black or dark-brown 
wool (Pig. 11); this piece seems to be a mantle, as dotes Number 122., 
Another mantle (No. 309) has separately woven, applied borders of . 
complementary-warp patterning. The fourth piece (No. 268) has only 
the hand-and-dot design. In all. the cases in which the specimens are 
made up of more than one width seamed together, the painting was done 
after the sewing. ! ■ ■

No textiles of this type have been reported from Gavemas or 
the Necropolis, nor have they been found at tether Paracas sites.

There are two other textiles, other than masks, in the. collec
tion Which have painted areas. One (No. 451) is a solidly painted 
gauze, with only the side selvage area,left unpainted (Pig. 28). '
Again, the paint seems to be shellfish dye. The other (No. 450) is 
a gauze rectangle which has a border along one end arid down both 
sides painted in a gray-blue color. The latter piece will be Classed 
with the gauzes, as will Number 451, although it should perhaps be ' 
included with the Shellfish painted pieces.
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The textiles painted with a hand-and-dot design may be consid

ered the Ocucaje shellfish-dye painted variety of the Paracas painted 
type» They are remarkably consistent„: All are.of balanced plain-weave 
of white or natural cotton (with gauze occurring in combination with' . 
plain-weave in one piece), painted with a hand-and-dot design (stripes 
and.bands are also known) in shellfish dye. Use seems to be restrict
ed to mantles and mummy-bundle wrappings; the two uses are. probably 
not mutually exclusive.

The painted cotton mummy-bundle masks of Ocucaje are among the 
most fascinating manifestations of the textile arts of these people. 
False heads for mummy bundles are common in the Tiahuanaco and post- 
Tiahuanaco periods of the Central and South Coast, These- later masks 
are made of wood, metal, and feathers, as well as cloth, and represent 
a head or face— a substitute for (though obviously not a portrait of) 
that of the deceased, which isy of course, covered by the wrappings of , 
the bundle. Unlike the flat, cloth Ocucaje masks,-those Central Coast 
masks made of cloth are. usually shaped like a pillow casey meant to . 
be stuffed with unpsun cottoh or other material.

Wo Chavin Period masks are known, nor are they found on either 
Necropolis or. Early Nazca burials. Those of Ocucaje seem, to be the 
earliest recorded examples in Peru, but more important, such painted 
masks seem to come only from Ocucaje. Of the ten published examples 
(Bird and Bellinger lg$4, Pis.-79, 80; Lothrop, Foshag, and Mahler 1959, 
PI. 3,40 leftj von Gagern l96lj and Kroeber 1944, PI. 12) only two have 
provenience, and they ahe from Ocucaje. The Soldi collection contains 
59 masks, all from Ocucaje, and I have studied an additional 26 masks



without provenience (although rnost df these were. a2.most certainl‘y also- - 
collected hy Soldi at Ocucaje)„ Hundreds of these masks have heen 
found in recent years, but to date notie is known to come from another 
site. Hone has been reported from the Necropolis or Cavemas, or,from 
such other Paracas Period sites as Cerrillos, Jahuay, or Yauca. Rumors 
persist that masks have been found at other sites, perhaps Callango,. 
but neither I nor any of my informants have any confirmation of this.

Interestingly, there are five masks in the collection of the 
Provincial . Museum, Hanover, Germany,! collected between 1871 and 1903 ■> 
Though there is no data on their provenience, their collector is known 
to have dug at Ocucaje (von Gagern 1961)0

In form, the Ocucaje masks are unlike any others from Peru.
They consist of a rectangular Or trapezoidal piece of plain=weave eot= 
ton cloth with three finished selvages0 The warps are left unwoven 
for a distance at least equaling and usually exceeding the length of 
the woven portion and terminate with- one or more loomstrings or heading 
cordso The plain=weave often (2k percent of those studied) has paired 
or multiple wefts (see Table %), and tends to be wUrp= faced. The 
woven portion is painted, freehand, with a face or full figure in earth 
colors. Although the colors have not been analyzed, at least some of 
them appear to be pigments rather thah dyes. Shades of red and brown 
predominate. In the collection there are five complete specimens (Nos. 
20, 63, 107/108, 148, and 4l0) in which, as a rule, the warps are 
divided into two groups and bunched at each side of or wrapped around a 
doughnut-shaped "pillow" of tinspun cotton. This "pillow" is held in 
its doughtnut form by spaced wrappings of cotton cord. Sometimes two



NO.

20
63

107

108

148

160

195

2 0 9

2 5 5

2 5 9

299

3 0 7

311

313

392

3 9 3

3 9 4

3 9 5

39 6

3 9 7

3 9 8

3 9 9

4 0 0

401

4 0 2

4 0 3

4 0 4

4 0 5

4 0 6

4 0 7

4 0 8

4 0 9

4 1 0

411

4 1 2

4 1 3

4 1 5

4 1 6

4 1 7

4 1 8

4 1 9

4 2 0

421
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TABLE 7. OCTJCAJE PAINTED MASKS

W A R P

FIBER SPIN LENGTH
UNWOVEN

W E F T

FIBER SPIN WIDTH
COUNT 
per cm. WEAVE HEADING

DESIGN
DESCRIP

TION
FIGURE
TYPE

PAINT
COLORS CONDITION

n a tu ra l A 29cm. n a tu ra l A p red  
wp la c e d 3ZV/1

s ta n d in g  
'  g u re 301 (?) c o m p le te * *

n a tu ra l A 21 cm. n a tu ra l A 2 1 .5 c m . 1 6 x 4 3Z V /2 /V
ndm g brown, dk. 

brown, salmon c o m p le te * *

A A re la tiv e ly
b a la n c e d 3 / V / '

ndm g c o m p le te * *

A 31.6 A 15x7 p re d  
vp fa ced 3 /V / ?

ndm g 301 or DC c o m p le te  **

A 22 A 20x5 3 / V / ? 301 (?) c o m p le te "

A 24.2 AA 20.5 20x5 2/\}?/g ndm g 301 brown, salmon in c o m p le te
n a tu ra l A 28cm. 60 cm. n a tu ra l A 35 20x4 3 /V /2 /V

ndm g
brown, salmon c o m p le te

A 50cm. 31.5cm. AA 9 x 6 rela tive ly
b a la n c e d 3 / v /  3 /V salmon, blue

n a tu ra l A 25.6 54 n a tu ra l linn 28 24x4 r ib b e d  
wp fa ced 3 /V / gone ton, It. 

rose,rose
complete except for 

upper heading

n a tu ra l A 24.3 8 inc. A 12x6 pred . 
wp. f a c e d 3 /V / gone ndm g

g u re

n a tu ra l  
c o t t o n - A 36.9 65 n a tu ra l A 36/34 12x6 pred . 

wp. fa c e d 3 / v /  i/V
n dm g complete

n a tu ra l A 36.8 17.9 inc. n a tu ra l A 39.4 14x8 p re d  
wp fa ced 3 /V /g o n e

ndm g
g u re □:(?) poor,

incomplete
A /// pred . 

wp fa c e d 3 /V /g o n e
complete except for 

upper heading

A 22.5 inc. A 25.5 10x9 3 /V /g o n e brown, green incomplete

A 20.5 33.7 16x4 a 3 /V /2 /V
ndm g
g u re 3m?) brown, dk 

brown, solmon complete
n o tu ro l A 27.7 63.5 A 3 /V /  l/V

ndm g
g u re complete

noturol A 23.5 noturol A 16 x 5 3 /V /  l/V
ndm g
g u re •vnr brown, rose 

gray, ton
c o m p le te

A 347 A 16 x 5 3 /V /2 /V
ndm g

g u re 3zn(?) gray, brown, 
solmon

c o m p le te

n a tu ra l A 25.2 27.3 n a tu ra l A 20.3/21 3 / v / l/v
ndm g SHor H Ion, brown, 

solmon, gray? c o m p le te

n a tu ra l A 23.2 2.5 inc. n a tu ra l A 18/18.5 2 0 x 4 3 /V /g o n e
ndm g brown, ton, 

gray, solmon
in c o m p le te

n a tu ra l A 2 7 26 n a tu ra l A 23.5 16x3 2 / V / 2 / V
ndm g

g u re 3ZT gray, solmon complete
n a tu ra l A 22 n a tu ra l A 19/14.5 16 x 8 3 /V /2 /V

n dm g
g u re

complete

A 27.5 A 25 18 x 5 2 / V / l / ^ ndm g
g u re 3m?) complete

A 32.5 /// 27 18 x 5 3 /V / I N
ndm g 37TTT salmon, groy complete

A 26.5 36 n a tu ra l A 23.7/26 16 x 5 3 /V / I N
ndm g
g u re BCb brown, solmon, 

groy, ton complete
n a tu ra l A 22.9 34 n a tu ra l A 22/21 20x5 3 /V /  2 /V

ndm g brown, ton 
solmon complete

n a tu ra l A 25.5 n a tu ra l A 27 3 /V / l /V
ndm g
g u re

dk brown,
2 browns, ton

complete
n a tu ra l A 29 39 A 23.5/26 16 x 5 faced 3/v /2/V

ndm g
gure 3nr brown, ton, 

solmon complete
n a tu ra l A 29 n a tu ra l A 172/16.5 22x5 2 /V / I N

ending
g u re

brown, solmon, 
groy complete

n a tu ra l A 39 n a tu ra l A 3 / V / 2 / V
en d in g brown, solmon,

n a tu ra l A 23.2 n a tu ra l A 22/18.5 18 x 4 laced 3 /V / none
pn d m g
g u re TV h brown, solmon, complete

noturol A 24.5 59.7 n a tu ra l 28.2 18 x 5 3 /V /2 /V
ndm ggure complete

A 9t A 21/20.3 16 x 6 3 / v / 2 / V
n dm g
g u re

brown, red, complete*
n a tu ra l A 21.7 32 A(?) 16 x 7 2 /V /2 /V

ndm g
g u re brown, Ian ?

26.5 A 3 /V /  2 /V
ndm g dk. brown, 

brown, solmon complete

A 25.5 36.3 natural A 27.5 13x7 pred. wp faced 3 /V /2 /V
ndm g
gure brown, Ion complete

natural A 248 natural A 12-14*7 pred. wp faced 3 / v /  l /V
ndm g

g u re 37H(?) complete
n a tu ra l A 25 40 n a tu ra l A 25.5 11x7 relativelybalanced 3 / V / l /V

n d m g 2 browns, complete

A 28.1 61 n a tu ra l A 30.5/28 9-12x5 pred. wp. faced 3 /V / l /V
ndm g
g u re

complete
natural A 37 n a tu ra l A 13 x 6 3/V/ l A/

ndm ggure
brown, dk 
brown, ton complete

naturalcotton A 24 21 naturalcotton /// 21.5 16x4 3 /V /  I N
ndm g
g u re 3T(?) complete

natural A 17.7 inc. //// 22 14 x 7 ribbed, pred 2 /v /g o n e brown, solmon incomplete
24 natural A 18/17.2 18x4 3/V ?/ga

rose, brown, 
groy-ton poor.complete
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TABLE 7— Continued

NO.
W A R P W E F T

COUNT WEAVE HEADING
DESIGN PAINT

COLORS CONDITION
FIBER SPIN LENGTH FIBER SPIN WIDTH* D ES C R IP 

TION
FIGURE
TYPEWOVEN UNWOVEN

4 2 2 natural A 25 31.5 natural A 20 .2 14x5 faced 3/V/ 1 zv face - gray, salmon poor.complete
4 2 3 natural A 22 21 natural A 28.8 18x6 faced 3 /V /2 /V face - brown, salmon poor.complete
4 2 4 natural A 23.5 7 inc. natural AA 23.5/21 14x7 pred wp faced 3 /V /g o n e face - brown, tan salmon, rose? incomplete
4 2 5 cotton' A 24.7 46.3 nohjrol A// 25 22-28x5 wp faced 3ZV/3ZV face - brown, salmon poor.complete
4 2 6 natural A 22.5 46.4 natural A 36/32.5 17x6 3 /V / 2 N face - salmon, brown, complete
4 2 7 natural A 45.5 54 natural ///////44.7IW/3M 11-15x5 ribbed,pred. wp faced 3 /V /2  ZV face - ton, salmon poor.complete
4 2 8 natural A 25.5 46.5 natural A 26/23.8 12x6 pred. wp faced 2 / ^ /  IZV

standing mil?) 2 or 3 complete
4 2 9 natural A 268 53 natural A 34/32.5 12x7 pred. wp. faced 3ZV/ 2ZV

standing deviant iToTs complete
4 3 0 natural A 24.2 43.5 natural A 32.3 12x6 pred wp faced 2 / V /  l/V standing m brown, ton poor.complete

431 natural A 24.5 5.5 inc. natural /// 215/20 14-16x4 faced 3 AZ/gone 3ZM ton, salmon, incomplete
43 2 natural A 29.4 104 natural A 26 10x7 relatively

balanced 3ZV/2ZV
standing 3m 2 % ' complete

4 3 3 natural A 29.5 70 natural A 30/28.5 11-16x6 pred. wp faced 3ZV/none figure deviant 2?ans complete

4 3 4 natural A 20 48.5 natural A 19.5/17.7 14-18x7 faced 3ZV?/none standing 3m tan complete

4 3 5 natural A 22.2 47.5 natural A 20.7/18 32x3-4 ribbed wp faced 3 ZV/ l / t i " S ”* 7* 2 tans complete

4 3 6 natural A 26.1 42.5 natural A 31 11x7 relativelybalanced 3 Z'V/ 1 zv standing rzb(?) complete
4 3 7 natural A 32.8 56 natural A 32 10x4 pred wp faced 3 zv?/l standing ?t ton, ? poor.complete

91.318 natural A 23 Cut natural /// 20.3 16x4 faced 3 ZV?/gone standingfigure IX brown, Ion, 
salmon, gray

unwoven warps

91.427 natural A 23.5 cut natural A 245/235 12x6 pred. wp faced 3 ZV ?/gone standing 3zr sTons
unwoven warps

1960.12.12
a

natural A 30.5 13.5 inc. natural A 265 16x6 warp-faced 3ZV /gone
standingfigure 3Q brown, ton, gray-ton incomplete

b natural A 17.1 20.5 inc. natural / / / 13 18x3 warp- 2(3A)/gone face - red, dk. tan incomplete

c natural A 21 34 inc. natural A 26 20x6 faced 3ZV/gone standingfigure 3m brown, ton incomplete

d color p'ted A 21.7 39 natural AA 26/232 22x3 faced 2 ZV/ 1 ZV
standing 3m(?) dk. brown, ton,rose ? poor.complete

e natural A 18.2 20 natural A 17.7/15.1 11x5 pred. wp. faced 3ZV/ 2ZV face - rose,ton complete

f natural A 21.4 2.5 inc. natural AA 19.5 inc./ 
I6.5inc. 13x6 pred. wp faced 2/V/gone face - brown, red ? incomplete

g natural A 22 23.5 natural A 20 18x6 faced 3 / 0 ? /  I/V face - red, brown, gray-ton some warps missing
h natural

A 22.1 36 natural ///////, 20.2 inc 12x3 pred. wp faced 2>y/l? face - brown, rose, gray-ton complete

i
not., brown, 8 not. a brown 
plied cotton A 24 8 16 inc. natural A 28 16x5 faced 3/V/gone standingfigure 3ZT incomplete

j
natural A 31 37 natural AanV/ 33.7/31.7 8x6 pred. wp. faced 3/'V/ '/'J standingfigure 3m brown, ton, complete

k natural A 26 6.7 inc. natural A 24 inc/225 18x5 warpfaced 3/V/gone standingfigure 3m(?) brown, ton, salmon incomplete

1 natural A 21.5 5 inc. natural A 22 5 18x5 faced 3/V/gone standingfigure 3m 2 tons. It. rose incomplete

m natural A 17.5 5.5 inc. natural A 17.5 inc./15 14x5 pred. wp. faced 2 /V/gone face - brown, red incomplete

n natural A 21.6 27 natural A 21.2 12x6 pred. wp faced 3/V/gone standingfigure 3m m 2 tons, salmon nearly complete

0 natural A 20.6 8 inc. natural A 16.7 20x5 warpfaced 3/V/gone face - salmon, It. brown incomplete

P 2 -color plied A 28 19 inc. browncotton A 30.5/29.5 10x5 pred. wp faced 3/V/gone
standing

3 Z I
dk brown, incomplete

A 157.76 natural A 23.5 47 natural A 21.7 13x7 pred. wp. faced IN/ZN
standingfigure ?♦ salmon. 

Ion, brown complete

AI 57.77 natural A 20.5 I75inc. natural
/ / 20.3 24x3 ribbed wp faced 2/V/gone face - ton,red incomplete

AI57282 natural A 285 38 inc. natural mill 24 20x5 faced 3ZV?/gone face - rose, ton Incomplete

Bliss 342 natural A 254 41.9 natural A 31/25.9 13x5-6 pred wp faced 3 A // 1 A/
standing
figure 3zr rr.1 complete

Priv Coll. natural A 20.3 33 natural /// 22.5 20x5 faced 3/V/2/V face - ton,rose complete

Priv. Coll. natural A 22.5 3 cut natural A 23.5 14x5 pred. wp faced 3ZV,lpr./ Standing IX red, brown, 
It brown, ton incomplete

Priv. Coll. natural A 24 6.8cut natural A 23.3 16x3 warp-faced 3ZV1?)/)one standing 3m dk brown, brown, rose incomplete

Priv. Coll. natural A 16.7 31.3 natural A 15.4/14.1 16x8 pred. wp. faced 3 ZV/ 2 ZV standing 3m(?) ton, rose complete

* if 2 figures ore given, the 1st is bottom, the 2nd top.
** these pieces hove of leost some of the origlnol podding, etc. In some coses not oil meosurements could be mode.
* information not available or determinable



Gottori and thread-wrapped sections of cane are,attached to the back of 
the pillow. A narrow turban band is sometimes also wrapped around the 
pillow; Number 20 has two such bands* one of. looping and one made from 
an embroidered border (Fig. 12). Masks often have a layer of unspun 
cotton backing them (Fig., 12 b).

Two of the five complete specimens (Nos. .107/108 and 148.) are 
complete to the extent of haying feather ornaments. The first of these 
(IO7/IO8) has two masks* one hung over the other* a feather headdress 
in the form of a fox mask (No. 109)* and a close-knotted turban band 
(No. HO). The cotton pillow, yith the turban band and the unwoven 
warps of the masks wrapped around it* was apparently perched on the, 
apex of the mummy bundle* so that the masks, hung down the front. The 
feather headdress was wrapped around the construction just above the 
masks. The second of these complete .constructions (Nos. lM^lU8) was 
similar* except that two cotton pillows* one slightly larger than the 
other* were piled pyramid style on the apex of the mummy bundle. A 
complementary warp-patterned turban band (No*,, 14$) was wrapped around 
the lower pillow; a tapestry turban band (NO. 144) was wrapped two and 
one-half times around the pillow and up over the top of the stacked 
pillows. The mask hung down the front* and a feather fox-mask head- 
dress (NOi, 147) was fastened above the mask.

: Usually* however* the mask constructions were not so elaborate. 
The mask portion fell oyer the pillow and covered it* and the whole 
Construction was stitched to the mummy-bundle wrapping. The lacing 
cords used to fasten the masks to the wrappings are often virtually 
intact (Fig. 13 a-c). None has been photographed in place. Wallace



Ugo 12o . A complete inummy-bundle mask construction (No.. 20) 
with two turbatt bands wrapped around cotton doughnut=shaped pillow, 
a,p' facej bj, reverse, showing cotton padding.

i
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. (personal eOMmmnlcatlon) noted tMt-he/b'bserved'e. mask, "whipped ldose~ 
ly" to the niammy bundlee . One of. the Hanover, specimens. fs: preserved 
virtually intactj, with the mummy wrappings still, attached (yon Oagerh 
. I96I# Fig« 1)».' In. this instance, the two groups of unwoven warps hang . 
down on either side of the mask like hair. ■: . • ’ : ; , ■

Masks-are sometimes, found in museum.'.colleetibns wi tin the'un"“ 
Woven warps cut to form a fringe several centimeters, long» This was1. '

, probably done by dealers who saw-no reason to/preserve the'unwoven 
: portion,' - ' ' ’ ■; .

The painted designs on the masks can. be divided roughly into 
two main groups; those which.depict" only faces (Fig, 13 gb' i).# and 

' those which have full figures, painted on them (Fig,, 13 a-f),. One might 
also distinguish a third'-group of extremely .-.aberrant f oras-'-.including ' 
some, which are barely:, recognizable and look as though they had been

- painted by small1children (Fig. 13 h}— but on the whole-even .these fall-
- into one of the. two main divisions The face»typ.e - masks seep#.'.in: . ’i 
■ general#...to be earlier in style, often'..having.- very Ohayinoid elements«,
They usually have a broad red band painted - around the. margin "of the.' " 
mask,. -Interestin^Ly# these' masks often have multiple wefts|.15 of the 
20 ’masks with multiple" wefts 'are,of. the face type#, while -',only eiglrrb .
. face»type -masks have single- wefts. The fuli«figure'.masks usually de™ ’/
’ .pict .the same mythological - or'..deity figures found in the embroidered ,' 
.borders of- Oeueaje. textiles,: ' We Mght'- 'bonclude#.'tentatively#: that the 
face, mask is an Early Paraeas.̂ ; Phase II# style# but the full«figure, -,

;. type-Is-tinguestionably Middle. Paraeas#'-Phase III'.
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Fig, 13. Painted cloth mummy-bundle masks. a-c, full-figure 
types (Nos. 329, 63, 399)i d-f, variant full-figure types (Nos. 429, 
433, 436); £ and j., face types (Nos. 209 and 424); h, undeterminable 
figure (No. 435).
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One of the masks (No,- 401) has a full figure on oiie side, and

what seems to be just a face painted on the other. On closer examina
tion, however, it appears that the artist began the figure on one side 
of the mask too far down in the space ..so that he only had room for the 
head. He.apparently turned the mask oyer and began again on the other 
side. At any rate the face apd the full figure are of the same type.

Although great variation exists in the utilization of the 
elements which make up the motifs and in the rendering o'f the designs, • 
the masks are remarkably standardized,'

Their closest parallels in Peruvian culture are the so-called 
"funerary tablets" or "ceremonial shields" from the Late Periods at 
Ancdn and other Central Coast,sites. These are small plain-weave rec
tangles, varying considerably in size, which are mounted on reed, 
frameworks and which were apparently stuck in the ground around mummy 
bundles» Painted on them in reds and grays are standing human figures 
and other designs. These Ancdn-painted cloths do not serve as mummy- 
: bundle masks, and in fact good examples of both wood and cloth masks 
1 occur in the same time level. These tablets ■ seem to be primarily asso
ciated with Chancay black-on-white pottery and hence would date from - 
ea. A.D. 1400. Although they could not be mistaken for Ocucaje masks 
by anyone really familiar with either group, their superficial reseiii-.
. blanee is remarkable. Obviously, .with some 1700 years8 separation in -. 
time, the Ancon tablets cannot be derived from the Ocucaje masks. ;
There is, however. One possible explanation. The Ancdn area does have 
definite Chavinoid levels. It is barely conceivable that this type of 
painted textile was a Chavfn trait and that the Ancdn examples are.a



survival of the prototype. This leaves us only with the considerable 
problem of why no Chavinoid or intermediate forms occur in the Ancon 
area. The possibility cannot be discounted, however, until more work 
is done in Chavinoid and intermediate period coastal sites.

The restriction of the painted masks to the site of Ocucaje 
cannot be satisfactorily explained. With all the exact correspondence 
of artifacts found at Cavemas and Ocucaje, it seems incredible that 
masks should come.from only one of the two sites. Paracas Period sites 
are, however, still being discovered, and eventually this problem, too, 
may be resolved.

Von Gagern (1961) has speculated that the stylistic differences 
in the five Hanover masks indicate that they came from different sites, 
and he allocates only one to Ocucaje. This, however, is not consistent 
with the evidence. Among the 59 specimens in the Soldi collection with 
known Ocucaje provenience are examples of every style illustrated by 
von Gagem and others besides. It is possible, even probable, that 
some temporal differences exist, but they are probably not great.

The Ocucaje masks can be readily grouped into a variety of 
the Paracas painted type. The variety may be called Ocucaje polychrome 
painted and the characteristics subsumed as follows: a small cotton
plain-weave rectangle or trapezoid not over 50 cm. in either dimension, 
with an unwoven warp equaling or exceeding the length of the woven 
portion, painted (with pigment?) in reds, browns, grays, and occasion
ally blue or green with a design of a face or a standing figure. Warps 
are invariably of Z-spun, S-plied cotton, wefts maybe the same or 
any multiple combination (see Table 7)• The plain-weave is often
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warp-faced and nearly always shows a warp predominance.

To sum up the painted textiles from Ocucaje, as well as other 
Paracas sites, a type, Paracas painted, may be considered to consist 
of the following varieties: Necropolis polychrome painted; Ocucaje
bichrome painted; Ocucaje shellfish painted; and Ocucaje polychrome 
painted (masks)„ All are painted on plain-weave (and occasionally 
on gauze) cotton cloth. They seem to have bpth ritual and practical 
significance; only the masks are clearly restricted to burial use.
All are freehand painted; motifs seem to be related to those of other 
media, but occasionally are unique to painted textiles, as in the 
hand-and-dot designs, -

Tie-Pye
Tie-dye, called plangi in Indonesia, is a method of patterning 

a textile by resist-dyeing. It is made by gathering or pinching up a 
small area of a textile, wrapping it with cordage or fiber, and then 
piece-dyeing the fabric. When the wrappings are removed, a circle is 
left undyed where the wrappings protected the material. Successive 
additions and removals of the wrappings and repeated dye baths permit 
multicolored tie-dyes. The lightest colors are dyed first and the 
darkest last. ^

The technique has not previously been reported for Peru 
earlier than the Tiahuanaeo Period (ea. A.D. 700-1100), though some 
examples in collections may prove to be Nazca. Tie-dye seems to occur 
most commonly in the South and Central Coast areas. It is tempting 
to associate this resist-dyeing technique with the resist method of
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producing negative designs on pottery, which occurs early in the South 
Coast sequence, but the two methods have little in common other than 
the resist principle and the production of negative designs. Another 
common resist-dyeing tecjanique, ikat, in which the warps or wefts or 
both are resist-dyed before weaving,, does not occur in Peru until the 
late periods and seems to be largely restricted to the Worth and Cen
tral Ccpast areas° Batik, in which a resist is painted on to a cloth, 
cannot be positively shown to exist in Peru at all, though some paint
ed and tie-dyed textiles would have been difficult to produce by any 
other method; s

■ ' ' I. ' 1The O^ucaje collection contains one tie-dyed mantle (No. Ill), 
which is therefore the earliest known example of the technique from 
Peru. It is of dark purplish-blue plain-weave wool with a pattern of 
circles in red,■yellow, blue-green, and white. Other, later, tie-dyes 
from the South Coast are usually of sheer cotton cloth dyed in shades 
of tan and brown= In the Tiahuanaco Period^ tie-dyed, multicolored 
wool, interlocked-warp textiles are found. '

The Oeucaje tie-dyed mantle tins several unusual features. Its 
applied end borders are one of two examples of warp-twining in the col
lection, and its side borders are either brocaded or embroidered in a
horizontal running stitch not often employed in Paracas textiles. The

. ' . - ■ . motif of the side border, a falcon (Pig. 82 a), is not common in tex
tiles. The colors of these borders-<■?yellow, green, and red— are also 
somewhat unusual, since yellow and green occur most frequently in 
triple-cloths.
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The tie-dyed circles are not randomj they obviously form a 

pattern on the field of the mantle, but I have been unable to deter
mine what this patterning represents. V

• The sequence of dyeing was originally worked out by Junius Bird,.: 
;with the assistance of Paul Oertel of the National Aniline Division. 
Allied Chemical. Corporation. Their conclusions .and mine are as 
follows: those circles to be left white were tied off first and re
mained tied-off throughout the dyeing process (Bird feels that those 
to be dyed red were also tied off but it is my impression from the 
piece that the red is dyed over yellow); the mantle was first dyed 
yellow; then the circles tti remain yellow and those to be dyed blue - 
were tied off (and if originally tied, the red ties were removed)the 
mantle was dyed red; the circles to remain red Wero tied (or re-tied); 
the ties were removed from the circles to be dyed blue; and the piece 
received its final blue dye. Since most of the yellow circles show 
bleeding from both red and blue dyes, it is my opinion that either 
these ties were not sufficiently tight, or, niore probably, that all 
yellow ties were removed after the red dye bath and re-tied, possibly 
because the craftsman had not made a final decision about which circles 
were to be yellow and which blue.

Since we.have Only one example of tie-dye from a Paracas site, 
any type established may be invalid. However, I will tentatively 
assign a Variety name, Ocucaje tie-dye, and list the following charac
teristics with reservations: wool plain-weave, balanced, tie-dyed in
several colors.. When more examples are known we may find that cotton 
and other weaves, such as gauze, were tie-dyed in ohe or more colors.



At any rate, this maiitle represents a fairly advanced concept 
of tie-dye and is technically competent, despite the fact that to my 
eye the design is indeterminable» It is interesting to note that it is 
supposedly from a grave which produced a large number of textiles—  

including, most of the double-cloths in the collection, and a feather 
mantle— an elaborate false muiinmy head with two painted masks and a ■ 
feather headdress, a number of pots and baskets, and other artifacts, 
including a spear thrower and a war club. All this suggests that it 
was the grave of an important person, perhaps a warrior.

1 Featherwork
Featherwork was once thought .to be a relatively late technique 

in Peru, dating only to the Tiahuanabo Period (ea. A.D. 700-1100), and 
examples, in collections are usually even later in time, belonging to 
the Inca and immediately pre-Inca periods.

However, Engel (1963b: 33, 3?) has reported featherwork from 
the late preceramic site of Asias In one specimen, rows of feathers 
are attached to a fragment constructed of cow-hitch knotting. He 
apparently also found featherwork with a twined base cloth. No feather? 
work has yet been reported from the Chavfn Period.

■ The first known examples of featherwork on woven cloth are.from 
Oeueaje. No featherwork is reported from Cavemas, and nothing but 
carbonized fragments of cotton cloth with yellow feathers attached are 
noted by Yacovleff (19335 1̂ 5.) from the Necropolis, though Tello (1959, 
Pi, 22) illustrates a blue wool poncho trimmed with yellow feathers 
around the edges and in a circle around the neekslit. The most common



featherwork items from the' Necropolis seem to have been fans, plumes> 
ornaments, and feathered staffs. Similar artifacts have been recov
ered from Ocucaje, but since they do not have a woven base, they will 
not be discussed here. One feather ornament (No. 150) incorporating a 
woven textile could not be located in time for its incorporation into 
the study.

In nearly all Peruvian featherwork garments, the feathers are, 
attached by their quills to a cord which is then sewn to a base cloth 
(usually of fairly heavy cotton plain-weave) by a second cord with 
running stitches. The cords are so placed that the rows Of feathers 
overlap. The most common use.of featherwork in the Late Periods is for 
ponchos, probably used for ceremonial purposes. The feathers used are 
sometimes dyed, but they are more often the natural shades of feath
ers from various tropical birds. These Late Period ponchos are Often 
elaborately patterned with designs of men, birds, and other animals, as 
well as geometric motifs.

Ocucaje featherwork, on the other hand, is patterned very 8lm=
ply, with stripes or broad border bands, or hot at all. Only the .fox**.-

. ; !'mask headdresses show more intricate Use of feathers for designs.
The collection contains three mantles, one fragment (from a 

mantle?)> and three feather fqx™mask headdresses which have whole or 
partial feather backing. v

. The Ocucaje feather mantles do not conform in size or shape to 
other woven mantles from Paracas sites. They are smaller and more 
nearly square. Two of the three have,ties attached along one edgej the 
third, has a badly deteriorated.edge sq that any ties once present would
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be likely to be rotted away. The specimens range in size, from about 
,96  ̂x .830 m. to 1,298 x 1,300 m. One (No. 123) is shaped by increas
ing weft tension, so that it is 'etbout 20 cm. wider at one end than the
other (Figs. lh} 15 b). A second (No. 319) is shaped only very slight
ly, and the third (No. 320) does not seem to.be shaped at all. The 
latter is made up of three loom widths sewn togetherj the other two 
consist of two widths sewn at the center.

One mantle (No. 123) has a blue border and interior crossbands 
of yellow, blue,, and orange (Fig. 14)j another (No. 320) has a blue 
border and a solid orange centerj the third (No. 319) is covered solid
ly with yellow feathers. The fragment (No. 524) seems to have once had 
a pattern of blue rectangles (?) on a yellow ground, but there IS not
enough present to be sure. . .. ~ . .

All of the Oeucaje pieces have feathers sewn on cotton plain- 
weav'e in the manner shown in Figure 15 a. Patricia Reeves, who 
mounted mantle Number 123 for Junius Bird, describes the feather attach
ment as follows:.

The feathers are formed into long rows by attaching them to 
a double yarn, bending the tops -of the shafts and knotting them 
with the yarn, in the manner illustrated in,the diagram. The 
work is done from right to left, so the feathers overlap, the 
left on top of the right, \

The rows of feathers are attached to the base fabric with 
the same kind of yarn, using a long diagonal stitch. On the 
rows of small feathers, every fourth feather is thus attached, 
whereas each one of the longer feathers in the side borders 
is attached. This work was apparently done with the rows of 
feathers upside down, being properly placed after the tacking 
was completed. This assumption is made after experimentally 
duplicating some of the work. V



Fig. 14. Shaped feather mantle (No. 123) with blue border and 
crossbands of blue, yellow, and orange.
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The.; large blue feathers in the side borders are attached 
to each other a second tiihe* half way down the shaft , . For 
this, a blue yarn was used, to make the joining as incon
spicuous as possible. These are knotted in a different 
manner than that used for the,headings, These second join
ings were apparently fastened to the base fabric only at the 
ends of each row. It is impossible to state this definitely, 
due to the state of preservatioh of the specimen, (Typed 
reppirt .to Bird,) ■ . . ^ ' .. . ■■■•

This second attachment row was apparently used only for the ■ 
longer feathers in mantles, Numbers 123 and 320, but in mantle Number 
319# which uses only small yellow feathers, there is a second row of , 
stitches which catches the quip.1 about half-way down the feather, 1 My ! 
notes on this piece are not entirely adequate, but as I recall, not 
every' feather is attached to the ground by the second rbw<>

Since these mantles usually have tihs across one end and are 1 
square in shape, it may be hypothesized that they were worn as capes, 
hanging free from the Shoulders rather than draped around the body as, 
mantles presumably Were, All three, are remarkably .similar..

The three fOx^mask headdresses are also almost identical.- They 
consist (in two eases) of a skinned-out fox muzzle with feathers 
"glued" (probably with resin) to it. Narrow plain-weave panels cover
ed with feathers are attached to the sides of the mask in one case 
(No. 109)j in the other (No. $64) they are massing. The third (No.
1^7) consists of a panel of plaihtweave cotton cloth, possibly cut and 
seamed in the center, with a fox muzzle cut out in a circular shape 
and Sewed or glued to the center of the panel. Two feather-covered 
lappets made from a single tape cut in half are sewn to the piece, so 
that they hang down at the sides. While the first two masks have eyes



Fig, 15, a, method of attaching feathers; hi, color scheme 
of feathers in shaped mantle (No, 123)°
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and vh'iskers of contrasting colors on a yellow, ground, the third is 
solidly covered with orange, feathers.

Two. of these masks or headdresses (Nos. 109 and 14?) consti
tuted parts of elaborate false heads for mammy bundles. They were tied 
to the "heads" just above the painted mummy-bundle masks. The third 
was probably also part of a false head. All are in quite delicate 
condition.

In passing, it might be noted that feathers are sometimes found 
tied to the ends of close-knotted turban bands. One such band .
(1964,40.1), hot part of the original collection, had rosettes of 
yellow and green feathers attached to one end of the band. The band 
was wrapped around a doughtnut-shaped cotton pillow in such a fashion 
that the feather rosettes stood up on top (Fig. 16).

• We do not.yet have enough examples of Paracas featherwork to 
establish a type for.all sites. A variety, Ocucaje feathered plain- 
weave, may be characterized by: •cotton plain-weave, balanced or 
slightly warp-faced, with overlapping rows of feathers attached as 
shown in Figure 15 a. Feathers are usually blue, yellow, and orange, 
(though green arid black also occur in the face portion of the fox 
masks).. Designs are restricted to simple stripes, border bands, and 
perhaps geometrical designs. The use seems to be chiefly for cape
like mantles and mask-headdresses,'though it may also extend to 
feather ponchos. '. . r

' ■ Unfortunately for p u r p o s e s  of classification, the method of
attaching the feathers may not be exclusively Paracas in time. A frag
ment in the Textile Museum collection (91.829), which seems to be later
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Fig. l6. Headdress from a mummy bundle— a doughnut-shaped 
pillow wrapped with a close-knotted turban band that ends in feather 
rosettes (1963.40.1).
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though it Is from the same general area, has an identical attachment 
methodo It is carried a bit further, however, and the same form of 
knotting is used for the second attachment- row at mid-quill. The 
methods of feather attachment illustrated by d'HarcOurt (1962: 132,
Fig, .96) are quite different from the Paracas method. We. might specu- ; 
late that the method used in the Pardcas textiles continued on the 
South Coast, but, to date, not enough work has been done on the possible 
variations, in Peruvian featherwork to make.any sound distinctions.

After the pieces in the Ocucaje collection were examined^ a 
porfcioh Of a feather poncho (9i.45j6) in the Textile Museum collection 
Was found to bear a considerable resemblance to the banded mantle (No. 
123) in its colors and use of crdsstands = The piece is reputed to be 
from Pisco, the nearest valley to. the type site of Paracas, and the 
location of at least one site which has produced Paracas Cavernas 
type material-=Tambo Colorado> (Engel 1957) °

The only features of this, poncho half that do not agree with 
the Ocucaje feathered plain̂ weave' variety 'ape the, use of paired wefts 
in the base fabric (which is uncommon for Paracas plainsweave) and th£ , 
use of three attachment rows at the top of the feathers. Two of the 
rows knot around the quill| the third^ between these two, is a funning 
stitch which catches the feathers'to the ground cloth. These may be 
local characteristics or idiosyncratic features, and for the time 
being 1 am inclined to tentatively class the-piece with Paracas 
featherwork.

The feathers of mantle Number 123 were analyzed by Dr. Dean
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Amadou, an ornithologist on the staff, of the American Museum of■Natural
History, who reported that:

The blue, and probably most of the yellow, feathers are. 
from Ara drarauna which ranges all along the eastern-Andes 
watershed into Bolivia» The yellow has obviously faded, but 
-the blue feathers, particularly the larger ones on the mantle 
border, show the variations present in feathers of comparable .

.... size from the Ara ararauna<, As this bird yields many small 
yellow feathers, it is safe to assume that many, if not most 

. ; of the yellow come from the same species.
The orange-red feathers, if not badly.faded, may be from 

one of the cock-of-the-rock species, possibly Rupicola 
peruviana peruviana, which also is distributed along the 
eastern Andes of Peru. Most of these feathers have white down 
near the basal ends, but a few have some gray at the basal 
ends... Such gray was not present on the Rupicola peruviana 
peruviana specimen used for comparison, though more northerly 
species, at least one female, has gray basal coloration but 
without the brilliant orange-red outer coloration.

However, the red Short feathers of the macaw, Ara macao, 
do have gray toward the basal ends. Conceivably the red might 

■ , in time fade to reddish-orange, so this bird might be consider
ed as a possible Source. On the specimens used for comparison, 
the majority of the short feathers, 3A" to 1 3/8", are gray 
towards the basal ends. Only on head and back of head are 
they white in this lower area. Thus if the macaws were the 
source of the orange-red feathers, the majority of the feath- .
•erg on the mantle should be grayish at their basal ends, This, 
however, is not the case since almost all are white in this 
area. (Typed report to Bird.)

A report , on the green ifeathers present in the rosettes at the 
end of the close-knotted band•(I963.40.1) by Charles E. O'Brien, also
of the.. American Museum of Natural History staff, was inconclusive, but

• . • ' , , •

it was suggested that the feathers, might be from a species of Amazona
■ ■ A  ; '(parrot). "

The use of feathers fijom jungle, birds indicates that the 
people of Ocucaje had contact, if.!only in the form of a trade line,
with those of the eastern slopes of the Andes.



Tapestry : 1
Tapestry is a -weave, in which discontinuous wefts: are used to 

create - a pattern» Custdlnarilyji it is weft-faced plain^weave, but dis-' 
continuous wefts, are used fOr patterning in balanced plaih-weave, 
twill, and even twining (the last two have not been found in Peru). 
Tapestry is further sub-diVided by the manner in which the wefts are 
handled at their turning point! Thus we have slit tapestry (often in
correctly called "kelim" or "keliih Slit") in which the wefts trierely, . 
tiirn back into the next shed leaving an opening, or slit, between adja
cent color areasj- dovetailed tapestry in.which wefts from adjacent 
areas turn around a common Warp -Or interpenetrate; and interlocked tap
estry in which wefts from adjacent areas interlock with one another 
between warps, or, less frequently, around a common warp. Itt double
interlocking, each weft shot interlocks with two others (Fig. 19)=

Tapestry first appears in Peru in Cupisnique (Coastal Chavin) 
levels. Bird (personal communication) reports 11 examples of tapestry . 
from the Cupisnique levels at Huaca Prieta, of which 4 Were interlock
ed, 3 were slit, 1 was dovetailed, 1 was double-interlocked,, dnd 2 were 
unclassified. ChavinOid levels at other sites have also produced tap- 
estryiO'Neale (1954: 89) reports tapostries from Supe of Various 
types, both weft-faced and balanced* Almost every conceivable variety 
,of dovetailing and interlocking, as well -as slit tapestry^ was found.
(0'Neale 1954, Fig*.13). Wallace (personal communication) also.found, 
tapestry at. the site of Cerrillos* . interestingly, in his earlier, 
Cerrillos, levels he found three examples of balanced plain-weave 
tapestry with double-interlocking, and one weft-faced slit tapestry.
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In the later, La Isla, levels there were two pieces of slit tapestry 
but no examples of balanced plain-weave tapestry.

. Engel (1963b: 4l) reports a twined belt from the late preceramic 
site of Asia which may be twined tapestry— a logical forerunner to 
woven tapestryo .However, Engel seems to use the word tapestry to apply 
to any decorative structural patterning, so that it is impossible to be 
sure what he means.

Tapestry is one of the commonest techniques in■ Peru from the 
Late Hazca Period on. Probably for this reason, almost every person 
writing about Paraeas textiles has commented on its rarity in this 
period. Tapestry is undeniably rare in the Paraeas Period and seems to 
occur only in the form of narrow bands, and occasionally as end panels . 
for close-knotted turban bands. All of the examples of. Paraeas tapes
try which I have seen are slit tapestry. In some examples, however, 
there is occasional dovetailing or interlocking in a long slit. The 
slits are not sewn.

.0'Neale (1942: 1$4) notes that "there is not the least sugges
tion of tapestry in any form among the 120 Caverns cloths, although 
Carridn Cachot speaks of it as only 'relatively rare.'" Carrion 
Cachot (1931: 40) found tapestry only in the form of belts, turban 
bands, and sashes. 0'Neale (1942: 1$4) records slit tapestry from the 
Necropolis, but it is difficult to be sure whether she is speaking of 
patterned tapestry, or simply of woven neck slits.

Despite its limited use, the tapestry is competent. For the 
most part, the designs are restricted to geometric motifs, but
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occasionally.a more ambitious'pattern with- figures similar to embroid
ered motifs was attempted. Speaking of two Paracas tapestry specimens 
in the Textile Museum collection (a band fragment 91-125 and a panel 
from a close-knotted turban band 91,567) Bellinger (Bird and Belling
er 1954; 103) remarks that they "were competently woven but show 
graphically that the small details, so much a part of Paracas design, 
could not be compassed in that medium," Actually neither Ocucaje nor 
: Cavemas produced designs with as much emphasis on small details as 
Necropolis designs,. At any rate, it is difficult to make such an . 
assessment on so few pieces, .The band, 91-125, is probably Necropolis 
in style, but it is difficult to be sure, It is true that the pattern 
. is awkwardly handled. The close-knotted turban band, on the other 
. hand, is probably from Ocucaje or Cavemas, and the bird design on the 
tapestry panel is much more complex than the. usual weft bands of such 
panels,

A Cavemas tapestry in the collection of the Museo .National de 
Antropologia y Arqueologfa, Lima (MNAA 12/6581) has an extremely com
plicated pattern layout (Fig, 17), This bahd, 1.240 m. (incomplete) 
long by 0,150.m. wide, has a central Unit of guilloche pattern flanked 
on the complete end by three panels of geometric designs separated by 
narrow bands, a panel of birds in]lozenges, and a repeat of the geomet
ric and banded units. The geometric panels in this band can Only be 
described as "abstract," They are not simple repeats and are apparent
ly intended to represent something, but I have not been able to
.decipher the design. Nonetheless, it represents a use of small motifs

■ 1 . , . - ' , ■ ■ . • ' 
adequately rendered in tapestry. This.piece is unusual in several



Figo 17° Detail of a Cavemas tapestry band in the collection 
Of the Museo National de Antropologia y Arqueologla, Lima (MNAA
12/6581)0
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ways; according to my notes it has paired cotton warps and Z~spun 
alpaca wefts of brown* orange* dark red* tan* and blue, In the long , 
slits a few wefts (one to three) may be interlocked.

Wallace (i960) has described a slit tapestry fragment of Early 
Paracas. (Phase I of II) style which depicts a Chavinoid cat. Again* 
the piece is competently executed* with many fine details. 1 1

' It is, difficult to understand why greater use of tapestry was. 
not made in the Middle and Late Paracas phases. The technique had 
been mastered in the Chavin Period and. was well suited to the essen<=.., .. 
tially geometric designs of Middle Paracas. Obviously* other 
techniques were preferred* but we do not know why.

The Ocucaje collection contains three examples of narrow tapes
try bandso Two were associated with a sprang bag (No. 534). One 
served as the top border for the bag; the other was detached from the 
bag (though it has bits of sprang sewn, along one edge)* and its origin” 
al use or position cannot be determined. The border fragment has a . 
pattern of zig-zag lines in cream and green on black; the detached . 
fragment has a guilloehe design in.red, cream* and green on black. \ 
Both are slit tapestry* but since both designs are primarily diagonal; 
the slits are short. Both are entirely,of wool* but the warps are 
re-plied. The third piece is a complete turban band (No. l44) wrapped 
around an elaborate false mummy-head construction. This band* approxi
mately I.37O m. long and 0,037 m. wide has a design of two stepped , 
diamonds in a rectangle repeated altong the length of the textile.
Fringe seems to be knotted through the ends of the band. The tapes
try is slit* and the long side 'slits of the rectangles show
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irregular dovetailing. It has cotton warps and wool wefts in maroon, 
yellow, pink, light green, natural gray, and white. The colors are 
unusual for Ocucaje,

Not enough tapestries are known to establish sound varieties, 
but on the basis of the Ocucaje pieces, I have described an Ocueaje 
variety (see Appendix B) which may or may not differ from Cavemas _ 
and Necropolis tapestry.

The type, Paraeas tapestry, may be generally described as 
follows: slit tapestry with some dovetailing or interlocking in long
slits j warps usually, but not always> Of cotton; warps may be 2- or 

! 3-ply; geometric motifs predominate, but other designs occur; colors 
seem to show more range than is customary in Paraeas textiles. The 
use is apparently restricted to narrow bands.

Tapestry technique is also used to produce slits of varying 
lengths in Ocucaje textiles. In some cases (Nos. k-̂ 2 and 1961.24.13) 
short woven slits are used in combination with gauze to produce open
work textiles. In other specimens (Nos. 27, 28, and 24$ e), a woven 
slit serves to split the band so that, at least in the case of 24$ c,

. It could be used as a neekslit facing. Woven slits were also used to 
make the tab fringe on a poncho-shirt (No. 22). Only one shirt (No. 
308) and the shoulder poncho (No; 280) have woven neekslits. All 
other woven shirts in the collection' are made in two pieces, sewn up 
the center. / ; r

There is no need to assign a type or variety for textiles 
with woven slits, since they always occur -in conjunction with other 

: techniques.
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Warp-and-Weft Interlocking

Textiles with discontinuous warps and wefts are not uncommon 
in Peru, butv they appear to he rare, in the early periods« 0 ’Neale''
(0‘Eeale and Kroeber 1930; 39J 0"Neale 1933) has referred to this tech
nique as "interlocking plain weave".and "multicolored patchwork," and 
once regarded it as "a local peculiarity of the southern area, extend
ing through all periods" (0 "Neale and Kroeber 1930; 1-9)} though she 
notes no occurrences prior to the Early Nazea Period. She later.
(1933) found an example from the Middle Period at Supe on the Central 
Coast, which may still be the; most northern example.

Bird (Bennett and Bird i960: 28l) calls one form of this tech
nique "Interlocked Darning" and states that it "was created entirely 
by darning on a temporary grl<$ of both - vertical and horizontal scaffold 
yarnso Others seem to have been done; with only horizontal yarns as a 
guide." He includes in this category Only those interlocked warp-and- 
weft textiles which use a continuous: yam for warp and weft in each 
color area. In many eases, the color areas are; so small that the tex
tile must have been constructed chiefly with a needle.

To date, the technique is unknown from the Chavxn Period, but a 
similar, and possibly related, technique has been reported by 0"Neale 
(195̂ 2 89) and Wallace (1962, personal communication) for the 
• Ghavinoid levels at the Ancdn-Supe arid Cerrillos sites respectively. 
This is a discontinuous weft-patterned plain-weave, which Wallace 
(personal communication) has called "pnbatteried tapestry." In these 
textiles, the’wefts .'interlock or dovetail, as in ordinary weft-faced 
tapestry. Interestingly, the examples found by Wallace at the lea;
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Valley site of Gefrlllos all have double, or ''Swedisĥ " interlocking, 
and one bas a stepped triangle design much like some interlocked.warp 
and weft textiles. One of 0"Neale's, examples is dovetailed, but she 
finds double-interlocking in another (195^ Fig, 13 • . k

The original Oeueaje collection at . the Textile Museum^,Contain
ed only one example of warp-and-weft interlocking, a fragmentary . 
mantle '(No. 8l) with geometric bird motifs and embroidered borders«
The piece is of balanced plain-weave and entirely of wool in red, 
yellow, blue, maroon, and white« lii, at least the small pattern areas, 
the warps turn and become wefts. \

A second example, a poncho-shirt (1959,H-l) almost ceitainly 
from Oeueaje, was acquired at a later date. This piece has an elabo
rate all-over pattern of stylized snakes in dark brown, gold) red, 
green, and cream wool (Fig. 18)3 again, it is balanced plain-weave.' ..

A third Oeueaje specimen, exbayated by Alejandro Pezzia Of the 
Museo Regional de lea and part of his Tomb 5, seems to be a portion of 
a bag (Wallace 1962, personal commuziication) with a stepped triangle 
motif in multicolored wool. I have apt seen this specimen, nor ha$ it 
been published.

All of these Oeueaje pieces have double-interlocking (Fig.19) 
in both the warp and weft direction. Double-interlocking is not common 
in Peruvian textiles. It oepurs in the balanced plain-weave tapes
tries, but rarely, if at all, in Weft-faced tapestry. D'Harcourt 
(1962: 18, Fig. 8 b) diagrams double-interlocking,as one of the types 
of interlocking found in textiles with discontinuous warps and wefts, 
but unfortunately, he does not indicate which textiles he found it. in.
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Fig. 18. Poncho-shirt with interlocked warp and weft. The 
design is of snake heads. The borders are triple-cloth (l959»H*l) •



To my knowledge, there are no other.interlocked warp-and-weft textiles 
in which both warp and weft are.double-interlocked; the usual circum
stance would be for it to occur only in the weft direction=:

To date., the tieueaje Caracas specimens are the earliest 
examples of this technique known. The technique also occurs in a 
Necropolis mantle (MNAA 378-8; Carrion Cachot 1931/ PI. 1 a; O'Neale 
1942, Fig. 1); but the interlocking is single. The patterning, a 
simple stepped triangle, is much like that of the Ocucaje bag. My own 
notes indicate that the piece has an embroidered "border depicting 
figures in profile with head appendages. An elaborate poncho in the 
Brooklyn Museum collection (BM 34.1579) has exbremely large-scale 
figures reminiscent of Necropolis embroidery, and almost certainly 
belongs to the Necropolis group. I have no information on whether or 
not the interlocking is double, since it is sewn to a backing. NO 
specimens of this technique have been reported from Cavernas.

The fact that so few Paracas -specimens are known might lead 
one to the conclusion that the technique was rarely used in this period.: 
However, both the examples in the Textile Museum collection, as well as 
at least one of the Necropolis pieces, are well executed and complexly 
patterned, the shirt, in particular, exhibits competence in the handl
ing of, a fairly complicated technique in an intricate pattern. The 
mantleon the whole, is well done, but it has small technical* flaws 
such a@ irregularities in design.

. Irene. Emery (personal communication) has suggested that the use
fof warp-interlocking may have arisen from experimentation with warp-
i ■ - I- ■ . "
patterning. In the case of the Ocucaje pieces it seems more likely



Fig. 19. Diagram of double-interlocking as it appears on the reverse of the textile. ,
1
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that they arose from the discontinuous-weft patterned plain-weaves.
All three of Wallace's examples from" Cerrillos have double-interlocking 
and two are identical in pattern to the Ocucaje bag and Necropolis  ̂

mantle. It seems possible that the discontinuous weft was the fore
runner of a more complicated construction in which both warp and weft 
are discontinuous. e ,

A type, Paracas warp-and-weft interlocking, may be established 
to cover the entire range of pieces known. All are of multicolored ' 
wool in balanced plain-weave < Designs range from simple geometric 
motifs to elaborate figures. The main use of the technique is for.gar
ments, . such as mantles, poncho-shirts (possibly true ponchos since 
neither example now has sewn seams), and bags. The type is composed of 
two varieties: Necropolis warp-and-weft interlocking, in which the
interlocking is single, and Ocucaje warp-and-weft interlocking, in 
which the interlocking is double. When more examples are known, it may 
be shown that the type of interlocking is insignificant. At present, 
however, Ocucaje examples may be readily distinguished from any other , 
Peruvian examples by the use of double-Interlocking in both warp 
and weft. .: . : -

. Double-Cldth and Triple-Cloth 
Double-cloth is a technique which requires two complete sets of 

matching warps and wefts, usually of two different colors. It must be 
woven on a loom with at least four heddles or shedding devices. Two 
complete fabrics are produced at the1 same time, and patterning is 
accomplished by.bringing one cloth to the face and the other to the



reverse, interchanging the correlated, sets of elements wherever desired. 
The interchange of warps and wefts also serves.to fasten the two layers 
of cloth together, and to effect a color reversal. It is the two-layer 
feature that distinguishes double-cloth from other double-faced tex
tiles. The two sides of the finished textile may be structurally 
identical or one side may be better woven than the other. As a rule . 
in Peruvian double-cloths, the warps and wefts are interchanged two at 
a time, which tends to produce.a slight dissimilarity in the two faces.

Triple-cloth obviously.represents an elaboration of the.concept 
of double-cloth and is probably the ultimate stage to which such elabo
ration was carried. There are three sets of warps and wefts, producing 
three layers of cloth, which are interchanged to produce a design..

Double-Cloth '
To date, double-cloth has not:been reported from the Chavfn 

horizon on the North Coast of Peru, nor from the Chavinoid levels of 
sites elsewhere. Chavfn textiles are, however, not common and undoubt
edly do not represent the complete, range of techniques produced. The 
earliest North Coast occurrence of double-cloth is a single specimen \ 
in blue and white cotton from the Vim. Valley/ and Bird (1952a; 360) 
states that "it is obvious that the process was fully mastered and 
competently handled."

No double-cloth was found at Cerrillos. (Wallace 1962, personal 
communication) in either the Cerrillos or La isla levels. However, 
Gayton (1961b) records two examples of'wool double-cloth from Yauca, 
south of OcuCaje, and dates them as belonging to Dawson's T-2 phase.
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This would place them within the Early Parochs phase, and certainly the 
Yauca fragments show stronger Chavin influence than do those from 
Oeueaje.

Double-cloth was found in fair quantity at Paracas Cavemas.
Carrion Cachot (1931: 40) states:

The double-cloths are of cotton, with two warps and two 
wefts, worked, in contrasting colors, the most common being: 
blue with white, coffee with brownish white, and dark brown 
with brick red. They are ornamented with patterns of large 
size.,..To this type belong the ornamented hangings or bi
chrome mantles, which exhibit beautiful decorations.

She also'(1931: 5*0 reports double-cloth from the Necropolis, but.she
does not describe it further, and it is apparently not common. In the
discussion of textiles from three Cavemas tombs (0 'Neale 1932), no
double-cloths are reported. In a later discussion, 0'Neale (1942:
155) states, that "each of the two Paracas lots {which she studied)
includes an all-cotton (double-cloth) example." Neither 0 ’Neale nor.
Carrion Cachot records wool double-cloth from Paracas. However,

' '

according to my notes on exhibitions in the Museo Nacional de Arqueo- 
logia y Antropologf a, Lima, at least two of the double-cloth mantles 
on display are of wool. Pezzia (i960: 267-8) describes a textile from 
an Ocucaje mummy bundle which seems to be wool double-cloth, though his 
description is not entirely clear.

I have notes on two Cavemas double-cloths in the Museo Nacional. 
Both are of cotton; one (MNAA 2-129) is brown and tan with a design of 
interlocked snakes and "sun-faces"j the other (MNAA no number) is tan 
and brownish-red with a large figure with head appendages.

0’Neale (1937: 193) reports one wool double-cloth from the Early
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Nazica Period at Majoro. this specimen is a belt and is polychrome, With 
opposed plain and striped grounds; one set of warps is rose and the 
other set burgundy, green, and gold. ; The wefts are rbse. No other 
double-cloths, with definite Nazoa provenience have been reported; how-

. ' V. :  ■■■■ ■■■■. ‘ • . . ■■ . . 'ever, most of. those attributed to the period are of cotton. Double-' 
cloths with one cloth of wool and the other of cotton seem to begin to 
appear in Late Nazca-Tiahuanaco times.

With such a dearth of wool double-cloth in reported textiles, it 
is interesting to note that of nine examples in the Ocucaje collection, 
seven are of wool. All seven of the wool pieces reputedly came from a 
■ single grave. One is a complete mantle (No. 112) composed Of three 
strips sewn together (Jig. 20). There are small darned-in designs in &. 
addition to. the double-rcloth d,esigns of interlocking snake-cats (?).
Two hoods (Nos. 113 and.Il8) match the central and side panels of the 
mantle; only one of these has darned details. The remaining specimens 
(Nos. lit, 115, 116, and 117). are rectangles from 0.753 to 0.810 m. 
wide and 0.910 to.1.095 m. long. Each has a large standing figure.with 
head appendages (Fig, 21) . : There is- a distinct possibility that these 
were originally sewn together in some way to form a mantle, or two 
mantles. Number lit was found loosely basted to Number 117, and all but 
Number 115 had traces of purple sewing thread and what seems to be a 
warp-faced wool and cotton striped border sewn along one edge. It 
might be noted.that the Yauca double-cloths described by Gayton (1961b) 
also have striped plaint-weave sewn to them,

One of the cottpn specimens (No. 256) is unusual. It consists 
of fragments of a mantle with an embroidered border.. The field has



Fig. 20. Double-cloth mantle (No. 112) made in three strips. 
Extra colors are darned in.
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alternate plaid and plain, squares, both containing stepped crosses.
Both warps and wefts are tan,.blue, red, and red-brown. The mantle 
was made up of at least two strips sewn together. The cloth is woven 
snugly at the ends. The outside selvages of the pieces are also woven 
together as a single layer pf•cloth;.some of the colored wefts are 
carried to the edge, but most, are interlocked and returned to the 
double-cloth area. This plain selvage area was later embroidered. The 
double-cloth extends to the edge of the cloth, but the wefts of the two 
fabric layers are not interlocked. Unfortunately the piece is in very 
bad condition. !

The second cotton specimen is a small fragment (No. 294 b) of 
brown and white double-cloth which apparently once had a large figure 
with head appendages.

There are two other cotton double-cloths in the Textile Museum 
collection which are probably from Ocucaje. One (1960.8.1) is a com
plete panel from a mantle; it.is brown and white and has a repeated 
design of geometric cats with forehead appendages. The second (i960. 
12.11) is also a panel from a mantle; again it is brown and white ' 
and it has four large figures: of the type painted on masks and em- ; 
broidered in borders.

All of the double-cloths are of balanced plain-weave. Most 
have wefts interlocked at the’side selvages. In all cases the warps 
and wefts go from one surface to the other in pairs.

In the discussion of double-cloth, I should mention again the 
miniature mantle (No. 29) of wool and cotton plaid, which has small 
areas of double-cloth in the centers of the plaid blocks. This
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piece, howfeVer, has been classed,with plaid plain-Weaves. ■

The Paracas,double-cloths are, competently woven, though some
what coarser than some, later examples of the technique. Carrion Cachot 
(19312 0̂) has pointed out the large scale of the designs. In one of 
the cotton cloths illustrated by,O'Weale (19̂ -2, Fig. 2) and Carrion 
Cachot (1931, Fig. l) there seems to have been some difficulty in the 
execution of the design, which is, however, extremely complex. Some 
of the wool rectangles in the Ocucaje collection (Fig. 21) indicate 
that the weaver had difficulty in centering the design, and filler 
motifs are often added near the finish end. On the whole, the double- 
: cloths have more filler motifs than is usual for Ocucaje design.

The limitations of the technique restrict the weaver to pat
terns made up of horizontal, vertical,, and diagonal lines, so that 
the designs are. of necessity geometrical. Surprisingly, the motifs 
often relate most closely to those of the painted mummy-bundle masks, 
where no such restriction was imposed on the artist. Although the : 
double-cloth technique lends itself well to, designs in which large .. 
contrasting color masses are utilized, some of the Paracas double
cloths have relatively fine lines-. On the whole, all are well 
executed. The reverse side is never, as completely woven as the 
obverse. 1

On the whole, with the exception of Number 256, the double
cloths fit well, into a general type. Since there is no way of 
knowing what Variations exist from site to site, and since the Ocucaje 
cloths agree in all details with the Cavemas pieces which I have ex
amined, I have established a variety only for these at this time.
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Fig. 21. Design from a double-cloth rectangle (No. 117)• The 
main motif is a mask-type figure; various other motifs are used to fill 
the remaining space.
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Cavemas double-cloth would.be of either wool Or cotton balanced plairi- 
weave with the interchange of warps and wefts taking place in pairs. 
Side selvages are usually interlocked. Designs are usually large-scale 
and have filler motifs either woven or darned in. The colors used in
clude brown and white, red and brown, and blue and white cotton and 
red and dark gray (so complementary in tone that it appears to be 
green), maroon and red, and yellow and brown wool. Mantle Number 256.. 
is obviously a variant . It is. possible that the other double-cloths 
represent the Cavemas variety of Paracas double-cloth and that this 
specimen represents the Oeueaje variety, but to date we Idd not have 
enough examples to be sure. The Yauca double-cloths probably consti
tute a separate variety, on the basis of color, a brick-re<|Jand dark . 
blue, their invariable (on the basis of a small sample) association 
with striped plain-weave, and their Chavihoid designs. : v:

The ParacaS double-cloths, and particularly thbse from Yauca, 
are the earliest reported examples of the technique in Perd;.

Triple-Cloth ^
Triple-cloth is almost as uncommon as double-cloth is common.

Even such an expert as d'Harcourt never encountered thi^ technique and
■ " - - '■ iS . -therefore did not record it in his Textiles of Ancient Peru and Their
Techniques (1962). The technique was first reported from Perd by 
Hentschel (1937)? who described an unusual specimen of a vd.rlj.ety still 
without provenience and relatively unknown in American collections.

In 1944, Wardle published three additional fragments of Peru
vian triple-cloth with unknown provenience, and several fragments of 
triple-cloth were included in the Textile Museum's catalogue of Paracas
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and Nazco, textiles (Bird and Bellinger 195*0 « None of the Textile 
Museum's examples was of the Cavernas or Middle Paraeas style; three
are either .Necropolis or Proto-Nazca. Border fragments (91.248, 91«249,

’ ! .. ■ and 91=250) with green, red, and.purple cloths and additional colors
darned in. The back is not completely woven. All may be from a single
garment. The fourth (91=466) is an extremely fine band with gold, red,
and dark gray (appearing green) bloths'j all colors are completely woven
and appear on both faces. The motifs' seem to be of Recuay derivation.

No triple-cloths have.been reported from either Cavernas or
Necropolis by 0 'Neale (1932j 19^2) or Carridh Cachot (1931)«. • 'i . '

The technique is fairly common at Ocucaje. There are four 
separate specimens (Nos. 33, 119,1 120 a, 120 b) in the Soldi collection 
and one set of borders attached to the painted mantle (No. 312j Fig.
10)j two others (91=675, 91=855) in the Textile Museum collection and 
the set of borders attached to the interlocked warp and weft poncho- 
shirt (1959=11»lj Fig. 18) also seem to be from Ocucaje„ All examples 
are narrow, ranging in width from 0.034 to 0.098 m.; one fragment of a 
band has been sewn into a small bag (No. 120 b). All, without excep
tion, are green, yellow, and dark brown in color; all are. of wool.
The motifs are rather limited. The "sun-face" is probably most common 
(four examples; Fig. 22), and,the guilloche next in frequency (three 
examples; Figs. 10, 18). One piece (91=855), not in the Soldi collec
tion, but probably from Ocucaje, has seven different design units> 
including cats, a bird, a double-headed snake, a. human figure, and a 
human head, but the most frequently repeated, motif is the "sun-rface", 
(Figs. 22, 7 b). ' . . ' ; '
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FLg. 22. Details of two triple-cloth borders. a, designs of 
stylized "sun-faces" and a cat (No. 33)J b, "sun-face" motifs (No. 
119).



Almost all of the borders have side.selvages of warp-faced 
plain-weave, woven singly, of one color--usually brown Q91.855 has 
yellow edges)--extending for 1 to 2 cm. on each side of the pattern 
area. Only 1959,11.1 lacks this, feature. In. the pattern area, only 
two colors (green and yellow when the selvages are brown) appear on , 
the reverse> and these two colors are: usually completely woven only 
in the area of the pattern units. " ^

. With the,Ocucaje collection to work with, two of Wardle's 
(1944) border fragments can be definitely assigned to the Ocucaje 
triple-cloth variety. The first (1944, PI. 1; UM 41-15-13) has the 
typical guilloche design. The second (1944, PI. 2 a, b; UM 41-15-12) 
has a stylized "sun-face" similar to that of Numbers 120a and 33 
(Pig. 22 a) in the Ocucaje collection. Both of these (University ■ 
Museum) pieces are green, yellow, and dark brown. The third piece, 
then in the John Wise collection, is quite different and cannot yet

rbe assigned provenience.
The triple-cloths of Ocucaje constitute the most standardized 

group in the entire collection. The amount - of variation is infinites- 
mal. Having seen one example, no one could ever mistake another.
Since triple-cloth is not common .from other periods (and no other 
reported examples are similar to those from Ocucaje), there is no 
danger of confusing the Ocucaje examples with any other. It is possi
ble that examples may be found to come from Paracas Period sites other 
than Ocucaje, but to date we cannot be sure of any other provenience.

If we assume that the specimens published by Bird and Bellinger 
(1954, PI. 96) are Necropolis in origin or tradition, we may establish
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a type for Paracae triple-cloth:: narrow bordero, Incompletely woven
between design areas, of wool balanced plain-weave. The Necropolis 
variety would be multicolored, with1 extra colors darned in, have vary
ing designs (in the case of 91°248 to 91-250, the designs are chiefly 
birds)« ■ i

The Ocucaje variety is easy tb summarize: plain-weave wool
cloth (balanced) woven in three layers— brown, yellow and green; the 
triple-cloth is usually, complete, only in the design areas with floats , 
between designs on the wrong side. The brown (or yellow) does not 
appear on the reverse, but is- often!extended beyond the triple-cloth 
area to form selvages of plain-weave. cloth at each side of the: band..
The only use is for bands, not over 10 cm. in width. Designs empha
size the "sun-face" and guilloche, but may also include double-headed 
snakes, birds; cats, human figures, et cetera. It should be noted 
that only one band in the collection '(So. 120 b) does not include a 
guilloche or "sun-face" motif--usually other motifs are subsidiary to 
the sun-face, and the guilloche always occurs alone.

These narrow bands probably served as borders for garments.
We have not found them on mummy heads as turbans. Two garments in 
the collection, a mantle (No. 312) and a poncho-shirt. (1959«ll«l) 
have borders of triple-cloth. . In both cases,: the borders share the 
loomstrings or heading cords of the body of the garment and therefore 
must have been set up and woven at the. same time as the rest of the 
piece. Unlike.the warp-patterned bands which were appliqued on gar
ments, the triple-cloth bands seem to have been sewn to the edge of 
the cloth they were to border.
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Wnrp P a t t e r n i n g  • .

' . ' The use of warps for patterning is a very, old custom in Peru . 
and ohe which has persisted until the present day. I have already 
discussed two kinds of warp patterning under Plain-*weave-- stripes and 
interlocked warp (and weft). Any warp.patterning which involves more 
than one color must be planned before weaving is begunj in other words, 
the patterning must be taken -into consideration before or during the 
warping. . .

A common variety of warp, patterning involves the use of warp ,
■ floats (warps which pass over more than one weft), usually in a con? 
trusting color or colors. The warps which float may be extra or 
supplementary warps which are not essential to the ground, weave, or 
they may be ground warps. The textile may be single-faced (only one 
finished face), two-faced (dissimilar on the two sides), or double- 
faced (structurally identical on the two sides but with a color or 
pattern reverse). Other forms of float patterning have non-supplemen
tary reciprocal warp, and weft floats. In supplementary-warp pattern
ing, extra warps displace ground warp's to form the pattern and float ' 
on the back when not in use on the face. In some supplementary-warp 
patterning, the additional warps may interweave on the surface, 
replacing ground warps, to form the pattern -and float bn the..back.
Warp-patterned textiles are often warp?faced. .

Bird (Bird and Mahler 1951“52: j6) found, single-faced warp- 
float patterning in the preceramic levels of Huaca PrietaJ The 
■Cupis.niq.ue levels at the same .site produced, various types of warp 
patterning: simple, single-faced constructions with both



.warp-and-weft floatsi simple -balanced warp floats on both sidesj and a 
single-faced construction with warp floats (Bird 1964, personal commun
ication).

O'Meale (1954) does not report any warp patterning (other than 
stripes) for the Chavinoid levels at. Ancon-Supe, but Wallace (1962, 
personal communication) found.one example of warp patterning, which he 
describes as "under floated," in the Cefrillos levels at Cerrillos. It 
is probably one of the kinds of supplementary-warp patterning described 
below.

08Neale (1942: 156) reports ."single-face pattern weaves with
warp floats," one from.Caverrias and‘qne from Necropolis, both harrow
bands. My notes on.Cavemas textiles from the Museo Nacional de Ahtro-
pologia y Arqueologia, Lima, include two specimens (both numbered MNAA

' ;;l ' .13/152) with a supplementary-warp pattern in which the warps float on
the back until required for the pattern and are then pulled between two 
ground warps to the face. .One is in wool in cream and brown; the . 
ground warps are used paired except in the pattern areas where one 
cream warp is pulled to the face between the brown paired warps. The 
pattern could not be determined. The other is in brown and white cot
ton; both ground and pattern warps are used singly, but pairs of white 
pattern warps are pulled to the face-between two ground warps. Again 
the pattern warps float on the reverse when not needed on the faces It 
has an elaborate pattern of birds in lozenges and interlocked snakes. 
Both specimens are fragments of large pieces of cloth. They demon
strate two different methods of introducing supplementary-pattern Warps: 
without disrupting the interlacing sequence of the ground warps.
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The Ocucaje collection contains two kinds of warp patterning. 

The most common variety makes use of complementary, multicolored warps 
which interweave Oh the face of the textile (replacing the ground warps 
which then float briefly on the ..back) and float on the back when not 
required for the pattern. Flpats on the face, if any, are short.
Since the designs for which this technique is used are barely more 
than outlined in colors on a solid-colored ground, the result is masses 
of long supplementary-warp floats on the reverse (Fig. 23)., Sometimes 
an accent color is carried from place to place on the back, so that 
these warps are actually transposed. . -

The technique is used only for narrow bands. For obvious 
reasons> the bands were usually appliqued to garments rather than 
simply being sewn to the edge, However, they.were also used alone as . 
turban bands in mummy-bundle constructions.'

Designs are similar to those Used for embroidered, borders: 
mythological figures, interlocked snakes, birds, and so on. However, a , 
long band may. have as many as 25 mythological beings: 12 different
figures, a central motif, and then an exact repeat of the first 12 ::
; figures in reverse order so that the two ends of the band will be 
identical. Since these long b̂ nds, were sometimes used as lower borders: 
for poncho-shirts, this arrangement may have been devised to ensure . 
that the back and front of the shirt were the same. , 1
I. There are 17 examples of this technique in the Soldi collection. 

One set of bands is sewn to the edge of a hand-and-dot. painted mantle 
(Mq0': 309) ° All other specimen# are separate, but Number 245. b was 
obviously once sewn to the gauge poncho*shirt (No. 244) just above the



Fig. 23»■ A small, complementary-warp patterned border (No. 527) 
with a snake design. The reverse shows the long floats typical of this 
variety of warp patterning.
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fringed edge. Another set consisting of a border (Mo, 245 a), and a 
neckslit facing (Mo, 245 c) came from a poncho-shirt, but the shirt is 
apparently not in the collection. Another narrow border (Mo .46o) was 
once appliqued to gauze, possibly a hood since the piece is sewn in a 
circle. The others (Nos, 145, 300, 46l, 462, 463, 464, 465, 466 a,
466 b, 466_e, 467, 527, and 528) are all bands or fragments of bands 
ranging in width from 0.015 to 0,075 m, and in complete.length from 
0.645 to 26.710. They are all of wool; the ground is woven in warp- 
faced plain-weave» The most usual colors are a dark gray or brown 
ground with red and maroon patterning,. or a maroon ground with red 
patterning! both combinations may have blue and yellow accents, Green 
and cream also occur in some bands.

These bands may have from one to three lopmstrings or heading 
cords at each end, but the most usual number seems to be two. They 
are usually too deteriorated to determine their makeup.

A variety of warp patterning, Ocucaje complementary-warp. 
patterning, may be characterized as follows: narrow bands with
complementary-warp patterning in which the pattern warps replace the 
ground warps when required for the pattern; few if any floats on the 
face, long floats on the reverse (single-faced); one to three loom- 
strings at each end, two is usual; entirely of wool with brown or 
dark gray, maroon, and red predominating; outline designs similar to 
thobe used in embroidery.

It is possible to distinguish a Cavemas supplementary-warp 
patterning variety: fabrics not restricted to narrow bands with
supplementary-warp pattern in which the extra warps displace the

■ . \



ground warps; three raultipld .I'ooftiBtrings at each end; either cotton or 
wool, usually bichrome; large.patterning resembling that of gauze. 
However, only two such pieces were examined, and the sample is not 
large enough to be sure of the distinctions. This variety does not 
occur in the Soldi collection, .

There are also two specimens in the Ocucaje collection which 
have warp-float patterning without supplementary warps. One (Ho. 27; 
Fig. 24 a) consists of a pair of small rectangles with a woven slit 
running from near one loom end through the other; the function of these ■ 
pieces is unknown but will be.discussed at greater length below. These 
rectangles have a pattern of vertical lines of small cat or monkey 
figures in dark, gold or orange on a maroon ground. They are structur
ally double-faced; where one color floats on the face, the other floats

I ‘ • .•on the reverse, but the pattern is not as easy to see on the reverse.
The pieces have the usual three multiple loomstrings at each end.

The second specimen (Ho. 120 c) is a band which is wrapped 
around a hank of plant fiber Inside the triple-cloth bag (Ho. 120 b).
I The band has a pattern of interlocking triangles in yellow and brown- 
black on a green ground. The side selvage areas are of warp-faced dark 
green plain-weave; the warps are wool and the wefts are cotton. The 
warps in the Central pattern area rfloat on both the face and reverse, 
floating oh the back when not In use.in the design on the face. . Since 
there are three colors involved in the patterning, the floats are 
longer on the reverse than on the face and the piece must be considered 
two-faced rather than double-faced. The pattern is not readily 
discernible on the reverse.
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a b

Fig. 2b, Small split rectangles, each one of a matched pair, 
a, warp-float patterning (No. 2j) with a design of monkey or cat 
figures; b, twill (No. 28) with a geometric pattern.



This re is no way of Mowing what type of "single face" .'warp- 
float' pattern was found by O'Neale (1942: 1$6) in her groups of 
Caveraas and Necropolis textiles. Nqr are the two Ocucaje specimens 
exactly alike, iIt therefore seems wise to establish a general type, 
Paracas warp patterning, which would encompass all the above examples, 
and describe only an Ocucaje warp-float variety (see Appendix B),

Twill .
Twill is marked by a diagonal progression of floats in both the 

warp and weft directions. In twill, the weft must pass over or under 
at least two warps and under dr over one warp3 the commonest twills, 
in addition to 2/l, are 2/2 and 3/l, although many other combinations . 
are possible. In the uneven twills (such as 2/l and 3/l) the floats are 
weft floats on one surface and warp floats on the other.

On the basis of present knowledge, twill weave was rare in 
Peru, 0 'Neale (1946) reported having seen only 17 examples: eight
were from the Mochica area, one was from Chancay, two were from the

■ ' ■ e ‘ ■ ' ■ ■Canete, one was from Ancon, four were from the Lima area, and one was u 
from the Nazea Valley, Five were continuous twills, seven reversed 
twills, two figured twills, and three a combination of continuous and 
figured. Sixteen were 2/l twill;.one of the Lima specimens was 
3/l twill.

Few further examples have been published in any detail, though 
others ;are known, D 'Harcourt (1962: .30) records only the use of 2/l 
twill at Pachacamae and Chan Chan. -The majority of the known Peru
vian twills come from the North and Central Coast regions. Bird



Fig. 25. Diagram of a turned 3/l broken twill (No. 28). The 
black lines represent maroon warps and wefts, the light lines in the 
warp represent from left to right: gold, blue-green, orange, white,
et cetera; in the weft from top to bottom: white, gold, blue-green,
orange, white, yellow, et cetera.
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(1952a: 359) reports that In the Chicamo, and Viru, "6.6 per cent of the 
Gallinazo fabrics and 28,4 per.cent of the small Mochica (Huancaco) lot. 
are twill weaves."

Twill was a common weave' in the prehistoric Southwestern United 
States and presumably was introduced there from Mexico, though suffi
ciently early Mexican twills are absent, due to climatic conditions. 
Twill is known ethnologically from both Mexico and the Southwest, but 
not from Peru. The comparative rarity of the technique in Peru and the 
fact that it is. commonest on the North Coast may indicate an origin in
Mexico or Central America. Its introduction into Peru must have

' /  ' " ' . occurred by at least the Chavm Period, though to date no definite
Chavln examples are known.

Only two examples of twill occur in the Ocucaje collection.
These are identical pieces (No. 28; Fig. 24 b) like the warp-float 
patterned rectangles described above. Other than the Late or Inca 
Period specimen from Poroma, Nazca Valley (0'Neale 1946: 292), no South 
Coast twills have been reported. The Ocucaje examples are, then, by 
far the earliest ever recorded from the South Coast.

The Ocucaje twill examples (No. 28 a, b; Fig, 24 b) are small 
rectangles roughly 18 cm. by 9 cm., split from one loom end to within 
2 cm. of the other. Their use is unknown; only one other pair (No.
27 a, b; Fig. 24 a) occurs in the collection, and no similar textiles 
are illustrated or described in the literature. It is possible that 
they represent miniature ponchos and that the slit was intended to.be 
sewn at one end, but all known Paracas miniature garments are more accur
ately reproduced (0'Neale 1935)• The size of these specimens falls



within the range of miniature mantles, but the "ponchitos" are: much 
smaller. The textiles may be facings for neck slits or armholes of 
full-sized garments, but ho examples of the use of the latter exist 
and the usual neckslit facing is longer and made in one piece. They 
might also represent weaving samples, but in this case there is no 
reason for the slit, nor for the existence of matched pairs.

The design, executed in maroon, blue-green, orange, gold, and 
white, consists of stepped lines. The color changes tend to obscure 
the twill diagonals, and similar pieces might escape classification as 
twill unless a thorough technical study was made.

The technique is a turned 3/l broken twill (the reversals of 
the diagonals are staggered) with the weft-float face used to produce 
the horizontal lines of the design and the warp-float face the verti
cals (Fig. 25) . The slit is formed by turning the wefts back at the 
center in tapestry fashion. Once the slit was begun,, the two sides ;Y, 
were apparently woven independently. The color sequence of the. warps' ' 
of the two' sides differs slightly and consequently the. patterning does':;, 
not match at the center slit, although therq seems to have.been some; 
intent of having it do so. One Of the two pieces is less well, woven V ' 
than the other. / .  ' . Y

On the basis of the twills, 0 ’Neale (igW) reasonably postu- . . 
lates the use of a multiple-heddle loom in ancient Peru. DOuble-eloth 
would also require this. The'small size and complex pattern of the 
Ocucaje pieces, combined1 with the central slits, would seem to indicate 
that they may have been,done by the pick-up method. Otherwise at
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leagt four heddles or shedding devices would havo been required to weave 
a textile 18. x 9' cm. I .

The pieces are entirely.of wool. The multicolored wefts, when 
not in use in the pattern, are carried at the selvages. There are no 
special loomstrings at either end. At the solidly woven end the multi
colored warps are simply carried over to the next place where they 
were needed in the warping.

Although it is impossible to establish either types or varie
ties on the :basis of what amounts to one example, I would like to set 
aside a variety for Ocucaje twill. Characteristics of this variety, at 
the present, must conform to those of the single example. Further ex
amples may permit us to enlarge the category. It should be noted, 
however, that there is a possibility that this specimen was an experi
mental piece and that.no other examples were ever made.

Gaude
Gauze weave, in which warps are pulled out of line and held in 

a crossed position by the wefts, dates to at least the Chavfn horizon. 
There are no published examples of North Coast Chavfn gauzes, though 
Bird (Bennett and Bird i960: 2Jl) recovered one gauze fragment from 
the Cupisnique levels at Huaca Prieta.

Only two examples have been found in Chavinoid levels on the 
Central and South Coast. 0 'Neale (l95̂ ° 89) records one fragment of 
gauze from the Lighthouse site at Supe, The piece had lost most of 
its wefts, but it appears to be a variant of. one of the simpler forms 
of the technique. Wallace (1962, personal communication) also reports



one example of gauze from the Cerrillos levels at the site of Cerrillos 
in the lea Valley. It is a rather complicated form, and in addition to- 
a panel of gauze# the specimen has a panel of plain-weave. The wefts 
from one section interlock with those of the other# rather than being 
continuous across.the width of the fragment.

Neither specimen is identical in type with the commonest gauzes 
from Paracas# nor# in fact# with any of the examples known from Paracas 
sites.

On a later time level# Bird (1952as 359) reports a single piece 
with bands of gauze and plain-Weave from a Gallinazo level in the Viru 
Valley of the North Coast# but he does not illustrate or describe the 
gauze technique employed.

Gauze is not reported'from Maranga or Nieveria# both Proto-Lima 
(or Interlocking) Period sites on the Central Coast, but 0"Neale and 
Clark (19̂ 8: 147) record 21 gauzes of.the "Middle Period," all but four 
of them from Supe. Presumably, these would be roughly equivalent in 
time to Protp-Lima, and the examples illustrated (0'Neale and Clark 
1948, PI. 13 a-c; Figs. 5=7# 10 a) are in the Interlocking style. The 
authors note that all Supe gauzes have a heading from l/2" to 2" wide 
of plain-weave# a feature which also occurs in the Ocueaje specimens. 
The Supe pieces are combinations of gauze and plain-weavej again# this 
occurs at Ocucaje.

The patterning of the Supe gauzes is surprisingly similar to 
Cavernas design. It consists largely of interlocked snakes much like 
those on the looped poncho-shirt (Fig. 37 b) from Ocucaje and those 
illustrated by Carrion Cachot (1931? Fig. 2) from Cavernas. Judging
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from the illustrations, it would, in fact, require considerable study 
to distinguish between the Supe and Cavernas gauzes on a design basis. 
Fortunately, technical features differ. For example, most (though not 
all) of the Supe gauzes are made with S=spun> single-ply yams> while 
those from Cavernas are probably all. made with Z-spun, S-plied yarns. 
The same type of gauze cross seems to occur in both, but Supe gauzes 
have paired wefts and Cavernas specimens do not.

There seems to be a clear relationship between the Supe gauzes 
and those fifom Paracas. The answer probably lies in a common origin. 
Engel (1963b: 80, Fig. 19l) illustrates a gauze from Culebras, north 
of Supe, which again closely resembles those of Cavernas. The period 
attributiori is uncertain, but it is post-ceramic, so it must be at 
least Chavfn Period in time or later. Since the Supe pieces are prob
ably later than those of Cavernas, one might also postulate that they 
represent Paracas influence on the Central Coast. Obviously, we need 
to have pieces which are intermediate in time, and it >:is not now 
certain whether or hot the Culebras piece falls between Chavin and 
the Supe and Cavernas specimens. Unfortunately, the gauzes from the 
Chavinoid levels at Supe and CerrillOs do not bear much, if any, 
resemblance to the later pieces from Supe and Cavernas or Ocucaje.
The sample, however, is very small. 11

Cavernas produced gauze weaves in some quantity. Carrion 
Caehot (1931” 39) states that "there exist in the Cavernas numerous 
illustrations of the diverse character or technical types of the tex
tile art, in general, with a predominance of.gauze," and further 
(193I: ho), "The gauze textile is the most notable and typical of the



textile art of the first periodo" The type of gauze is not described 
or illustrated apart from drawings of designs, .but G'Neale (1942: 157, 
Fig. 5) diagrams a "Paracas Caverns and Necropolis" gaiuze cross which 
is identical with that of the majority of the specimens from Ocucaje
(Fig. 28.a). . ' 1 ,

. At the .Necropolis, gauze was found/ but it apparently was not 
as common as at Cavemas. It is impossible to determine, from the 
literature, the number of gauzes found at.either the Necropolis or 
Cavemas, or whether variations of the diagramed type exist. There 
is no discussion of the fibers used or of the type of garment for 
which gauze was utilized. Carrion Cachot (1931, Fig. 4 h) illustrates
a poncho-shirt which seems to be of gauze but which she describes as
similar to lace.

In Lima, I examined s4ven Paracas gauzes, all presumably 
from Cavemas, and at least four from Cavern V. All were of cotton.
In this group I found three types of gauze cross. All but one were a 
combination of gauze and plain-weave. Three had patterning of inter
locked snakes, one seemed to depict a mask-type figure, one had 
geometric patterning, one had patterning which could not be determined, 
and the last, all gauze except for an area of plain-weave at the loom 
end, had no design.

The Ocucaje collection contains nine examples of gauze. All 
but one are combinations of gauze and plain-weave. Two types of 
gauze cross are represented (Fig. 26 b, c), but one type (Fig. 26 b), 
the simplest variety of gauze, occurs only twice. All but two are of 
cotton. The simple gauze cross (Fig. 26 b) occurs in a mantle (?)
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Pig. 26. Gauze crosses. a and b, simple varieties; c, the so- 
called "Paracas" variety; d, the variety found at Cerrillos.



painted with a hand-and-dot design in shellfish dye (No. 122). Each 
strip of the mantle was half plain-weave and half gauze, and they'were 
sewn together to form a rectangle bisected in each direction. The 
gauze has no design other than stripes and bands of plaintweave which 
were later painted purple to form a plaid. The second use of the simple 
gauze cross is in fragments of gauze adhering to a complementary-warp 
patterned border; this, piece may originally have been a gauze hood.
The fragments are very small,/but'no pattern is evident in them« Both 
these specimens are cotton gauze. -

. The common gauze cross (Fig. 26 cs) is used in all the other 
specimens, in the collection. One (No. 197) is a hood of maroon alpaca 
with a pattern of large figures in plain-weaye on a gauze ground (Fig. 
•27). The second alpaca piece (No, 39) is a patched and darned incom
plete rectangle of unknown use with a design of two large cat 'figures 
in plain-weave on a. gauze ground. The piece is dyed with shellfish 
dye. One of the cotton, gauzes is a pohcho-shirt (No. 244) which once 
had an appliqued complementary-warp patterned herder around the 
bottom. The shirt is complete, but fragile. The design appears to be 
mask-type figures with head appendages but the whole pattern could not 
be determined. Two specimens may be parts of mantles. One (No. 451) 
has a design of mask-type figures in gauze and plain-weaye (Fig. 28).
It was painted with what seems to be shellfish dye after the strips 
were sewn together, leaving one selvage uncolored. The other (No.
452) combines gauze and plain-weaye With .sections of plain-weave with 
woven slits (Fig. 29). Various motifs, including figures with 
. head appendages, a "sun-face" an4 small bird motifs; can be



Fig. 27. A hood (No. 197) with large mythological beings 
in plain-weave on a gauze ground.
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recognized. At the one| intact corner are two embroidered rectangles
with a design of'figures with head appendages. \

Another piece. (No.. 450), with a design of three large cats with 
head appendages, may have been a breechcloth. It has a\ painted blue- 
gray border across one end and part-way up both sides.

The remaining specimen (Nos. 454, 454, and 455) consists of 
three embroidered border fragments, apparently from a mantle. They are 
appliqued to a gauze ground. Gauze and plain-weave are combined, but 
there is not enough to determine the design.

The Textile Museum collections also contain a number of Pafa- 
cas gauzes with unknown provenience. Several of them were thought to 
be of Necropolis style. Four are wopl gauzes. Two (91•1^0, Bird and 
Bellinger, 1954, PI. 71; 1959,8*1) are dark^red or maroon rectangles 
(one is incomplete) which may have been sections of mantles« Both have 
large patterns of creatures with head appendages. Another (91.190,
Bird and Bellinger 195^» PI. 44) is a small fragment of red. gauze with 
a cat head. The fourth (1961.24.13) is a red poncho-shirt with a , 
combination of gauze, plain-weave, and short woven slits. Blocks of 
gauze and plain-weave with designs of a cat or man with head append
ages are alternated with blocks of plain-weave and woven slits. All 
of these pieces have the typical Paracas gauze cross (Fig. 26 e),
All stylistically belong to Phase III> Middle Paracas, but it is 
impossible ito be sure of their provenience.

There are also two cotton gauzes. One (91.728), with a wide 
Necropolis-style geometric embroidered border, is a combination of 
gauze (with the typical cross) and plain-weave with woven slits. Not



Fig. 28. Painted fragment (Ho. lf-51) with a design of 
mask-type beings in plain-weave on a gauze ground. Note that 
the right-hand selvage is unpainted.
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Fig. 29« Fragment (No. ^52) with gauze, plain-weave, and 
woven-slit openwork. The corner has embroidered mask-type figures.
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enough of the gaupe is present to determine the design. The fragments 
are unquestionably from a mantle. On the basis of this piece, with its 
obvious Necropolis affiliations, it is possible to speculate that the 
gauze and woven-slit combination may be a later development. The only 
Ocucaje example (No. 452) has embroidered motifs in rose, blue, and 
green, an uncommon color combination for Middle Paracas. If so, they 
would fall in the early part of Phase IV, Late Paracas, when Caveraas- 
type motifs were still prevalent. The other cotton gauze (91-336,
Bird and Bellinger'1954, Pis. 29 and 30) is pink gauze and plain-weave 
with a stylized bird design. The gauze cross (Fig. 26 a) duplicates 
the third type found at Cavemas.

Unfortunately, there does not seem to be enough difference 
between the gauzes of Cavernas, Ocucaje, and the Necropolis to esta
blish clear varieties. A variety^ Ocucaje gauze, based on the examples 
in this collection, may be described (see Appendix B). A type, Paracas 
gauzej, however, may be used to include all of the gauzes now known. 
Paracas gauze may be of either cotton or wool with one of three types 
of gauze cross (Fig. 26 a-c), but with one type (Fig. 26 j?) most 
common. Warps and wefts are used singly. The most eommOn color is 
red (or for cotton gauzes, natural). There is always an area of plain- 
weave at the lOom ends, and pattern is produced by combining gauze and 
plain-weave. Designs include interlocked snakes, birds, and large 
figures with head appendages; all motifs seem to be of Middle Paracas 
derivation.

. It may be possible, tentatively, to establish a Necropolis 
gauze and woven-slit variety, which meets all the above requirements.
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but combines areas of plain-weave with woven slits■wlbh.Ahe gauze areas 
These textiles often have Necropolis-style embroidery, but utilize 
Middle Paracas motifs, ( .

Supplementary-Weft Patterning^ Brocading, 
and Embroidery

Supplementary-weft patterning, one form of which is known as 
brocading, and embroidery are .often difficult and sometimes impossible 
to distinguish. Supplementary-weft patterning is a weaving technique 
in which extra wefts, not essential to the ground weave,.are used for 
patterning. Brocading is often used synonymously with supplementary- 
weft patterning, but following Irene Emery, I will restrict my use of 
brocading to supplementary-weft patterning with extra wefts which are 
discontinuous, or in other words do not go from selvage to selvage. 
Embroidery is, of course, done with a needle on finished cloth. Many 
forms of embroidery cannot be duplicated on the loom, but a simple 
running stitch following the lines of the ground weft cannot be dis
tinguished from supplementary-weft patterning unless the embroidery 
thread pierces a yarn in the ground weave or moves in a direction im
possible to achieve on the loom. There are two examples in the 
Ocucaje collection which may be either embroidery or brocading.
Oeucaje embroideries do utilize a running stitch as a background for 
the more distinctive stem stitch, so that a distinct problem of iden
tification arises in some cases.

I-aijL also considering these techniques as a group because they 
are used in much the same way— as narrow borders on large cloths.
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Since they are always subsidiary, techniques, they probably should not 
be given type or variety status, but they are invaluable for the iden
tification Of Paracas textiles and for distinguishing regional 
varieties. Since embroidered plain-weave is the commonest technique 
at Ocucaje and the Necropolis, I have included varieties for embroid- . 
ered plain-weaves under the type Paracas plain-weave (see Appendix B), 
but until Paracas supplementary weft-patterning and brocading are 
better known I feel it would be safer merely to note these techniques 
as associated with plain-weave.

Supplementary-Weft Patterning
Much of what has been called "brocade” or "brocading" in the 

Early Period textiles involves extra wefts which run from selvage to 
selvage, and thus will be considered here as supplementary-weft pattern
ing. Bird (196U, personal communication) found one example of this 
,technique in the Cupisnique levels at Huaca Prieta. 0 ’Neale (1954,
Fig. 22) illustrates all-over supplementary-weft patterns from the 
Chavinoid levels at Supe. Wallace (1962, personal communication) found 
no examples of this technique in his Cerrillos levels at the site of 
Cerrillos, but he does have one piece of "brocade" from the later La 
Isla levels. He also reports (Wallace i960) an Early Paracas 6r 
Chavinoid fragment from Callango which combines tapestry and supplemen- 
tary-weft patterning. Gayton (1961a) has reported the technique from 
Yauca in fragments belonging to the Early Paracas phase.

0'Neale (1942: 163) notes that "brocading" (supplementary- 
weft patterning) is completely absent in the Necropolis textiles and
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present "in only 3 per cent of the Cavernas pieces" which she examined.

The Ocucaje collection contains two examples which are almost 
certainly supplementary-weft patterning» Both are mantle fragments.
One (Ho. l6lj Fig. 11) is a portion of a mantle with a painted hand- 
and-dot design. It consists of two widths seamed down the center and 
has borders across each end. The borders on the two sections are of 
different widths and thus were done before the pieces were seamed 
together (whereas the painting was done after the sewing). The border 
runs in the weft direction (across the ends), while most mantles with 
embroidery have side rather than full end borders. Some details of 
the border, where a long float would have resulted from the supplemen- 
tary-weft pattern, have lines of what is either over-6, under-2 stem- 
stitch embroidery, or wrapping done on the loom. The two are 
impossible to distinguish in the finished piece. The pattern is mono
chrome, done with dark-brown wool yam.

The second piece is a fragment of a plain-weave cotton mantle 
with a similar end border in which the border widths vary on the two 
sections of the mantle. It is also done in a brown wool; the motif is 
similar; and there is a row of 6/4 stem-stitch or wrapping along the 
inside edge of the border.

The use of selvage-to-selvage supplementary wefts is similar 
to some embroidery, but since it must follow the weft direction, it 
can be used only for end borders. At Ocucaje, it is also monochrome 
rather than polychrome. In both the Ocucaje examples the supplemen
tary weft floats on one face when not floating on the other and thus 
is structurally identical to running stitch.



Brocading : '
Bird (l964j personal communication) reports two varieties of 

what I am calling broeadjLng from the Cupi snique levels at Hiaaea Prietao 
One he describes as having nsupplementary discontinuous wefts, which go 
from face to face without entering the basic shed"; he finds three 
examples of this. He also has one example of "discontinuous weft in
lay, non~ float." Ho examples of discontinuous weft brocading have been 
reported from any Chavinoid levels at other sites.

In the Oeucaje collection,' there are two specimens which may be 
either brocaded or embroidered. Both utilize colored yams for patterns 
which do hot run from selvage to selvage. They are either an embroider
ed running stitch with long floats, or brocading.1 One specimen (No. ■ 
281) is a long fragment of undetermined function composed of several 
narrow strips sewn together. The side panels are Undecorated blue cot
ton plain-weave, the center panel has a white cotton plain-weave 
section with small squares, containing crosses and x*s, worked in red, 
blue, and brown wool and arranged in diagonal rows. Another portion of 
the center panel is dark-blue cotton plain-weave and has a design of a 
standing figure with head appendages done in, red and dark-brown wool.

: The design is crudely executed with long floats and could be either 
embroidered or brocaded (Fig. 30)= v

A second possible example of brocading occurs in the side 
borders of the tie-dyed mantle (No. Ill). These borders, separately 
woven and sewn to the mantle; have a design of yellow, green, and red 
birds (Fig. 82 a) on a brown wool plain-weave band. In many ways this 
piece appears to be brocaded, the floats run in the weft direction.
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Fig. 30. Sketch of a figure with head appendages, crudely 
executed in brocading or running stitch embroidery (No. 28l). Actual
size.
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and it could easily have been done on the loom. Like the supplementary-
weft patterned pieces, it includes some straight lines of stem stitch/ or

. ' ' . i •wrapping. However, Irene Emery (personal communication) feels that the
appearance of the reverse of the band and the manner in which the color
ed yarns are carried from one area to another is more characteristic 
of embroidery.

Embroidery '
Embroidery seems to date to the late Preceramic Period. Engel 

(1963b8 39, Figs. 78, 79) found embroidery of an unidentified type done 
with red (?) yarns on what he describes as a "sprang" bag from Asia.
From the photographs, the bag.appears to be cross-knit looping rather 
than sprang. The patterning consists of simple stripes alternating 
with toothed stripes. :

Wo embroidery has been reported from any Chavin sites Of Chavi- 
noid levels except embroidered edge finishes from Cerrillos. These 
edge finishes occur in both the Cerrillos and La Isla levels, but 
Wallace (1962, personal communication) finds no embroidered pattern
ing. Bird (1961? 303) notes: v

We do not yet know much about the inception of embroidery in 
Peru. It was not developed in either the pre-ceramic or initial 
ceramic periods in the north. In the south one finds that it is 
common among fabrics associated with the resin-painted Paracas 
wares. The. embroidered figures reflect the geometric qualities 
of structurally created ones, so, if this is an initial stage in 
the common use of embroidery, we can conclude that needlework 
was at first merely a substitute for more complex procedures.
Few embroideries have been reported from Cavemas, but this

appears to be due to selection of material for publication. Both
0'Neale (19^2) and Carrion Caehot (l93l) note the occurrence of



iembroidery at the site, but they doinot describe it in detail. O'Neale 
(1942: 164) states that . "embroidery is feebly represented in the 
fabrics from the three Caverns graves (described in greater detail in

; her article of 1932), on fewer than 3 per cent of the.lot,,but it is
the chief means of identifying garments from fhe NecropolisCarrion 
Cachot (1931: 4l) states that "embroidery on Caverhas textiles has been 
executed by means of a stitch similar to back stitch, with a limited 
number of colored threads, and applied, in general, to simple textiles 
of white cotton. Embroidery has been employed for the construction of 
borders or narrow bands which adornimost of the articles of clpthlhfe."- 

In her earlier article O'Neale (1932: 73-5.) describes the four 
embroidered textiles found in the three ghaves reported by faooyleff 
and Muelle (1936). She notes that the embroidery is done in stem 
stitch with;vertical bars in "whipping stitch. " I, have called th©- <v 
latter stitch "satin stitch," though actually either name would Apply
in this case.. Straight stitches of equal length on both sides are used
to completely cover an area two wefts or warps wide to form vertical 
bars* O'Neale also notes that the embroidery is done in- dark color 
fed, orange, red-purple or maroon, hnd brown. Two of her fragments had 
a feature which puzzled her— the borders were of unequal widths. Wfth

we find that Ocucaje garments oftenthe acquisition Of. complete mantles 
have borders which vary fn width in a planned sequence (Fig. 60 J, h); 
one of 0 'Neale's specimens (8422) had cotton embroidery, reminiscent of 
the Jahuay textiles. Q'Neale also totes the occurrence of a "plaited 
cross-stitch" edge finish at Cavernas. This is actually a yapl&nt of 
the cross-knit looping stitch commonly used at the Necropolis (Mg. |1 j,)
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The group of Paracas textiles which I examined in the Museo 

Nacional de Antropologxa y Arqueqlogih,.Lima, included 6 embroideries 
from Gavernas, 11 from Ocucaje, dnd 1 from an unidentified site. All 
the Cavernas pieces had borders embroidered directly on the ground 
cloth in stem and. satin stitches« . The embroidery was chiefly of wool> 
and I noted the following colors: red, maroon, olive, green, dark’ •
green, dark blue, yellow, brown, tans, and black. One fragment had 
some white cotton embroidery. The stem stitch varied from over-4,
tinder-2 (the usual stitch length in Necropolis pieces) to over-6,

' ’ ■ 1

under-4. , 11
The design content wad similar to that of Ocucaje embroideries, 

but, judging from my rough sketches, the method of depicting the cats, 
birds, and other motifs differs somewhat from that at Ocucaje. The 
few Cavernas pieces examined did not depict the typical mythological 
figure with head appendages so common at Ocucaje. On the other hand, 
the Ocucaje specimens in the Mused Nacional did not differ in any way 
from those in the Soldi collection. This apparent difference in de
sign rendering between Ocucaje and Cavernas is worthy of further study. 
No such difference seems to occur in other techniques, such as close 
knotting, where designs from the two sites appear to be identical.

With this possible exception, embroidery from Cavernas seems 
to be closely related to that from Ocucaje. Necropolis embroideries, 
however, differ considerably. In general they are more finely exe
cuted; although the stitch length is over-4, under-2, they are worked 
with finer thread on a finer ground material than the Ocucaje and 
Cavernas pieces. Embroidery with a reversible design in 6/4 stem



stitch is not uncommon, Colors are bright and clear with a preference 
for red, but using a wide range-of colors. Mantle borders are usually 
made separately, of cotton plain-weave, and sewn to a wool field. A 
few mantle borders and most, if not dll, borders on smaller garments 
are worked directly on the ground material. Borders are usually quite 
wide in proportion to the size of the garment. A narrow sub-border is 
often embroidered on the grOundxmaterial. Field embroidery is common. 
Designs may be geometric, continuing the Middle Paracas tradition, or 
naturalistic, showing Proto-Nazca influence. The geometric motifs are 
more elaborate than those of Gavemas or Ocueaje, with a considerable 
use of interior detail, filler motifs, and involved-color sequences. 
Cats and birds seem to be the most common geometric motifs, and the 
standing figure with elaborate head appendages is not often used.

At bcucaje, embroidery is the most common super-structural 
technique; and embroidered textiles, usually of plainrweave, but 
occasionally of another.technique, constitute the largest group in the 
Soldi collection. Of 244 textiles, 70 have embroidered borders.
Almost all of these are embroidered on undeeOrated plain-weave, but 
embroidered borders'are also found on plaid plain-weave, interlocked 
warp-and-weft textiles, double™cloth, and a gauze and woven slit 
combination. Embroidery also occurs on plain-weave bands which were 
apparently meant to be appliqued or sewn to garments (in the Textile 
Museum collections gauze fragments and a looped shirt have such bord
ers). Separate borders are, however, rare. Mantle borders are 
usually embroidered directly on the ground material, and they tend to 
be narrow in proportion to the width of the garment. They often



vary in width. Only two mantles (Nos. 227 and 228) have field embroid
ery. Two bags (Nos. 230 a and 483), a sleeve (?) (No. 484), and a 
shoulder-poncho (No. 280) have all-over field embroidery. A small 
poncho (No. 308) has embroidered motifs just inside the embroidered 
border. . f-

Three mantle fragments (Nos. 8, 9, and 482) show double borders 
with the outer borders sewn on. These will be discussed at greater
length under costume. ! • '' ; ■ . f , ■ ; ■ . ■ ' / • ■ .

For the most part, the embroidery is dark in color, with
orange-reds, maroons, and grays to blacks or browns (the latter colors 
as backgrounds) predominating. Yellows and light blues are some
times used for small details. Orange, . salmon, pink, green, blue- 
green, and white also occur. A few pieces have bright reds, purples, 
and a generally wider use of color, but in nearly all of these there 
is some question about assigning them to Middle Paracas. In any ease, 
they are in the minority. i

'The usual Ocucaje border embroidery is quite consistent in its 
execution. The first step was probably to outline the border area in 
stem stitch, the length of the stitch varying from over-6, under-2, to 
over-12, under-4. Unless the pattern is made up chiefly of diagonal 
lines, the design is blocked out in running stitch in dary gray or 
brown. The running stitch (Fig. 31 o) follows the line of the warp 
(for side borders) or weft (for end borders) and is mainly over-2, 
under-2, but with long floats on the face where necessary for the pat
tern. This running stitch embroidery serves to fill in the background 

: and leaves blank.spaces where the design motifs are to be filled in



Fig. 31. Embroidery stitches, a, cross-knit looping variant 
used as an edging stitch; b, stem stitch; c, running stitch.
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with stem stitch (Jig. 3,1 b). Several specimens in the collection 
(Nos. 256, - 3te, 442, and 497) have only this much of the embroidery 
completed (No. 442 also has four figures begun in stem stitch). The. 
appearance of this running-stitch background embroidery is exactly 
like that of the supplementary-weft patterning; but it is done mainly 
in the warp direction. The blank spaces were filled in with stem 
stitch. The length of the stitch is. usually over-4, under-2, but it 
is sometimes longer. Satin stitch is used for vertical bars (over-2) 
and some solid spots in the design such as eye pupils. if the pattern 
consisted chiefly of diagonal lines, the running-stitch background may 
have been omitted and the design worked only in stem and satin stitches, 
but some diagonal patterns do utilize a running-stitch background.
Other embroideries, often rather crudely worked, have no background 
embroidery at all. The separate embroidered bands are of this type.
The embroidered borders are finished off with a row of a variant Of 
cross-knit looping stitch (Fig. 34), called "plaided cross-stitch" or 
"Paracas stitch" by 0 ’Neale (1̂ 325 74^5) and "knit-stern and buttonhole 
finish" by Bellinger (Bird and Bellinger 1954: 1Q5), in the ground 
color.

Running stiteh was sometimes used alone for embroidery. The 
ground figures of mantle Number 228 are done with this stiteh. As 
previously noted, it is impossible to tell whether the borders of 
mantle Number 111 and the mantle fragment Number 28l are embroidered 
in running stitch or brocadedJ

The only other embroidery found in the Oeueaje textiles is 
a two-way interlacing like darning. This was used for filler motifs
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Fig. 32. Fragment (No. 490) of a mantle (?) with embroidered 
border. The design is a geometric cat or monkey figure, a, face, 
showing stem stitch; b, reverse, showing running-stitch outlining.
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• and for achieving more than tyo colors in some of the double-cloths 
(Moso 112 and ll8). (

Commonly, however, the embroideries combine running, stem, 
and satin stitches. The running-stitch background may prove to be a. 
diagnostic of Middle Paracas embroideries (Fig, 32). A few of the 
Necropolis geometric-style pieces seem to have this running-stitch 
background, but others of the same style do not. Cavernas embroid- . 
eries are not described in sufficient.detail, to ascertain whether or 
not they were began in this manner, and unfortunately my notes on.the 
pieces I examined in the Museo Rational do not include this data.
Since, however, Cavernas and pcucaje embroideries resemble each other 
in considerable detail, I would expect similarity here as well.

The manner of beginning the naturalistic-style Necropolis 
pieces is quite different and not entirely consistent. For example, 
an unfinished skirt in the collection of the Museo National de Antro- 
pologia y Arqueologia, Lima, has figures in various stages of comple
tion which seem to have been done in various ways. Some have the 
design outlined with short running stitches (not following the line 
of warp or weft); others are outlined in stem stitch (though it was 
impossible to tell whether orj1 not this was worked over a running 
stitch). Some areas had the background filled in with stem stitch 
but the design was not filled/in̂ ' Apparently the general method of 
working was to outline the desigii and then fill in at least part of

. the background before beginning to fill in the design. Occasionally
' _ ' ' embroideries are found in which the background is not entirely com

pleted while the figures are (Bird and Bellinger 1954, Pi. 1), but



more frequently portions of the figures are incomplete (Bird and 
Bellinger 195% PI. 78).

The generic relationship of Ocucaje.embroidery to that of 
Paracas Necropolis is immediately apparent, yet Ocucaje examples 
never equal those of the Necropolis in either fineness of execution 
or complexity of design. The colors differ considerably. While the 
Necropolis embroiderers made*use of a wide range of colors and favored 
bright reds/ yellows, greens, and blues, those of Ocucaje used dark 
reds, maroons, and brown to black shades with occasional blues and 
yellows. The over-all effect of Necropolis embroideries is of bril
liant color, that of tieucaje pieces is of drab, subdued color. The 
central fields of Necropolis garments are usually embroidered with 
spot patterns, those of Ocucaje rarely are. The field material in 
Necropolis pieces is usually.dyed, often dafk blue or dark green. The 
field of Ocucaje pieces is usually natural tan or dyed a reddish tan 
or maroon. Necropolis borders afe usually separate/ those of Ocucaje 
almost never are. Necropolis borders are wide and have sub=borders. 
Ocucaje borders afe narrow, may Vary in width, and rarely have sub- 
borders . Although the Necropolis geometric-style embroideries may use 
the same range of stitches found at Ocucaje, the naturalistic-style 
embroideries are done entirely in stem stitch. They may be reversible. 
Only one piece in the Ocucaje collection (No. ^85) has the over-6, 
under-4 interlocked stem stitch which produces reversible embroidery, 
and here it is used only for the background. The figures are worked 
in single-faced over-4, under-2 stem stitch. It should also be noted 
that this piece probably belongs to the Late Paracas phase. Necropolis.
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pieces often have an edge finish of cross-knit looping. This, is rare 
at Ocucaje.

Despite these differences, Ocucaje embroideries are usually 
competently executed.. In general they utilize more types of embroid
ery stitches than the Necropolis pieces. This follows the trend in 
woven fabrics»«a greater variety of techniques seems to have been em
ployed in the earlier Paracas phases than in the later ones.

Since embroidery is a super-structural technique, which occurs 
in conjunction with a number of woven techniques, it is impossible to 
set up a single type or variety for it. One would have to have 
varieties for embroidered plain-weave, embroidered double-cloth, em
broidered gauze, and so on. Therefore, although embroidery is one of 
the most important ways of recognizing Paracas textiles and of dis
tinguishing between those of the Necropolis and those of Cavernas and 
Ocucaje, it cannot be accorded type or variety status on its own. It 
is, however, important to note that the Necropolis or Ocucaje variety 
of embroidery occurs on a given textile in any description. However, 
since embroidered plain-weave is so common from Paracas sites, I have 
included varieties for Ocucaje embroidered plain-weave and Necropolis 
embroidered plain-weave under the Paracas plain-weave type (see 
Appendix B). Until further work is done, it must be assume^ that 
Ocucaje and Cavernas embroidery are virtually identical. ,

twining (Pig. 33) falls between woven and non-woven categories,. 
since both warp- and weft-twining involve the interworking of two sets 
of elements (like weaving) and oblique-twining involves only a single
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Fig. 33" Twining varieties, a, weft-twining; b, warp- 
twining; c, oblique-twining of the variety found at Ocucaje.



set of elements (as do many non-woven techniques). Twining is a tech
nique in which pairs of wefts (or warps) enclose elements of the 
opposite set (or in oblique-twining enclose those moving in the oppo
site direction), twisting, or twining, once between adjacent elements, 
if the passive elements were removed, the twining elements would form 
a twisted cord, as in a plied cord.

Twining is the most ancient form of fabric construction 
reported from Peru, dating to before. 3000 BoC. The earliest examples 
are weft-twining, and they were often elaborately patterned by trans
posing or shifting the warps to right or left.

While some sort of frame is necessary when very pliable 
elements are used, twining does not require a loom with heddles, since 
no shed is opened for the passage of wefts. When the loom, equipped 
with heddles, was introduced or developed, twining declined rapidly in 
popularity. At Huaca Prieta in the Preceramic Period twining consti
tuted 78.3 percent of the total number of textiles recovered; in the 
succeeding Cupisnique levels it constituted only 4.2 percent.

In Chavinoid levels in Central and South Coast sites, twining 
occurs only in the form of selvage finishes. In the Paracas Period, 
no weft-twining at all is found, and it occurs only sporadically and 
in restricted uses from then on. Bird (Bennett and Bird i960; 273) 
has stated that "twining was limited in the Paracas Cavefnas material 
to basketry, matting, and elaborate twined lace." The latter refers 
to a piece of patterned oblique-twining from Ocucaje in a private 
collection (Bird, personal communication).



Warpetwiiii.llg; atld. bblique-.twining both bccur in the Caracas 
Period. Oblique-twining is found only ih the close-knotted turban 
bands where it id uded for sections at each end of the close-knotted 
central'panels There are Six examples of close-knotted turban bands 
With■sections of oblique-twining in the OcUeaje collections (Nos. '6kt 
110, 121; 276i 316, 531) and three more acquired before or since 1957 
(91.567 (Fig. 34), 1959.52 a, and 1963-40.1). All are single oblique- 
twining; that iSj the elements twine on one diagonal and not on the 
Other. The elements are multicolored wool, and the section may have a 
diamond pattern Or a chevron pattern. This technique has not been re
ported from the Necropolis, but it is Common at Ocucaje and probably 
occurs at CavemaS« I have never seen the piece referred to by Bird 
(Bennett and Bird I9605 273) / but in the Soldi.'Collection the technique 
never occurs alone- A variety^ Ocucaje oblique-twining, may be char
acterized as follows: Single oblique-twining Worked in multicolored
wool yams; haying diamond or chevron patterning; and .occurring chiefly 
as sections in close-knotted turban bands. If separate examples of : 
patterned oblique-twining from Ocucaje differ from this description,: 
the variety will have to be amended.

Warp-twining is represented in the collection by only two 
examples, the appliqued end borders of the.tie-dyed mantle (No. ill) . 
and the appliqued borders of a plain-weave mantle (No. 449), The 
technique has not been reported from the Necropolis or from Cavemas- 
It is, however, eaSy to mistake for complementary-warp patterning.
Both examples in the collection represent a very complicated use of 
the technique. In these very narrow bands, dark-brown ground warps
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a - b

Fig. 3̂ » Turban band (91•56?)• a, entire specimen showing 
close-knotted center, oblique-twining sections, tapestry ends, and 
fringe; b, detail showing oblique-twining in diamond pattern and 
tapestry with bird motif.
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■ ' •« • .twine around dark-fbrdwn weftsjl these ground warps, however, are not 

numerous enough to form a compact fabric« Pattern warps of green, 
yellow, and maroon (in No. Ill) or greeri, yellow, and cream (in No.
■Ml-9) twine vertically with the' ground warps and are also transposed 
obliquely to form a diagonal pattern. When not in use on the face, 
they float on the reverse. The bands are. warp-faced. Both end in tub
ular "fingers" or tassels in which the warps twine on a spiral horizon* 
tal foundation. One has a pattern of double-headed snakes (?) and the 
other a face design. i

Ocueaje warp-twining majr be characterized as followss warp- 
twining, of wool, with ground warps which twine vertically and pattern 
warps which twine vertically and are transposed obliquely to form 
diagonal patternsj all patterns warps float on the back when not 
required on the face. !,

Non-Woven Fabrics 
The non-woven fabrics in.the Ocucaje collection may be divided 

into two groups: single-elemept constructions, made with a continuous, 
thread, such as looping and knotted nettingj and Constructions made 
with a set of elements, such as sprang and braiding. Such constructions 
make up about 18.4 percent of the collections. Of 2hh textiles, 3*7 
percent were looping, 10.6 percent were knotted netting, 1.6 percent 
were sprang, and 2,5 percent were braided. Additional examples of 
such techniques as braid occur as parts of other specimens.
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[Looping
Looping', sometimes called- coil-without-foundation, is a single

element technique in which each successive row loops into the preceding 
row. It is ati, ancient technique, although Bird (1963b: 51) found that 
the earliest form of looping, in the north of Peru, was figure-8, rather 
than the simpler, plain looping found in Paracas sites. Engel (1963b: 
fig. 66) illustrates simple looping as well as more complicated forms 
from the late p.receramic site of Asia on the Central Coast „ Looping 
constituted 10.1 percent qf the total fabrics, found in the preceramie 
levels at Huaca Prieta on the North Coast, but only 1.5 percent of , 
those from the Cupisnique levels in the same area.

O'Neale (l95̂ . Pig. 27) illustrates both simple looping and a 
patterned loop-and-twist net from Chavinbid levels at Supe. Wallace 
(1962, personal communication) found simple looping, both plain and 
used in a patterned net, and figure-8 pooping at Cerrillos, the latter 
in both his Chavinoid and Early Paracas levels.

There are three types of looping in the Ocucaje collection. Sim
ple looping (fig. 35) is most common. It occurs in two forms: worked
close to form a compact material and worked open to form a net-like 
fabric0 There is one example of aicomplex form of looping (Pig. 39) 
in which the loop is always worked around the. loops of the preceding 
rows. There are three examples, of cross-knit looping, the technique 
called "needle knitting" by 0'Neale (193*0 and "knit-stern stitch" by 
Bellinger (Bird and Bqllinger 1954: 99). Cross-knit looping was used 
both as an embroidery stitch and to create three-dimensional figures 
figures in Necropolis and Early Nazca textiles. At Ocucaje it does
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Fig. 35. Diagram of simple looping.

Fig. 36. Diagram of cross-knit looping.
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not occur as an embroidery stitch except on rare occasions and in a 
variant "edging" form (Fig, 31 a).

The examples of close-worked simple looping from Ocucaje are 
amazingly consistent. There are five specimens in the Soldi.collec
tion, of which four are poncho-shirts or fragments of shirts (Nos, 
l80, 275, 296, and 317)J the fifth specimen (No. 65) is a rectangular 
panel which may have been a headdress. One looped shirt (91,489) was 
already in the Textile Museum collections, and another (l959«15»l) 

i was acquired in 1959« Another example, of these shirts is in the col
lection of the Cleveland Museum of Art (Bennett 1954, Fig. 71J CMA. 
40,5l4). I have seen this shirt, but I have no data on it other 
than what I can remember of. the color, and the design and layout as 
shown in illustrations.

With the exception of one shift (No. 180) which conforms in 
some respects but not in others, the shirts are all very much alike. 
Each consists of a rectangle folded in, half and sewn up the sides, 
leaving unsewn areas below the fold for armholes. The neckslit is not 
cut but was worked as a Slit in the looping. Shirt dimensions range 
from O.565 to O.725 m. in width and 0.660 to 0,785 m. in length (total 
length of the unfolded piece is twice the last dimension). All are 
longer than they are wide. They are all made of wool in red, maroon, 
cream, and dark brown. Patterns are limited'to three systems of 
motifs: vertical rows of guilloches with crosses in the center5; a 

I diamond and interlocking snake-head designj and a monkey figure (Fig.
37 a-c), Three shirts (Nos. 275,317, and 91*489) have the 
guilloche pattern; one (No. 296) has interlocked snake headsj and two



Fig. 37' Shirts in close-worked looping, a, guilloche motif 
(91.489); b, interlocked snake heads and diamonds (No. 296); c, monkey 
motif (1959.15.1); and d, stylized "sun-face" motif (No. l80).
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(1959»15.1. and CMA 40.51^) have, monkey figures. In the last Instance, 
the Cleveland shirty depicts a monkey with the body in profile, while . 
the Textile Museum specimen showsthe monkey frontally with two tails 
to balance the design. ; .

All of the shirts (except 91.^89 and No« l8o) havo fringe made 
from red, unspun (?) wool tufts, looped oyer a cord and held in place 
by a second cord which loops oyer the first and wraps around each tuft 
of fringe (Fig. 38 a). The fringe was apparently dyed after it was 
constructed, since the tops of the,tufts, parts of the tying cords, et 
cetera, are unevenly colored. The tufts of wool are very silky and may 
be of vicuna. Where the fringe is intact, it extends down both sides 
and across the bottom of the shirt, except in shirt 91°^89 which has 
fringe only at the armholes and has an, embroidered border sewn to the 
lower edge.

Shirt No. l80 (Fig. 37 d) differs in many respects from the 
others. It is wider than it is iong (0,89$ X 0.700 m,), and it is made . 
in two rectangles seamed together at the shoulders as well as under the 
arms. It is of dark~brown and; white wool and has a design of a styl
ized, elongated "sun face" with bird and double-headed snake filler 
motifs. The fringe is white, extends around three sides of the shirt, 
and is constructed in a slightly different fashion from that on most of 
the other shirts (Fig. 38 b). The shirt also has epaulets of brown 
plain-weave with a diamond or guilloche pattern worked in white figure- 
8 wrapping. When received at the Textile Museum the shirt was inside- 
out and wadded up, exactly as though someone had pulled it off over
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Fig. 38. Methods of making fringe for looped shirts
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his head and dropped it in a heap. It is in very poor condition with 
all brown yarns badly deteriorated and brittle,

The last piech of close-worked simple’looping (No. 65), the 
rectangular panel, is also brown and white wool and in very bad con
dition <> It could not be fully straightened out for measurement. It 
is about 0.330 m. in width by more than 0.840 m. in length. The 
one intact end has loops for a cord or drawstring worked into the edge. 
It has a diamond and interlocking snake-head pattern much like that of 
shirt No. 296. v

Close-worked simple looping has not been reported from any 
Paracas site except Ocueaje. Although It is possible that the brown 
and white pieces may represent some slight temporal difference, it 
seems more likely that it is idiosyncratic„ All of the pieces may be 
grouped under one variety, Ocucaje close-worked looping. The variety 
is characterized by simple looping worked so that the loops are con
tiguous to one another and the finished fabric is compact. It is made 
of wool yarns in one of two color combihatiohs— brown and. white, or 
brown, red, maroon, and creamj the pieces have a restricted pattern
repertoire, usually essentially geometric in nature, The technique is
primarily used for the manufacture of poncho-shirts.

The second form of simple looping, in which the loops are 
spaced to produce a net-like fabric, occurs at both Ocucaje and
Cavemas (Yacovleff and Mtielle 1932: 58), All of the known examples
of this form of simple looping are the so-called "sieves" or strainers 
(coladores), fragile little hoops of wood With looping stretched across 
the bottom of the hoop and a wrapped handle attached perpendicular to



Fig. 39. The structure of a turban band (No. 21 a) in 
complex looping.



the plane of the hoop. The looping is made of very fine plant fiber 
in at least two colors and hasy a-design worked in the center. That 
illustrated by Yacovleff and Muelle (1932, Fig. 3.1) depicts*, a "sun- 
face." The Textile Museum specimen (196k.21.$)'acquired at Ocucaje 
in 1957, is unfortunately too fragmentary to decipher the design, 
but three colors can be distinguished:; red, blue (or gray?), and 
natural. The.diameter of the hoop of the sieve is about 8.4 cm.; the 
length of the handle is 18.8 cm. The handle is wrapped with fiber and 
has a geometric,design in two colors. The fiber diameter ranges from 
0.3 mm. in the centre! portion, of ithe looping to 0.6 mm. in the 
heavier marginal areas and in the wrappings of the handle. Yacovleff 
and Muelle (1932J 58) state that this fiber in a "special, fine 
grass (Yuyu-caehu), cylindrical and very strong." They also suggest 
that, these sieves are reminiscent iof rskimmers. It is possible that 
they were used ceremonially, in view of their elaborate designs, for 
skimming liquids used in. rites, •.(

These little sieves constitute the only examples of the 
variety, Cavefnas simple looping.

Complex looping is represented in the Ocucaje collection by one 
specimen (Ho. 21 a), a red wool turban band from a false head for a 
mommy bundle (Fig. 12), The looping is a variation of simple looping, 
with each loop worked around the four loops in the four rows preced
ing it (Fig. 39). The band is approximately 5«700 nn long, and its 
width, blocked out. Is about 4 cm. A variety, Ocucaje complex loop
ing, might be named to encompass this piece and any other similar 
lopping variations discovered in the future.
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Fig. 4o. Ten small figures (No. 231) in cross-knit looping, 
a and h, lizards (length of a, 7.7 cm.); b, oval with bird motif; 
c, f, and 1, men; e, and monkeys.
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Cross-knit looping (Fig, 36), which resembles crossed knitting, 
is represented by three specimens. Two (Nos. l8l and $42) are tubu- , 
lar turban hands with zig-zag patterning (to resemble snakes?).. In 
both cases the cross-knit looping is worked In multicolored wool 
around a thick core of Z-spun cotton singles. Each end splits into 
two "fingers" 5 to 10 cm. from the ends of the bands. The. third speci
men (No. 231> Fig. 4o) consists of ten small three-dimensional 
figures--?three small men, two striped lizards, four monkeys, and an 
Oval ball. They are worked with multicolored wool, probably on a 
cotton stuffing. The longest, a lizard, is 7«7 cm.

Tubular cross-knit looping also occurs on the ends of a 
close-knotted tubular turban band (No. 80). The band divides into 
two "fingers" at each end, three of which are cross-knit looping.

Gross-knit looping is commonest at the Necropolis. Necropo
lis cross- knit looping, as a -variety, is characterized by fine, 
multicolored wool constructions, often in the.form, of flat, but 
tubular, turban bands which Split into fingers at the ends and have 
elaborate patterns like those of the embroidered garments. The 
technique is also used to produce three-dimensional figures border
ing garments, such as those of the famous Brooklyn "altar cloth" 
(Levillier 1928). Another common use is as an embroidery stitch to 
cover the seam between a garment and its fringe.

Ocueaje cross-knit looping, again of multicolored wool, is 
not so fine, nor so brightly colored, and is used chiefly for round 
tubular turban bands with simple zig-zag patterning. Three-dimensional
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figures of unknown use are also prbdueed. The technique is only rarely 
used for embroidery.

Hot enough is known of .Cavemas cross-knit looping to deter
mine whether or not it constitutes a separate variety. It is probably 
similar to that from Oeucaje. ,

Knotting
Knotted constructions, especially knotted netting, are found in 

all periods of Peruvian prehistory from preeeramic times on. As noted 
earlier,.,the preeeramic nets usually1 are made with either a cow hitch 
(Fig. 40jc) or a simple knot.(square knots also occur but may be simply
converted cow hitches). Chavinoid sites seem to produce nets,knotted

• - . ■ . % with the cow hitch.
Knotted netting is reported from the HecrOpolis (O’Heale 1$42: 

159) > hut there is no data on the knot used. Cavemas knotting seems 
to be identical with that from Ocucaje.

In the Ocucaje collection there are two types of knotted con
structions. One type includes the knotted nettings3 the other is 
basically a knotted netting technique with the knots placed close 
together to form an extremely heavy, compact fabric without the usual 
Open-mesh characteristic. > -

To the best of my knowledge, this second type does not occur in 
this form anywhere in Peru except on the South Coast. It is difficult, 
if not impossible at present, to determine whether or not the technique 
was represented in necropolis mummy bundles, but it seems to persist 
into the Hazea Period. The Textile Museum collections contain Late (?)
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Wazca fragments which use this knotting technique to form patterned in- . 
sertion between two sheer plain-weave:cloths (91-37.5 Bird and Bellinger 
1954, PI, 117), In the Gavemas and Oeucaje areas, close knotting was 
used most frequently for the central portions of long, narrow turban 
bands, which have sections of tapestry or weft-faced plain-weave 
oblique-twining, and long fringe, Sometimes one or more of these 
sections is omitted,

■ The knotting is usually of wool, multicolored, and patterned 
with designs of "sun-faces," birds, cats, double-headed snakes, and so 
on. The knot used is a. simple overhand knot (Fig, 4l a)j usually the 
same face of the knot is always on one-side of the fabric and the other 
on the reverse, but one piece (No. 297) has areas of both faces on both 
sides. It is almost impossible to determine the working method--wheth
er the piece was begun in the center and worked out or begun at an edge. 
However, it seems clear that each color area was built up separately 
and consists of a continuous thread. The knotting is worked so tightly 
that an awl or eyed needle must have been used to work successive rows 
Of knots through the starting row. An eyed needle would probably be the 
most efficient toolj 0"Neale (1932: 64) used a heavy needle in her Re
construction of the technique, The construction may have been done bn 
a frame of some sort, 1 . .

0'Neale (1932: 63-66) describes six specimens from Caveroasj 
all but two (possibly from a single band?) were of wool. The number of 
knots per inch ranged from 7=8 to 24. It is not clear whether any of 
the bands had sections of oblique-twining or weft-faced plain-ueave.



One piece apparently ended in tubular "fingers." One is described as 
a "headdress." , .

The technique seems to have been used only for headdresses of 
one sort or another. The Ocucaje collection contains seven flat whole 
or fragmentary turban bands of the type described above (Nos. 110, 6k} 
121, 276, 316, 531,.and 532 a) and five others which were acquired 
before or after 1957 (91.567 Hg. 3% , 1959°5.2 a, 1959.5.2 b, 
1961.37.I b, and 1963.40.l). One of these, i96l.37.ljb, has a definite 
provenience of Cabeza Larga, on the Paracas Peninsula, and is therefore 
Cavernas. In addition there is one tubular turban band (No. 80), a 
long, rectangular "headdress" (No.. 2975 Jig. 42), and several sets of 
small, rectangular knotted faces (Nos. 3l8> 532, and 684) which served 
as covers for the tops of large tqssels suspended from braided bands. 
The latter may also have been turban bands.

Only three of the flat turban.bands (Nos. 121, 316, and 9!•567) 
are complete. They range in length from 2.350 to 3»8?0 m. and in width 
from 4.1 to 13 cm. The Cavernas head-band (1961.37«1 b) may have been 
sewn into a circle. Two (Nos. 110 and 1963.4o.l) were wrapped around 
the cotton "pillows" that form part of false heads for mummy bundles.
It is possible that these pieces were made only for mummy-bundle use. 
Feathers are sometimes associated with them, and 1963.40.1 (Fig. l6) 
has feather rosettes attached to one'end. The number of knots per cen
timeter in both directions ranges from four to ten, with the average 
around five or six. None are of cotton. Colors used include: maroon,
dark red, orange, blue-green, light blue, green, rose, lavender, cream, 
brown, and the natural blended gray noted by 0 'Neale (1932: 66).
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Fig. 4l. Knots. _a# simple knot, overhand variety; b, sheet 
bend; c, cow hitch.

\



Fige 42o Detail of close-knotted headdress (Ho. 297) with 
"sun-face" design.
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'Occasionally a piece ends in braided, rather than plain, fringe (No.
533.)« One piece whitih is all knotting (No.. 532 a) splits, into two sec
tions at-the only intact end; another (No. 64) has a knotted panel with 
a chevron design (to imitate oblique-twining?)' and then splits into 
four or five knotted strips just above the weft-faced section.

• The only tubular knotted turban band (No. 80) has a "barber 
pole" multicolored, striped pattern and splits at the ends into two sec
tions » At one end one of the pair of "fingers" is close*-knotted, the ' 
other is cross-knit looping; at the other end both are cross-knit loop
ing. '

The "headdress" '(No. 297J Fig. 42) is a long rectangle 1.490 in.. 
long and 0.327 m, wide. At one end the corners are folded in and a '
piece of red wool knotted netting is worked into the end; the netting is
gathered onto a cord which extends beyond the piece. It is quite coarse 
with only three knots per centimeter, .and both sides of the knots, 
appear on both faces. The design is of "sun-faces" in maroon,., orange, 
dark red, gold, tan, browns, and cream. An almost identical piece 
(MEM, 8442) from Cavera&s Tomb 2 is described by 0 'Neale (1932: 65) and 
illustrated by Yacovleff and.Muelle (1932, Fig. 13)• It is slightly 
smaller and has minor differences in design-arid.color distribution. .

. The small knotted faces, of which there are six pairs (one
face for each side of the top of a tassel), are rectangles about 6 to 8
centimeters to a side. The knotting is very fine, with 9 to 11 knots 
per centimeter. Only one of the specimens (No. 684) is complete with 
the braided band and the tassels,.with their covers, attached to each 
end. At the Museo Naeional. de Antr-opologxa y Arqueologia, Lima



Fig. 43. Utilitarian knotted netting, a, bag (No. 3lM with 
two sizes of mesh, scale: l/50" - 1 cm.; b, conical fish trap? (No. 459), 
scale l/20" = 1 cm.
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Jig. 44. Knotted netting with diamond patterns; a, head

dress (?) (No. 298); b, fragment (No. 536 c).
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turban bands, of this type are 1 shown on dressed mannequins with the 
band so arranged that the tassels with their face-covers fall on either 
side, of the figure’s face.

Since the close-knotted pieces from Cavernas and Ocucaje appear 
to be virtually identical, I would propose Cavernas close knotting as a 
variety name. All textiles within this variety would include the 
following features: simple overhand knots set close together to form
a compact fabric of multicolored wool (or rarely cotton)j the fabric 
may be either flat or tubularj designs include simple geometric motifs, 
double-headed snakes and other double-headed creatures, birds, cats, 
and "sun-faces." The variety is most frequently used for head
dresses. • ' '. . '

In the l4 examples of Ocucaje knotted netting, only two knots 
are used— the simple overhand.knot, which occurs in ten examples, and 
the sheet bend, which occurs in six (two examples have both sheet bends 
and simple overhand knots). In all but one of the examples, alternate 
faces of the knot appear in adjacent rows. One example of knotted 
netting, that at the top of the close-knotted headdress (Bo. 297) is 
of wool; all the others are probably of cotton, though two or three 
might be of another plant fiber. '

Only two of the nets are clearly and wholly Utilitarian— -a 
coarse net bag (Ho. 31̂ ) of considerable size (approximately I.56O x 
I.850 m.), and a conical net (a fish trap?) of heavy cords (No. 459; 
Fig. 43). ' '

51 ve of the nets (Nos. 298, 456, 457, 536 b, and 536 c), have 
variations of a diamond pattern (Fig. 44). One piece (No. 535) is
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Fig. 45. Fragment of patterned knotted netting (No. 535)•
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Fig. 46. Skull-like head motif from patterned netting (No.
535).
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elaborately patterned with diamonds containing skull-like'faces (Pigs,
45, 46) in red, dark blue, light blue-green, and natural. This piece 
is also constructed in a rather unusual fashion. The diamonds and 
parallelograms -which make up the pattern are worked in fairly .close- 
knotted netting as isolates and are joined together by diagonally 
positioned yarns that are sometimes knotted at the edges of the two 
pieces they join or knotted at one edge and looped through the other. 
This specimen was labeled a "hood" in the original cataloguing, but 
not enough of it remains to be sure what it was. There is a complete 
width, which varies from 32.5 to 34.7 cm.

In general the nets are finely made (with the exception Of 
the two utilitarian pieces) with meshes of 0.3 to 1.2 cm, to a side 
and yarn diameters of 0.3 to 1.5 mm. Several are shaped in the elon
gated oval that is characteristic of Peruvian hairnets (Nos. 198, 4$6, 
and 458), and of course both the bag and fish (?) net are shaped.
Human hair is caught in several of the netting fragments. Soldi 
(Bird, personal communication) has noted that knotted netting was 
sometimes wrapped around the heads of mummies. One specimen (No.
538) consists of. at least four layers of fragmentary netting (Fig.
44 b) which seems to have come from a mummy head. It seems probable, 
therefore, that all but the two coarse nets previously mentioned are 
hairnets or headdresses of some sort (Fig. 4% b). One piece (No.
2983 Fig. 44 a), called a shaifl in the original cataloguing, is a 
trapezoid which may have served as a headdress in the same manner as 
the looped and close-knotted rectangles previously discussed.



Fig. 47. Necropolis and Nazca depictions of figures with 
knotted netting, a, figure with a net shoulder bag from the painted 
Necropolis mantle, "El Calendario," (after Tello 1959? PI. 77)J b, 
figure with a knotted netting turban band from a Nazca pot (after 
Tello 1959? PI. 88).
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Since little is known of Necropolis or Cavemas knotted netting, 

it would probably be wise to establish, a variety for Ocucaje knotted 
netting only until regional variations can be determined. Such a 
variety would be characterized by: the use of simple knots or sheet
bends to form knotted netting, often patterned with a variation of 
diamond patterning! usually of natural”colored cottonj often shaped, 
Examples of elaborate patterning are known (0'Neale 19^2, Pig. 9, 
illustrates a net bag from Cavemas with a snake-head pattern). The 
use is often for turbans or other headdresses, with bags and fish 
nets (?) also occurring. ,

• Sprang
Sprang is the Scandinavian name for an openwork technique, 

made with.one set of elements, not adequately named in English. It is 
sometimes called "Egyptian la.ee," twined plaiting, or frame- or loom- 
plaiting. The technique involves a set of elements which are fastened 
at both ends to a frame or strung in a circular fashion on a frame.
The elements are pulled out of position and crossed, twined, inter
laced, or interlinked to form a fabric. It can be worked close, as 
in Hop! wedding sashes, but it is more often used to produce an open- 
qork fabric, usually patterned (Pig. 48). Whatever action is carried 
out. at one end is automatically duplicated at the other end of the 
pieceo. While the work is in process, the movements of the elements 
are.held in place by sticks. . When the construction is complete, the 
fabric may be cut apart and knotted (if a circular set of elements was 
used), or the center may be chained across with or without an extra yam.
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Fig. U8. Diagram of an interlinked sprang construction showing 

the method of patterning with close- and open-worked areas.



It is the two-ended nature of the construction which character
izes sprang, since otherwise the; same effects could be achieved with 1 
only one end fastened by oblique-twining, interlinking, and so on. 
Johnson (1958: 206) notes that iin modern Mexican and Guatemalan 
sprang production, the backstrap loom is often used as the frame, and 
we may presume that the same was true in preconquest Peru*

Engel (1963b: 38) reports examples of sprang from the late 
preceramic site of Asia. He does not seem to understand the tech
nique, and some of his technical identifications are highly dubious.
He states that cylindrical bags with a starting point in the bottom 
center are sprang, though they are probably looping. Some examples, 
however, could well be sprang.

Wallace (1962, personal communication) found one example of 
sprang at Cerrillos, not in his earliest levels, but in the La Isla, 
or Early Paracas, levels.

Sprang is known from Cavemas. 0•Beale (1942: l6l) reports:
"Two orange wool headdresses... .illustrate the twining technique of 
a type similar in effect to our torchon lace." The technique, as 
diagramed, is probably sprang. The pieces are said to be patterned 
with allover designs of "interlocking serpent forms, fish [birds], 
and birds" (0'Beale 1942: l62). Unfortunately, she does not illus
trate the entire pieces, which may be hoods. I have notes on a piece 
of "gold-tan" wool sprang from Cavernas in the Museo Hacional 
(MHAA 13/l52), but it was to© fragmentary to determine the original 
Shape. - ' 1:
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Fig. 49. Sprang Hood (No. 151).
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Another specimen in the Museo Nacional (MEAA. 89-43) is a 

curious piece shaped like "dutchman's breeches." Although it is 
technically identical with the true sprang hoods, it does not appear 
to have been made with fixed elements. According to my notes, the 
upper portion is fine, close, knotted.netting. It has an elaborate 
design of birds and is of cotton.

To date, the technique has not been reported from the Necro
polis.

' The Oeucaje collection contains four examples of sprang.
Two are hoods (Eos. 40 and 151; Fig. 49), and another fragmentary 
piece (Eo. 66) may also be a hood. One (Eo. 534) is a fragmentary 
bag. All are of wool, except the fragment (Ho. 66) which is cotton.
The hoods are folded along the central chaining and sewn along one 
long side and across the end.

The two complete hoods both have multicolored wool fringe 
sewn around the open edges. Hood Humber 40 has an allover double
headed snake.pattern and is maroon. The fragment (No. 66) has a 
similar pattern in light blue (now carbonized to blue-black). The 
other complete hood (No. 151) has a complicated pattern of cat- 
headed figures with appendages (Fig. 49); it is dark blue. The frag
mentary bag (No. 534) is not complete enough to determine the pattern. 
It may simply be geometric; again it is dark blue.

The variety, Oeucaje sprang, may be of wool or cotton, is 
monochrome, interlinked openwork, and is characterized by a central 
chained line. Designs are similar to those of gauze with double
headed and interlocked snake patterns in addition to large figures



with head appendages» The chief use seems to be for hoods, but the 
technique was apparently also used to make .bags.

' Braiding
Braiding is first reported by Engel (1963b: 48) from the late 

preeeramic site of Asia. In .general, the braids apparently seryed as 
cordage. They were three to six strand braids.

Wallace (1962, personal communication) reports braiding from 
the site of Cerrillos. The Ohavinoid, Cerrillos, levels produced a. 
single example, while the later La Isla levels produced two examples. 
I have no data on the type of braiding.

0 "Neale (1942; 159) reports flat braids from both Cavernas 
and the Necropolis. She states (1942: l62), however,’* that "the 
plaiting technique owes two-thirds of its occurrences among the 
Necropolis fabrics to its use for the ties of wrap-around kilts and 
aprons." Nevertheless,.the Necropolis has produced some very elabo
rate braided bands, many of Which served as turban bands or parts of 
headdresses (Bird and Bellinger 195^s Pis. l4, 15). Braiding was 
also used for sling construction at both Cavernas and the Necropolis 
(Yacovleff and Muelle 1932, Fig.: 25; 1934,: Fig. l4).

There are 11 examples of braiding in the Ocucaje collection. 
Three of these are multiple-strand, monochrome flat braids. The 
skirt (No. 448) has ties of 29-strand flat cotton braid. Other 
examples of flat braid occur on a fragmentary bag (No. 483) which has 
one tape of 35- strand cotton braid sewn to a comer, and as the band 
for the turban (?) with close-knotted faces covering the ends of
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the tassels (No. 684). In the latter case the braid is of 37 (?) 
strands of wool.. All of.these flat braids are made of re-plied yarns. 
All are unpattemed.

There does not seem to be any difference between these braids 
from site to site, but they afe typically Paracas and occur as parts 
of garments (all Necropolis examples reported by Bird and Bellinger 
£l95^5 38=4o] are of wool). They may be considered a variety of the 
Paracas braiding type, and called Necropolis multiple-strand flat- 
braid, since it was first reported from that site.I

There are several round and flat braids of three to four ■ 
ptrands in the collection. These are often multicolored and serve as 
ends of bands or as fringe. I have already noted the three-strand 
flat-braid fringe on the close-knotted turban band (No. 531)° A 
warp-faced plain-weave belt or turban (No. 4l) has a multiple-strand 
round braid at each end; extra yarns were looped through the loom 
ends to fora these braids. One specimen (No. 529) consists of 16 
four-strand round braids worked over a cord to form a fringe. Each 
braid is two-color, and the braids are worked so that the colors are 
arranged in alternate diagonal bands. The braids of blue/dark red, 
red/dark brown, and white/dark brown are arranged on the cords to 
fora a multicolored fringe. There is also a three-strand braid of 
human hair (No. 530) wrapped with multicolored yarns and a piece 
of cotton cloth.

None of these braids are particularly diagnostic, and for 
the most part they fora parts of other constructions. There seems to 
be no need to place them in a separate variety, but they should be
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noted for inclusion in an over-all Paracas braiding type.

There are two example's of multiple- strand flat braiding with 
two-color patterning in the collection. These seem to be cordage, but 
they may have served as turban bands. One (No. 537) is a very fine 
braid with a length of more than 8.365 m. and a width of 4 to 5 mm.
It has three pattern alternations, all varieties of chevron pattern, 
in red and brown wool. At the ends the braid splits into two four- 
strand round braids. • The second piece (No. 538) consists of an.eight- . 
strand (or nine-strand?) flat.braid> with a.length of five-strand flat 
braid knotted on. The pattern, of the first braid in brown and white 
wool, is a "W"j. the second braid is brown with white spots. The first 
braid was apparently begun with a four-strand round brown braid, then 
two double strands of white were added in, and the "W" pattern was 
produced by braiding under-2, over-1, from each side, keeping the 
colors in an alternate sequence. The spotted braid was produced with 
four brown strands and one white strand. Three strands were held, in 
one hand and one in the otherj the elements from each side alternately 
pass under-2. The total length of the piece is 3 »68o m. and its width 
varies from 1 to 1.5 cm.

■ These braids with variations of chevron patterns in two 
colors may be called Oeueaje patterned flat-braid.

The only other braids in the collection are two slings (Fig.
50) of Fureraea (?). Both have cords of four-strand flat braid. The 
cradle and end section of one (No. 274) are irregular flat braids 
which seem to have an extra strand carried along one side of the 
cradle and both sides of the end section, caught into, but not part of
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the braid. Smaller flat braids form the cross-pieces of the cradle.
The second sling (No. 283) Is made in the same way, but the end section 
apparently was constructed by plying two large bunches of multi
colored yarns together, re-plying them, and bending them into an oval 
shape held by stitches. It is impossible to determine the exact 
method of construction of these slings without dissecting them. They 
are apparently identical in type with those of both Cavemas and 
Necropolis. The variety might be named Cavernas braided slings, but 
until the braiding technique is discovered, the variety cannot be 
'described.
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Fig. 50. Braided fiber sling (No. 274).



: CHAPTER 7 ' : .

BASKETRY

Surprisingly little has been published on Peruvian basketry.
It might,, therefore, bd worthwhile to summarize the knowledge of arch
aeological basketry in the Andean;area, paying special attention to 
those techniques found at Ocucaje--twining and coiling.

Preconquest Peruvian Basketry 
Probably the most common type of Preconquest Peruvian basketry 

reported in. the literature is the twill-interlaced rectangular work- 
basket of the Central and South Coast = These baskets are. usually found 
containing spindles and other‘articles associated with textile manu
facture » They seem to be largely Tiahuanaco and post-Tiahuanaco in 
time. Strong and Evans (1952: 142), however% report plain interlaced 
(over-one, under-one) rectangular workbaskets from the Late Mochica 
Period in the Viru Valley on the North Coast. This type of construc
tion is probably quite early. Twill basketry seems to appear in the 
Preceramie Period. Bird (1964, personal, communication) finds twill 
fragments in both Preceramie and Cupishique levels at Huaca Prieta, but 
the technique is less common than twining. Engel (1963b: 52) records
a possible basketry fragment from the late preceramie site of Asia 
(ea. 1288 B.C.) which he rather contradictorily describes as "checker 
woven twill, two over two, of sliced reed stems." A twill basketry
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friagment has been reported from the Chavinbid horizon at Ancon (Willey 
and Corbett 195 -̂: 148), and Carrion Cachot (1948, P. 24) illustrates a 
twill-interlaced jar*form with the same provenienceo

Despite the frequence occurrence of workbaskets in collections, 
no detailed description of the range of technical variation exists. 
Mason'(1904: 535=6) devotes a little more than a page Of discussion^ one 
plate, and five figures (four of them dealing.with variations in the 
interlacing) to the subject« Another type of workbasket, which consists 
essentially of a set of vertical elements’ lashed to a set of horizontal 
elements> is also found in Peruo ..

Circular twill baskets occur infrequently. I have already men- . 
tioned an example from Ancon, Schmidt (1929: 527, Fig. 2) illustrates 
one from the Lima area which has a lid, and there is.a possible example 
from Paracas Necropolis which I will discuss below. Kfoeber (1937, PI- 
79, Figs. 3 and 4) illustrates one dish-shaped and one bag-shaped 
twill basket from Middle Canete.- '

Basketry made with stiff elements (or one set of stiff, One of 
flexible elements) interwovem, in a plain*weaye has usually been re
ferred to as "wattle work" or "wicker w o r k . I t  is almost impossible, 
at the present time, to determine whether or not this technique was 
known in Peru. It is difficult to distinguish twined baskets from the 
so-called wicker baskets on a superficial basis (i.e. from photo
graphs, or at a glance). The matter is further confused by the fact 
that the Spanish word mimbre may mean either willow or wicker (and, in 
fact, wicker in English may refer to the material used), so that one 
cannot be sure whether an author is referring to the material of the



technique. A number of baskets have been described as "wicker" (Reiss 
and Stubel 1880, Vol. 1, PI. 3̂ 1 Carrion Cachpt.19̂ 9, PI. 23), but, at 
least in the case of Paracas basketry so described, the technique is 

. actually twining. Kroeber (1937: 242) notes a basket from the Ganete 
which seeme-to combine twining and wicker work.

Twined Baskets
Twining appears to be the earliest basketry technique known ", 

from Peru. In twined basketry, a pair of elements are twined around 
the foundation elements; the elements may be either stiff or flexible. 
Bird (1948: 25) reports twined baskets throughout the occupation of the 
preceramic site of Huaca Prieta, from about 2500 to 1200 B.C. Engel 
(1958s 29) notes similar baskets front the preceramic,sites of Culebras 
and Ids Chinos, but not, interestingly, from Asia. Willey and Corbett 
(195̂ 5 148). find plain twinedibaskets.at the-Aspero site, Supe, iri the 
Chavinoid horizon. Uhle (Kroeber 1944s Il8=l9) had also recovered 
twined baskets from Supe. All of the Supe baskets are reported to be 
of totora. ; Carrion Cachot (1948s 162) describes Chavinoid baskets from 
Ancon as being almost identical in technique and use with the funerary 
baskets of Paracas. . She provides drawings which seem to illustrate 
twined# twilledj, a-nd coiled varieties. Unfortunately, she does hot 
specify which of the Paracas baskets those from Ancon resemble. Her 
illustration (1948, P. 24) shows four distinct formss alow, twined 
(?) bowl; a waisted jar, presumably twined, with a braided rim; a 
small jar?form in a twilled weave; and a shallow bowl of coiling (?).
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Of these, only -the first and last types seem to be. similar to those 
from Paracas.

The Chavinoid levels at Cerrillos (Wallace 1962, personal com
munication) produced basketry fragments which had spaced twining on a 
latticework foundation. No other examples of this have been reported.

Twined basketry obviously does occur in all of the precefamic 
and early pottery periods. It would be logical to consider it the 
earliest type of basketry, since early preceramic textiles are also 
twined. It remains the dominant type of basketry through the Chavln 
Horizon and into the intermediate period, at least in the Central and 
South Coast regions. In Tiahuanaco and post-Tiahuanaco times it seems 
to be replaced by twilled basketry. Twined basketry occurs from Late 
Period sites on the extreme South Coast of Peru, but it is all spaced 
twining (which seems to be rare or absent in the earlier periods).

Ethnographic examples of twined basketry from South America are 
rare or non-existent, and 0 'Neale (1949a: 75) states that "twining is a 
weakly developed technique in South America." As is the case with tex
tiles, twining seems to die out in basketry when other techniques are 
introduced.

Coiled Baskets
Coiling, as a basketry technique,, usually refers to a coiled 

foundation element held together by horizontal rows of "stitches" (an 
element passed through the foundation by means of awl holes)» Coiling 
is even more poorly reported from Peru than twining. The earliest ex
ample recorded is a fragmentary basket from the late preceramic site of 
Asia. It was not found in a grave, but in the village area, covering
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a gourdo Engel (1963b: 52) describes It as follows: "Made Of the
stems of a Meed, it started on a coil, was bowl-shaped, and had a 
straight rimo The standards were passive arid twined with a bast, 
probably milkweed." Although.the piece obviously had a coiled founda
tion, it seems to have had vertical twining rather than horizontal 
stitches to hold the foundation.together. In another publication, 
Engel (1963a, Fig. 3) diagrams this type of basketry, but records that 
it came from Cabezas Largas on the Paraeas Peninsula, and dates it at 
ca. 3000 B.C. Balfet (19572 6) regards twined coiling, "basketry with 
twined flexible standards," as being rare and restricted to Southern 
Africa. At any rate, it is not known frdm any other site ih Peru at 
this time.

As previously noted, Carrion Cachot (1948, Pl„ 24) illus
trates what appears to be a shallow coiled basket from the Chavinoid 
horizon at Ancon. Uhle (Kroeber 1944: 120) reported "two large open
work baskets' with the same provenience, which, from the description, 
were apparently a form of spaced coiling of the type described by 
Ryden (1955) and 0'Neale (1949a: 77) for the modern Aymafa. These 
baskets, which are almost a combination of coiling and latticework, 
have sets of both radial and spiral foundation elements united by the 
stitches. Schmidt (19292 527# Figo l) illustrates a coiled basket 
with a cover, but its provenience is unknown, Kroeber (1937# PI. 79# 
Fig. 5) illustrates a coiled dish from Middle Canete. Tschopik 
.(1946: 48) reports coiled basketry from ah Inca Period site ih Puno.

Arehaeologically, coiled basketry is most common from Chile 
and the extreme South Coast of Peru (Bird 1943). All recorded
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examples have a bundle foundation and non-interlocking stitches, 
Ethnologically-j, coiled basketry is characteristic of the South and 
West Coast of Soiith America,,

It seems likely that twined basketry was a more common North 
Coast Peruvian type and that the colled varieties were more character
istic of the South Coast (and perhaps the Central and South Highlands). 
In this regard, it should be noted that the late preceramic site of 
Asia oh the South-Central Coast had|no twined basketry but did have 
a form of coiling, 1

Paracas Basketry
Since very little has been written oh Paracas basketry, I will 

quote at length from the sources. Carrion Cachot (19̂ 9? 51") describes 
the industry as follows:

Basket-making in Paracas has the characteristics of a real 
industry, to judge from the numerous types found in the two 
cultural, periods. Several types of baskets were .made to ful
fill different purposes. The most common are the funeral 
baskets, the small willow dishes and the sleeping mats. . The 
first were made of very fine staw,fsic), and are of strong 
and resistant structure, and sometimes present simple, geo
metric decorations painted in blue. ; The average size of the 
funeral basket measures 0.50 or 0.60 | 50 or 60?) cm. in dia- . . 
meter and the mummy is seated within it, with the empty 
spaces filled with offerings of food, and small pieces of 
cloth. The funeral basket is typical of the.culture of Para
cas and also of the culture of Ancon of the period correspond
ing to Chavin, and the fuheral discoveries of Tal Tal,...

Singular mastery in this .art L̂s revealed in the little 
. semisperical (sic) dishes of straw, which protect the fine 
ceramic vessels of Paracas....The basic material was probably 
obtained from the cattails which are found in the marshy 
places all along, the coast....

In spite of the very considerable development of the straw 
industry in Paracas, nevertheless:we.do not find the small 
sewing baskets so common in other later cultures of the 
classic era of the coast.



The fardels £ mummy bundles) of the burying grounds are gen
erally covered, with loosely women1 ( sic) mats, which appear to 
have been planned to protect them from .contact with the earth.

In a discussion of Pafacas Cavernad; Carrion Cachot (I931i 39) 
states: "The basketry and matting industry also achieves a consider^
able development in this periodo Ih the tombs and refuse one finds 
sewing baskets and baskets for either domestic uses; small mats fof the 
protection of fragile objects, and large mats, used, probably, for 
protection against the sand and .sun. This is in contrast to her 
statement, quoted above, that no- sewing baskets are found, The latter 
Statement it probably correct, 1

Carrion Cachot1s comment that numerpus types of basketry exist 
is contradicted by Yaeovleff and Muelle (19-3̂ a5 133), who state that 
"examples of the basketry art are encountered with some frequency in 
Paraeas although they do not reveal a great̂ .variety of techniques. 
Carrion Cachot described the basketry, material as "straw," Yaeovleff 
and Muelle, more specifically, state that tptdra (Scifpus sp.) was most 
frequently used for the manufacture of "esteras, petates, y canastos"
(l have been unable to discover what distinction is made between 
esteras and petates— both of which translate as "mats" in English.).

Yaeovleff and Muelle (ig)^8-’ 13^) describe baskets from the 
Necropolis as follows: ;

In the manufacture of baskets, in order to give the great
est consistency, the stems of totora were customarily applied 
on a framework of willow.(Aallk humboldtiana) stems, which were 
used alone for the manufacture of small; baskets,,.For the large 
baskets in which mummies were placed, however, the ribs of the 
leaves of cana brava (Gynerjum sagittatum) were most appro
priate, as a strong, less flexible material.
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The usual Paraeas funeral baskets were large, shallow, colled 

baskets with a "false braid" rim, .Strangely, the example illustrated 
by Yacovleff and Muelle (1934a: 133# Fig, 22, sp, 24) appears to be a 
icircular, twill-interlaced construction, I know of no other mention 
of twill basketry from Paraeas, other thanmatting,

■In addition to the use of these large baskets as part of the 
mummy-bundle construction, Yacovleff and Muelle (1934a: 134) felt that 
they might have been used in life for the storage of individuals' 
possessions, 1
i The smaller "willow", baskets may have been either twined, or
small coiled, baskets, or both (mbst likely)» They were used to pro
tect ceramics and other delicate objects as well as for food contain
ers, Tello (1959# PI, 25) illustrates a small, rigid-twined basket, 
apparently identical to those from Cayemas, from Necropolis mummy 
bundle Number 451» .

The Paraeas Necropolis people may also have used some sort of 
carrying basket. Certain of the embroideries (Fig, 51) Show figures 
with either baskets or net bags strapped to their bodies. No basket's 
of this type have been found, but' they would have been likely to have 
received hard use during the owners1 lifetimes.

The typical Cavernas baskets, as illustrated by Yacovleff and 
Muelle (1932s 54, 58) were twined and of at least two types^ They are 
closely related, if not identical, to those from Ocucaje. All seem 
to have.been small in Size. Mummies were not placed in baskets as 
they were at the Necropolis.



Fig. 51* Mythological being from an embroidered Necropolis 
mantle in the collection of the Museo Nacional de Antropologfa y 
Arqueologia, Lima. (After Tello 1959, PI. 64 A.)



It raightj be well to note, that oblique .twill-interlaced matting* 
apparently usually of totora with reinforcing: "warps" of cotton, common 
at the Necropolis and found at least occasionally at Cavemas, do not 
occur in the Oeucaje collection. It is reasonable to assume that they 
were hot common at Cavefnas, arid apparently they were not ordinarily 
used to wrap and protect mummy bundles ° Yacovleff and Muelle (l93 â; 
134) felt that such mats also seriyed as bedding.

It is almost impossible to determine from the literature 
. exactly what types of baskets, were found where. We know that the large 
coiled baskets and at least one twined basket were found at the 
Necropolis, and that small, twined, dish-shaped baskets were found at 
Gavemas, but it is impossible to determine whether coiled baskets also 
occurred at the latter site.

No data are available for basketry from other Paracas Period 
sites, except Cerrillos. The. La Isla phase produced several types of 
basketry (Wallace 1962, personal communication). One fragment is 
worked in simple looping, a technique not reported for basketry else
where in Peru| one was twined; and another was coiled, unfortunately,
I do not have sufficient data on these baskets to compare them with 
other Paracas pieces.

Qcueaje Basketry 
The Soldi collection contained 22 small baskets, all dish- 

or bowl-shaped. Twenty-one of these are twined, and 19 of the 21 are 
made with stiff uprights (and often stiff twining elements) which give 
the finished product the appearance Of wickerwork (a basket of this



type illustrated by Carrion Gadhdt |l9^9> Pi’ 23j is /described as a 
"wieker (sic) plate”). All but four of the 19 are decorated# using a 
darker-(dyed?) element for simple bands or block designs .. Although 
there is considerable uniformity Within this: group of !L9# and they1 
resemble the most common cheap baskets.available in Stores everywhere 
today# they do not seem to relate to basketry from other Peruvian 
sites# with da te  exception.. Kroeber (1937# PI. 79; Pig. .6) illustrates 
a Middle Canete basket which appears to be identical in ail respects.
It is described (1937s 242)# however# as being "wicker:ware" with a 
twined bottom and wicker sides„ Kroeber goes on to state that "other 
specimens of wicker work# without associated twining#...establish 
this technique as undoubtedly characteristic of Middle Canete."

Two Ocucaje baskets were.twined with a more flexible fiber for 
both uprights and twining elements. These are Similar in type to 
those found at Huaca Prieta (Bird 1948# Fig. 9)# the Pioto-Iima 
Period at Maranga (jijon y Caamanb 19^9; PI. 88)# and the Chavinoid 
horizon at Stipe (Willey and Corbett 1954# Pis 12).

The last Ocucaje basket is a deep bowl-shape and is coiled. 
Although much smaller than the Necropolis funeral baskets# it is 
identical in type. '■

With the exception of the last specimen# which was the only
basket found in Grave $6# all Of the Others were found in groups of
two or three (and in one case seven) in graves. Often they were nested
together. They do not seem to have been usegd to protect the ceramics# 
nor were they found with offerings of food or other contents. All of 
the baskets# however# are of a size and shape which suggest that they
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were probably intended for use as food containers. Not only do the - 
specimens show no signs of use (though one has stained areas), but 
none seems to show wear or mending« They may, therefore, have been 
made specifically for burial purposes« This, of course, does not 
negate the probability that identical types were made for everyday use.

Three varieties of basketry from Paracas can thus be distin
guished on the basis of this collection; Cavernas flexible twined 
‘ (Fig. 52 a), which occurs at Cavernas and Ocucaje; Cavernas rigid 
twined (Tig. 52 b, c), which seems to. come from Cavernas, Ocucaje, and 
the Necropolis; and Necropolis coiled (Fig, 52 d), which seems to be 
the later type, is found at Ocucaje, but is most common at the Necropo
lis. It seems likely that other kinds of basketry were known in the 
Paracas Period (e.g. twilled, looped), but no examples exist in this 
collection. . '!• ; . • ■ •

Cavernas Flexible Twined Variety .
The two examples in the collection (Nos* 87 and 88) are con

structed in plain twining on radial uprights with the twining direction 
down to the right (Fig. 52 a). The center consists of four interwoven 
bundles (Balfet's (1957, Fig. 3, No. 11 J "radial woven bunch"), each 
•of which separate at each end into two groups, three times. Each 
bundle therefore supplies l6 paired radials for a total of 6k pairs at 
the rim. The size of the basket is dependent on the size of the 
elements and the tightness and number of twining rows. New twining 
elements are introduced by overlapping the ends of the old and new 
pieces and working them together over three or four pairs of the radials.



Fxgo 52o Ocucaje baskets6 a, Cavernas flexible twined
variety (No, 88); b5 Cavernas rigid twined variety, undecorated (No 
129); c, Cavernas rigid twined variety, decorated (No. 3^5)> d. 
Necropolis coiled variety (No. 253)•
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The ends are cut off (?) close to the surface, usually on the inside of 
the basket«

At the rim, the pairs of standards are split, bent, and inter
laced obliquely over-3# unde^-3,, and brought to the surface on the out
side of the basket. This gives a braided appearance to the rim on the 
inside of the basket and a corded effect on,the outer edge. The ends 
of the element protrude for somewhat irregular lengths (about 1 cm.) 
below the rim on the outside of the basket.

The baskets are a low bowl-shape, reddish-brown in color, and 
undecorated. The two examples from Qcucaje and the one (MNAA 8499) 
from Cavemas (Yacovleff and Muelle 1932, Fig. 26) appear to be iden
tical. Since we have only three examples from.which to judge, how
ever, it is possible that variations from these specimens may occur.

Yacovleff and Muelle (1932: 53) consider the basketry material 
to be totora (Scirpus totora (sic]), but cross-sections of fiber from 
one of the Ocucaje specimens, prepared by Dr. Richard Eyed bf the 
Smithsonian Institution, differ from those of Scirpus califbrnicus, a 
closely related and possibly-identical species (Towle 19 1̂: 26). All 
that can be said about the material at present is that it is a stem 
from a monocotyledonous, water-growing plant. Fiber diameters range 
from about 2 to 3*5 mm*

The twined totora (?) baskets produced at Supe (Willey and 
Corbett 1954, Pi. 12) can be distinguished from the Cavemas flexible 
twined baskets by the following characteristics: the Supe baskets do
not have a clear four-bundle center; they sometimes divide twice rather 
than three times; they are a deeper shape and appear to be more i



flexible! and they are sometimes painted blue,
Maranga baskets of the ^roto-Lima Period (jijon y Caamano 

19^9ji Pis, 88, 89, Figo l) may be differentiated from Cavemas baskets 
in the same manner. One basket has elements dyed (?) black. Socle of 
the Maranga baskets appear to be plate- rather than bowl-shaped.

' The preceramic Hua.ca Prieta baskets begin with four inter
woven bundles and have twined bases in which the bundles separate to 
provide l6 pairs of elements. , At least some have a riiig base made 
with a row of foiiir-strand twining. Ring bases do not occur in our 
Cavemas flexible twined baskets. The sides of many seem to combine 
weaving and twining; sometimes both cotton and juneo are used for weft 
elements. The rim appears to be similar to that on Oeueaje baskets, 
but Bird's field notes describe it as follows: "As warps emerge from
wefts they are twisted about the end of a warp which has been brought 
forward from the left, and in turn are looped up and over and caught 
under the 4th warp to the right" (Bird, personal communication).
Some of the baskets are patterned.

The twined baskets from the Cupisnique levels at Huaea Prieta 
also begin with four interwoven bundles, but again they have a ring 
base, this time of three-strand twining. The side walls are twined, 
but the twining advances one space in each successive row; this type 
of wall construction also occurs in some preceramic and some Guanape 
baskets from the same site. The rim construction of the Cupisnique 
baskets is described by Bird in his field notes as follows: a warp
"passes over, warp No. 1 then behind Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5 before emerging
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to "be cut. off diagonally" (BiM> perborial comiminication). •

Although all of these baskets differ slightly from those from 
Oeucaje and tiavefnasy a distinct relationship can be seen» One might 
Speculate that flexible twined basketry was introduced on the Central 
and Soufh Coast by Chavinoid peoples moving from north to south. They 
may eventually be proved.to constitute a mode tradition or a type 
sequence. At Oeucaje, these baskets may represent the Early Paracas 
variety.

Cavemas Rigid Twined Variety ,
These baskets make up the bulk of the Ocucaje basketry. They 

consist of plain twining on a radial foundation (Fig. 52 b, e). In six 
instances the twining direction is down to the left, in 13 it is down 
to the right. The center of the base consists of from six to ten 
elements laid at right angles across a similar.group (not, however, 
always the same number) and held in place with two or three rows of 
long stitches on each side, forming a square (Balfet's [1957; Fig.' 3, 
No. 10) lashed bunch standard).

The radials are first grouped in two's or three * s. New 
elements are added immediately, so that although the radials are sub
divided twice in some baskets, the twining wefts always pass over 
two or three elements. Other baskets have no subdivision of radialsj 
the twining, however, is tighter at the base; than at the top. In 
all but five eases, there is a; row of three-strand twining around the 
edge of the base, forming a "ring" base. The over-2 side of the 
twining is on the outside of the basket, so that the ring does not
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show -on the inside „ Four "baskets (Nos,, 6Q/»6ls 32$, and 3%) dp not 
have this row; one (No, 131) has two rpws of three-strand twining. . 
Twining wefts are run off by ...'bending them and inserting them along
side the radials, In one ag.se the twining slants in opposite . 1 . 
directions on the sides an# .base (No . 3^^)i another basket has one row
of opposite slant at the rim (No. 324). •.

The rim treatment is a variation of Balfet1s (1957; Fig. 4,
No. 27) reversed standard, in which the standards are bent and 
run back into, the twining. In the Ocudaje baskets, the standards or 
uprights are usually run back alongside the third upright from the 
starting position. In seven pf the baskets .the Upright is taken from 
the outside of the basket and,run in on the inside.of the rim (down 
to the left); in the remainder it is taken from the inside and run in
on the outside of the rim (down to the right). In seven cases the
direction of the rim slant is down to the left (outside to inside), ahd 
in the remainder it is down to the right, in all but five cases, the 
direction of slant at the rim is consistent with the twining slant 
(or the twining slant of most of-the basket). One basket (No. 325) 
varies somewhat in rim treatment. The uprights are taken from the 
outside, bent, and reinserted alongside the second standard from the 
starting point. A dark element is then intertwined with the bent up
rights to form a two-color rim with a twisted appearance.

The uprights of all these baskets are of peeled willow (Salix 
humboldtiana) shoots about 1.5 mm. in diameter. In five of the 
baskets, all of the twining elements; are also of willow. In the 
remainder another material, apparently the same one used for Ocucaje .



flexible twined, baskets, is introduced for-sdme of the twining elements, 
The all-willow baskets are utidecprated. (Fig., 52 bj j all of the others 
have some decoration» All are bowl-shaped* but some are flat-bottomed* 
others rounded at the base. The baskets which are all* or predomi
nately willow* are straw-colored; the other material used is either - 
black-brown (for patterning) qr a light reddish-brown with a diameter 
of from 1,5 to 4mm. Patterning is restricted to simple geometric 
blocks or lines. Seven of the baskets are all willow except for a band 
of black just below the rim; one small basket has a band of reddish- 
brown just below the rim. These bands vary in width from, one to four 
pairs of twinitig elements. Two baskets have patterned sides with . 
vertical rows of black alternating with rows of straw-color (willow) 
or reddish-brown (unknown material). In both of these eases the 
bottom of the basket is twined with willow. One basket (Bo. 344) has 
radiating blocks of . black alternating with willow at the center bottom* 
while the sides of the basket are solidly reddish-brown,. The other : . 
two baskets are patterned on both bottom and sides. One (Bo, 325): has 
a radiating black design on the bottom and alternating black blocks on 
the sides. The bottom (except for the black design) is willow* while 
the twining wefts on the sides are all of the unknown material. The 
other (Bo. 345) again has a radiating black block design on the bottom 
and a pattern of lines and blocks,on the sides (Fig. 52 jc). Except 
for the black* all twining wefts are willow.

One of the baskets (ho. 245) has bits of plain-weave cotton 
cloth adhering to it* and one (Bo, 62) has a 12 cm. length of Z-spun*
8-plied* re-plied Z cotton cord caught through the rim.
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Yacovleff and Muelle (1932,, Pig. 30) illustrate two Cavernas 

basket bases, one of the type, described above and another with an 
interlaced start j the latter has a ring base made with-one row. of 
three-strand twining. No examples of this type base occur in the 
Ocucaje collection. . x

Other than the one combination twining and wicker basket . 
reported from Middle Canete by Kroeber (1937, PI. 79# Fig. 6), no , 
baskets of this type have been reported, from other parts of Peru, 
though it seems unlikely that they are unique. The'Canete basket 
could be easily distinguished.from the Paracas baskets on the basis of 
its technique combination. It is interesting to note that Middle - 
Canete seems to have Bazca affiliations, and,therefore may represent a 
logical outgrowth of the Cavernas rigid twined variety. On the other 
hand, since the Jahuay ParacaS style may be centered in the Canete,. it 
is possible that this basket variety originated there. It is probably 
typical of the Middle Paracas-phase.’

•Necropolis Coiled Variety . '
The third type of Ocucaje basket, commonest at the Necropolis 

and unreported from Cavernas, is close coiling. The typical shape is 
a deep bowl with relatively straight sides (Fig. 52 _d). The single 
example from Ocucaje (No. 253) is much smaller than the funerary 
baskets of the Necropolis, but it resembles them in both technique 
and appearance.

' All reports indicate that, like all other recorded archae
ological coiled basketry from Peru, these baskets have a bundle
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foundation. The Textile.Museum's specimen is so tightly worked that 
it is difficult to determine the exact composition of the foundation, 
but in the few spots in which it is visible,, it appears to be shredded . 
fiber or grasses. To me, the sewing element has a splint, rather than 
a. ..leaf-!like ; appearance, but Sriiithsonian institution botanists felt 
that it might be the same unknown material used for the other baskets.. 
As previously noted, Yacovleff and Muelle (1934a; 13̂ -) felt that Cana 
brava leaf ribs, were utilized for these baskets (though they do hot 1 
say whether for foundation or.sewing element).

Again like other archaeological coiled basketry from Peru, 
the stitches are not interlocked. They are split occasionally on 
both faces. The basket is too tightly worked to determine the method . 
of splicing the sewing element, but frequent nubs on the outside of 
the basket indicate the points at which splices were made. These occur 
at intervals of about 6 to 8 cm. along a row. The base of the basket 
is a simple, spiral. The rim is finished off with, a "f^lse braid" in 
two alternating colors (dark brown and. reddish-brown) which is achieved 
with a figure-8 stitch through the uppermost coil (see Mason 1904,
Pig. 86; Morris and Burgh 1941, Fig.. 7 g)• The specimen is otherwise
undecorated, but the larger necropolis baskets do sometimes have .

- : ' ■ ■■ ' '-■'!' ' ■ ' . . . simple geometric designs in a darker color (for example, see Tello
1959, PI. 58). A small bit Of plain-weave Cotton cloth adheres to
the bottom of the basket. !. j

In contrast to the rather Crude appearance of the rigid twined 
baskets', this specimen is extraordinarily well made and would hold its 
•own with any of the worldfs better-basketry. . ■



Necropolis coiled basketiy can be distinguished from other 
Peruvian coiled basketry on the basis.of its distinctive deep bowl- 
shape, notable even in the large funerary baskets, its compact 
structure, and its braided rim finish. This basketry is probably 
typical of the Late Paracas phase.
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CHAPTER 8

CULTURAL IMPLICATIONS

; In addition to the important information on costume and design 
which will be discussed at length in this section, there are other cul
tural data implicit in Ocucaje textiles«

Although it seems obvious that the people of Ocucaje, like: 
those who buried their dead at Cavemas, expended less time on burial 
practices than that required to achieve the elaborate, many-layered. 
Necropolis mummy bundles, they must nevertheless have devoted consider
able effort to the preparation of their dead for the afterlife.

It has already been, pointed out that whereas, the Necropolis 
textiles never seem to show signs, of wear and often do show signs of 
hasty completion (or are unfinished), the textiles from OCucaje bundles 
are sometimes heavily darned and very worn. Only a few pieces are un
finished, In Necropolis bundles there are often separately woven 
mantle borders, probably from uncompleted mantles; in Ocucaje there, 
are borders with overcast raw edges from worn-out mantles, Sometimes 
items buried with the dead of Ocucaje appear to be unused (as the 
baskets), but often they seem to be articles which belonged to the 
deceased. For example, a bag'(No, 232) in the Ocucaje collection con
tained yarn, a comb, a woven band (to be■embroidered?), and a textile

• • • • ■ ■. V  -. \
with unfinished embroidery. This.was probably the deceased person's 
work bag. The grave lot may be mixed, however, for it also contained

: ' : ' 269
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a shield (No, 224) which has dart holes in it. Since no one has ser-. 
iously suggested the possibility of Amazon warriors in Peru, ..the shield 
must have belonged to a male; If the grave contents are not mixed, 
this might suggest that men did the embroidery in the Paraeas Period. . 
However, grave associations would have to be much more assured than 
they are in this collection to warrant such speculation, A Late Para- ' 
cas child burial excavated by Alan Sawyer and myself at Cordero Alto 
in the lea Valley contained a doll, a miniature pot, a small gourd . 
bOwl, and a necklace of large shells . ' '

Perhaps the only items from Ocucaje which were Clearly made for 
mummy™bundle use are the painted masks. These would not have required 
much time to weave and paint. Some extremely long turban bands, such 
as 91°567, may also have been, made specifically for the mummy. Necro
polis bundles have outer wrappings of plain-weave cotton cloth, often 
of enormous size, which were probably woven specifically for that use, 
but Ocucaje bundles often have mantles as outside wrappings.

Bennett (1938) once suggested that the Necropolis people must 
have collected garments for their burial throughout their lives, as a 
girl prepares a hope chest for her marriage. It is difficult to know 
whether this was the case, or whether a weaving and embroidery industry 
was kept busy preparing garments for burial. .Ocucaje and Cavernas 
burials do not give one this impression, despite the elaborate nature 
of some of the pieces.

It seems clear that while the people who buried their dead at 
the Necropolis placed great emphasis on embroidery skill and must have 
produced a group of master embroiderers, the other Paraeas peoples were
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Fig. 53. Embroidered mantle border fragment (No. 476) exhibit
ing exceptionally high quality in design and execution. The motif is a 
mythological being.
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riot so specialized. Although embroidery is common arid Competent> it is 
hot ostentatious. The most elaborate Ocucaje textiles depend on other 
techniques for their effect. More weaving techniques and many ttibre 
'examples of woten pattern are found at Ocucaje and Gavernas than at the 
Necropolis.

• Although the general effect Of Ocucaje textiles is one of 
■variety> actually there, are signs of rigid traditional control. All 
triple-cloths are green, yellow, and brown, for example» Looped shirts 
are. almost always worked in a given color range and show little design 
variation. In fact the entire textile industry draws upon a father' 
limited number of design motifs. .

There, is no reason to doubt that women were the leavers and em
broiderers, but there is, of course, nq proof > It is imptiSsible tb know 
whether weaving was done by all women or only by specialists. We know 
from other evidence, that in other periods and areas of iPeriij some weav
ing was done in workshops (fOf example, Mochica and Inca), but 
presumably the woman of the hotise always produced the clothing for that 
household. Workshop production was apparently for the nobility or 
. officialsi . Certainly some of the Ocucaje pieces are better executed , 
than others. We have a few examples of embroidery (for example. No. 
k7-6}' Fig. 53) which are considerably : more elaborate in conception and 
executipp than the average. We have others ,(No. h88> Fig, 5-U) which 
afe quite crudely done. It seems likely, too, that some .individuals . 
were more skilled at producing one technique than others, and it is 
.conceivable that, for instance, all the looped Shifts in the collection 
wefe produced by one or two individuals. It is highly unlikely



Fig. 54. Embroidered band (No. 488), poorly designed and 
executed. Various mythological beings are depicted.
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there was not.some degree of specialization in the Paracas Period, 
whether it was on a workshop or individual basis. The absence of 
some techniques at a given site may argue for a certain amount of 
village or area specialization, and it is clear, that there, are slight 
differences in design repertoire-from site to site or area to area.

Weaving must have been important economically and have occupied 
a considerable proportion of the time expended on crafts. Whether or. 
not woven materials were used as tribute, as in the Inca Period, we 
do not know. These people probably had no large-scale administrative 
units, but there must have been local leaders and priests, who, as part- 
©r full-time specialists, received contributions from the general 
population.

Trade is evident. Whether alpaca and llama wool was imported 
from the highlands or the animals were kept on the coast, we don't 
know. There are no depictions of alpacas or llamas in Pafacas art 
until Late Paracas, and even then they are not common. It seems most 
probable that the fleece of these, animals was traded in, possibly 
along with a few live animals,. It is not, however, practical, to main
tain large herds of these highland cameloids on the low and arid coast. 
If certain fibers prove to be vicuna, trade in fleece or skins is the 
only answer, for the vicuna was never domesticated. Feathers from 
birds of the eastern slopes of the Andes, or the birds themselves, 
must have been imported. We do not yet have enough information on dye 
plants to know whether or not these constituted an article of trade.
The absence of cochineal may indicate that the insect was not available 
in the area and that trade in this commodity had not yet begun. How
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much actual trade in finished,textile products "was carried on, we can
not tell. As far as is known, no Paracas textiles have, ever been found 
outside the immediate South Coast area, though possible trade sherds 
have been reported from farther north.

The somber appearance of Cavernas and Ocucaje textiles, with 
their dull, dark shades, in contrast to the bright colors of Necropolis: 
textiles, tempts one to make psychological judgments which are probably 

• unwarrantedi. At any rate, the Ocucaje textiles have a much more utili
tarian appearance, and they unquestionably were worn. Doubtless we are 
still dealing with ceremonial garb rather than.everyday clothing, which 
was prpbably worn to shreds and discarded. We need not, however, feel 
that we have only the clothing of the privileged class, for even today 
most Indians have festival costumes which are much brighter and more 
elaborate than their everyday clothing.

The designs in Ocucaje textiles seem to be decidedly religious 
Or mythological in character, lending credence.to the theory that, the, 
garments were ceremonial or festival dress. Their extreme geometriciza- 
tion and stylization make it impossible to derive much cultural informa
tion as to costume, artifacts, and so on, from the designs themselves.
I have attempted, however, to enumerate the various beings found 
repeatedly in the designs in my consideration of Ocucaje design.

It has been hypothesized that diffusion or migrations from the 
northern Chavfn area to the South Coast occurred in Paracas Phase I .
The Chavfn influence is still clear in Phase II, recognizable in 
Phase III, barely evident in the realistic style of Phase IV, and 
almost impossible to find in Early Nazca. Sawyer (personal



communication) feels that; Chavjji influence was i'mpqaed upon an, as 
yet, undistinguished local culture; that it was followed (in Phase ill) 
by the introduction of a trophy-head cult from outside the area; ahd 
that this in turn was combined with an agricultural fertility cult from 
the South *

■ The presence of almost pure Ghavln-style artifacts in Phase I, 
the strong similarity:of Ghavinoid textiles from t^e Ancon-Supe region 
oh the Central Coast and those from the Ica Valley site of Cerrillos, 
and the! virtual identity of gauze designs from Supe and Cavernas in 
Phase III would.seem to argue for movement of peoples, or at the very 
least artifact rather, than stimulus diffusion. It would also seem that 
contact between the two areas' was not. short-lived. There is no reason 
to believe that all influence traveled from north to south, since some 
Ceramic features, such as negative painting,, seem to be earlier in the / 
South than in the North. It is difficult to establish precedence for 
textile traits, however, since the North Coast burial practices were. ;• 
less favorable for the preservation of perishable material than those 
of the South, and the evidence is by no means all in.

Costume
One might generalize that from at least Paracas times .until the 

Spanish Conquest, Peruvian costume consisted, in the main, of: (for
males) a poncho-shirt, bfeechcloth, mantle, and turban, hat, or bead? 
band; (for females) a wrap-around "dress," a headcloth (?), and a square 
"manta" or shawl. Belts and sandals were worn by both sexes, and 
small bags were carried in lieu of pockets.
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The Necropolis costume inventory, as described by Carrion 

Cachot (1931# 19^9) would add to the above the "esclavina," a small, 
collar-like, shoulder poncho, and a short kilt-like, wrap-around skirt 
(apparently worn by men). Cavernas (and Oeueaje) costume apparently 
lacks the esclavina, at least ip Phase III. Oeueaje textiles Include 
hood-like articles not found at the Necropolis, but which may have 
been found at Cavernas,• All of these sites produce various types of 
rectangular cloths which were presumably worn as shawls or headcloths. 
Bags are surprisingly rare a# all of the sites. Sandals do hot seem 
to have been found at Cavernas and were rare at Oeueaje^ but Carrion 
Cachot (19̂ 9? PI. 17 h) illustrates what seem to be quite elaborate 
leather sandals from Necropolis. Hats were found at Necropolis 
(Carri&t Cachot 19^9j> PI« 17 b) and Cavernas (Carrion Cachot 1931,
Pig. 4 d), but none have been reported from Oeueaje.

Our knowledge of Paracas clothing is based chiefly on the gar
ments found in mummy bundles/ so we undoubtedly know more about 
ceremonial clothing than that for everyday wear. Depictions in em
broideries (of Phase IV), and to a lesser extent on ceramics and 
gourds, are also helpful. For example, figures in the, embroideries 
are never shown wearing sandals, but more often than not they wear 
some sort of ankle band and sometimes bracelets as well (Fig. 56). 
Although such depictions are of the;Necropolis, Late Paracas, style, 
we may assume that the manner of wearing garments was not so different 
at Oeueaje in Middle ParaCas times. Even some Nazca costume depic
tions are useful for postulating the manner of wearing garments in 
earlier times.
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Fig. 55* A mannequin dressed in Necropolis-style clothing. 
(After Bird and Bellinger 195^•)
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Mantles.

The most common item.of clothing in Paracas collections is a 
large cloth rectangle which probably served as a mantle (Quechua s■ 
yakolla) or cloak for men, and possibly for women, and may also have 
been the textile used as a wrap-around dress for women (Pig. 57)« 
Blankets, or mantles, are known from late preeeramic (Engel 1963b) and 
Ghavinoid (O'Beale 195*0 sites.

It is generally assumed that the mantle was draped horizontally 
over the shoulders and perhaps tied or pinned. Embroideries, however, 
show the mantle hung vertically from the shoulders (Fig. 56 b). Since 
many 6f the mantles are too large td pe. worn in the. latter , fashion, it 
is likely that both wearing methods were common. 0'Beale (1935? 260, 
Fig. 12) illustrates a miniature mantle which was found folded in a 
manner which Suggests a wearing arrangement (Pig. 58).

Carrion Cachot (1931? 75), in a group of 21 Becropolis mantles, 
found lengths from 2.32 m. to 3.31 m. and widths from 1,03 m. to 
I.58 m. The basic mantle at Becropolis is either woven in one piece 
or consists of two:widths sewn together along their side selvages.
She distinguishes three types Of borders embroidered on the ground 
clothj separately woven, embroidered pieces sewn to the edges of the 
main clothj and separately woven pieces appliqued on the ground.
Carridn Cachot considers the first type rare (l4 examples out of 53)> 
the second most common (37 examples)| and the third very rare (2 
examples). Border widths range from about 10 to 15 cm.

Carrion Cachot (1931? 76=78) also distinguishes three broad 
types of Becropolis mantles according to ornamentations first, a



Fig. 56. Figures from Necropolis embroideries illustrating 
manner of wearing clothing, a, male, wearing poncho-shirt and rectangu
lar headdress flowing down back (after Teller 1959* Pl« 3  ̂a); b, male 
wearing short poncho-shirt, skirt, and mantle hanging from shoulder 
(after Carrion Cachot 19̂ -9? PI. 10 k)j dancing figure wearing short 
poncho-shirt, and skirt (after Carridn Cachot 19̂ 9, Pi. 10 f)̂  male 
wearing long poncho-shirt and turban band (after Carridh Cachot 19̂ 9> PI. 10 _4),
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Fig. 57* A fine Necropolis-style embroidery depicting a woman 
(left) in a wrap-around dress and a mantle or shawl and a man (right) 
in a poncho-shirt (91.216).



Fig. 58. a, a method of wearing, and b, folding a mantle.
(After 0*Neale 1935.)
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plain type vith no ornamentation, with ornamentation restricted to■. 
decorative seams or fringe, or with ornamentation consisting of from 
one to four embroidered bands';- second, an ornamental type with side 
borders and transverse lines, blocks or basketweave design (?) in the 
center; third, an ornamental type with.side borders and figures distri
buted in rows over the central field. Necropolis mantles usually have 
sub-borders embroidered on the ground material which repeat the design 
of the main border in a much smaller scale.

Carrion Cachot (19315 ^0 describes the Cavemas mantle as
follows:

The mantle consists of a rectangular cloth averaging 2m. 
in length by 1.30 m. in width, of cotton, monochrome gauze or
bichrome double-cloth. Generally it consists of two long
panels sewn together. The gauze mantle, has showy designs of 
cats and snakes,...a few are decorated with geometric figures, 
embroidered with black or brown wool, forming a border 0.08 
m. wide. The double-cloth mantle is made of two contrastingly 
colored cloths worked on the same loom, whose motifs are of one 
color on one face and the other color on the opposite face.

Ocucaje mantles differ in some respects from those of both the 
Necropolis and Cavernas. They range from 1.515 to 2.320 m. in length
and 0.685 or 0.701 to I.678 m, in width. The feather mantles, or capes;
are roughly square or trapezoid-shaped, the rest are always longer than 
they are wide. The construction varies considerably (Fig. 59)• Some 
have grounds of single widths of cloth, with or without separate bord
ers (at least eight examples); most consist Of two widths sewn together 
(at least 21 examples); and some consist of three strips sewn together 
(one or two examples). Many of these specimens are fragmentary, so 
that it is difficult to be certain of the original construction. Some 
of the narrower, single-width specimens may not be mantles at all.
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Pig. 59. Varieties of mantles without borders, a,. one width;

b, cut lengths seamed across; c, 
seamed.

two widths seamed; d, three widths



Borders are rarely separately woven (Fig. 61). In the case of 
the painted mantle with triple-cloth borders (No. 312), the borders, .
although an entirely different technique from the ground of the mantle,'
were set up on the same heading cord as the ground. The tie-dyed
mantle (No. Ill) has side borders sewn to the ground and end borders
appliqued to the ground. A plain-weave mantle (?) also has appli- 
qued end borders (No. 449). One painted mantle (No. 309) has comple
mentary- wrap patterned borders sewn to the ground. One curious type 
of mantle, represented in the collection by three fragments (Nos. 8, 9, 
and 482) has a central ground area of dark rust-colored plain-weave 
with borders embroidered on it and ah outer border of embroidery on 
natural-colored plain-weave which is sewn to the rust ground (Fig. 60 _g). 
Only one fragment in the collection has a single, separately woven 
embroidered border of the Necropolis type (No. 303)« This fragment, 
in such characteristics as color, design, and fineness of execution, 
seems generally later in style than the others, though it is still 
typically Ocucaje in over-all appearance.

Borders embroidered on the ground cloth (Fig. 60) of the 
mantle are by far the most common type. They are usually of the 
elongated bracket-shape (Fig., 60 b) commonly found also at the Necro
polis (i.e. they extend down the long sides and for a short distance 
across the ends). Unlike Necropolis mantles, however, those from 
Ocucaje often have different figures, or simplified versions of the 
border figures, on the short border sections at the ends of the mantle. 
While Necropolis borders usually have a single, repeated figure,
Ocucaje borders often have two or more figures alternating in the
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border. There are no sub-bdrders. Ocucaje borders range in width 
from about 2,5 to 8 cm. The borders also often show certain distinc
tive variations in width within one mantle (Fig, .60 f Jl| h). Where ' 
borders vary in a mantle, the narrowest sections may be only a little 
over 1 cm, wide. This feature, apparently unknown from the Necropolis,, 
however, may have been reported from Gavernas (0'Neale 1932; 75)«
0 'Neale was working with very inadequate Gavernas fragments; she was 
puzzled by the differences in border width. Her discussion of the 
Gavernas pieces follows;.

In,,.specimen (8494) there are, on one side, two borders of 
different widths, and on the opposite, anbther of a differeht 
width which, moreover, extends from the comer only about a 
fifth of the total, distance. In. . .8514, the embroidery begins 
at 16 1/2" from the comer. At the beginning it is. an inch 
and a quarter wide but then becomes 3/4 inch. It would be 
interesting to discover, through a series of examples of this 
ancient period, whether the proportions and the position of 
the embroidery were established canonically as the difference 
between the borders of the longitudinal sides and of the ends 
Of the mantles, skirts, and ponchos of the Necropolis seem to 
have been.

From her description, it is rather difficult to visualize the 
pieces. Her first specimen (8494) may have been unfinished. A 
piece in the Soldi collection (No. 342) with conventional borders of 
one width, has only part of the background embroidery worked, with the 
result that, although one side has all the background complete and has 
a border width of about 6 cm.; the Other side has border widths of from 
0.8 to 5.6 cm. 0 'Neale's second specimen (8514), she describes as a 
"turban?". A piece in the Soldi collection, which may also be a tur
ban, has narrow borders (about 1.5 cm. wide) which begin about 11" 
from the comers. At any rate, the variation in Ocucaje border widths



Fig. 60. Mantles with borders worked on the ground, a, two-> 
width mantle, straight embroidered side borders (may also occur as a 
single-width mantle?); b, single-width mantle, embroidered bracket- . 
shaped borders; _c, two-width'mantle, end borders in supplementary-- 
weft patterning; d, two-width mantle, embroidered bracket-shaped 
borders; _e, two-width mantle; embroidered bracket-shaped borders and 
field motifs; f, one- or two-width mantle, embroidered bracket-shaped 
borders of varying widths; g,. one- or two-width mantle, double, em
broidered bracket-shaped borders, outer borders sewn to ground; h, 
one- or two-width mantle, embroidered bracket-shaped borders of 
varying widths.
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is Such that a fragment might prbve to he confusing if one had hevhr 
seen the whole arrangement« ;

It is possible that appliquid and sewn-on borders (Fig. 6l), 
of other techniques, such as complementary-warp pattern and triple- 
cloth^ may have been more commonly used on mantles than one Would 
think„ Separate borders of this type are fairly common in the collee- , 
tion. However, it is my belief that such borders were used more for 
other types of garments, such as poncho-shirts. Only two undecorated 
mantles (Nos. 262 and 267) in the collection are completely without 
borders, and they show no signs of having ever had them.

Mantles rarely have fringes, as do most of the Necropolis 
examples. In Necropolis mantles, fringe was sewn to the edge of the 
embroidered border. None of the embroidered Ocucaje mantles has 
fringe. One undecorated plain-weave specimen (No. 260) has a multi- . 
colored wool fringe sewn to thfe edge. Some smaller garments have fringe 
applied to dll or portions of the edges (e.g., poncho-shirts, hoods).
In the piece with appliqued end borders (No. ill), the end borders ex
tend beyond the comers to form tassels (Fig. 6l d), a feature which 
does not occur in published Necropolis garments.

The central field of embroidered Ocucaje mantles is usually 
,left undecorated, unlike those of the Necropolis. Only two embroider
ed Ocucaje mantles have field embroidery. In one of these (No. 228), 
various small figures are scattered over the ground with little 
apparent plan. The second (No. 227) originally had three rows of very 
large motifs in the field (Fig. 60 e ). The field figures.differ from
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Fig. 6l. Mantles with separate borders, a, borders and ground 
have tiommon loomstring; b, common Necropolis type; c, narrow borders or 
fringe sewn to edge j and d, side borders sewn to ground, end borders 
appliqued.
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the border figuresj again this is unlike Necropolis examples.

On the- other hand, a number of Ocucaje mantles are patterned 
weaving, or are painted or tie-dyed, so that the field, while not em
broidered) does have design. Such pieces may or may not have 
patterned borders, but if they do, the design differs from that of the 
field. This type of ground ornamentation is .rare at the Necropolis, 
though it occurs in a few published pieces already discussed in the 
sections on weaving,

Carrion Oachot (1931s 44) notes that Cavernas mantles are. of 
either gauze Or double-ClothI have not seen gauzes from either 
Cavernas or Ocucaje which were large, enough to be considered mantles 
(with the exception of a gauze and painted, plain-weave from Oeucaj e,
■ . ' - '. . ' ' v: ■'No, 122), though some of them could be parts or panels from mantles.
In the Soldi collection there are at least two double-cloth mantles, 
one tie-dyed mantle, at least three painted mantles, three feather 
mantles or, capes, two plaid plain-weave mantles* and at least two 
plain-weave mantles with supplementary, weft-pattemed borders,

Mantles, have not been reported from other Paracas Period 
sites, so comparisons are not possible. The Yauca fragments (Gayton. 
I96lb) may well be from mantles, if so a slightly different form—  

combining double-cloth or supplementary weft-patterned strips with 
strips of striped plain-weave— may be. distinguishable,

Ocucaje mantles are unquestionably related to Necropolis 
mantles in general layout, though considerably less complex in execu
tion^ The chief differences at Ocucaje are; the absence of



s6parateiy-woven embroidered bordersj :the absence of sut>-bordersj the 
rarity of field embroidery^ differences ia design between borders and 
field patternj variation in border width within one mantle, and gen
erally narrower borders: more subdued colorss greater variation in 
.embfoidered.stitches which are generally less finely executed! and 
wider dse of woven patterning. It is easy to conceive of Necropolis 
mantles as both an elaboration and a standardization of the Ocucaje 
forms. Cavemas mantles probably agree in general with those from 
Ocucaje, but may show slight regional differences or preferences.

Poncho-Shirts
Traditionally, a "poncho" is a rectangular piece Of cloth with 

a slit in the center for the head to pass through. Montell (192$: 238- 
M i.) suggested that this garment was post-Conquest in introduction and 
that it was derived from the pre-Conquest shirt merely by opening the 
seams to allow greater freedom (primarily for riding horseback). How
ever, tihsewn shirts do exist from pre-Conquest Peru, though they are not 
plentiful. Feather ponchos never, to my knowledge, have side seams3 
though they frequently have a series Of ties' down each side to keep 
the garment together.

The usual Peruvian shirt (Queehua: unku) is, in fact, simply a 
rectangle with a vertical slit in the center, folded in half and sewn 
up the sides, leaving portions just below the fold unsewn for armholes. 
In recent years, a number of specialists have begun calling this 
garment a poncho-shirt, to distinguish it from the true, unsewn 
poncho. Poncho-shirts with set-in sleeves have been referred to as



"sleeved shirtSo" Although gohcho-shirts may have existed id the 
Chavfn Period, no recognizable examples have been reported, • Our 
earliest known examples, therefore, are those from the Paraeas Period, 

Tello (1959* PI, 22).illustrates a true poncho from the Necro- ' 
polls. It is of dark blue wool trimmed with yellow feathers. One end 
has a fringed leather panel attached to itj at the other end is a tab , 
of blue wool extending from the center of. the edge. The neckslit is 
horizontal, .The poncho is 1,800 m, long by 0.680 m. wide. No other. 
large ponchos have been reported from any Paraeas site.

. Phracas sites have produced a number of small garments, often 
called "esclavinas." These are small, unsewn ponchos, averaging 65 cm. 
in length by 46 cm. in width, and designed for adult wear. In actual 
use they would serve as little more than collars. The border arrange
ment of these tiny ponchos is unique (Fig. 62) and quite standardized. 
The neckslit, though usually vertical, is sometimes horizontal (Carrion 
Cachot 1931* Fig. 17 b). It is tempting to hypothesize that this gar
ment evolved:into the poncho-shirt, since Paraeas shirts often have an 
identical border arrangement (Fig. 62). However, the "esclavina" or 
shoulder poncho was apparently unknown in pre-Necropoli s times, at 
Cavemas, Ocucaje, and other sites. The only example from Ocueaje 
(No. 280j Fig. 63) is Late Paraeas, Proto-Nazea, or even Early Nazea 
in style with field embroidery of tiny naturalistic parrots and other 
birds in pink, lavender, blue, green and brown. Its embroidery in
cludes chain stitch, a stitch not reported from the Paraeas Period.
It does not have the usual Paraeas border arrangement.
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a
. Fig. 62. a, border arrangement on a shoulder poncho; and b, 

similar border arrangement on a pohcho^ shirt. : :
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' ■ ' \ : ' - f:Poncho-shirts from Paracas sites seem to vary considerably.ih

■ ■ ' . , ' . ■■ ■ ' - I.size and proportiono - Carrion Cachot {1931° 5̂) describes three type's
from Cavernas: a long, striped, brown wool shirt with long fringe ;
around the armholes; a very short and wide shirt of wool gauze (?) t 

with interlaced geometric figures; and an even shorter and wider shirt 
which would barely cover the upper part of the chest. The last shirt 
was made of closely woven white cotton cloth decorated with "braids" 
(possibly woven bands) of multicolored wool which edged the garment 
and formed tassels at the. comers.

The Necropolis poncho-shirts were more uniform in type.
Carrion Cachot (1931« 86) examined 19 specimens. The largest was 
0.850 m. long by .1.150 m. wide, but a more common size was 0.500 m. 
long by 0.750 m. wide. All were of cream or coffee-colored cotton 
plain-weave except one, which was of blue-green wool. Some were un
decorated except for fringe; some were embroidered around the neckslit,
and some also had embroidered borders around the edges. Most seem to

; . ; /■ ■ - ■ 1 have had long fringe at the armholes. All seem to have been wider
than they were long.

The Oeucaje collection contains six complete shirts and frag
ments of two more. In the Textile Museum collections, and presumably 
also from Ocueaje,, are three more complete shirts, making a total of 11 
whole or fragmentary specimens. Of these, one (No. 22) is undecorated 
cotton plain-weave; two (one fragmentary) are embroidered (Nos. 308 and 
485).; one is cotton gauze (No. 244); one is warp-and-weft interlocking 
(No. 1959.11.1); and six are looping (one is fragmentary)= There may
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Fig. 63. Shoulder poncho (No. 280), possibly of the Early Nazca
Period.
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There may he other pieces of shirts among the many border fragments, 
but it is impossible to distinguish them from.mantle or other garment 
fragmentso

None of the shirts conforms exactly in type to those illus
trated by Carrion Cachot (l931> Fig. 4) for Cavemas» On the other 
hand, the embroidered shirts do relate generally to the Necropolis 
type (Carridm Cachot 1931, Fig. 18 d) with bordered neckslit and 
edges. No measurements are given for the shirt illustrated, but both 
of those in the Ocucaje collection are smalli The complete specimen 
(No. 308) is 0.462 m. by 0.710 m., the fragmentary shirt (No. 485) 
may have been. a. little smaller. These dimensions are less than the 
smallest shirt described by Carrion. Cachot for the Necropolis. The 
fragmentary Ocucaje shirt (No. 485) is closer in style to Necropolis 
pieces than it is to the other Ocucaje material.

Most of the other shirts are longer than they are wide (they 
conform to the proportions of the Cavemas striped shirt illustrated 
by Carridh Cachot (1931# ^ Z ) ) ■>

The largest shirt in the collection (No. 22) is 1.065 m,. 
long and 1.960 m. wide. The warp-and-weft interlocking poncho-shirt 
(1959.11.lj Fig. 64 e) is 2.078 m. long (of 1.039 m. folded) and 
O.992 m. wide. This specimen was received with the side seams open, 
and there is no way of knowing whether or not they were ever sewn.
It may, therefore, be a true poncho.

It may be possible to distinguish two main groups of shirts—  

one type wider than it is long, and generally rather small in size; the 
other larger and either approximately square or longer than it is wide.
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Fig. 64. Poncho-shirts, a, close-worked looping (Wo. l8o); 
b, close-worked looping (No. 296); _c, embroidered (No. 308)J plain 
weave (No. 22); e, warp-and-weft interlocking| (1959.11.1). Scale 
l/50" = 1 cm.



All of the shirts, except the looped ones (which often have fringe 
around three sides, Figure 64 a,, b) have long fringe at the armholes, 
and many have fringe around the lower edge»

The largest poncho-shirts would have come below the knees when 
worn, and the shoulder line, including the fringe, would have come to 
the wrists of the wearer (No „ 22; Fig.. 64 d, for example, is about 
1.300 m. wide at the shoulder, including the length of the fringe).
It is probable that these were worn with only a breechcloth. The 
shorter poncho-shirts (Fig. 64_c) may have been intended for wear with, 
the wrap-around skirts.

The sleeved shirt has been unknown from Paracas, and, in fact, 
appears most frequently in Tiahuanaep and post-Tiahuanaco times on the 
Central Coast. There is, however, a specimen in the Oeucaje collec
tion (No. 484j Fig. 66) which may be a sleeve.from a shirt. Though 
labeled a bag, it consists of a complete rectangle 30 by 12 cm. folded 
and sewn along the loom ends and then sewn along one side selvage to 
a fragment of plain-weave. If this is a sleeve, as seems likely, 
then the Paracas peoples must have occasionally made sleeved shirts.
On the basis of color and design, the piece seems more closely related 
to Late Paracas textiles.

Only one of the poncho-shirts is undecorated plain-weave• (No. 
22), but even it has a woven tab fringe and shell beads tied into the 
fringe at the armholes. The decoration of the other shirts is 
geometric or geometricized in style and varies with the technique.
The looped shirts are much more consistent in shape, color, and design
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Fig. 65. Embroidered poncho-shirt (No. 308)
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Fig. 66. Embroidered fragment (No. 484) which may be a sleeve 
from a shirt.
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than the othere, but there also is a larger group of them.

It seems safe to say that the Ocucaje poncho-shirts are more 
varied in conception than those of the Necropolis, which, if Carrion 
Cachot (l93l) presents an adequate cross-section, seem fairly standard
ized. Although not identical with any Ocucaje shirts, the Cavernas 
shirts resemble them in general proportions and range of types.

Breechcloths
Carrion Cachot (1931: 83) reports two basic shapes with five 

types of omamehtation for Necropolis breechcloths (Quechua; wara).
One is rectangular with ties at each corner of one short end. It may
be undecorated, or have fringe or combinations of fringe and embroid
ered borders around three sides, forming an inverted "U." The other 
shape is an inverted triangle with ties at either side of the base of 
the triangle and a border along that edge. Lengths vary from 0.93 to
1 = 04 m. and widths from 0.4-2 to 0.54 m. All were of cotton (presum
ably sometimes with wool embroidery or fringe).

The only type recorded for Cavemas (Carrion Cachot 1931,
Fig. 4 i) is roughly triangular in shape with two ties at each corner 
of the base of the triangle. . Carrion Cachot does not describe the 
piece, but the drawing appears to have a rectangle of embroidery (?) 
in the center. If it is not folded in some way, it must have been 
woven to shape.

No breechcloths of any of these types occur in the Ocucaje 
collection. Only one example (No. 450), a rectangle of gauze and 
plain-weave, could even be considered as a possible breecheloth. It
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has no ties, though one corner has a stitch taken through it. It 
measures I.165 m. in length and 0.3^5 in width. The only reason to 
suspect that it might have been a breechcloth is that it has a painted 
"U"-shaped border.

It seems likely that Ocucaje breechcloths were relatively 
simple pieces of weaving and that they were often worn out and dis
carded rather than being placed in the mummy bundles. Although 
Necropolis mummies were apparently never dressed, we know from Soldi1s 
notes (Bird, personal communication) that breechcloths occurred on the 
body, in bad condition, in Ocucaje mummy bundles. They were probably 
discarded with the bodies by the huaqueros

i Skirts
The typical Paracas. skirt, which appears in both Cavemas 

and Necropolis mummy bundles, is a rectangle of cloth with one or more 
bordered edges and usually with two ties— one attached to a comer and 
the other to a point along the upper edges. , This garment seems to be 
uniquely Paracas. None has been reported from earlier or later periods 

Carrion Cachot (l931j> Fig. 4 m) illustrates a Cavemas skirt, 
but does not describe it. It appears to have a narrow band of embroid
ery (?) along the lower edge and sides. One tie is attached to the 
left-hand corner and the other to the upper edge perhaps a third of 
the distance from the first tie to the opposite comer.

She (1931s 8l) describes the Necropolis skirts as averaging 
2.80 m. in length by 0.50 m. in width. The ties commonly measured 
1.20 m. in length. One tie is placed at the upper right-hand comer
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and the other about two-thirds of the distance along the upper edge. .
A border extends down the right-hand side and all of most of the way 
along the lower edge, and the fringe attached to the edges follows 
the border arrangement (except in one case where the fringe is only 
along the lower edge {Carrion Cachot 1931, Pig. 19 _c}). The field 
may or may not be embroidered, and the decoration may be arranged in 
vertical lines or squares. She illustrates (1931, Fig. 19 a) one 
divergent type without ties and with a border only along the lower 
edge; the field is undecorated, and there is no fringe. If the ex
amples in the Textile Museum collection (Bird and Bellinger 195^

i •

PI. 10) are typical, the Necropolis skirt is usually of wool plain- 
weave and the borders are embroidered directly on the ground cloth.
Ties are multiple-strand flat braid. The skirts in the Textile.
Museum collection, incidentally, tend to be slightly narrower than 
those described by Carrion Cachot.

The Ocucaje collection contains one complete skirt (No. 448).
It is of Cotton plain-weave with embroidered borders extending around 

. three sides and for a short distance along each end of the. fourth, 
upper, edge (Fig. 67)• The ties are placed one at the upper left-hand 
comer and one just to the rigjht of the center on the upper edge. The 
skirt measures 1.798 m. in length by 6.430 m. in width (thus being 
shorter than, but about the same width as the Necropolis skirts in ' 
the Textile Museum collection). On the whole it appears to conform 
more closely to the Cavernas example in border layout and positioning 
of the ties than to the Necropolis pieces. Ties are multiple-strand 
flat braid.
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Other embroidered fragments in the Ocucaje group may have come 

from skirts^ but it is impossible to be sure« No techniques other than 
embroidered plain-weave have been reported for skirts.

' Hoods'.
Ocucaje has yielded a garment type not previously reported from 

Peru. It Consists of a long rectangle, folded.in half and sewn together 
along one side selvage, and usually also along the loom ends. This 
forms a shallow, bag-like structure (Fig. 68). Soldi (Bird, personal 
Communication) Reported that these were sometimes found over the heads 
and hanging down the backs of mummies. Certainly they are too shallow 
tp have served adequately as bags. O ’Neale (1942: l6l) records "two 
orange wool headdresses" from Cavemas, of sprang, but she does not 
further describe Or illustrate the pieces. It is possible that these 
are hoods.

In the Ocucaje collection there are five complete specimens and 
one fragmentary piece which may or may not have been a hood. Three are 
sewn together at the loom endsj two have the ends left unsewn. The 
length varies from O.67O to 1;022 m. along the open side (the seamed 
selvage is usually somewhat shorter), and the width varies from 0.232 
to 0.590 m. Two specimens (Nos. 113 and 118) are double-cloth and have 
the loom ends unsewn (Fig. 68 b). Both match panels of the double
cloth mantle Number. 1121. These, incidentally, constitute the only 
example of "matching garments" from Ocucaje. One specimen (No. 197) 
is Of gauze and plain-weave. The other two (Nos. 4o and 151) and the 
fragment (No. 66) are of sprang. Both the intact sprang hoods have a
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Pig; 67. . Skirt (No.- 448). . Scale l/4o 1 era

Pig. 68. Two types of hodds.found at Ocucaje. a., sprang
variety; bj, double-cloth variety. Scale 1/3O" = 1 era.



row of multicolored fringe sewn around the open edges (Fig. 68 a). All 
Of the hoods are wool with the exception of the fragment which is 
cotton.

Another piece in the collection (No. 46o) consists of a 
conplementary-warp patterned band sewn into a circle and with bits of 
cotton gauze still sewn to it. It very probably was also a hood.

Turbans, Turban Bands, and Belts 
Throughout Peruvian prehistory, there was an extensive use of 

turbans. These might be rectangular pieces of cloth (usually of a 
rather sheer, open weave), or narrow woven bands or braids, or even 
knotted netting. In the case of the narrow bands, it is often almost 
impossible to distinguish between bands used as turbans and bands used 
as belts or sashes. Possibly these uses were interchangeable. ,

Narrow bands are first reported from the late preceramic.site 
of Asia (Engel 1963b: 43) as "belts." There is, of course, no way, of 
knowing how they were used.

From Cavernas, Carrion Cachot (1931; Fig. 4) illustrates two 
"turbantes," two "llautos" (belts), and two "fajas" (sashes). The 
turbans both appear to be relatively narrow cloths (one, however, may 
be knotted netting). She reports (1931« 45) that this variety was 
found both around the heads of mummies and folded with other textiles 
in the bundle. bne of the belts she. illustrates (1931, Fig. 4 b) is 
almost certainly a close-knottedjturban band of the type found fre
quently at both Cavernas and Ocueaje. It is known that these bands 
often occur as parts of false heads for mummy bundles. The other belt
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(1931# Fig. 4 c) and the two sashes (1931# Fig. 4 k and l)# although of 
varying lengths and widths, all consist of rectangles or bands with 
what appear to be ties at each of the four corners. Ho textiles 
answering this description appear in the Ocucaje. collection.

From the Necropolis, Carrion Cachot (1931° 84-85# Fig. 21) 
illustrates and describes various types of turbans, headcloths, and 
bands. The turbans are textiles from 1.250m. to 3*600 m. long and 
from 0.400 to. 0,800 m». wide. They are of cotton, of erepe texture, 
and have lateral embroidered borders, (in some cases extending a short 
distance across the ends as in mantle borders). The. headcloths 
(Queehua: nanakas) are squares or small oblongs of sheer cloth orna
mented with simple (running stitch?) embroidery, or of gauze weave. . 
These headcloths are presumed, to have been worn by women.

The belt, or "llauto," is of cross-knit looping (O’Neale's 
"needle-knitting") worked in a flat tube-form.with "fingers" extend
ing at each end. Carrion Cachot (1931: 85) notes that these were, 
almost always found "around the false heads formed by the tops of 
the bundles." Other "llautos" in the "form of belts or sashes, some 
braided and Others made by the tapestry process" were found (Carridn 
Cachot 1931: 85).. '

It is quite clear from various reports (Yacovleff and Muelle 
19322 51) 1934a: 120) that pieces of knotted netting in what Yacov
leff and Muelle (1934a: 120) describe as a "hammock" shape (Fig. 71 a, 
b) were often found wrapped around the heads of mummies in both 
Cavernas and Necropolis burials.. The use of netting on mummy heads 
has also been reported for Ocucaje by Soldi.(Bird, personal
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communication). Some of these elipticai nets are quite large (Bo,, 198 
in the Ocucaje collection is about 1,750 by 0,405 m,), In general 
shape many of these nets closely resemble the "hairnets" in the Uhle 
collection from the Central Coast (Singer 1936)«

In summary^ the following types of. textiles were used as turbans 
or headeloths during the Paraeas Periods rectangular woven cloths or 
non-woven constructions; both oblong (turbans) and square (headeloths); 
elipticai pieces of knotted netting; and narrow bands; knotted; braided; 
looped; or woven» In the case of the narrow bands; especially woven or 
braided ones; we cannot be sure that they did not serve as belts or 
sashes o ■ , ' ■

In the Ocucaje collection there are no recognizable examples ■ 
of square headeloths (or nanakas)» It is more difficult to be sure 
about the woven rectangular turbaUs,. These textiles were apparently 
wrapped around the head in much the same way as modem turbans; but 
they also seem to have been worn flowing down the back (Fig, 69 a),■
An elaborate close”knotted rectangle (Bo, 297; Fig, 42).. in the Ocucaje 
collection was apparently used in-the latter manner. This piece would 
have been far too bulky to wrap easily, A close-worked; looped rectan
gle (No, .65) and a rectangle of knotted netting (Bo, 298) may.also 
fall into this category.

There are at least four woven specimens which may fit into 
the turban group. Three of them (Bos, 302; 438; and 44$) have father 
narrow (ea, 2,5 to 4 cm,) embroidered borders running down both sides 
and across.the ends for a short distance (as in mantle borders). They 
range in length from 1,595 to 1,757 M. and in width from 0,685 to
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b

Fig. 69. Figures in cross-knit looping (No, 231 b, o) 
showing two kinds of headdresses, a, a rectangular.cloth hangs down 
the back; b, a complicated method of wrapping a turban band. Two 
times actual size.
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approximately 0.(65 rn- anci Lhus fall well within the range of Necro
polis turbans (Carrion Cachot (1931: -̂5) gives a size of 2.000 by
0.550 m. for a Cavernas turban). The fourth specimen (No. 446) has 
even narrower embroidered borders (1.5 cm. wide) which are, moreover, 
centered on the long sides and do not extend to the comers. The 
dimensions are 1.366 x 0*594 m. All of these garments are of plain-
weave, but none is particularly open or sheer.

At least two other fragmentary pieces (Nos. 500 and 501) with 
narrow borders may have been from turbans. One of tijiese (No. 501) 
is sewn into a tube. The other is stretched out of ihape so that 
its border edge is bowed. Neither is sufficiently complete to warrant 
any firm deductions about use.

A complete piece (No. 41)2), again with narrow embroidered 
borders which, in this case, extend only along the sides, could have 
been a turban. It is about 2.000 m. long and 0.874 m. wide. How
ever, it consists of two widths sewn together and seems rather wide 
for a turban. It, as well as the pieces mentioned above, may have 
been narrow mantles or shawls; there is no way to be sure.

Of other textiles, an undecorated red wool rectangle (No.
447), 1.520 by 0.440 m., and a gauze rectangle (No. 450), previously 
discussed as a possible breechcloth, could also be turbans.

Turban bands are somewhat simpler to identify, except for 
the possibility of confusion with belts. All of the close-knotted 
bands, both flat (Nos. 64, 531> 532, 110, 316, 121 and others in the 
Textile Museum collections) and tubular (No. 80), are undoubtedly



turban "bands. As previously noted, tbese are oftbn found wrapped around 
the false heads of mummy bundles. The tubular bands of cross-knit loop
ing (Mbs. l8l and $42) are also probably turban bands. Turban bands in 
this technique, wider and flat (though still tubular in construction), 
are very common from the Necropolis. It seems possible that, at Ocuca- 
je and Cavemas, the standard turban band for inclusion in mummy 
bundles was close-knotting (jig. 70 a); while at Necropolis this was 
replaced by the turban band of cross-knit looping. Another looped band 
(No. 21 a) was found in a false-head construction, and the same con
struction contained an embroidered border, torn from a garment, which 
served as a turban band (No. 21 b). Some of the warp-patterned bands 
apparently served the same purposej at least one (No. 145) was part of 
a false-head construction. '

Bands, were presumably wrapped around the head turban fashion 
(see Pig. l6) by the living as well as being used for mummy-bundle 
headdresses. A more elaborate method Of wearing a turban band, wrapped 
around the face and hanging doWn the back, is illustrated by a small 
figure in cross-knit looping (Pig. 69 b).

There are also a number of bands of utilitarian appearance, 
both woven (Nos. 4l, 229, 234, 526, and 54l) and braided (Nos. 537 and 
538)« Some of these may have been turban bands, some belts, and some 
may have served simply as cordage. Some of the pieces are very narrow 
and long. Again, these may have been used for turbans; during. Nazca 
times great masses of very narrow braids were wound into turban forms. 
The braided bands with tassels and close-knotted faces (No. 684 and 
fragments Nos. 318 and 532) were turbans of a particularly ornamental
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Fig. 70. Two kinds of headdresses in close-knotting, a, 

turban band with close-knotted central section (No. 121)j b, head
dress entirely in close-knotting (No. 297). Scale: 1/3O" s 1 cm.
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type, presumably worn so that the tassels and faces hung down on either 
side of the face„

Of the knotted netting, the fragments which composed Number' 536 
(Pigo 44 h) are stated to have come from a mummy1s head. Since at 
least four different nets are involved, the head must have been wrapped 
in layers of netting, Several pieces (Nos. 198, 456, and 458) have 
the general shape and appearance of hair netsslike those reported from 
the Necropolis (Yacovleff and Muelle 1934a, Fig. 1?), and they, are too 
fine or too small to have served, as. fish or carrying nets (Fig. 71a, 
b). Fragments of another net (No. 282) have human hair caught in 
them, and the elaborately patterned net (No. 535) may have been some 
sort of headdress. A net of trapezoid.shape (No. 298; Fig, 71 _c) 
also could have been used in this way.

Hats
Hats are hot common from Paracas Period sites. Carrion Cachot 

(19312 46, Fig. 4 d) describes and illustrates a helmet-like hat or 
headdress ornamented with feathers of different colors, which was found, 
at.Cavemas. A hat. Of similar shape (possibly the same one), is 
illustrated but not described in a later work (Carrion Cachot 1949,
PI. 17 b). Since the garments illustrated in the latter publication, 
though mainly Necropolis, include Cavemas, it is impossible to be 
sure where this hat belongs.

A hat, described (Tello 1959: 70) as being made with yams of 
human hair and adorned with feathers, from Necropolis mummy bundle
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Fig. 71' Headdresses (?) of'knotted netting, a, Humber 198; 
b, Humber andx, Humber 298. Scale 1/3O" ~ 1 cm.
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Number 451 is illustrated by Tello (1959? Fig. 44). It too resembles 
those previously reported in general shape.

No hats have been reported from other Paracas sites, and none 
occurs in the Ocucaje collection.

Otheir Headdresses
In addition to the turbans, headeloths, and hats from Paracas 

sites, elaborate feather headdresses. are known, at least from Ocucaje, 
which may have been constructed only, for mummy-bundle use. Due to 
limitations of time and space, I have only described those headdresses 
which involve cloth in their construction, but several other types 
occur.

The simplest forms are feathers strung together or fastened to 
short lengths of fiber cordage. These were apparently used to top off 
false."head constructions for mummy bundles, A somewhat more elaborate 
type is a fan-shaped device of feathers and cane segments interwoven 
with yam (No, 226, not described in this study). These may have been 
made specifically for mummy-bundle use, or they may have been worn 
(some of the warrior figures (Fig. 8o) have lines projecting from their 
heads which suggest a feather headdress of this type).

Several elaborate fox-head forehead masks or headdresses occur 
in the collection (Nos. 109? 147, 504). These consist of skinned-out 
sections of fox heads, covered with feathers and with side pieces of 
feather-covered cloth. They were apparently all found on the exterior 
of mummy bundles, just above the painted masks. Similar bird ornaments
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(los. 503? 5G5ji not described here) were made from parts of oriole , 
skins, covered with feathers and glued (?) to metal forehead ornaments.

Bags
Small, bags, usually known as "coca bags, " are very common from 

Peru, The first reported examples are from the Chavm Period; Larco 
(1941: 135) found Cupisnique bags containing pigments and balls of 
thread. By the time of the Inca Period, they had often become so ela
borate as to be almost completely non-functional. Throughout Peruvian 
prehistory, bags were used in lieu Of pockets--to carry coca leaves, 
weaving supplies, or any other small objects. Large sacks, much like 
our burlap bags and probably used for produce, are also known.

Strangely enough, not a single bag is illustrated in any ' 
report on Paracas textiles. Yacovleff and Muelle (1932: 38) report a 
rectangular bag of white cotton plain-weave, containing dry leaves, 
from Cavemas Tomb Number 2 and a deteriorated bag (1932: 44) from 
Tomb Number 3- From Necropolis mummy bundle Number 217, they . 
(Yacovleff and Muelle 1934a: 130-31) note four bags. One is described 
as patterned knotted netting; a second as knotted (?) netting and 
containing a variety of balls and hanks of yam; the third as a small 
bag, again of knotted netting; and the fourth as a miniature bag of 
looping (?) which contained a bit of stone and some animal tissue.

Stafford (1941: 90-92) describes, but does not illustrate, 
two embroidered bags of Necropolis style, but since her concern was 
with design organization, there is almost no technical information 
about them.
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Fig. 72. Bags from Ocucaje. a. and c, embroidered bags (Nos. 
483 and 230 a); b, bag made from a triple-cloth fragment (No. 120 b); 
d, bag in "long-cabin" pattern (No. 232); and e, bag of sprang witE a 
tapestry band (No. 53*0 • Scale: l/20" = 1 cm.
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One can only conclude that bags,> while known and used,, were not 

as common as they became in later periods, Nonetheless, the Ocucaje 
collection contains three complete bags and three fragmentary ones. 
Shapes vary (Fig. 72); one complete specimen (No. 232) is almost 
square and has a drawstring top; four are oblong; and the fifth is too 
fragmentary to determine the shape. Techniques also vary.. The square 
bag (No. 232) is of cotton plain-weave in a "log-cabin" pattern (Fig. 
9). Two bags (Nos. 230 a and 483) are embroidered plain-weave with 
border and field designs of birds. One fragmentary bag is of warp
faced, striped,, cotton plain-weave (No. 521); another (No. 534) is of 
sprang with a tapestry border along the top edge. The last bag (No.
120 b) is made from a fragment of a triple-cloth band.

Several of them seemed to have their contents intact or 
relatively so. The square bag (No. .232) contained yarn, a comb, and a 
plain-weave band, and an unfinished miniature mantle (?). One of the 
embroidered bags (No. 230 a; Fig. 73) contained dried roots. The 
sprang bag (No. 534) held a hank of red wool yarn, a small bundle of 
assorted yarns, and a miniature bag (?) of plaid plain-weave, which in 
turn contained a small lump of unidentified material. The little 
triple-cloth bag held a wad of fiber,' possible Furcraea, wrapped with 
a warp-float patterned band.

All of the bags are fairly small in size, ranging from O.065 
by 0.120 m. for the triple-cloth bag to 0.200 by more than 0.600 m. 
for the fragmentary sprang bag. The oblong shape seems to be the 
more typical form. ,
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Fig. 73. Embroidered bag (No. 230 a) with naturalistic bird
motifs.



There is also one very large bag of knotted, netting in the 
collection (No. 3lk). Although it is not complete, it originally 
measured at least I.760 by 1.850 m. One of the lower corners was in
tentionally left open, apparently for easy access to the contents. 
Obviously this bag is not a costume accessory but was designed for 
the transportation of large objects.

Miscellaneous Garments 
In all Paracas collections there have been a number of rectangu

lar textiles which, for one reason or another, do not seem to fit into 
the category of mantles. These may be shawls, skirts (without ties), 
breechcloths, turbans, or headcloths. Generally they are fairly long 
arid narrower than,the usual mantle. Their border arrangement varies, 
or they may be undecorated (Tig. 74).

I have already discussed most of these pieces in the sections 
bn mantles, breechcloths, and turbans. The square double-cloth 
panels (Nos. Il4, 115, ll6, arid 117) would also fall into this miscel
laneous category. While it is possible that they were once sewn 
together to form a mantle, their size and shape do not conform to 
other mantle sections in the collection.

None of these pieces -can be positively identified. While it 
is possible that there is a garment category in Paracas costume which 
we have not yet recognized, it is more likely that these pieces are 
all slightly aberrant forms of known garment types.
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Figo 74. Miscellaneous garment types of unknown function, 
possibly small mantles, shawls, or turbans. a. Number 1+38; b. 
Number .446; _c, Number 449J d. Hypothetical reconstruction of Number 
500;. Scale: i/50’? = 1 cm. ,
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Sandals, which occur in such quantities'in many Southwestern 

United States sites, are, by comparison, surprisingly infrequent, 
in Peruvian sites. They are only.occasionally illustrated or describ
ed and seldom appear in any quantity in collections. In general this 
may be due to the fact that huaquerbS regard them as unsaleable and - 
thus not worth salvaging. However, I have never seen them among the 
abandoned mummy-bundle parts observable at any .pre-Columbian Peruvian 
cemetery. . Nor could this be the reason for their scarcity from Para
ces sites where the contents of mummy bundles have been catalogued 
with some, care.

At any rate, Carric&r Cachot (19^9/ PI. 17 h) illustrates one 
pair of sandals, but does not describe them or specifically attribute 
them.to Necropolis or Cavernas. They appear to be of leather with 
cut-out patterns on the heel and instep straps. The dressed Necro
polis mannequins in the Museo Nacional de Antropologla y Arqueologia, 
Lima, Wear similar sandals.

‘ Soldi (Bird, personal communication) sometimes found sandals 
of llama skin with•.cotton-cord ties 6n children's mummies. He remem-. 
bered seeing them oh adult bodies only twice. None was present in 
the Octtbaje bollectionj if any occurred in these graves they Were 
probably discarded with the bodies.

As 1 have mentioned.earlier,,the Necropolis embroideries do 
not depict figures wearing sandals. Perhaps the people of this time 
did not, as a rule, wear footgear, though they obviously were familiar 
With Sandals and occasionally made them«



Miniature Garments.
Miniature garments are not infrequently found in Peruvian 

tombs. They probably occur most often as clothing for dolls or figur
ines, but. there is also a.suggestion, that some may be weavers' samples. 
It may also be that miniatures were used in graves to represent full- 
sized garments, Yaeovleff and Muelle (1934a: 110-11) quote Spanish 
chroniclers to the effect that miniature garments served as offerings 
at holy places (huacas), and they suggest that figurines and miniature 
clothing replaced human beings and full-sized clothing as sacrifices,

0 'Neale (1935) reported a Collection of Paracas (presumably 
Necropolis) miniature garments found at Cabeza Larga, A small bundle, 
wrapped.in cloths, contained 90. specimens (including the two wrapping 
cloths), of which 85 were complete,. All but the wrapping cloths, a ! 
sling, and a turban band or belt were miniature garments. O'Neale 
(1935: 245) records 17 turbans, 17 mantles, 18 poncho-shirts, 16 
skirts, .5 feather plumes (headdress ornaments?), and 13 small cloths. 
Twenty sets of garments were represented (MNAA 12-8569 through 12- 
8588), In many eases two Or more of the garments were basted together. 
Some poncho neekslits were not cut. The garments therefore do not 
seem to have been intended as doll clothes. The fact that the bundle 
was apparently not found in direct association with a mummy bundle 
tends to reinforce the theory that at least some.miniature garments 
were offerings,

Yaeovleff and Muelle (1934a: 107-8) report 16 miniature gar
ments (MNAA 12-8818) from Necropolis mummy bundle Number 217,
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including mantles and poncho1* shirt So Again, some were basted to 
others,

I have notes on another series of 25 miniature garments (MMM . 
I2-6712) from "Paracas" in tlae Museo Efacional coilectiohs. This group 
contained 11 mantles, 2 shawls (?) Or turbans, 2 skirts, 2 shoulder 
ponchos, 1 breechcloth, 5 sets of separate borders, and 2 larger 
plain cloths. In design they appear to be of the Late Paracas phase, 
and hence were probably found at the Necropolis,

Tello (1959, PI. 67) illustrated two more miniature mantles 
of Necropolis style (MNAA T/95 an<i T/98) and three, miniature poncho- 
shirts (1959: 272, Figs, 37-39; MNAA T/l04> T/l05, and T./95I), all 
from Cabeza Larga, together with a stuffed cloth doll (1959- 272, Fig. 
40; MNAA 0/9446) from Ocucaje. One Of the mantles and one of the 
shirts appear to be double-cloth. All other miniature garments 
reported are either unadorned plain-weave or embroidered plain-weave. 
They are all complete pieces of weaving, with four finished selvages, 
and they are usually very well made. In some the embroidery seems to 
be a bit sketchy in design and execution; others depict perfect little 
birds and other designs. They occur in both wool and cotton, thOugh 
the latter (with wool embroidery) seems more common. 0‘Neale (1935: 
266) points out that they illustrate certain well-developed weaving 
skills.

The Ocucaje collection contains an unfired, incised, and 
painted clay figurine (No. 326), very similar to some Nazea figurines 
in appearance, which represents a standing male (Fig. 75). He has



human hair, braids and a tuft of hair "planted" in his head, and a cot
ton cord is run through the top. of his head. He stands 23.9 cm. high 
and wears a poncho-shirt of natural-colored cotton plain-weave. The 
poncho-shirt consists of a rectangle approximately 27 cm. long and 
9'.5 cm. wide .with a woven neeksllt in the center. It is folded in . 
half and sewn up the sides. Ho armholes were left in the side seams, 
since the figure’s arms are molded close to his body. The shirt is un
decorated, but there are traces ,of a row of dark-brown running stitches 
around the bottom of the shirt just above the loom ends. A wooden 
figure (No. 7^8) in, the collection is not clothed.

The collection also contains a small square (No. 29) of plaid 
plain-weave "(with some double-cloth areas) with an embroidered border 
running around the outside edge. The piece measures 12.1 by 11.5- cm.
It may represent a mantle or shawl. In the same grave lot were two , 
pairs of mysterious little cloths (Nos. 27 and 28). Each piece is 
about 17 by 9 cm. and has a woven slit running from near one end to . 
and through the other. There are no other known examples of this 
type, and their use is problematical. Since they occur with a min
iature garment, it is possible that they were intended to represent 
miniature ponchos and that the slits in the center were to be sewn 
at one end, possibly after they were put on dolls. However, other 
miniature Paracas poncho-shirts are much closer in appearance to 
their full-sized prototypes than these, and there would be no need to 
have pairs of miniature shirts. It is possible that these specimens' 
represent neckslit or armhole facings for full-sized garments. .
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Fig. 75 a, and b. Pottery doll (No. 326) wearing a miniature 
poncho-shirt.
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One of the bags in the collection (No. 232) contained, in addi

tion to other objects, a rectangle of plain-weave (No. 233)> ^0 by 25
cm., with one unfinished embroidered border. Although somewhat larger

• ■ t

than the usual miniature mantle (the longest dimension recorded by
0 'Neale f1935• 262} was 15 cm. and the greatest width 8.5 cm.), it is 
smaller than any full-sized garment and would be too small even for a 
child. This piece could be a sample, or have been begun as a sampler.

No other specimens which cquld have been miniature garments 
were found in the Ocucaje collection. To the best of my knowledge, 
none has been reported from Cavernas.

It seems clear that there were at least two types of miniature 
garments— one intended for dolls, and another utilized as stand-ins 
for full-sized garments in burials dr offerings. There may have been 
a third type which consisted of weavers! samples. A few of the 
miniatures are rather crude in weaving or embroidery and could have 
been the work of children learning to weave, bUt the majority are 
well made and sometimes exhibit complex techniques that would have 
been beyond a beginner's ability. ■

No attempt has been made in this study to seriate design to 
any: extent = Considerable work on South Coast design has already been 
carried out, chiefly based on ceramic studies, by Menzel, Rowe, and 
Dawson (1964) and by Sawyer. (1961). Certain major stylistic changes 
within the Paraeas Period are quite clear and easily recognizable, 
though such changes may not have been abrupt.
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The earliest Paracas phases are Chavinoid, and the influence

of the classic northern'Chavln style is intense. The most character
istic Chavinoid motif of Phase I is probably the feline or feline 
mask with protruding and overlapping fangsj pottery motifs also in
clude the fox, the so-called "goat-sucker" (a whippoorwill-like bird 
with "whiskers"), the rounded guilloehe, human faces having a rectan
gular eye form with the pupil at top center, and others. Phase I 
textiles with decoration are so.rare that we cannot be specific 
about textile motifs.

Phase II, Early Paracas, from which we have some textiles, 
shows Chavfn influence strongly, though the designs tend to be more 
angular and hence more geometric than the sometimes rather curvilinear 
northern motifs. The guilloehe, for example, becomes more rectilinear 
in this phase.

In Phase III, Middle Paracas, we see the introduction of a 
highly geometricized style which includes, most importantly, the 
motifs of the trophy-head "cult." Figures are shown holding trophy 
heads, with appendages which often end in trophy heads, and sometimes 
with protruding tongues. Many figures have serrated outlines, and 
triangular flint knives maybe incorporated into the design. Some 
jungle fauna, such as the monkey, a p p e a r  for the first time in this 
phase. Chavinoid elements persist, but become harder to recognize.

In Phase IV, Late Paracas, the geometric style persists but 
is elaborated, and we find the beginnings of typically Hazea motifs: 
killer whalesj various local birds such as hummingbirds, seagulls,



and soionj other, animals native to the coast, and an occasional llama; 
plant motifs including the bean, other vegetables, and flowers; and 
such costume elements as the forehead ornament and the mouthmask<, 
Although some of these motifs are depicted in geometric style, here for 
the first time we also have considerable realism, even attempts at per-= 
spective in some embroideries. This realistic style reaches a peak in 
Hazea A, or what Dawson calls Hazca 3 and 4, and then becomes more and 
more stylized. Certain motifs, such as the fox and the falcon, appear 
to be more ancient 'on the South Coast than in the North. The falcon 
appears in a few of the Oeucaje Phase III textiles, but the fox does 
not (nor does it appear in pottery of this period).

The textiles represented in this collection tend to fall main
ly into the stage following the introduction of the trophy-head cult=
We have a few textiles which seem to represent at least a persistence 
of more Chavinoid forms, and these may in fact be earlier in time.■ _ , ■ ■ " i
lone of the more Chavinoid textiles, unfortunately, was associated with 
the small number of Chavinoid ceramics in the collection. The un
reliability of the grave associations leaves the problem of earlier 
date versus design persistence open. The textiles which seem especial-

' ' • ' • I ■ . ■ ■ly related to Chavinoid forms are, however, more logically Early 
Paracas, or Phase II, in time or style. These include the painted 
mantle (No. 312), a painted fragment (No. 294 c), and some of those 
painted mummy-bundle masks which depict only faces (Nos. 209, 313,
425, and 426). Textiles.which have only interlocking snake motifs may 
also represent survivals of Early Paracas style.
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It should be noted that Paracas textiles seem more resistant 

to change than the ceramics. At a time when such motifs as the killer 
whale can be found in ceramic design, they appear to be still un
known in textiles.

Some Chavinoid motifs, such as the guilloche (especially in 
ltd1 rectilinear form), âre relatively common in Qcudaje textiles. The 
guilloche seems to be a, persistent motif, and in one instance (No.
484).-occurs with other. Necropolis-like motifs. This motif, however, 
doee not to my knowledge occur in Necropolis or Nazca textiles.

A curious motif, which I have called a "sun-face," seems to 
be.a relatively early motif in the textiles, but it is not common in 
ceramics. It consists of a rectangular mask with two hooked pro- .
,jactions from each side of the rectangle (Fig. j6). There is no 
clear prototype of this motif in Chavfn art, though figures sometimes 

- have two similar, projections from the top of the head, and ears afe 
sometimes represented by shorter hooked projections. The design does 
nqt seem to be common in Necropolis textiles, but a variation of it 
aFpeare in,‘the ground of the famous Brooklyn "altar cloth" (Levillier 

. 1908), which otherwise appears to be very late in the., Paracas sequenqe.,
. It is interesting to note that a number of the designs used 

by paracas peoples— the cat, birds, double-headed- snakes, and figures 
. %ith bead appendages— were alPoady present in the Preceramic Period 
op the North and Central' Coast. In some cases, the Paracas depic
tions seem more closely related to preceramic designs than to inter
vening Chavinoid motifs. This suggests that they may be a continuation
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Fig, 7 6. T,Sun-faceso" . triple-cloth (9 1.855); b, embroidery
(Ho. 228); cy close-knotting (Ho. 532 c)j close-knotting (i96l.3 7.l6); 
ê  triple-cloth (No. 120 a). All actual size..
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of the local pre-Chavfn tradition, with Chavinoid overtones. Unfor
tunately, our record of pre-Chavfn South Coast styles is still too 
incomplete to allow us to derive any sound hypotheses on this subject, 

There is almost no purely geometric patterning in the textiles 
in the Ocucaje collection. A notable exception is the guilloche 
(often with a cross in the centers of the twists), though this could " , 
have derived from a representation of cordage» Some of the warp-and- 
weft interlocking textiles (though none in this collection) have 
simple, stepped-triangle motifs. Additionally, of course, there are 
geometric structural patterns such as stripes, plaids, "log-cabin" 
patterns, the stepped pattern found in the single example of twill
(Mo. 28), and the diamond patterns in knotted netting.

' . .Conversely, there are no examples of realistic depictions
other than a few which seem to be later in time (for example, the

I
shoulder ponchoNumber 280, which may be Proto-Nazea or Early Nazca) .. 
Almost all designs are geometric!zed or highly stylized in execution. 
This cannot be laid entirely to technical restrictions imposed on the 
craftsman, for it holds true for painted and embroidered designs as 
well as woven ones.

V  i . 'Bird (1963b: 56) has suggested that, in order to achieve sets
of patching garments, embroidered design had to be made to conform to

' .1

the designs produced in other techniques and used for garments such as 
turban bands. There does not, however, seem to be the same predilic-
1 ■ ■tlon for sets of matched garments at Ocucaje as can be seen in the1 ■ . .

Necropolis mummy bundles»



Bird (1963b: 6l) has also hypothesized that the "jagged body 
lines" so common in Paracas design are a persistence of the "normal 
warp movement along a diagonal" in preceraniic twiningy fthich was later 
incorporated into the design concept. He states that for many 
centuries after twining was no longer usedy.this serration Was acceh- . 
tuated when creating the figures by other less restrictive methods."
If this is true, this is another example of a design persistence ,
which skipped the Chavinoid phase at Paracas sites. - '

There appear to be preferences for certain designs in certain 
techniques which go beyond technical restrictions. Embroideries make . 
midst use of geometric cats and birds, standing figures with elaborate 
head appendages, and interlocking-snake motifs (Fig. 7%) but almost 
the entire design range can. be found in the embroideries. fbiple- 
clofh borders, while occasionally displaying repeats of various 
figures, most often show the guilloche and variations of the sun-face 
motif. Both double-cloths and gauzes make frequent use of large-scale, 
elaborate figures with appendages and anthropomorphic.cats. The inter
locking- snake motif so common* in Cavemas gauzes is not so frequent in . 
those of Ocucaje, though it does occur in sprang and'other techniques ’ 
(Fig. 76)« Such correlations of designs with techniques are noted 
With each textile variety'description. Bird .(1963b: 7?) has noted • 
that the technical limitations of fabric construction "will give a 
common character to products in any one technique, but...do not 
necessarily lead to the development of similar or identical motifs, ■ • 
They do seem to encourage the persistence of repetition Of themes 
and to favor long-term continuity."
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a b
Pig. 77* Typical Ocucaje embroidered borders. a, interlocking- 

snake motif (No. 468); b, mask-type figures (No. 487).



I have already pointed out that there seems to have been more 
resistance to the introduction of new designs in textiles than in 
potteryo The new. designs coming in during the Late Paraeas Phase 
were essentially realistic floral arid faunal motifs. In order to in
corporate these into woven textiles? trie motifs would have had to be 
geometrieizedj, or actually re-designed. Perhaps it was for this 
reason that Necropolis artisans turned to embroidery to the virtual 
exclusion of structural design. Not until the designs had been re
stylized during the Nazea Period was there a real return to structural 
patterning.

Other differences between Oeueaje and Necropolis design may be 
laid to practical, but non-technical considerations. In general, 
Ocucaje, and presumably Cavemas, design makes little use of "filler" 
motifs— those small designs of cats, birds, and geometric symbols so 
commonly crammed into every available space in Necropolis designs.
Most of the filler units in Oeucaje design seem to be purely geometric-- 
small triangles, rectangles, and zig-zag lines (though these could 
represent extreme stylization of natural forms)--and there seems to 
be no compulsion to fill every nook and cranny of the design. The 
widest use'of filler motifs seems to be in the double*cloths, where 
designs and consequently blank spaces are very large. Nor is the 
use of interior figures so extensive in Oeucaje design as it is in 
that of trie Necropolis. Cats often have an interior cat motif, but 
this does not go on and on, involving smaller and smaller cats within 
eats, as it does in Necropolis embroideries (Fig. 79)= Both this



Mg. 78. Snakes and double-headed creatures, a, embroidery 
(No. 444)j b, embroidery (No. 228)j _c, triple-cloth (91T855)j d, sprang 
(No 4o) j e7 embroidery (No. . 44l) j f, embroidery (No. 302) j _gj,*"sprang 
(No. 66). All one-half actual size except d and g, which are one- 
fourth actual size.
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fact and the relative lack of filler motifs may possibly be a result 
of the small scale of Ocucaje design units. This is especially 
apparent in the embroidered Ocucaje mantles, where designs almost never 
approach the size of those of Necropolis mantles, and border widths 
are always much smaller... y

Color changes in designs are by no means as complex as they are 
in Necropolis textiles. The most common sequence for the outlining of 
Oeucaje figures is probably red, maroon, dark gray, with.some fourfold 
repeats of red, maroon, (dark) red, dark gray. The interior lines , 
sometimes have an alternate sequence (for example: gray, red, maroon,
red, for the fourfold repeat), but often the interior sequence is hot 
consistent to any degree.. Details such as eyes and mouths seem to 
have no regular sequence at- allj' they merely contrast with the nearest 
embroidered outlines, or (as in complementary-warp patterning) they 
may introduce.completely new colors. Since embroidered Ocucaje tex
tiles rarely have field patterns, there is no opportunity for the 
elaborate diagonal, horizontal, and vertical color sequences foUnd in 
Necropolis mantles. Only two mantles have planned field patterns 
which involve color sequences. One (No. 22j) has rows of large em
broidered "sun-faces" which (with the exception of one unit) do not 
alternate in orientation. The outline color remains the same through
out and the eyes and mouth are alternately maroon-yellow and yellow- 
maroon. The other mantle (No. 8l) has rows Of birds in interlocking 
warp and weft technique which face in alternate directions in alter
nate rows. There are parts of five rows present and the color
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Fig. 79» Geometric cat motifs. a, typical^ elaborated Necro

polis form (after Bird and Bellinger PI. 36), about one-half
actual size; b, Ocucaje motif (No. -̂90); actual size.
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sequence (utilizing five colors) is different in each row. There is 
some diagonal sequence, but it is not consistent.

Unlike Necropolis textiles where color shifts are important 
but designs remain the same, Oeucaje borders often have a two, three, 
or more sequence of motif alternation. In the complementary-warp 
patterned bands there may be as many as 18 different motifs, then a 
central unit, and a repeat of the 18 figures in reverse order and fac
ing in the opposite direction, so that one end is a mirror image of the 
other. One long embroidered band (No. 488) has 17 design units made up
of 8 different figures, which repeat in the. following sequence: 1, 2,
3* K . %  6, 1, 5, 6,4, 5*. 2,'5, 4, 5, 3, 8.

There are also, a number of embroideries in which a single motif 
is repeated, alternately either right-side-up and upside-down, or fac
ing to the left and right. This is the usual type of alternation in 
Necropolis borders. Designs of interlocking snakes, or motifs in 
lozenges, are repeated without alternation in orientation. These 
represent continuous patterning rather than the more usual Paracasf ■
use of essentially rectangular design units repeated in rows.

There seems to be little merit in speculating on the interpre
tation of the designs. It is fairly obvious that the cat, puma or 
jaguar, was an important cult Object, at least from the Chavin Period 
and probably before. As a design motif it persists until after the 
Spanish Conquest. Birds of prey were also important in the Ckavfn 
Period, but it is not easy to interpret the highly stylized Ocucaje
birds as condors, andi falcons seem to occur only occasionally. The

, only birds which are common, and easily recognized are the whiskered
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"goat-suckers,", possibly associated with the cat.because of their 
whiskers. Birds, of prey and cats were known for.their strength and 
skill.in,hunting; the serpent was also a feared creature and was impor
tant as a motif;from preceramic times. Though neither the cat nor the 
condor is commonly found on the South Coast,, snakes are everywhere.

The various anthropomorphic arid human, figures with elaborate 
head appendages are undoubtedly beings with mythological Or religious 
significance. They occur in various forms that are more or less stand
ardized, and at least 11 Or 12 can be distinguished (See below for . 
descriptions),. Although they, can be readily recognized from textile to 
textile, it does not seem to be possible to relate the* "to the beings 
shown in such Hecropolis=.style textiles as the Brooklyn, "altar cloth" 
(Leviliier 1928) or the Lima "calendar" mantle (Tello 1959, Pis. 68- 
78) which seem to depict a-collection of. gods Or mythological crea
tures. In both of the latter cases, the beings, are usually associated 
with plant or animal motifs arid may represent a completely new 
hierarchy of gods brought in with Nazca influence, and showing an 
agricultural emphasis.

An occasional human.figure is found (Fig. 80), again recog
nizable from textile to textile, which seems to represent a.warrior, 
since, he holds What seems to be a club, in one hand and a straight 
stick (dart?) or two in the other. Although he appears to have hair 
which stands straight up on the top Of his head, pyro-engraved 
depictions of the same figure on gourds make it clearer that this is 
some kind of headdress, perhaps of feathers.It is interesting to
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Fig* 80. A face and three human, warrior (?)«, figures „ a, 
triple-cloth (91.855); b, embroidery (NOo 228); c, triple-cloth (91.855); 
and d, embroidery (NOo 308)« All,actual size.
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note that iiowhere does the "ddnclng" pir. "failing" figure of Necropolis. 
(Fig, 56 e) appear-In Ocucaje textiles» This figure, bent backwards 
with long, streaming hair, holds* a fan in one hand and a baton in the 
othero Nor does the fan occur a's a design element in Ocucaje textiles, 
though feather fans of the same type as those from the Necropolis are 
found at Ocucaje,, .

The motifs of Middle Paracas at Ocucaje may be summarized as 
follows: the cat (Fig, 8l)l the serpent (Fig„ 78), often double-headed
Or interlocking; a motif which combines the double-headed serpent with 
cat (?) heads and legs; the goat-sucker (Fig. 82 _g); the falcOn (Fig.
82 a); possibly another unidentifiable bird; double-headed birds (Fig.
82 f); the sun-face; the monkey (Fig. 83); 11 or 12 mythological beings 
or gods; a warrior; an occasional face or mask design; and the 
guilloche and crOss. Design elements which do not occur alone.include 
the trophy head, the triangular knife, staffs, streamer-like motifs 
which usually end in trophy heads, small geometrical filler motifs, et 
cetera. It should be noted that it is difficult to distinguish between 
serpent heads and cat heads when these occur as supplementary elements 
at the ends of appendages or attached to parts of the main designs. It . 
is also difficult to distinguish cats from monkeys unless the ears are 
shown. Oats have triangular ears projecting from the top Of the head, 
while monkeys have rounded ears projecting from the sides Of the head. 
Both have whiskers and long curving tails, as a rule.

The designs seem to be clearly religious rather than secular. 
There is little to be learned about costume or the artifact complex



Fig.. 8l; Cats, a., triple-dlpth '(91 •455)} (b),: embroidery 
(No. 5P0)j C; close-knotting (No 64)j embroidery %No. 48$); e, < 
broidery (No. 501)j f, embroidery (No. 442)j _g, painted (No. 312)j 
h, close-knotting (No. 2j6); i, complementary™warp patterning (No. 
245 a). All One-half actual size except _g.
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Fig. 82. Bird motifs. falcon (?), embroidery or brocade 
(No. Ill); b, the same bird in triple-cloth (91.855)I £, geometric bird 
in close-knotting (1963A 0.I); d, bird from embroidered side border (No. 
514)j e, modified bird from end border of same mantle (No. 51^)J f̂  one 
of two birds in an embroidered mantle border (No. 440); g, "goat
sucker" from interior border of a double-bordered mantle (No. 9)J hs 
Second of two bird motifs in an embroidered border (No. 44o); i, geometric bird from embroidered border (No. 475).
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Pig. 83. Monkey motifs in embroidery, a. Number 499 (not 
catalogued)j b, Number 5I9i £> Number 228; d. Number 4̂ 2; e. Number 
294 a. All actual size. •
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from Oeucaje textile design; for this we must turn to the later Necro
polis and Nazea motifs which often depict items present in the Ocucaje 
cultural inventory.

Mythological Beings or Deities Depicted in Ocucaje Textiles
. The following creatures, which probably have mythological or

i ' ' . ■ ■ ■religious significance, are regularly found in Ocucaje textiles:
I. A seated cat, with the body in profile and the head 

frontally depicted. There are whiskers, the ears are triangular, and 
there is usually a large, triangular projection between the ears. " The

• . ' . . i :

tail curves up over the head and ends in a trophy head. Head shape 
varies (Fig. 84 a).'

la. In a variant form, the tail does not extend over 
the head, but two appendages extend from the eye areas 
down to the chin level, up and over the head, where they 
nearly meet (Fig. 84b). .

II. A seated monkey, with the body in profile and the head
■ ■" ifrontally depicted. The ears are rounded and project from the side of

the head. At the top of the head there are usually three triangles on
stems— probably flint knives. The creature usually has whiskers
(Fig. 84 _c).

II a. In the variant form, the tail does not extend
over the head, but an appendage from the mouth area does
(Fig. 84 d).

III. A figure with a human body shown in profile and a cat 
(or monkey?) head shown frontally but turned up to one side. One
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appendage extends from the mouth and two from the top of the head. Two 
small serpent or cat heads extend from each side of the face. The 
figure holds a knife and a trophy head in his hand. A small tail is 
usually shown (Fig. 84 e).

IIII a. .Variant forms may have additional appendages 
and lack such items as the heads from the side of the 
face; the knife; et cetera (Fig. 84 f).

IV, A figure with a human body shown in profile and a cat head 
shown frontally but turned upwards. An appendage extends from the 
shoulder; and two extend down from the chin (or, rarely; from other . 
parts of the head). A streamer extends downward from the arm; some
times ending in a trophy head (Fig. 84 _g) .

IV a. There is also a type with the head shown right
side up; which lacks the pronounced cat features (Fig. 84 h). 
IV b . A second variant not only" shows the head right . 
side up but has a straight bar across the. top of the 
head with small cat or serpent heads projecting from 
it (Fig, 84 i).

Note: It is possible that variants IV a and b constitute a separate
being.

V. A figure with the body shown frontally (or occasionally in 
profile) with arms extended and the head turned upwards. Appendages 
extend from the chin area or from both the chin and eye areas. Trophy 
heads dangle from the arms; and there are small snake or cat heads 
pendant from the.head. This could be a variant of IV (Fig. 84 jj) .



VI4 A figure with the body shown frontally and the head in. 
normal position (in the painted masks the body is sometimes shown in 
profile). The arms are extended. Two appendages extend downward from 
the head; two more extend straight out from the body at about the waist 
position. The face has whiskers, 'Sometimes one or two additional sets 
of appendages extend from, the lower face. Occasionally there is an 
upside-down head on top the head of the figure (Fig, 84 k),

VII, 6 A figure which may. be either frontally oriented or in 
profile with the head shown frontally. There are two sets of head 
appendages (occasionally one to three sets in painted versions).
Often there is a cat head or a human head atop the head of the figure . 
(Fig, 84 1). ; ;

VII a, A variant :which I have found only in painted 
masks has the body shown in profile, three sets of head 
appendages, eyes from which hooked lines project down
ward, and a mouth from which four fangs extend 
(Fig., 85).

VIII, A figure with the body shown frontally and the arms ex
tended, The head does not have unbroken outlines, but has straight 
appendage's extending above and below the eyes. Two. or more serpent of 
cat heads project from the top of the head (which is formed by the 
uppermost of the appendages)» The figure usually has a knife and a 
trophy head in each hand (Fig. 84 m). ,

IX, A figure which may be either frontal or profile with the 
head shown frontally. Appendages extend Upward from the eye and upward 
or downward from the mouth. There are sometimes other appendages from
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the top of the head, or another head may project from the figure's 
heado The figure usually holds streamers ending in trophy or serpent 
heads. . This may be a variant of VIII (Fig. 84 n) .

, X. A figure shown in profile with the head Shown frontally;,
Ah appendage extends from the mouth put to one side and up, so that the 
face is chinless. One appendage extends down from the top Of the head 
and a serpent, cat, or trophy head projects from the top of the head. 
The figure has Whiskers and a small tail and holds a knife and a 
streamer in his hand . (Fig. 84 o).

; XI. A figure shown frontally with the head turned Upwards. 
Long, downswept arms extend to the feet of the figure, or nearly so. 
There are curving chin appendages or whiskers. This may be an anthro
pomorphic version of the goat-sucker (Fig. 84 j>).

This list of motifs does not include the depictions of cats, 
birds, monkeys, humans, et cetera which, although they too may have 
religious or mythological associations, occur in fairly normal, though 
geometric, forms.

Selecting these types of beings was a little like picking mini
mal pairs of morphemes or phonemes in linguistics. The best sources 
Were borders in which a large number of beings were shown, and it could 
be assumed that each one represented a separate being. Some types, 
such as I and II, are so similar that they might be considered variants 
of the same being were it not for the fact that they usually occur in 
alternation in one textile. There are also a few other figures which 
vary in some details from the above types, but they appear so



infrequently in the collection that it is impossible to be sure whether 
or not they represent separate beings (Pig» 86).



Pig. 84. Mythological beings» a. Type 1# embroidery (No.
315)j b. Type l a /  embroidery (No. k ^ k )j c 3 Type II, embroidery (No. 
^9^)j Type II a, eomplementary-warp patterning (Wo. 46$ a)j b,
Type III, supplementary-'weft patterning (No. l6l)j f> Type III a, 
embroidery (No. 439)j g> Type IV# embroidery (Noi 472)j h, Type IV a, 
eomplementary-warp patterning (No. 465 b)j 3., Type IV b, complementary- 
warp patterning (No. 466 c)j g, Type V, embroidery (No. 443)j k>
Type VI, embroidery (No. "443)J 1, Type VII, embroidery (No. 443)j 
Type VIII, bomplementary-warp' patterning (No. 245 n) }■ n. Type Ix, ■ 
embroidery (No. 453)l o. Type X, complementary-warp patterning (No.
465 a)i^. Type XI, eomplementary-warp patterning (No. 466 b).
Height of k, 14.2 cm.

!
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Fig. 85. Mummy-bundle mask (No. 396) with a being of Type 
VII a, a variant found only on masks.



Fig. 86. Variant beings. a, possibly a version of Type VIII, 
complementary"warp patterning (Ho. 245 a)j b, a version of Type IV, 
embroidery (Ho. 443) j _c, a version of Type III, supplementary-rweft. 
patterning (Ho. 4^4); d, possibly a yersion of Type Vll, embroidery 
(Ho. 476)j e, embroidery (Ho. 502 b); f, embroidery (Ho. 228)3 j, 
possibly a version of Type VI^ embroidery (Hp. 445). Height of 
d, 14 cm. .
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. CHAPTER 9 :

CONGtoSIONS

It is abundantly clear that the material in the Soldi collec
tion from-Ocucaje is chiefly Middle Paracas in style and that it is 
closely related to the finds from Cavemas, despite the inadequate pub
lication of.Cavemas materiali Such local variation as may exist is 
undefinable at this time. There also seem to: be resemblances between 
Ocucaje and Jahuay textile design, though the cultural inventory, parti
cularly for textiles, at Jahuay is not yet sufficiently well known to 
establish relationships.

Despite obvious affiliations with Necropolis textiles, the 
Ocucaje pieces display enough technical and stylistic variation to 
warrant an assumption of regional and temporal, differences between 
these two sites rather than a mere class difference. It cannot be 
denied that there is a temporal overlap, however, and a few pieces at 
Ocucaje seem more closely related to Necropolis material than to that 
from Cavemas.

To date, the Ocucaje material shows a greater range of techni
cal variation than that from any other Paracas Period site, but I am 
convinced that this is chiefly because the material from sites such as 
Cavemas is as yet inadequately reported. Many of the techniques 
present at Ocucaje were probably introduced to the South Coast during 
the time of Chavin influence. However, our knowledge of the Chavxn



texblle Industry is scanty, and, aside from such techniques as tapestry 
and gauze and the general concepts of warp and weft patterning, we 
cannot he sure which techniques have a Chavin origin and which are 
South Coast innovations.

From the Ocucaje collection, we can hypothesize that certain 
techniques were used only for certain articles of clothing, though a 
range of techniques may be found in one type of garment. For example, 
close looping occurs only in poncho-shirts, but poncho-shirts are 
also made in a number of other techniques. Embroidered plain-weave 
seems to be almost the only technique which is used for all types of 
garments.

The theory, expressed: by Bird (196I: 303)> that early geometric- 
style embroideries retain the restrictions of, and are copies of, 
woven techniques seems logical, though it should be noted that Early
Paracas, and to a lesser extent Middle Paracas, ceramics are also

!

strongly geometric in design, and the designs are not necessarily de- 
rived from woven pattern. The introduction of realistic motifs in Late 
Paracas seems to have led to an almost complete, though temporary, 
abandonment of structural patterning in favor of embroidery.

In design, three major influences can be seen: first, a
period of strong Chavfn influence from the North, probably as the 
result of migrations of people into the area; second, the introduction 
of a trophy-head complex, possibly from the East, which blends with 
and gradually supplants the Chavinoid style; and third, the introduc
tion of realistic. Ideally oriented motifs, presumably agricultural
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in derivation and probably originating a little to the south of the 
main Paracas area. The last style does not really blend with the \ 
earlier style at first, but coexists with it and gradually replaces it, 
retaining some features of the trophy-head complex. Newor. at least 
considerably modified, deities or mythological beings appear in Late 
Paracas. r

All of these design changes can. be seen in the textiles as 
easily as in the ceramics or other artifacts, though we do not yet have 
sufficient textiles from the first and second Paracas phases to draw 
sound conclusions about technical changes, and our design series for 
textiles from these phases is, by no means as complete 4s that for 
ceramics. Sawyer plans to seriate both textile, and ceramic design in 
the Soldi collection, which will undoubtedly help to establish both 
technical and design change at Ocueaje more precisely than is -now 
possible. 1

The Ocueaje. textiles in the Soldi collection seem remarkably 
consistent, and I have no doubt that when collections from other 
Paracas Period sites are adedjuately studied and published it will be 
possible to find significant differences as well as temporal and 
regional variations by site-to-site comparisons.

When our picture of Peruvian textiles is more complete it . 
should be possible to trace migration and diffusion through similari
ties and differences In technique and design, especially the former. 
These indications may even be more readily observable in textiles 
than in ceramics or other artifacts because of the almost infinite 
variation possible within even one textile technique and observable
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regional or temporal preferences for one or another such variation« We 
would, of course, be on even surer ground if it were possible to com
pare methods of manufacture,- but unfortunately it is usually impossible 
to infer procedure from finished textile or basketry products?

It is already possible to see some striking resemblances among 
the textiles and basketry of various Early.Period sites» I have com
mented on the similarities in the textile inventories of the Chavittoid 
levels at Ancon-Supe on the.Central Coast and the Cerrillos levels at 
Cerrillos on the South Coast» The gauzes Of the middle period at Supe 
strongly resemble those of. Cavernas both in design and some technical 
features. The flexible twined basketry of Cavernas and Oeucaje has 
relationships to basketry all along the coast, some, of which dates 
back to the Preceramic Period. The conclusion that these resemblances 
indicate relationships is inescapable, unless one wishes to postulate 
independent,invention of minute technical features at a number of 
sites separated only by a few hundred miles.

The use of a typology for textiles serves both to distinguish 
similar groups of textiles from one another and to point up such 
resemblances.

With few exceptions, the Oeucaje material falls readily into 
types and varieties with technique and design as primary, distinguish
ing modes. Such groups as the Oeucaje triple-cloths or the close 
looping are almost incredibly consistent. In the entire group only 
one textile, a multicolored cotton double-cloth mantle (No. 256) 
could not be easily incorporated into a variety with the other



examples of the technique« Such an exception probably indicates either 
that the sample was inadequate (in this case most of the other double
cloths were from a single grave) or that the piece is idiosyncratic or 
experimental. If, however, the piece had been considered with the 
plaid plain-weaves, ignoring technique'in this instance, there would
have been no difficulty in classifying it. One unclassifiable piece

l ■ .out of 250-odd specimens is not a bad. average, and certainly it does
not negate the typological system, Smith (1962: 1173) has pointed out 
that, in any taxonomy, "there will always remain a very considerable 
and very significant residue that cannot be successfully categorized 
without expanding the system to its own bursting point." It is partly 
to account for this residue and partly to express the "family" resem
blances of the artifacts within a given area and period that he has 
proposed'^he use of the term "School.."

Paracas textiles unquestionably constitute a "School." Within 
this School we can recognize a Necropolis style, a Cavemas style, and 
possible an Ocucaje style as well (though it cannot yet be shown to be 
distinct from that of Cavemas). Other regional and temporal styles 
or sub™Schools may be distinguishable as we. acquire new data on South 
Coast sites of this period.

There should be little difficulty in recognizing Ocucaje tex
tiles in collections. The only possible area Of confusion is with the 
Cavernas material which it strongly resembles and possibly duplicates. 
If there is real duplication, then a distinction between the two sites 
is unimportant for purposes of classification. Regional differences 
may become apparent if and when the Cavernas material is better known.



I have already pointed out a. number of Ocucaje techniques which appar
ently are not found at Cavernas and one CaVemas technical variety 
which is not yet. known from Ocucaje. At present, Ocucaje seems to- 
have, a longeh time .range than Cavernas, which appears to be a Middle
to Late Paracas site. The bulk of the.material from Ocucaje also falls

: ' ' . ' : , . .■ . , ;■ ̂  -

into this time period, but earlier material is present as well (chief- 
ly non-perishable material, however).

The test of the textile, typology is whether or hot it has more 
general application than that which has been made here. I see no real 
difficulty in applying the method to textiles of any area, as long1as 
certain drawbacks are noted.

The first, and most important, is that textiles often combine 
two or more techniques. If a set of techniques never occurs in any but 
a given association, this presents no problem-^the type can be esta= 
blished to include the combination. If, however, as is generally true, 
the techniques also occur alone or in various combinations, one might . 
find oneself classifying a specimen in two or three types or varieties. 
It might be possible to establish types and varieties which consist of 
combinations of not too rigidly specified techniques, but probably the 
simplest solution is to classify a technically mixed specimen with the 
variety into which the bulk of the textile falls and to note the sub
sidiary techniques. A number of the: Ocucaje textiles have applied 
borders of different varieties; I have simply listed known associated 
techniques with each variety. .

The second drawback, although perhaps no more serious than a 
similar problem in ceramics, is that undecorated plain-weaves are
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often so similar that those from one area cannot be separated, from 
those of another. Without unusual selvages, spin, fiber, or other 
diagnostic modes, it is, almost impossible to date or place a fragment 
or a plain rectangle of plain-weave. Fortunately, however, at the 
present time undecorated plain-weaves are not common in collections 
from Peru. Often garment type will prove sufficiently diagnostic to 
permit an undecorated plain-weave to be classified.

It has, unfortunately, not been possible to set up a typology 
for another group of Peruvian textiles and include this typology as a 
test of the method. Jit would have been difficult to obtain a group of 
textiles with known provenience comparable to the Ocucaje collection, 
and limitations of time and space have precluded any attempts to do so. 
It is to be hoped that such a test of the method can be carried out in 
the near future.

Even without further study or.attempting to type whole groups 
of Peruvian textiles, it is relatively simple to establish isolated 
varieties. No student of Peruvian textiles could fail to note the 
similarity of the late Central Coast tapestries. A variety. Ancon red- 
and~yellow tapestry, would be categorized as having plied cotton warps 
(Z-spun, S-plied as a rule), predominantly red and yellow wool wefts, 
no tapestry interlocking (slit tapestry), and a tendency toward 
slightly geometricized animal motifs, especially birds.

The Supe gauzes mentioned earlier would be classed as having: 
a specific gauze cross (Fig. 26 c), S-spun, single-ply cotton yarns 
(as a rule), paired wefts, and a predominance of interlocking snake 
patterns. ' ,
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Classic Tlahuanaco poncho-shirbs fall readily into a variety,. 

as do those of the Inca Period. A particular kind of loom-made mesh, 
or filet, which only occurs in the Chancay area, would also consti
tute a variety. Painted textiles from different areas often show 
specific color combinations and groups of motifs. The examples are 
almost endless.

The chief difficulty, in fact, in typing Peruvian textiles in 
museum collections, is the lack of provenience for the. specimens. 
Obviously, it is desirable to %iave a group of textiles with known pro
venience in order to establish a typology; otherwise insoluble problems 
may arise. Where such groups exist, a typology may enable otherwise 
unclassifiable material to be typed.

In addition to providing us with a group of textiles which 
can be typed and which provide information for classifying possible 
Ocucaje textiles in other collections', the Soldi collection also ex
pands our knowledge of the customs of the people of Ocucaje in certain 
cultural areas.

Burial rites, though by no means as elaborate as those which 
can be inferred from Necropolis mummy bundles, obviously did follow a 
certain form. An individual’s.clothing and other possessions were 
included in the mummy bundle or placed around it. Certain objects, 
such as the painted masks, were apparently prepared specially for the 
bundle--in the ease of the masks, to form a false head on the outer 
wrapping. . This practice, incidentally, although common in the later 
periods, was not a part of the Necropolis burial complex. Though 
some garments may have been new, some of the pieces in the collection
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show not only wear but extensive mending, indicating that they were used 
in life before they were placed in the bundles There are also a number 
of examples of re-use of textiles, A.turban band (No, 21 b) found in a 
false-head construction (Pig. 12) consists, of an embroidered border* 
with one frayed edge* originally from .a garment, A small bag (No. .
120 b) is made from a fragment of. a triple-cloth band or border.
Another* fragmentary, textile (No. 502) consists of several narrow, em
broidered borders whipped together. Only a few pieces, on the other 
hand, are unfinished.

The conception of elaborate sets of matched garments, so common 
at the Necropolis (the items of a set* however, are not always found in 

•: a single mummy bundle), does not seem to have been developed at Ocucaje. 
Although a number of garments in the collection have the same border, 
design (poncho-shirt No, 308, skirt No. 448, and mantle (?) fragments 
Nos. 479 and 48o), they do not agree in color. The only real examples 
of matching garments in this group, of textiles are the two double-cloth 
hoods (Nos. 113 and 118) which match a double-cloth mantle (No, 112) 
from the same grave. The Necropolis use of matched garments suggests 
a developed industry for the production of grave goods. There is no 
indication of such an industry.at Ocucaje.

Some Ocucaje burials were quite elaborate (see Appendix C, 
graves G-27, 2 8, and 49, for example), while others were poor in grave 
goods, probably indicating status differences..

The general picture is of an economy with a sufficient agri
cultural surplus to allow a considerable amount of leisure time to be 
expended on craft production, including such luxury goods as



featherwork dependent on imported materials, jewelry of gold and other
substances, and decorated costume, but there was riot enough wealth to

I _ ' • ■

product elaborately decorated pieces especially for burial. Clothing 
was worn and mended, and bits of worn-out garments were refused for

I : '' -other purposes.
! ■ " ■ ' ■ .I There may be indications of specialization among textile

makers. As rioted earlier, shirts of close-looping are so similar that'
they might have been the production of a few individuals. .Embroider- j

/ ' _ . ; 
ies, on the other hand, differ considerably in both design execution
and technical skill. Painted masks show great variation in both
style and competence of execution of designs, but there is not much I

' - ' -  idifference in the weaving of the base cloths. Perhaps the pieces were
woven by women and painted by men, or painted by persons other than the
weavers. In at least one instance (No. 435# Pig. 13 h) the mask
appears to have been painted by a child, but the cloth is competently
woven. ; ■

On the whole, there are no really poorly woven textiles in the
collection, though some are coarser or more loosely woven than others.
Probably beginners0 efforts were not included in graves. There are i
signs that the weavers of Ocucaje were experimenters and innovators.
The small twill specimens.(No. 28) have the look of an experiment, :
and a number of techniques represented in the collection represent
the earliest reported examples.

Design shows fairly rigid, traditional control. A limited
repertoire of motifs is depicted in relatively well-established form.
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Some, latitude is shown, however,, in the method of rendering the design 
and in the choice of small details. Design is all essentially reli
gious or mythological in contentj there are no secular motifs (other 
than purely geometrical designs?) or.genre scenes. In fact, there 
are no scenes at all, merely combinations of motifs. This is in con
trast to the artistic production of Such Peruvian cultures as the 
Mochica and some late Central and North Coast peoples. Even Nazca . 
art sometimes depicts scenes of everyday life.

The emphasis on.the trophy head in Middle Paracas art indi
cates that the people, if not giyen to large-scale war, were at least 
collectors of heads, as are some modem. South American peoples. The 
fact that the heads are carried by what seem,to,be deities suggests 
that the heads had some religious connotation and were taken for more 
than a means of tallying dead.enemies.

The cat, certain birds, the shake, and the monkey all appear 
to have had some cult significance, but the most obvious deities are 
those figures with elaborate appendages which often combine cat or ' 
monkey and human elements.

Although we cannot be sure what the everyday costume of the 
people was, we may assume that it was identical in shape and inventory 
to that represented in the Soldi collection, but with less ornamenta
tion . Probably some of the simpler mantles and the relatively plain 
poncho-shirts were not reserved exclusively for ceremonial occasions.
On the whole, however, the garments found in the burials were 
probably the "best dress" of the people. The costume for a man
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consisted of a poncho-shirt, a mantle, a breechcloth or wrap-around
skirt̂  and. a turban or head band*. I;have suggested that the longer
poncho-shirts were worn with breecheloths and the shorter ones with
skirts. Possibly only a breechcloth was worn when performing routine
tasks,. The costume of women is less well established, but' probably , .
it consisted of a wrap-around dress, possibly3 indistinguishable in
form from the man's mantle, a,'mantle.or shawl, and some, sort of head-
cloth. It is unfortunate that we have, no data. on the age and sex of .■
burials from which specific garments came, and it is to be hoped that
future work will give us such data. Bags were carried, probably by
both sexes,,, judging from the contents, but they were not so common as
they were in later times. Sandals were apparently little worn, . Belts
may or may not have been used; they are not evident in embroidered
costume depiction from the Necropolis. It is impossible to know whether
such articles as hoods were worn in life or by which sex. Nonetheless,
we have an adequate idea of Paracas costume.

Peruvian textiles of all periods offer.a wealth Of data for 
cultural interpretation, data which on the whole have been little used. 
Textile typology is only the first step in making collections of 
known provenience available for comparative purposes. We must regard 
textiles as part, and in Peru an -important part, of the entire cul
tural inventory of a people. As such, they can tell us much about 
the life of the people.



APPENDIX A '

CATALOGUE OP THE TEXTILES.

The following section consists of a. catalogue of the textile 
specimens on which.this monograph is based.. Two groups, discussed in 
the text, are not included here— the painted cotton masks, which are 
enumerated and described in Table 7 and the baskets, which are enum
erated and described in Table 8. The textiles are listed by the 
numbers which were, assigned to them in the initial cataloguing of the 
collection; since non-textile material was also included in this Cata
loguing, the numbers for the textiles are not always sequential. 
Numbers followed by a dash and a single digit, (e.g. 444-1) indicate 
fragments which do not belong to the textiles (e.g. No. 444) with 
which they were packed; These have all been assigned to other numbers 
Letters following a number (e.g. 120 a) indicate that the specimens 
were originally found together,. but they may not be from the same 
textile. Following the textiles in the Soldi collection are a few 
textiles which were acquired by the Textile Museum before 1957 (listed 
by Textile Museum catalogue numbers), and some specimens acquired 
after 1957 (listed by Textile Museum accession numbers).

Since space is restricted, it has been necessary to abbreviate 
some notations and use symbols for others. All warp and weft counts 
were made to one centimeter; yarn diameters are expressed in

366
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millimeters unless otherwise noted. Humber and letter notations under 
"color" refer to the Reinhold Color Atlas (Kofnerup and Wanscher 1962)- 
Unless otherwise noted, "length" is both the warp length and the length 
of the specimen, and "width" the weft length as well as the width qf 
the specimen. . Under "Make-up," / stands for Z-spun and\ stands for 
3-spun; /\ therefore means Z-spun, S-plied; ,/3\ means 3 Z= spun yams, 
plied S; and /\3/ means 3 Z-spun, S-plied yarns, re-plied Z> An "m" 
used in place of a numeral indicates multiple yams, whose exact 
number could not be determined, are plied or re-plied together.

In general, the form followed here is that of Textile Museum, 
catalogue, cards.

NO. 8 OBJECT: Mantle (?) fragments
DIMENSIONS: .The fragments are so small that it is impossible to get 
any idea of the original dimensions of the mantle.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton /\ 0.4-0.6 13 Maroon 9F8

. : 0.4-0.8 10 Tan
Weft: cotton /\ Q.3-0.5 . l4 Maroon 9^8

: d.4-0.7 .13 Tan
Emb.: alpaca /\ Red

Maroon 
Dark gray

TECHNIQUE: The central ground is maroon, balanced plain-weave which
apparently had an embroidered border, (only about 5 x 2 cm. of 
embroidery remains) with a running-stitch background and a 4/2
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stem-stitch design» A border of tan, balanced plain-weaye appears to 
be interlocked to the maroon ground, but actually has a yarn run into 
the warp loops of the two pieces to join, them. The warp length of the 
tan cloth is only 7*5.cm, >

Edge finish: 3 /\f/ Idomstrings on each cloth. There are
no fragments with side .selvages,

DESIGN: ?

REMARKS: These fragments seem to be from one of the mantles with
double borders (see Nos, 9 and 482 and Fig, 60 £ for a drawing of the 
general layout), The specimen consists of extremely small fragments, 
which strangely are broken or torn along diagonal lines.

NO , 9
DIMENSIONS: Length: 2,213 m.

OBJECT: . Mantle Fragment 
Width: 0,391 incomplete

YARNS:
Warp:

Weft:

Emb,:

Fiber Make-up
cotton /\

Diameter Count

cotton

alpaca

A

A

0.4
0.4
0,5
0,4
0,4
0.5

14
15 12
15
15
13

•Color
Dark tan .
Dark red 10F7 
Natural tan
Dark tan 
Dark red 
Natural tan
Red 11B8, 11D8 
Maroon 11F6, 11F7 
Blue 22F6 ,
Yellow 5A7 
Dark brown



TECHNIQUE: The central ground is dark-red, balanced plain-weave with 
an embroidered border which has a running-stitch background and a 4/2 
stem-stitch and satin-stitch design. An outside, border of dark-tan, 
balanced plain-weave with an embroidered border (with a loom width Of 
0.123 m.) is sewn to the central portion. At the ends a third cloth, 
of tan balanced plain-weave (with a warp length of only 8 cm.) is. added 
to fill out the central portion to the length of the sides (Fig, 60 g). 

Edge finish: 3 / W  loomstrings at each end of each cloth 
except the tan end pieces which have warp loops at one end 
and.a loomstring only at the outside edge.

DESIGN: "Goat-suckers"— the inside (Fig. 82 jg), outside, and end
.borders all have different versions of the bird. The color sequence 
of the outer border is: red, brown, red, maroon, red, brown; of the .
inner border: maroon, red, brown, red.

. REMARKS: This fragment is from a double-bordered mantle (see also
Nos. 8 and 482). Figure 60_g illustrates the general layout.

NO. 21 a OBJECT: Turban band
DIMENSIONS:. Length: about 5«700 m. Width: 0.040 (not stretched) .

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Element: alpaca /\ 1.5 2 horiz.rows Red IOC7

; 1-1/2 vert,
rows
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TECHNIQUE: Complex looping. Double-faced. Each loop is worked around
four previous rows (Mg. 39)«

DESIGN: Ten vertical rows.

REMARKS: This turban band is wrapped eight times around the outside of
the cotton doughnut-shaped pillow of mummy-bundle mask Number 20 
(Fig. 12) on top of the unwoven warps of the mask and another band 
(No. 21 b).

HO. 21 b OBJECT: Border, re-used as' turban
/ : ‘..r V-" - ' band . ■' /  '

. DIMEHSIONS: Length: about. 2.080 m. Width: 0.058 (incomplete)

YARNS:
Warp:
■ Weft:
Emb.:

TECBNIQUE: Plain-weave embroidered with a running-stitch background
and a design of 4/2 stem stitch with, satin-stitch bars. The outside 
edge is finished with the cross-knit looping stitch variant (Fig..31 a). 

Edge finish: 3 AmZ loomstrings at each end.

DESIGN: Geometric cats, alternately right-side-up and upside-down.
Color sequence: red, maroon, red, blue-green, red.

Fiber Make-up
cotton /\
cotton /\
alpaca /\

Diameter Count 
0.4-0.7 10
0.4-0.7 10

Color 
Natural 
. Natural 
Gray
Dark red 10D-E8 
Maroon 12F5 
Blue-green 24D7
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REMARKS: Wrapped four times around the cotton doughnut-shaped pillow
of mask Number 20 (Pig. 12). The unwoven warps of the mask are wrapped
over this band, then band Number 21 a is wrapped over the warps. The
torn edge of this band may be whipped with cotton thread in spots.

NO. 22 ■ OBJECT: Poncho-shirt
DIMENSIONS: Length: I.065 m. Width: I.060 m. :

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
. Warp: cotton A  0.6-1 2k Dark.tan
Weft: cotton A  0.4-6.7 8-l/2’ Dark tan
Fringe: cotton /\4/ . Dark tan
Emb.: cotton A’/ Tan

TECHNIQUE: Warp-faced plain-weave with woven.tab fringe at the
bottom. The neckslit is embroidered with eight rows of cross-knit 
looping: the shoulders have epaulets of fringe. Occasional flat shell
beads are tied into this fringe with simple knots.

DESIGN: None

REMARKS: Bits of alpaca embroidery adhere to two of the tabs, but
these seem to belong to another piece. For the poncho-shirt shape, 
see Figure 64
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.NO. 27 a,.b OBJECT; Split rectangles
DIMENSIONS: Length: 0.173-0.178 Width: .O.O9O-O.O98

YARNS ■ Fiber Make-up. Diameter Count . Color
Warp: alpaca ' /\ about 1 .18 . Maroon 11F5

■ . ■ \ ;Gbld 5E8, ;.. Orange 5C8
Weft:. alpaca A  about 1 6 Maroon

TECHNlQtJE: Waip-float pattern (double-faced). One of. the pair is still
joined at One end by the warps carried from one bide to ..the other.

Edge finish: 3 Am/ lootnstrings each end.

DESIGN: Small cats: or monkeyd in rows.

REMARKS: Possibly intended for neckslit facings or miniature ponchos
(Fig. 24. a). ■ .• ’ ' '

NO. 28 a, b OBJECT: Split rectangles ,
DIMENSIONS: Length: O.I8O-O.185 m. Width: O.O9O-0.O93 M.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: alpaca A  1-1.5 10 Maroon 12F8

Orange 5C8 
Gold 5E8
Blue-green. 2iF5. .
, White

Weft: A  1-1.5 6 Same as abotie,
some brown in one

TECHNIQUE: Turned 3/l broken twill (Fig. 25).
Edge finish: No special loomstrings.
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DESIGN: Stepped design ($lg> 24 b),

RES4ARKS: See Number 27 a, b<, . The two rectangles are not identical in
color sequence. One is hot as well made as the other.

NOV 29 OBJECT: Miriiature:mantle (?) .
DIMENSIONS: Length: 0,115 (?) Width: 0.121 (?)

Fiber. Make=up Diameter Count Color
alpaca. . A  0.7 ' Red 10E8
cotton A  0.5 18 White .
alpaca . /\ 0.5-0,7 Red
cotton A  . 0.3-0.5 13 White
alpaca A  Maroon 11P5

Red 10E8 .
Blue-green 24P5 
Blue 2te5 
Dark brown

TECHNIQUES: Plaid plain-weave. Where red stripes cross, eight red
warps and eight.red wefts are woven together on one face and two white 
warps and two white wefts are interwoven on the' reverse. This forms an 
area of double-cloth and causes these areas to be slightly raised. The 
border is embroidered with a running-stitch background and a stem-stitch 
and satin-stitch filling. The embroidery is outlined with 8/4 stem 
stitch on the inside and a variant of cross-knit looping on the edge 
(Fig. 31 a).

DESIGN: Cats (?), alternately right-side-up and upside-down. Color
sequence: red, maroon, red, blue-green.

YARNS:
Warp:

Weft:.

Emb.:



REMARKS; It is:Impossible to be sure of warp direction since all edges 
are covered; it is also impossible to tell whether the edges are cut 
or not. .

MO. 33 ■ OBJECT; Border for band;
DIMEMSIOHS; Length: 1.700 m.; Width; 0.07$ m.

YARMS; Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp:'1 alpaca f\ • 0.7-1 9 Brown

0.7-1 • 8 Yellow 4A7
; 1 , : 7 . Green 2$E$

Weft: alpaca /\ 0.7-1 . 8. Brown ' . x
0.7-1 7 Yellow 4A7
1 6 Green 25E$

TECHNIQUE: Triple-cloth, completely woven only in design areas; reverse
has long floats between motifs. Edges are single-Cloth woveri in brown 
plain-weave =

Edge finish: 3 /\3$/ loomstrihgs each end. Side selvages
. in plain-weaye as noted above.

DESIGH: From top there are; 1 geometrical unit resembling a "sun-
face," 2 "sun-faces," 1 cat, 7 sun-faces, 1 double-headed snake, 9 
sun-faces, 1 geometrical unit resembling a sun-face but differing from 
first unit, and another different?type sun-face. There are a total of 
6 different motifs. The designs are in green and yellow on a brown 
ground (fig. 22 a).



NO. 39 • OBJECT: ?
: DIMENSIONS: Length! ,0.905 in.- (inc. and with about 0.135 to* sewn to
back). Width: 0.296 m.

YARNS: Fiber' Make-up ■ Diameter Count Color '
Warp: ■ ■ alpaca f\ 0.5 • l6 Maroon 11F8
Weft: alpaca /\ 0.5 10 Maroon

' (in gauze 4)

Sewing: cotton A A T&n
' /3\ - ' White

TECHNIQUE: Plain-Weave (Pig. 26 c) on gauze ground. About 3«3 cm.
of plainsw.eave at Intact end. Some returning wefts in plain-weave 
where it meets gauze..

'Edge finish:' 3 /\Z loomstrings. ' .

■ DESIGN: Two large cat figures.

REMARKS: Shellfish dye. Piece is patched and crudely mended.

NO. 4o OBJECT: Hood
DIMENSIONS: Length: O.67O (x 2) m. Width: O'.265 m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count
Element: alpaca A 0.6-0.8 6 x 6
Fringe: alpaca A.

Color
Maroon 11F7
Red 10D8 
Dark blue 2lF5 
Natural gray 
Dark brown 
Maroon 11F7

Sewing: alpaca . / V  and /\ Maroon
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TEGHfJIQUE: Sprang (fig. .48). Center line chained. Fringe woven on
two warps. . ■

Edge finish: 3 t\i&/ loomstrings each end.

DESIGN: Interlocking-snake motifs (Fig. 78 d). .

REMARKS: : See Figure 68 a for hood shape»

NO. hi OBJECT: Belt or. turban band
DIMENSIONS: Length: about 4.495 m. Width: 0.038m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: alpaca /\ 1-1.5 l6 ■ Light tan 484

Tan 4c6 
Gold '507-8 

• ; Pink 9A7
Brown ;

Weft:. alpaca /\ 1-1.5 3. Light tan

TECHNIQUE: Warp-faced plain-weave, striped.
Edge finish: At one end warps, and, at the other extra yarns,
are used to form a round braid 0.l40 (inc.) m. long at one 
end and 0.515 m. long at the other end. One end has 2 A 3/ 
loomstrings.

DESIGN: Stripes
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HOo 64 a, b OBJECT: Fragments of turban band
DIMENSIONS; Length; 0,880; .0.940 m„-=-both incomplete. Width; 0,040- 
0.064 m.

YARNS; . Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Element:. alpaca. /\ 1 mm. 5 knots . Maroon 10F6

Yellow 3A7 .Red 11C8 
Bliie-green 24F6

. Gold. 4a8
. . Dark red 10E6

' Natural gray

TECHNIQUE; Central portion, of band is close-knotting; band narrows and 
splits into four or five strips held together by occasional inter-knot
ting of yarns or by sewing. Fringe is looped through edge, grouped 
into five bundles and woven in Weft-faced plain-weave with crossbands of 
color for a short distance before being let flow free for fringed .ends<,

DESIGN; Geometric, cats (Fig. 8l c) alternately right-side-up and up
side down.

REMARKS; .See Figure JO a, for general layout of band.

NO. 65 • . . OBJECT: Headdress (?)
DIMENSIONS: Length: more than 0.840 m. Width: about 0.330 m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Element: alpaca /\ 0.8 6 loops BrOwn

8 rows White

TECHNIQUE: Looping, worked close. See Figure 35.
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Edge finish: Self cord through star and finish ends. Starting
end also appears to have loops of /\f brown alpaca.and a draw
string of A A  hrown alpaca.

DESIGN: Stepped diamonds and interlocking snakes, similar to pattern
of shirt Number 296 (Fig. 37 b)

REMARKS: May be a headdress or a bag fragment. The condition of the 
piece is extremely bad.

NO. 66 \ OBJECT: Hood .(?.)• fragments
DMENSIONS: Length: 1.03^ m. incomplete. . Width: O.i-50 m. incomplete.

YARNS: Fiber . Make-up Diameter Count Color
Element: cotton A  0.4=0.8 . 10 x 8 Blue 23E-F5

TECHNIQUE: Sprang (Fig. 48). Chained center.
Edge finish: 3 A®/ loomstrings at only intact end. .

DESIGN: Interlocking snakes (Fig. 78 5).

REMARKS: Carbonized to a rusty black color. Can't be sure that 
textile was used or intended as a hood.

NO. 80 OBJECT: Turban band
DIMENSIONS: Length: about 2.310 m. (in two pieces)Diameter*
about 0.010 m.
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YARNS:. Fiber Make-up Diameter
Element: alpaca A  0.7=1

Count Color
7-8 knots Red 10D8 
6-7 rows Yellow 5B8 

Green 25E6 
Dark brown 

. .Cream

TECHNIQUE: Close-knotting (simpley overhand Imot, Fig. 4l a)y worked 
tubularly over a foundation of cotton cordage (21 cotton A  yarns, one 
Of which is 6-ply, others all 2-ply) „

. . Edge finish: About 5»5 to 6 cm. from the ends the band
splits into twp "fingers." At one end, one of the pair is 
close-knotting, the other is cross-knit loopingj at the 
other end both are cross-knit looping.1

DESIGN; "Barber pole" stripes With the following sequence:- red, 
brown, blue-green, brown, yellow, brown, cream, brown.

NO. 8l OBJECT: Mantle fragment
DIMENSIONS: Length: 1,965 m. #dth: 0,656 (one complete, wi
plus about 0.485 of the second width.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count
Warp: alpaca A  0,8 10

Color
Red 10D8 
Yellow 5D8 
Maroon 12F5 
Blue 23C3-4 
White .

Weft: alpaca A 0.8 6=8 same as warp
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YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Emb o: alpaca A  Red 10D8.

Yellow M 8 
Maroon 12F5 ■■
Blue 23C3-4 
Dark brown

Sewing: alpaca A/ Red . .
, /3\ • ’ Maroon

TECHNIQUE: Warp-and-weft interlocking in plain-weave with double
interlocking (Fig, 19) , At least some warpis turn, and become weft s - 
Borders are embroidered with a running-stitch outline and stem and 
satin stitches. Most stem stitch is 4/2, The border once had a row of 
stem stitch along the inside and a row of cross-knit looping variant 
(Fig, 31 a) along the outside.

Edge finish: 3 /\3/ loomstrings at each end,

DESIGN: Field has birds. Border has mask-type beings (Types VI and
VII) which face alternately left and right» Color sequence of border: 
dark brown, red, maroon, fed. Border width: 7«3 cm,

REMARKS: For general mantle layout, see Figure 60 d. Estimated
original width: about 1.312 m,

NO, 109 OBJECT: Fox headdress
DIMENSIONS: (One textile panel only) Length: 0,250 m. Width:
0.098-0.13Q m.
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YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Colbr\
Warp: cotton A  0.5=0.7 17 Natural tan
Weft: cotton A  0.5=0.7 13 Natural tan
Sewing: cotton A> A 3/ Natural tan ■

TECHNIONE: For the central portion, feathers are glued to, a skinned-
out fox mizzle (probably with resin). Narrow panels of plain-weave 
covered with yellow feathers are sewn (?) to each side, of skin.. See 
Figure 15 a for method;of attachment of feathers.

DESIGN: A face of green and orange on a yellow ground.

NO. 110 OBJECT: Turban, band
DIMENSIONS: . Length: ? . Width: ?

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count
Element: alpaca ; A  1 mm.

TECHNIQUE: Close-knotting in centeroblique-twining, weft-faced
plain-weave, and fringe at ends.

DESIGN: • Snakes. . '

REMARKS: This headband, was still wrapped around a cotton pillow in
a mummy-bundle head construction; data are therefore inadequate. For 
layout of this type of band, see Figure. 70 a.

- Color
Brown 
Maroon 
Dark red 
Gold
Light blue.
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BO. Ill OBJECT: Mantle (?)
blMEiSIOBSt Length: 1.625 m. Width: O.655 m. plus O.O92 borders ..
each .side.

YARES: Fiber Makeup Diameter Count Color

alpaca f\ 0.7-1 8 Grape l'3-l4F;
Red 10-11D8 .
Yellow 508 
Blue-green 2UF5 
White

B alpaca J\ • .0*5 14 Brown
C alpaca /\ 1 . 22 Red and brown

plied IS-lW 
Natural brown 
Yellow 5C8 
Green 25E7, 27F6.

Weft:., - \ ■
A alpaca /\ 1-1.5 7 same as warp
B . alpaca /\ 6.5 8 Brown

Red 10D8 
Yellow 5C8 
Green 25F5

C alpaca /\ 1 " . 5 Natural brown

TECHNIQUE; The central part Of the mantle (A) is plain-weave, tie- 
dyed. The side borders (b ) are plain-weave with brocaded or embroid
ered spot patterning. The end borders (C), appliqued to the ground, 
are of warp-twining with pattern warps which are sometimes transposed 
and float on the reverse when not needed on the face. The end 
borders terminate in tassels.

Edge finish: ? Finish of ground and side borders hidden by
end borders.
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BESIGMs That of central tie-dyed portion cannot be determined. Side 
borders have, bird motif (Fig, 82 a); end borders have double-headed 
snakes, - / .

REMARKS: See Figure ol d for mantle layout..

NO, 112 OBJECT: Small mantle
,BIMSIONS: Length: 1.510 m. Width: 0.700 m. (3 widths)

YARNS: : Fiber. Make-up Biameter Count Color
'• Waip: ' , ■

A Alpaca . A 0.6-1 6 Maroon 11F5
" /: .... Red 1108

B . alpaca A 0.6-1 8 Yellow A- 5B8
Brown

C . alpaca . A 0.6-1 .. 6 Red 11B8
,.1 " ;■ Bark, brown

Weft: : V" / ' . . :-
A alpaca A  '1-1.27 6 same as warp
B Alpaca A  1-1.2 . 8 same as-warp
0 alpaca A  1-1,2 6 same as warp

Baming: alpaca A Red 10B8
Yellow U-5B8 
Maroon 11F5 
Blue 23C7 
Light brpwn .

TECHNIQUE: Bouble-cloth (2/2) with over-darned details.
Edge finish: Wefts interlocked at side selvages. 2 f\J,
loomstrings at each end.
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DESIGN: All have interlocking designs--in A and G snake-cat (?)
motifs, in B snakes (Pig. 20). Filler motifs are mainly cats and birds.

REMARKS: See Figure 59 d for mantle layout. Hoods Numbers 113 and
ll8 "match" this mantle.

NO. 113 OBJECT:. Hood v
DIMENSIONS: Length: O.782 m. (x 2). Width: 0,232m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: alpaca /V 0.5 1̂ 8 Yellow k-AJ

0.4 8 Red
Weft: alpaca /\. . 1-2 7 Yellow

1-2 ■ . 8 Brown* ;:
, Sewing: alpaca A  Brown

TECHNIQUE: Double-cloth (2/2). Wrong side is not as well woven as
front.

Edge
loomstrings each end. |

. • j  ■ . ■

DESIGN: Interlocking "snakes." Filler motifs are mainly birds and
cats» ■ -

REMARIfiS: This hood matches the central panel of mantle Number 112
(Fig. 20) but has no over-darning. See Figure 68 b for hood type.

h: Side selvages have interlocked we&|s. 3 A/

Colors combined produce a red-brown 9̂ 8.
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NO. 114 OBJECT: Mantle section (?)
DIMENSIONS: Length: 1.095 m. Width: 0.810m...

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: alpaca A  0.6 6 Red 10E8

Dark gray '
Weft: alpaca A  1 7 Red

Dark gray .
Sewing: alpaca A  . Purple

TECgNIQUE: Double-cloth (2/2). Along one side selvage.there are frag-' 
ments of'a' warp-faced, striped, plain-weave border with tan cotton and 
red-purple and black warps and black alpaca wefts. This border has a', 
count of 24 warps and 6 wefts per cm.

Edge finish: Side selvages have interlocked warpsj ends
have 1 /b\ loomstring.

DESIGN.: Cat-headed, human-bodied being with many appendages.

REMARKSt Dark gray gives green impression in weave.

No. 115 OBJECT: Mantle section (?)
DIMENSIONS: Length: 0.910 m.. inc. Width: 0-753 m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: alpaca A  0.8 6-7 Red 10D8

0.8-1 7-7 Dark gray
Weft: alpaca A 0.8 6-7 . Red

0.8-1 6-7 Dark gray
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TECHNIQUE: Double-cloth (.2/2.).

Edge finish: At•sides, wefts interlock at intervals.
2As/ loomstrings at. each end.

DESIGN: Geometric-style human dr cat figure. .

NO. Il6 . •" OBJECT: Mantle section (?)
DIMENSIONS: Length: 1.035 m.. Vidth: ,0.755-0.770 m,.

YARNS; Fiher Make-up • Diameter Count Color
Warp:■ . alpaca , A  • 0.5 8 . Brown

. ■ : ; \ Yellow 5D8
Weft: alpaca A  0.5 8 Brown

Yellow

TECHNIQUE; Douhle-cloth (2/2). One side is not quite so well woven 
as. other.' One side has a tiny fragment of a warp-faced border like 
that on Number 111.

Edge finish: Side selvages have interlocked wefts. .1 AS/ '
loomstring each. end.

DESIGN: Standing figure of type found on painted mummy-bundle masks.,
filler motifs ape mainly dtiuble-headed birds.

NO. 117 OBJECT: Mantle section (?)
DIMENSIONS: Length: 1.070 m. Width: Q.7S0 m.



•''.YARDS: Fiber Make-up; . Diameter Count Color
Warp: . alpaca A 0*5-1 7 Red. 10D8

Bro»r. '

. Weft: alpaca A 0.5-1 7 Red
Brown

TBCmiQOE: Double-cloth (2/2) .
Edge finish: Had interlocked side selvages and ,1 A/ . , .

- ■ looms t ring'at each/.end'..'

DESIGN: Mask-type standing figure (Eig. 2l)0 ..

REMARKS: Bits if warp-faced border similar to that of Number 111 and
bits of badly deteriorated cotton plain-weave, possibly from a mask, ,
on the surface of the textile. Brown warps and wefts are badly
rotted. Piece was found basted to Number ilk.

NO. 118 OBJECT: Hopd .
DIMENSIONS: Length: 0.723 m. (x 2). Width: 0.2.85 m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: alpaca A  1 mm. 8 Red 11E8

Purple*
Weft: alpaca A  1 7 NedDark red
Darning: alpaca A Yellow M 7

Light blue 23E5 
Bed 11D8

Sewing: alpaca A  1 Red-purple



TECHNIQUE: Double-cloth (2/2)„ Extra colors are over-darned. Reverse
side is not quite, so well.woven as face.

Edge finish: Side selvages have, interlocked wefts; 3 A /
loomstrings at ends.

DESIGN: Interlocking snake-cat motifs. Filier motifs, are cats, and

REMARKS: For hood type, see Figure 68 b. Hood "matchesone side -
panel of Mantle Number 112 (Fig. 20).

^Effect of two shades is Maroon 12F8.

NO. 119 , OBJECT: Border, or band fragments
DiMEEBiONS: length: 3-659 hi- (total of fragments, incomplete).
Width: O.O98 m.

YARNS.: Fiber > Make-ixp Diameter Count Color
Warp: alpaca : A  / 0.5-0.7 12 Yellow 5B7

Green 27F6 
Brown. •

Weft: ■ alpaca A 1 imn. . 7 Yellow
0.5-0.7 : . 9 Grben

. 0.5-0.7 9 Brown

TECHNIQUE: Incomplete triple-cloth. Brown is woven throughout and .
from side selvage to side selvage. Green an4 yellow are woven in 
central portioh (0.057 wide) and are left unwoven for about 2.5 
cm. between motifs.
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• . Edge finish: Sides are single layer of brown, plain-weave;

each end has 3 A/ loomstrings of tan cotton.

DESIGN:' "Sun-faces" with fanged mouths (Fig* 22 b) < fellow and green 
alternate on brown ground.

REMARKS: At least one motif missing.from band. Estimated length:
3.668 m= ,

NO, 120 a OBJECT: Band fragment
.DIMENSIONS: Length: 0.465 m. incomplete.: .Width: 0.080 m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up . Diameter. Count Color
Warp: alpaca A 0.4-0.6 8 Dark brown

Green 27Fs . 
Yellow; 5C8 :

Weft: alpaca A 1 6 Dark brown
Green . '
Yellow

TECHNIQUE: Incomplete triple-cloth. Triple-cloth is completely
woven only in design areas; yellow and green float on reverse between 
spot patterns. Sides are woven in brown, slightly warp-faced 
plain-weave.

Edge finish: No loom ends present.
. ■ . ’ ' ' I

DESIGN: Stylized "sun-faces" (Fig. 7 6 c).
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NO. 120 b ■ OBJECT: Bag ' ''
DIMEM810#: ' Length: .0.120 m. .(* 2) ,. Width; 0,065 m,

YAMS; Fiber Make-up . Diameter. Count Color
Warp; alpaca . /\ . 0.7"! 14 " Brown

• Green 2856 
Yellow 5C8 '

Weft: ‘ alpaca A -OvT-l . 8 Brown
• ■ ■'•5' ■ Green :

. Yellow . .
, Sewing: . cotton, /\J .< Tan

: TEGBNIOpE.: Incomplete triple-cloth,; Brown single**cloth edges .
(""with somewhat higher warp count), triple-eloth motifs. Green and 
yellow float between motifs on reverse.

Edge finish: 2 /\m/ tan cotton loomstrings at one end.

DESIGN: Stylized cats, alternately right-side-up and upside-down.

RPIARKS: The bag (Fig. %2 b.) is made up of a fragment of triple- .
cloth and contains a band (No. 120 c) and a wad of Furcraea (No.. 120 d)

10. 120.e . . OBJECT: Band
DIMENSIONS: Length: at least 1 m. Width; 0.032 m.

YAMS: Fiber Make-up Diameter
Warp: alpaca /\ 0.4-0.6

Weft: ■ cotton /\ 0.5-0.8

Count Color
28 Green 28f4
32 Yellow 5E8
32 Dark brown-black

. 7 Natural tan-brown
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TECHNIQUE: Warp-float pattern« Pattern warps float on back when not
in use on the front„ The floats are slightly longer on the reverse> 
and the two sides are therefore dissimilar.

Edge finish: No loom ends visible.

DESIGN: Interlocking triangles in yellow: with black on a green grounds

REMARKS: Band is wrapped around a hank of Eurcraea (?) inside bag
Number 120 b. It was not unwound.

NO. 121 OBJECT: Turban band
DIMENSIONS: Length: about 2.800 m. Width: 0.052=0.072 m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Ellement: alpaca f\ 0.7-1-3'. 4 knots Yellow 3A6

Gold 5B7 -
Blue-green 24F6 
Maroon 11F3 
Dark red 10D6

. Natural gray-tan
. blend .

Fringe: alpaca . A b o v e  colors plus:
Orange 7B8 
Red 10D8
Da# red 10E7, 10E5 

. ■ • Maroon 11F4

TECHNIQUES: Central section is close-knotting, then new yarns are
looped through edges and worked in single oblique-twining.; These and 
additional, yarns are grouped for warps of weft-faced plain-weave section 
and then let flow.for fringe. The plain-weave section has a count of 
l=l/2 to 2 warps per cm. and about 20 wefts per cm.
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DESIGN: The knotted section has interlocking double-headed "snakes"
(actually human heads at the ends of interlocking frets). The 
oblique-twining has a "W" pattern, and the plain-weave has cross-bands 
of varying widths.

REMARKSr See Figure TP a for the general layout of this. band.

NO. 122 a, b OBJECT: Mantle (?) fragaents.
DIMENSIONS: Length: a-l.l̂ fO irii inc.; h-0.730 ra. inc. Width: a -
0,585 (dne width) and 0.095 ». inc.1 b - 6.380 inc.

YAMS: Fiber . Make-up Diameter Count Color .
Warp: cotton ...A 0.5-1 .. 13 Natural
- Weft: cotton A .0.5-1 9-10 Natural
Sewing: cotton A . Natural
Ties: cotton /\/ Natural tan

: TECHNIQUE: Gauze (Fig. 26) and plain-weave, the latter painted with
shellfish dye (Purple 14B5). No returning wefts in plain-weave.

. Edge finish: Sides are woven in warp-faced plain-weave
for about 0=5 cm. At loom ends there are also areas of 
plain-weave about 0.$ cm. long and 3 A 3/ loomstrings..

DESIGN: Solid plain-weave areas are painted with hand-and-dot motifs.
In gau^e and plain-weave areas the plain-weave is painted to resemble 
a plaid.
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REMARKS; The mantle was folded and fastened together with ties. Its 
original length was at least 1.860 m. For mantle layout, see Figure
'59 ' /

MO. I23 . ' ' OBJECT; Feather mantle
DiMElSIOiS; Length: : I.298 m. Width; top  ̂1.100 m.> bottom 
about 1.300 m. (2 widths).

YARNS:

Weft;
Sewing:

Fiber
cotton
cotton
cotton

Make-up
A

A

A

Diameter Count 
0 .5-I (?) 13-14 
0.5-1 (?) 7-8

Color
Natural tan 
Natural tan 
Natural tan

TECHNIQUE: Predominantly warp-faced plain-weave. Shaped,, probably by
spreading warps at the loom bars. The warp count at the wide, upper
end is about 13 per cm. (32 per inch), and at the harrow end it is l4
or more per cm. (35 to 39 per inch). The feathers are attached as 
shown in. Figure 15 a.

Edge finish: 3 A3/ loomstrings at each end.

DESIGN; Bands of yellow (3A6), blue (23E7)? and orange (6b8) feathers 
within a blue border about.7»5 cm. wide.. The color sequence and width 
of the bands are: orange (11-13 cm.), blue (7.5-8 cm.), and yellow
(5=6.5 cm.). See Figures 14 and 15 b.



NO, 1 #  : OBJECT: Turban band
. DIMENSiONS: . Length: about 1,370 m. Width: 0,037 m.

Fiber Make-up Diameter Count , Color
ddttbn : A  . ‘ 6 Tan
alpaca A  , - 1 mm, 28 Maroon

• Yellow
' " ;.v '-V ■ Pink " '

V/ - Light green
- ■ ■" Nattiral gray

' ; : •' '■ White ■ .

TECHNIQUE: Slit tapestry. Long side slits have irregular dovetailing.
Edge finish: Ends overcast? The stitch resembles button- -
hole stitch,. Fringe is Imdtted through the ends.

DESIGN: Two stepped crosses in a rectangle repeated along band.
Color sequence has no apparent order.

REMARKS: The band is wrapped 2-l/2 times around the cottdn doughnut-
shaped pillows of a false-head construction for a mummy bundle. It has 
not been unwrapped. ■

NO, 145 OBJECT: Turban band
DIMENSIONS: Length: about 1,695 m. Width: 0.Q2O ra.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: alpaca A  0,4-0.7 18 Black

. . \ Red
. . Maroon

Weft: alpaca A  0,5-1 5 BlackBrown

YARNS: 
Warp: 
Weft:
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TECHNIQUE: Complementary-warp pattern» All floats are on back.

Edge finish; 2 multiple lOomstrings each end,

DESIGN: Double-headed birds, alternately red and maroon,

REMARKS.: Wrapped around the doughnut- shaped cotton pillow of a
false-head construction for a mummy bundle. It is below Number lU4< 
The band has not been unwrapped,

NO , 14? ' OBJECT: iEox headdress
DIMENSIONS: length: (seamed; width of headdress):. 0.765 m. Width:
6,135 m, ; ;;" " V : '

YARNS: Fiber , . Make-up : : Diameter Count Color.
’ Warp: .
.. A : cotton A 0,5-0.9 ll Natural tan
• B cotton ' • A 0.6-1 11 Natural tan
' Weft:
A . cotton A  0.5-0.9 10 Natural tan
B cotton A  0.i6fl ■ 9 Natural tan
Sewing:. cotton A  > f\J Natural tan

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave. Feathers attached as shown in Figure 15 a. 
The central panel of the headdress consists of a piece of plain-weave 
(A) cut in the center and seamed; the width of this piece in the 
center is 0.065 m. To this are sewn lappets (B), each about 0.155 01. 
;long and 0,o6o m. wide, which apparently constitute a single woven 
piece and cut in the center.
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Edge finish: All loomiends have 3 A 3/ loomstrings.

DESIGN: A fox muzzle cut in a circle is stitched or glued to the 
center Of the woven panel. It is covered with glued-on feathers and 
the remainder of the headdress is covered with feathers sewn on. All 
feathers are orange. i

REMARKS': ■ Part, of the false-head construction to which Numbers 144. 
and 1^5 belong.;,

NO, 151 OBJECT: Hood .
DIMENSIONS: Length: about 0.625m. Width: 0.335 m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
: Element: alpaca A  0.5-0.8 8 x 6=8. Dark blue 22F3
Fringe: alpaca A Bed 11D8

. Maroon IIP?
Yellow 5D8 
Orange 6c8 .
Dark blue 22F6

; : : : ' : : : Gray ■ ' .
Sewing: alpaca /\j/ V Dark blue

TECHNIQUE: Sprang (Fig, 48), Chained center. Three-warp (tan
/ / i alpaca) fringe sewn to edge.

Edge finish: 3 A3/ loomstrings at feach end.

DESIGN: Cat-headed (?) figure (Fig. 49). ...

REMARKS: See Figure 68 a for hood type.
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NO. l6l ?-«. OBJECT: Mantle fragments
DIMENSIONS: (Largest fragment) Length: 2.038 m, inc. Width: O.6U0 m

' inc. ' ' ' : ' . ■ ' .

.YAMS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
■ Warp: cotton /\ . 0.4-1.1 l4 Natural
Weft: cotton /\ O.^-l.l 1 10 Natural
"Sup. wf. alpaca A  -I"; Dark brown
Setting: cotton A/ Natural
Ties: cotton /\W Natural

TECMIQOE: Plain-weave, painted# and bordered with supplementary-weft1
patterhihg at both ends. The inside edge of the border and some details 
are done in wrapping (6/2) or stem stitch (which are Structurally 
identical). . >

Edge finish: Sides slightly compacted; 3 A 3/ loomstrings
I at each end. ' 1 .

DESIGN: Painted hand-and-dot design in dark magenta (12F6). The
border has an anthropomorphic cat (Type III; Figs. 11, 84 c), Border 
width; 6.1-6.8 cm. 1

REMARKS: The paint used for this textile is shellfish dye. The
fragments had at least 12 short lengths' of cotton yarn tied through 
the ground. See Figure 60 c for mantle layout.



MO. 180 • ' OBJECT: Poncho-shirt
DIMENSIOMS: Length: 0.700 tn. (plus about 4 cm. fringe). Width:
O.895 m. (plus about 8 cm. fringe).

YARMS: Fiher Make-up Diameter Count Color
: Element; . alpaca A  1 mm. 5 loops Brown .

' . 7 rows White

TECB1XQUE: Simple looping (Fig. 35), worked close. The fringe (which
may. be of vicuna) is wOrked over a cord of brown (t) and fastened with 
-tep A'-'-cbttozi (Tfig. 38a). The piece had epaulets of brown and white 
alpaca which seem to be of plain-weave with figure-8 wrapping on
paired wdrps, but these ate badly disintegrated. .

.. . - I Eige finishj: Self ,cord through !loops jat ptaift awpl finish.

DESIGM:: Elongated "sun-face" motif with bird and doubler headed snake 
filler motifs (Fig. 37 d). The epaulets are diamond patterned.

REMARKS: This shirt arrived in extremely bad condition. It was turned
inside-Out and in a heap. Almost all of the brown yarns are disintegrat- 
, ing. The shirt is made of two rectangles sewn at the shoulder 
(Fig.; 64 a).

MO. 181 OBJECT: Turban band
DIMEMSIOMS: Length: 5.675 m. Diameter: 0.015 m.
YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color

■ Element: alpaca A  0«7 5 loops. Dark red 10E8
5 rows Brown

Cream 1



TEGBEiOPE: Cross-knit looping (Fig. 36), tubular, and worked over a
thick core of Z-spun tan cotton singles (■?). Band splits into two 
"fingers" about 10 cm. from each end.

DESIGN: Zig-zag patterning (to imitate a snake's markings?); each of
the 'split ends has a snake-head design.

10. 196 , • OBJECT: Mantle
DIMENSIONS': Length: 2.190 m. Width: 1.678 m. (2 widths seamed).

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton ... . /\ 0.5=1 l8 Natural tan
Weft: cotton A  ' 0.5=1 12 Natural tan
Emb.s alpaca A  Re4 11^7Maroon 12F^

Dark gray
Sewing: cotton A/ Natural tan

TECHNIQUE: . Plain= weave>.. embroidered borders..; Outline of .embroidery; 
was done in running stitch, design in stem stitch (4/2) and satin , 
stitch. Outside edge covered with cross-knit looping variant
(Fig. 31 a A  . ;

Edge finish: 3/\3/ loomstrings each end.

DESIGN: Mask-type beings (Type VI). Color sequence: maroon, red,
gray. Border width: 5.8-7.2 cm. .

REMARKS: For mantle layout, see Figure 60 d.
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NO. 197 OBJECT: Hood
DIMENSIONS: Length: 1.022 m. (x 2). . Width: 0.515-0.590 m .

YARNS: Fiber Make-up' Diameter ' \ Count Color
Warp: alpaca /V 0.5 8 Maroon 11F6
Weft: alpaca /\ 0.5 7 Maroon

(in gauze. U) .
Sewing: alpaca . /\/ ; Maroon

TECHNIQUEi Plain-weave (Fig. 26 n) in gauze design., Some returning 
weft£ in plain-weave where it meets:gauze areas.

Edge finish: .3 /\m/ loomstringS at each end.

DESIGN: Five large figures alternately right-side-up and upside-
down (Fig. 27). For general type (but without fringe) see Figure 68 a

NO, 198 OBJECT: Shaped net

DIMENSIONS: Length: 1,750 m, .' Widths 0.k)5 m,. (spread out).

YARNS: Fiber Make-up. y , Diameter Count , Color

Elements cotton A/  0,3*0,7 ■ mesh- Natural tap
, ■ - 0.35-0.5 ■ .

. , ■. ' cm.

fECffllliWli1 Knotted setting. Simple, overhand'knot (Fig, hi a), 

alternate faces of knot in adjacent rows. A cord which runs along :

the edges of the net is tan /m\/ cotton with a diameter of about

1.5 mm. This cord is knotted with a simple knot, brought through
the edge loops on both sides of the net and knotted together again at
■ i ' ' . " • ■ . ‘
the Opposite end. At top and bottom buttonhole stitches over a cord



hold the net loops. In the first and second rows there are two: knots 
in each pendant loop.

' DESIGN: None

REMARKS: See Figure 71 a for shape of net.

NO. 227 OBJECT: Mantle fragment
DIMENSIONS:, Length: 1.975 Width: 0:623 m. (complete) plus
0.268 m. incomplete (2 widths sewn).

YARNS: . Fiber Makeup • Diameter Count. Color
Warp: cotton /\ 0.5-0.7 15 Dark Salmon 8e8
WeFt: cOtton A O.5-O.7 13 Dark Salmon
Emb.: alpaca A  Yellow 4a8

; Red 10C8, 11D8 
.Maroon 12F6 
Blue 23A6
Dark brown to black 
White

Sewing: cotton /\J Dark Salmon

fECHNlQDE: Plain-weave, embroidered: The borders have a runnlng-
stltch outline with stem stitch (4/2) and satin stitch. The ground 
is embroidered in stem Stitch (6/4). The border was edged on the in
side with stem stitch. (6/4) and had an outside edge of the cross-knit 
looping. variant (Fig. 31 a)« The blue and yellow yarns, used in the 
border, for minor details, are carried on the reverse from spot to spot. 

Edge finish: 3 A®/ loomstrings at each end.
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DESIGN: The field has large "sun-face" motifs arranged in rows
(originally 3 rows)„ One motif is upside down. The colors (mafdon
and yellow) alternatej black.and white appear in the same positions
, in. all. The, border has two mask-type figures (Types V and VII) 
which alternateThe color sequence for the border is red, gray, 
dark (?) red, maroon, red, gray* ‘ Border width: 6.5 cm.

/REMARKS: Hypothetical layout of mantle may be seen in figure 60 c.

NO. 228 , OBJECT: Mantle fragments.
DIMENSIONS: length: inc. Width: : 1.320 m. (2 widths seamed).

Count Color
14 Natural
1 Natural

Dark red lOD? 
Yellow 4B7 

, Blue 24C6
Dark pink. 9B7 
Light pink 9A6 
Dark brown
Natural

• • Natural

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave. Embroidered borders are worked in stem 
stitch (4/2) and satin stitch (apparently without the running 
Outline). The border is outlined in either running stitch or stem 
stitch and has an outer edge of cross-knit looping variant (Fig. 31 a). 
The ground has spot patterning in running stitch.

YARNS: fiber Make-up Diameter
.Warp: cotton /\ 0.4-0.?
Weft: cotton . A  0.4-0.?
Emb.: alpaca A  0.7-1

Ties: cotton ./n\
Sewing: cotton A
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Edge finish: 3 /\3/ loomstrings at each end.

DESIdH: Mask-type beings (Types II and X) alternate in the border;
color sequence— blue, red, pink. Narrow borders have cat and "sun- 
face" motifs; color sequence— pink, fed, bluea Field has various 
birds, men, monkeys, et cetera. Figures vary in size and orienta
tion and have no apparent color sequence (See Figs. j6 b, 78 b, 80 b, 
83 c, 86 f);. Border width:' l*5-3*5 cm.

.MMARKS: For mantle layout, see Figure .60 h.' Mantle has several 
ties pf cotton cord through the groundo

NO. 229 OBJECT: Belt or turban
DIMENSIONS: Length: 5.200 nu Width: 0.090 to 0.125 m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: alpaca /\ 0.7-i->5 13 Tan

'Brown 
Cream

Weft: alpaca A  0.7-1 • 5 4 Tan

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave, warp-faced and striped.
Edge finish: 3 A  loomstrings at one end; other end has
warps made into 6 three-strand braids, 3 of which are tied 
together at the end.

DESIGN: Tan and brown, stripes about 1 cm. wide separated by cream
stripes of 4 warps each.
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NOo 230 a . OBJECT; , Bag
DiMEMSIONS: Length: 0.295.m. Width: 0.112 (x 2). Direction
of warp and weft are not positive since all edges are covered by 

. embroidery.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp?: cotton A 0.U-0.7 10-11 . Natural tan
Weft?: cotton A 0.5-0.? . 12-14 Natural tan.
Emb.: alpaca A Red 11D8, 12F6

Maroon 13F5 
• Yellow 4a?, 5A7 
Blue-green 23F8 
Dark brown

Sewing: cotton A Natural tan
Ties I cotton A/. Natural tan <

ifECHEEWE: Plain-weave with embroidered border and field. All 
embroidery is stem stitch (4/2). The border is outlined in.6/4 stem 
stitch. All bag edges are. covered by a row of variant cross-knit 
looping (Fig. 31 a).

Edge finish: All loom ends are covered by embroidery.

DESIGN: Birds (condors?), identical except, for size in border and
field. Color sequence of field: red, yellow, maroon, blue; border is
similar but not consistent.

REMARKS: See Figures. ?2 c and 73« The bag was originally sewn shut.
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: NO. 231 a -'4 OBJECT: Small figures
DIMENSIONS: Heights' vary from 0.027 to 0.077 m„

YARNS: Fiber Make-up . Diameter Count' Color
Elements:., alpaca /\ . 0.6-1.5 5 loops Gold 5E8

5 rows Green 26F3
Maroon 10F4 
Red 10E8 
White Dark brown

TECHNIQUE:. Three-dimensional cross-knit looping (Fig. 36), probably 
with stuffing. . , . .

DESIGN: a. Oval with geometric bird motifj b, _c, and d, small men;
: e-h^ monkeys, with curled tails; i. arid striped lizards.

REMARKS: See Elgufes 40 and 69.

NO. 232 OBJECT: Bag
DIMENSIONS: Length: 0.130 m. (x 2). Width: O.187 m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
. Warp: cotton A . 0.5*1 18 Natural

. Blue 24F8
Weft: cotton A  0.5-1 10 Natural

Blue
Sewing,
etc.: cotton A/ Natural .

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave with warp, and weft colors alternated in such
a way as to produce a "log-cabin" pattern. Sequence: warps-2 blue;
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1 white, 1 blue, .1 white for 19 wnrpoj 2 blue; wefts--? blue; 1 white, 
.1 blue,, 1 white for 11 wefts j . 2 blue. The sides ’of the cloth .are 
whipped’ on the inside to. form the bag.. A cord, like the sewing thread, 
is knotted through the edge (overhand knot) to form loops for a 
drawstring.

Edge finish; 3 /\m/ lOomstrings at each end. . 1

DESIGN: Alternate blocks of stripes and. bands, "log-cabin" pattern.

REMARKSSee Figures 9 and 72 d.

NO. 233 : OBJECT: Miniature mantle (?)
DIMENSIONS: Length: 0.^00 m. Width: 0,250 m.

YARNS: . Fiber. Make-up Diameter Count Color.
Warp: cotton Y\ .0,7 l4 Natural tan
Weft: cotton /\ 0,7 ll Natural tan
Emb.: alpaca A  Dark red 11E8

Yellow 5 7̂

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave, embroidered. The embroidery, which is un
finished, is stem stitch (4/2), The background is almost finished 
and one figure is partially completed.

Edge finish: 3./\3/ loomstrings at each end.

DESIGN: Lozenge with cat heads (?) at ends (Fig. 8 b). Border
width: 1.3 cm.

REMARKS: Found in bag Number 232.



MO. 23% OBJECT: Band
DIMMSIONS: Length: 0.817 in. width: 0.097 m..

YARNS: Fiber Make-np Diameter Count Color
. Warp: alpaca /\ ■ . 1 mm. 18 Brown
' Weft: alpaca A  L . . 11 Brown ..

. TECHEEQdE: Plain-weave.
Edge finish: Sides slightly compacted. Three, loomstritigs,

A  j A  A  , or A/? at each end.

DESIGN: None

REMARKS: Found in bag Number 232) possibly it was intended to be
embroidered.

NO. 244 OBJECT: Poncho-shirt
DIMENSIONS: Length: O.826 m. (x 2) plus 0.150 m. fringeWidth:
0.955 m. (2 widths seamed).

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count • Color
Warp:, cotton A  0.4-0.8 22 Tan 7^8
Weft: cotton A  0.4-0.8 10 Tan

(about 6 
in gauze) V

Sewing: cotton /SJ Tan

TECHNIQUE: Plain-wehve with gauze (Fig. 26_c) pattern. Fringe is
applied and is a "three-warp" fringe with wefts of /\4/ tan cotton
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and xmrps of /\m/ tan cotton. Dark gray. /\ cotton is sewn through
the fringe, at the shirt loomstrings, in running stitch,,

Edge finish: Three to four centimeters of plain-weave
at loom ends, 3 A™-/ loomstrings at each end

DESIGH: Apparently iiiask= type figures with head. appendages, Tpo'
fragile to determine whole pattern,

REMARKS: Band. Number 2k5 b was once attached as a bottom border, above
fringe, over plainsweave at loom ends. For general type of poncho- 
shirt see Figure 64 d. - - y

NO, 2t5 a,.c OBJECT: Borders
DIMENSIONS: Length: a, 2,125 n.}. 0,t20 m: Width: a, O.OJOj
c, 0,056 m , . ;-

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter . Qouht Color
Warp: '
a . alpaca A  0.5-1 18 Red 101)8

Maroon 11F8 
Brown

C alpaca A  0.5-1 , 16 Same as a
Weft: ...
a alpaca A  0.5-1 .7 Brown
£ alpaca A  0.5-1 6-7 . Brown

TECHNIQUE: Complementary-warp patterning. All floats on reverse. 
Number 245 a. is a long band, probably a poncho-shirt bqrder; c is 
split from about 3-3 cm. below one loom end through other end and is



probably a neckslit facing.
Edge finish: 2 /\J loomstrings each end of each pice.

DESIGN: Mask-type arid other figures (Digs. 8l. j., 84_ m',. 86 ri)> Border
has 11 different figures, a twelfth central figure and then the 11 
figures in reverse order. The facing has only five different motifs 
but these match those of border» Maroon and red alternate on brown . 
ground.'

REMARKS: Probably from a poncho-shirt like Number 244.

NO. 24$ b OBJECT: Poncho- shirt border
DIMENSIONS: Length: 2.020 m. Width: 0.550 m. .

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: alpaca /\ 1 mm. 18 Red iOD8

Maroon. 11F8;
Dark brown

Weft: alpaca A 1 6 Dark brown

TECHNIQUE: Complementary-warp patterning; all floats on reverse.
Edge finish: 2 (?) loomstrings at each end.

DESIGN. Twelve or 13 mask-type figures which reverse in center of 
band. Color Sequence: brown, maroon, red.

REMARKS: This border was once attached to poncho-shirt Number 244;
a bit of the edge and fringe is still attached to the border.



Itoo 256 . . . OBJECTS; Mantle fragment

DIMENSIONS: tiengtti:. . &> . O-.895 A.' inc. j. O.565 #. i-hc*-.. Width; • -
.a, 0.750 in. (2 pieces seamed)j b, 0*330 m. Inc.

YABNS: Fiber MaKe-up •. • Diameter ' Count Color
Warp; cotton A  0.5-0*7 9 Tan :

Red 8D8
: ' •• Blue 23E5 • .

Red-brown
Weft: cotton A. 0.7-1 / 9 Same as warp
Emb.: alpaca f\ Dark brown

TECISCEQUE; Double-cloth (2/2)• Border embroidered In running .
stitch— incomplete? ;

Edge finish; One side selvage is not interlocked but woven.
. in double-cloth to edge; other is woven singly in embroidered
border area. Some colored wefts are carried to selvage but 
most are interlocked and returned. 3 /\A loomstrings on
each piece.

DESIGN: Field has alternate plain tan and blue and red plaid squares,
both containing stepped crosses. Border design is of.two alternating 
mask-type figures (variants of Type VIII?). Border width; 4.6 cm.

REMARKS: F o r  M y o u t  o f  m n t l e ,  s e e  » g u r e  W . . s  o f  W  /

cotton attached to or associated with mantle.
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30. 260 OBJECT: Mantle
DIMENSIONS: Length: 2.015 m. Width: 1,410 m. (2 widths seamed).

YARNS: -liber Make-up Diameter Cpunt Color ..
Warp: alpaca /\ O.5-O.7 12 Maroon 10F6
Weft: alpaca ' /\ 0,5-0.7 11 Maroon
Fringe: alpaca. A  Red 10D8

Blue 23E4
' •  ' Yellow; 5D7 . ■

Dark brown
Ties: cotton / A , A m/ Natural .

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave. Fringe is made on two warps, but colors
are carried and pulled down as needed. Fringe is 1.5 to 2 cm. long.

DESIGN: None, othef than multicolored fringe.

REMARKS:. Six or more ties or stitches of natural cotton through 
mantle. : For mantle layout, see Figure 6l e .

NO6 26l OBJECT: Mantle

DIMENSIONS: Length: ,1.900 m. Width: 1.372m. (2 widths seamed).

Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color ,
alpaca A  0.3=0.5 12 Red-purple 14F4
alpaca /\ 0.3=0.5 8 Red-purple
alpaca A  Bed 11D8

Maroon 11F5 
Lt. blue 2336,23A3 
Yellow 5B7 
Brown ■

YARNS: 
Warp: 
Weft: 
Emb.:



YARNS: Fiber Makerup Diameter Count Color
Sewing: alpaca A  Purple
Circle: .cotton: /n̂  Natural tan:

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave, .Embroidered borders have running-stitch ’ 
outline, satin and stem stitch (4/2). Outside edge is variant 
cross-knit looping.

Edge ..finish: 3 A V  loomstrings at each end,

DESIGN: Two mask-type figures (Types V and VII) alternate and are
also alternately right-side-up and upside-down, .Color sequence: red,
brown, maroon> brown. Yellow and blue are tised only for Small details 
Border width: 5«5-7 cm,

REMARKS: Piece has. a. circle with a diameter of about 12 cm, in
running stitch worked across seam near one end. For layout of mantle, 
see Figure 60 d,

NO, 262 : OBJECT: Mantle
DIMENSION^: Length: 2.045 m, (2 widths sewn), Width: 1,568 m,
(cut warp dimension),

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton A  0,7-1.5 10 Tan 597
Weft: cotton . A  0.7-1*5 8 Tan
Sewing: cotton /j\; A3/ Tan
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TECHNIQUE: .Plain-weavej fill-in wefts throughout„ Probably woven in 
one piece, cut in half and sewn together so that the loom ends lie 

v along one long edge.
Edge finish: One edge has both loom ends with 3. / W  loom- 
strings each; other is cut and foiled»

DESIGN: None ..

REMARKS: Pour holes near center indicate that piece was probably
folded in the mummy bundle, For mantle layout, see Figure 59 b *

NO. 265 a, b, c OBJECT! Mantle fragments ■
DIMENSIONS: Length: 2.065 m. ■ Width: 0.655 m..inc. (widest piece).

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: alpaca A  0.5-0.7 11 , Red-purple 11F7
Weft: alpaca A 0.5-0.7 1 . Red-purple
Emb.: alpaca A 1 mm. Red 11D8

- " Maroon 12F5
Blue 22D5 
Yellow 598 
Dark brown

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave. Borders embrpidefed with running-stitch
outline, stem (4/2) and satin stitches. Outside edge.has variant
'■ ■. ' ■' ■ ; \  ■ / ' ;v • , -  ' V  ■ ■ zeross^lmit loopiBg (Figo 31 a)»

Edge finish: ; 3 AS/ loomstrings at each end.

DESIGN: Cats, alternately right-side-up and upside-down. Color



sequence; red, birown̂ ' red* maroon^ fed; interior sequences tiuiroon.y 
,red, brcwn^ redj tndroon» Yellow and blue used alternately for small 
details. Border width: 8.7-10.$ cm.

REMARKS: Darned neatly near one endj darning covers both sides, form
ing, with ground, a triple layer. For possible mantle layouts, see 
Figures 60 b and d. ' . :

HO. 266 .. . OJBECT: Mantle . '
DIMENSIONS: Length: 2.320 m. Width: 1.^53 m. (2 widths). .

YARNS ; Fiber Make-up. Diameter Count . Color '
Wai7>5. • cotton A  O.U-l ‘ 12 Natural tan
Weft: . ..cqttoh A  0.4-1 , . 10 Natural tan
Emb.: alpaca A  Maroon 11F5

. Red 10D8 .
Dark, gray

Sewing: cottptt f\J . Natural tan
Ties: cotton A®/ Natural tan

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave embroidered. Borders have running-stitch
outline, stem (4/2) and satin stitch. Variant of cross-knit lopping 
(Fig. 31 a) along outside edge.

Edge finish: 3 f \ i l  loomstrings at each end.

DESI&N: Cats, alternately right-side-up and upside-down. Color .
sequence: gray, red, maroon. Border width:' 6.5-7«5 cm.

REMARKS: Mantle was folded in half and tied together in six spots. .
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There is also a tie on one Side only. The mantle is worn badly in • 
several areas. For mahtle layout> see Figure 60 d.

HO. 267 , OBJECD: Mantle
DiW^diOHS:: Length: 1.495-1,530 m. Width: 0,730 m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count ■ Color
' \Warp: cotton A  0 .5-1 10 - Tan. ■ ' ;
.... ■ ‘ Brown . •
Weft: cotton A  0.5-1 10 Tan

. 7 . Brown ..

TECHHIQUE: Plain-weave^ plaid. At finish end, wefts were added in
... ah attempt to even weaving. The result> however, was. that one side is 
longer than the other. . The appearance of the added wefts is similar 
to the Greek letter P s i t  Wefts are knotted when thread ends.

. Edge finish: One side selvage has paired warps. 3 /\3/

loomstrings at each end.

. DESlGH: BirOwn and tan plaid.

REMARKS: For mantle layout, see Figure 59 a.

HOo 268 OBJECT: Mantle section (?)
DIMEHSIOHSS Length: 0,750 m. inc. Width: 0.415 m.

YARNS: Flben Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton A  0.4-0.8 15 White
Weft: cotton A  0.4-0.8 9 White
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TECHNIQUE:. Plain-veave, painted with shellfish dye (purple 13F3).

Edge finish: 3 A  3/ loomstringsf.*

DESIGN?. Hand-and-dot. design 1 Dots are not clustered, but are spread 
dver entire background = .

NO. 274 OBJECT: Sling . ..
DlMENiSIONS: Length: 1.400 m. Width of cradle: about O.llO m. .

YARNS: Fiber . . Make-up Diameter Count Color
Elements: Furcraea (?) / varies Natural
Loop: cotton / Natural tan

TECHNIQUE: Braiding. Cradle and end are irregular flat braids, ,
possibly with an extra strand run along the sides. Exact technique 
cannot be determined without dissection. Cords are ,4-strand braid. 
$i.nger loop is a ball (diameter 4 cm.) of cotton threads»

DESIGN: See Figure 50.

NO. 275 OBJECT: Poncho-shirt
DIMENSIONS: Length: .0.785m. (x 2). Width: 0.725m.

YARNS: Fiber. Make-up Diameter. Count Color.
Element: alpaca A  1 mm. 6 loops Red 10B7*

6 l/2 rows Maroon 10E7
Brown 
Cream
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YAMS: fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Sewing: alpaca A  Maroon

cotton /, A  5/ . White
Fringe: vicuna (?) ' Red

TECHH^JE: looping (Fig. 35) Worked close. Fringe is made of unspun
yarn oyer a brown ./ ahd A. alpaca cord. Appears to be held by twining 
row of yellow-brown // cord? but tod disintegrated to be sure*

Edge finish: Begun over a cord and a.cord run through finish.

DESIG1: Guilloche with crosses in center spaces. Almost identical
with 91.>89 (Fig. 37 a). ''

REMARKS: See Figure 6t b for shirt tye. Fringe apparently once went
around outside, and seems to have Seen dyed after construction» The 
shirt has a fragment of what seems to be a painted mask sewn to one .

siae" ■; : : . A  ' ,

: HO.. 276 a, b, c OBJECT: Turban-band fragments
DIMENSIONS: Length of longest fragment: O.89O m. inc. Width:
0.095-0.106 m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Element: alpaca /\ 1-1.5 5 knots Maroon 11F5 ,

■ . . Red 11D8
. Dark red 11E7

Yellow 5D8 
Blue 22E6

. Brown



TECffllQyfis Center sectioii is close-knotting (simple, overhand knot); 
yams for single oblique-twining are Ibtiped through edge of knptted 
sectibn.d These yarns then become warps for. weft-faced plain-weave 
(2 warps and '20 wefts per cm«,)# and with additional yarns flow free 
for fringe, : '

bESlGM; Cats (Mg, 8l h)> alternately right-side-up and upside-down. 
Color sequence seems to be simple red. maroon alternation^ with yellow 
and blue details. ,

REM&BKSs for layout of band; see $l@ire ;70

NO. 280 . OBJECT: . Shoulder poncho
DlMEiifSlOEiSt Length; 0.425 m. inc. Width; 0.325 m.

YAMS; Fiber. Make-up Diameter Cotint Color
Warp; cotton /\ 0,4-0*7 • 15 Tan
1Weft; cotton A 0.4-0,7 11 Tan
'Bento.; alpaca A 0.7-1.2 Pink 10A6

. Lavender. 15E4.
- '  Light green 28C5

. . - Light blue 25A4
Blue 20E4 
Dark brown

TECHNIQUE; Plain-weave. Field is embroidered with stem stitch 
(4/2). Neckslit edge has rows of pink and lavender cross-knit loop
ing and pink and green chain stitch; outside edge has rows of chain 
stitch. ^

Edge finish; 3 /\j loomstrings.



DESIGJJ.s naturalistic parrots and other birds, embroidered on field 
(Fig.: €3).

REMARKS;: Chain, stitch does not appear in other Ocucaje textiles... '
This may be Early Nazca.

HOo 281 . / ' OBJECT: . Mantle fragment (?)
DIMENSIOETS: Length: 3°520 m. incomplete. Width: 0.393 m. incom
plete (2 complete, 1 incomplete widths).

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter. Count Color
- Warp: . - ' ..
A and D: cotton y\ 1 mm, 11-14 Dark blue 21-22F4

. B: cotton /\ 1 l6 . White
C: cotton /\ 1 18 Dark blue

Weft : ,'.
A and D: cotton A 1 8 Dark blue

B: cotton /\ 1 1 8 White
C: cotton A  1 6 Dark blue

Brocade (?):
B: alpaca A Red 9C8

Blue 23D6 
Brown

C: alpaca A  Red
Dark brown

Sewing: cotton A  A  White.
. A A A  . Blue

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave, brocaded or embroidered. Specimen is composed
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of two strips plain dark blue (A and D) on either side of a central 
panel made up of one complete (B) and one incomplete strip (C). The 
former seems to be brocaded; the latter may be embroidered.

Edge finish: A and D: 3 Am/ loomstringsj B: , 2 /S/ loom-
!strings at each endj C: 3 multiple /\s.

DESIGN: White center sectibh (B). has diagonally aligned squares
containing -t-'s and x's (most are x) . Blue center section (C) has: 
crude^ mask^type figure (Fig. 30). '/

REMARKS: Too large for a conventional mantle. , ■ \ v

NO. 282 ! OBJECT: Hairnet (?)
DIMENSIONS: Length: 0.215 m. dnc. Width: 0.300.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up. Diameter Count : Color
Elemeiit: cotton A /  0.5-0.8 Mesh: Natural tan

■ - • - . w  ' ;. cm.

TECHNIQUE: Knotted netting; simple knot; overhand variety. Alter
nate faces in adjacent rows.

DESIGN: None

REMARKS: Much human hair caught in net. For probable shape; see
Figure 71 b.
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10. 283 OBJECT: Sling ■ y ■
DIMENSIONS: Length: 0.600 m. Inc. Width of cradle: about 0,070 m.

YABBS: . Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Elements: Fuxcraea (?) / varies Natural

. Wrapping: alpaca Z\ . 0.7-2 Red,
. •; , • ' . Dark red

; ; ' . . . ' ' . Blue
/ ■ . - . ’ ■ Yellow

: Dark brown . -
(all stained)

TECHEEQUE; Braiding. Cradle is irregular flat braid, possibly with 
an extra strand run along the sides. Exact technique cannot be deter
mined without dissection. Cords are 4-strand braid. The end piece is 
apparently constructed by plying two large bunches of /\ yarns together / 
and then re-plying them\ j bending the resulting rope into an oval arid 
sewing it across one.side to hold it. This end piece is 18 cm. long 
and 2 cm. wide.

DESIGN: See Figure 50 for a similar sling.

NO. 284 OBJECT: Fragments
DIMENSIONS: (Largest fragment)s Length: 0.460 m. inc. Width:
O.I85 m. inc.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton /\ 0.7-1-2 13 Brown

alpaca A  Yellow 5D8
Maroon 11F7

Weft: cotton? A  0.4-0.8 5 Brown
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TECHEIQUE! Warp-faced plain-weave, striped.

DESIGNs Stripes of varying widths.

REMARKS;. Badly disintegrated and discolored,

NO. 2^4 a | OBJECT: Border fragment
DIMENSIONS: Length: 0.065 m. inc. Width: O.iSp m, inc.'

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton A  0.4-0.5 t 15. Natural tan?
Weft:. cotton A  0.5=1 11. Natural tan?
Etnb.: alpaca A  Red 10D8

. Maroon 11F5 
Light brown 
Dark brown ■

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave, embroidered. Running-stitch outline with
stem (4/2) stitch, and satin stitch. Row of 6/4 stem stitch along inside 
border and row of variant cross-knit looping (Fig. 31 a) along outside.. 

Edge finish: 3 /\j loomstrings.

DESIGN: Two mask-type figures (Types II /Fig. 83 e and a variant
of VII?) are turned left and right. One red, One maroon on dark-brown 
ground. Border width: 4.9 cm.

iREMARKS: Possibly the end border of a small mantle.
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NO. 294 b OBJECT: Fragment
.DIMENSIONS.: Length: O.I85 m. inc. Width: 0.124 m. ind.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter. Count Color
Warp: - cotton . A  ‘ 1 mm. . 10 Brown
/Weft; dotton A  1 9 V White

TECHNIODE: . Double-cloth (2/2). One side not as well woven as other. 
Edge finish: Side selvage, has interlocked wefts. 3 A m/
loomstrings,

DESIGN: Only remaining design is a cat filler-mdtif and the end of
an. appendage. ' .

REMARKS:' Probably a corner fragment of one strip from d.two- or three- 
strip mantle. . "

NO. 294 c Object; Fragment
DIMENSIONS: Length: 0.280 m. inc. Width: , 0.220 m. inc.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton A  0.4-1 11 White
Weft: cotton /\ 0.5-1 8 White

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave, painted with brown paint.
Edge finish: Only one side selvage and no loom ends intact.

DESIGN: Guilloche border; legs and feet of a figure; appendages
ending in snake heads. Very Chavinoid.



KEMAFtkS; Possibly from a painted mantle.

MO. 296 OBJECT: poncho-shirt
DIMENSIONS: Length: 0.680m. (x2). Width: 0.565 m„ (Neither
measurement..includes fringe which is about 5 cm. long.)

YARNS: Tiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Element: alpaca /\ 1 mm. 6 loops Maroon ilT?

' Red 11D8
' Brown- •

Cream
Fringe: vicuna? ■. Red 10D8
Sewing: alpaca /\J (or A  A) Red

SECHi|lQlJEs Looping (Fig. 35)* Worked cl<>se. Fringe consists of
tufts of unspun wool laid over a foundation-cord and fastened with a
second Cord (Tig. 38 b).

DESIGN: Diamonds and interlocked snake heads.; Stepped fret border
at lower edge (Fig. 37 h).

REMARKS: See Figure 64 b for poncho-shirt type. Fringe was apparently
dyed after construction# since top and inside Of loops are undyed.

NO. 297 OBJECT: Readdress (?) .
DIMENSIONS: Length: 1.490 m. (plus 5 cm. of knotted netting). Width:

O .327 m.
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YARNS: Fiber .. Make-up
Element.: alpacd /\

Diameter Count Color
0.5-1.5 3 knots Maroon 12F7 

Orange 5B8 
Gold Ub?
Dark red 11F8:
Browns
Cream
Tan

Netting: alpaca A/ mesh: 
1 cm.

Cord: . cotton /6\

Red 11C7 

White and tan

TECHNIQUE: OldSe»khbtting (simple overhand knot, Fig. 4l a).
Both fades of the knot appear On the same side of the textile without 
any apparent System of alternation. At the top of the textile knotted 
,netting id workid into the edge of the piece. The net is gathered oh . 
a self-cord at the top. A cotton cord is knotted.through the denter 
of the top of the netting.

DESIGN: "Sun-face" motif in stepped lozenges (Fig. 42),

REMARKS: For layout of headdress, see Figure 70 b.

NO. 298 
DIMENSIONS: : O.76O m.

OBJECT: Headdress (?)
Width: O.390 m.-O.63O m.

YARNS: ' Fiber

Element: cotton
Make-up Diameter Count

0.7-1.2 mesh:
0.3 cm. 
and 1 cm.

Color
Natural tan

TECHNIQUE: knotted nettingj diamond patterning by varying mesh gauge



(Fig, If4 a),’ Alternate faces bf the,knot appear in adjacent rows.
The first 6if cm. of the piece is worked with a sheet-bend knot (Fig. 
4lb)j the rest with a simple knot of the overhand variety (Fig.,4l a). 
There appears to he a mistake in patterning across the piece. .

Edge finish: Starting end has loops. , ■ '

DESIGN; Mamonds (14 meshes to a side).

REMARKS; For shape of specimen, see Figure 71 c,

NO. 300 ' OBJECT: Band f
'DIMENSIONS: Length: 2.710 m. Width: 0.056m.

YARllS: ’ Fiber Make-up Diameter . Count " Color:
Warp:/: alpaca /\ 1-2 18 Red, 10D8

- Dark red 10F8
• Yellow 4A7 ■ ' ,
. Blue 22D7

Dark brown 7F3
Weft: alpaca A  . ' 1 5 Dark brown

TECHNIQUE: Complementary-warp... patterning. Long floats Occur only on 
back, but there are occasional very shOrt. floats. On face.

Edge finish: At one end-^2 lotitnstrings (gone) ahd 2 paired
wefts; at other end--probabiy 3 lopmstrings (gone).

DESi#: Mask-type figures (figures differ).
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NO. 301 ' OBJECT: Mantle
DIMEHSIONS: Length: 2.l4i tn. Width: 1.370 m. (2 widths seamed).

YaNnS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: alpaca /\ 0.5-0.8 . 8. Red-purple
Weft: alpaca A  0.3-0.7 9 Purple :

(combined 11F6)
Smb.: . alpacd /\ . ,, / Red 10B7-8

Maroon 12F5 
Yellow 5B8 ’
Natural gray 
Black

Darning: alpaca A  varies Red-purple or
. purple

TBCBNl^UE $ Plain-weaVe.- Borders embroidered in stem stitdh (4/2 or 
more) and satiri stitch. Gray and ydllow afe carried oh back. The 
variant, cross-knit looping stitch (Pig. 31 is used nOt only on the 
outside edges of the embroidered borderj but also on the inner edges 
at the points where the border narrows in width.

Edge, finish: 3 /\3/ loomstrings at each end.

DSSlGN: Mask-type figures. Color sequence: Maroon, black), red; gray
and yellow are used only for small details. Border width: 2.5-6.6 cm. .

REMARKS: The mantle is very worn and has at least .15,.darned -areas'. < A
number of these dams are fine and cross- shaped; others are tiuch 
coarser and may have been done by another person. Some areas are 
simply whipped together. For mantle layout, see Figure 6.0 f.
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NO. 302 , . 0BJEC1?:: Garment (?)
DIMENSIONS.: Length: 1.595 m. Width: O.685 m,

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Cotint Color
. Warp: cotton /\. 0.4-0.7 16 Off-white
Weft: cotton. . .. . A 0.4-0^7 13 Off-white -
Emb.: alpaca A Maroon 12F5 ; ■

. Red 11B8, 11D8..

. Dark gray

TECHNiQUiE: Plain-weaves embroidered borders. . Borders, have some
running-.stitch outline with stem stitch (4/2, 6/4) and satin stitch. 
The outside edge is covered with the; variant cross-knit looping 
stitch (Fig. 31 aj.

Edge finish: 3 A 3/ loomstringsat each end.

DESIGN: Double-headed, interlocked cfeatures (Fig. 78 f). Color 
sequence: red, gray, red, maroon (interior of figures: maroon, red,

. gray, red). Border width: 304 cm.

REMARKS: piece has Several ties of /\m/ cotton. For layout of piece,
.; see Figure 74 a. Possibly a small mantle or a turban or headdress.

NO. 3P3 OBJECT? Mantle-bofder fragments
DlMFiNSlONS: Length: 1.600 m. inc. Width: 0.250 m. inc. (one
complete bofder width of 0.085 m. plus a portion of ground).
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YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count . Color
Warp:
..A cotton A. 0.3-0.4 '2k Rust 9E-F?
B cotton A  0.4=0.5 13 Natural tan
Weft: . v
A cotton A  0.3-0.4 18 Rust
B cotton A  0.5 14 . . Natural tan
Emb.: . alpaca A Blue 24f6

Red 11E8 
. Yellow 5B? 
.Maroon 13F3 

. ■ .Dark red
. • ; . : Dark brown

SeWlng: cotton A Rust -

TECBNIQUE: Plaitt-weave. Borders (B) are constructed separately and
sewn to ground (A)* Borders are embroidered in 4/2 stem stitch and 
satin stitch. Outside edge has variant cross=knit looping stitch 
(Fig. 31 a) in black. ,

Edge finish: Each section has 3 A/'

DESIGN: Double-headed (cat?) creatures. Color sequence: outline—
yellow, blue, red, maroon, dark red; mouth— maroon, dark red, brown, 
yellow, blue; interior figure— dark red, red, yellow, dark red, blue; 
eyes— blue, yellow, blue, yellow.

REMARKS: Very find ground. Lustrous embroidery yarns of brilliant
Colors. For mantle layout, see Figure 6l b.
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NO. 308. OBJECT: Poncho-shirt
DIMENSIONS:. Length: 0,462 m. (x 2) Width: 0.710m.

YARNS; Fiber Make-up Diameter Count. Color
Warp: cotton .A 0.5 . .19' Tan
Weft: cotton A . 0.5 . 10 Tan
Embo: alpaca A 1 mm. Yellow 3A5 ■

' ■ Red 11D8
' Dark red

- Maroon I2F7' 
Blue 23F8 ' . 
Brown

Fringe: alpaca Am/ Same as emb.
Sewing: cotton f\J , Tan

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave^ embroidered in stem stitch (4/2) and satin
stitch, Neckslit is woven (as in slit tapestry). Fringe at arm
holes was once about:27 cm. long. Seems to have been carried under . 
overcasting and pulled down where required^ but may also have.been 
run into edge, .

Edge finish: 3 /\m/ loomstrings and short warp fringe
at each end.

DESIGN: Border of birds in lozenges (similar to Figure 8 a) with
rows Of upside-down men (Fig. 80 d) embroidered on,ground just inside 
border.' Color sequence: men--yellow and maroon, blue and red, maroon 
and dark red.

REMARKS: See Figures 64 c and 65 for. layout of shirt.



I0o 309 ' OBJBCJT: Mantle .. ' . .
DIMEISI0NS5 . Length;/ l,6k6 m> inc.. Width: 1.373 (2 widths sehmed).
Border width about 1 cm.

.YARNS: Mber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp.:. ■ . 3 - ;. ■ "■
A cotton A  0..5-1 12 .Natural
B ■ cotton A  ' It Red 11D8

. Brown
Weft: . . /
A cotton ' A  0.5-1 10 Natural
B alpaca A  4 . Brown
Sewing: cotton /\J Natural

TECHNIQUE; Plain-weave fA), painted with shellfish dye (purple 13F3) 
Border (B) of complementary-warp pattern (?).with all floats, on 
reverse. Border is badly disintegrated^ so it is difficult to he 
sure of technique.

Edge finish: 3 A 3/ loomstrings. .

DESIGN: Hand-and-dot motif. Border design seems, to be diamonds and
highly simplified and stylized cats.

REMARKS; Design was painted on after the two widths were sewn togeth 
er. Two thorn pins were found pinned through textile near edge. • 
Possibly used as an outside wrapping for a mummy bundle. For mantle 
layout, see Figure 6l c.



NO. 312 , OBJECT: Mantle
DIMENSIONS: Length: 1.738. in. , (One border is 1.886m.). Width:
O.79O m. (plus 0.095;m. each side for border).

YARNS : Fiber Make-Up' Diameter Count Color
' Warp:. .•
A cotton A . 0.5-0.6 12 Red 907-8
B alpaca A 0.5 9 Green 26F6

Yellow 5C-D8 
. 24 Brown ' ",
(sides)

, weft:.::;; .. ' - .... ' . . ' . ■
A cotton A 0.5“0.6 10 Red
B alpaca A  0.5 9 Green

: . Yellow
■ Brown .

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave (a ), painted with brown. Borders (B) are
triple-cloth with warp-faced plain-weave selvages. The- loomstrings 
for all three pieces are continuous and thus all were woven together; 
despite the fact that.the one intact border is about 15 cm, longer . 
than the ground. '

Edge finish: 3 A3/ loomstrings at each end. Sides are
.. slightly compacted in ground and warp-faced in borders.

DESIGN: . End borders have masks, ground has stylized cats (Fig.. .81 j)» 
The borders have a ^uilloche motif with drosses.

REMARKS: For layout of this mantle, see Figures 10 and 6l a.
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KOo , 314 ' OBJECT: . Bag or sack .
DIMENSIONS: Length: more than I.760 m. Width:. 1.850m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Coutit Color
Element:
A cotton: / V  O.7-I ' mesh: Natural tan

0.6-0.7
' 3\. - i r - ' : :
:B - cotton /A/ T mm, mesh: Natural tan

2.4-3 cm. (a little.
blue in a mult.

■ ply)

TECHNIQUE: Knotted netting. Lower portion of bag (A ) is made with a
simple knotj overhand variety (Fig. 41 a)? with alternate faces of 
the knot in adjacent .rows* The upper portion of the bag (B) uses the 
same knot, but also appears to have a few sheet bends (Fig. 4l b). 
Alternate faces of the knots appear in adjacent rows. The upper por
tion is incomplete and worked circularly. . The lower portion is made 
in two pieces.. The pieces are seamed by knotting a yarn (like the 
element of part B) through the edge loops of alternate sides. The 
knot appears to be a simple knot.

DESIGN: None

REMARKS: This seems to be a bag for carrying.large quantities of
something (perhaps vegetables or other foodstuffs?). One lower 
corner was intentionally left open. A reinforcing cord runs along 
the edges of both layers of this corner. See Figure 4-3 a »
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10, 315
DIMESSIOlSs ''-'Length; I.875 m.

OBJECTS Mantle (?) 
Widths 0,927 *.

YARISs 
• Warps

Fiber Make-up
cotton /\

Diameter Count
0.4-0.7 16

Weft: 
Emb.;

cotton
alpaca

A

A

0.5-0.8 10

Color
Natural 5B5 
Tan 706 
Red-tan 9D7 
Blue 22F?
same as warp
Red 10D8 
Dark red 10F6 
Maroon 12F5 ■. 
Green 25E7 
Dark gray

TEOHIICPB: Plain-weave,' plaid. Borders embroidered with running- .
stitch outline, stem stitch (4/2), and satin stitch. The borders are . 
outlined with 6/2 stem stitch and have the outside edge overcast with 
variant cross-knit looping (Fig. 31 a)•

Edge finish; 3 A3/ loomstrings at each end.

DESIGH s Plaid ground. Border has a four-unit repeat in which a seated 
eat (Fig, 84 a) or a seated monkey faces alternately left and right. 
Color sequence; outline— red, maroon, dark red, gray; interior—  

...maroon, ■ red, gray, red. Border width; 3,8-4.1 cm.

REMARKS; For mantle layout, see Figure 60 b<

10. 316 OBJECTs Turban band
DI1EHSI0IS; Length; 2.350 m. Width: 0.037-0.04l m.
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YARNS: . Fiber Make-up
Element: alpaca A.

Diameter 
1 mm.

Count 
4 knots

Color
Red 1GD7 
Yellow 4b8 
Blue™ green 24F6. 
Green 25B6 
Natural gray-tan

TECHNIQUE: Central section is close-knotting (simple, overhand, knot,
Figo 4l a). One face.of the knot always appears on one side of the 
band. New yarns are run through the edge of this section for single 
oblique-twining; then the yarns are.grouped with additional yarns and 
serve as the warps for weft-faced plain-weave (2 warps and 20 wefts 
per cm,). The yarns are finally divided into groups for 3”strand 
braids (six braids at one end, seven,at the other).

DESIGN: Birds in badly executed lozenges. ,

.REMARKS: For general layout of this type of band, see Figure 70 a.

NO, 317
DIMENSIONS: Length: 0,

OBJECT: Poncho-shirt fragment
m. (% 2). Width: 0.610 m. inc.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up . Diameter Count
Element : alpaca A  1 mm. J lOQ-ps

7 rows

Fringe: vicuna (?)
Sewing: alpaca or A

llama
g mm.

Color
Red 10B-E8 
Maroon 11F6 
Brown 
Cream
Red < 
Brown

TECHNIQUE.: Looping (Fig. 35), worked close. Fringe worked over brown
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cotton /\ bord, but tying method cannot be. determined. Fringe is 
.about 2 cm. long; once went dround three.sides of shirt.

Edge finish: Cord rotted out of starting edge? none put in
finish edge. .. .

DESIQE: Guilloche with crosses in center spaces. Edges of gullloche
are stepped.

REMARKS:.Fringe dyed after construction. See Figure 6k.b for poncho-' 
shirt type. .

NO, 31@ a> b OBJECT; Tassels with, faces
DIMENSIONS: Length: a, 0=070 m, and 0.2h0 m. tassel; b, 0,062 m. and
0.250. m: tassel. Width: s., 0.060 m.; h, 0.059 ni.

Color

Dk red 10F7 
Maroon 12F5 
White 
Brown 
Dark brown
Maroon 12F5 
Dark red lOFf 
Green.27B5 
Gold 5B0 
White

Red 11E0 
Dark red lOFf 
Maroon 12F5 
Gold 5B0

YARNS: Fiber Make-up . Diameter Count
Element:
A alpaca A  1mm. 9 knots

B alpaca A  T ™n. 9 knots

Tassels:
A alpaca A4/ 2 mm.
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YAMS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Cplor

Red 11E8 
Dark red 10F7 
Maroon 12F5.
Gold 5B8 
Blue' 22 F5

TECHNIQUE: Faces, which serve as covers for the.tops of the tassels,
are elOse-knotting (simple, overhand knot> Fig, 4l a) with one face
of the knot always appearing on.one side,: The yarns for the tassel
appear to be simply doubled, Two tabs of close-knotted construction 
extend from the top of one of the fae.es <>;

DESIGH: Geometric faces.

REMARKS: These two are probably not a pair,

HO, 319 . ■ OBJECT: Feather mantle
DIMENSIONS: Length: 0,964 m. Width: 0,830 (2 widths seamed),

YARNS: Fiber Make-up . Diameter Count Color
; ; . : :

A cotton A 0,5-O.7 11 Natural tan
B cotton A  0.6-1 7 Natural tan
Weft:
. A cotton A  0.5-0.7 9 . Natufal tan
B cotton A  0.6-1 7 Natural tan
Sewing: cotton A/; A  Natural tan

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave. Two widths differ; A is left side, B is

.Tassels: :
B alpaca ;; A 3/, A 4/ 1.5-2
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right side. Feathers attached in manner shown in Figure 15 a.
Edge finish: 3 A  3/ loomstrings at each end.

DESIGN: None. Yellow feathers sewn to within 1 to 10 cm. of edge.
Narrow borders are at sides, widest border is at top.

REMARKS: Two short cords at topo

NO. 320 OBJECT; Feather mantle
DIMENSIONS; Length: 1.243 m Width: 1.275 (3 unequal widths of
0.170, 0.455, and O.65O m. seamed).

YARNS:
Warp:
Weft:
Sewing:

Cords:

Fiber
cotton
cotton
cotton

cotton

Make-up
A  
A  

A A  A  

Am A

Diameter Count
0.5-1 10
0.7-1 8

Color
Natural tan
Natural tan
Natural tan 
Blue
Natural tan \

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave. Feathers are attached in manner shown in 
Figure 15 a. Only the long feathers at the outside edges of the 
mantle have a second row of sewing (with blue A  cotton).

Edge finish: 3 /\J loomstrings at one end; other end hemmed
with a hem about $ cm. deep. This may be to equalize lengths 
of the 3 sections. .

DESIGN: Blue border (23E8) has a width of 8,5 to 10 cm. at the sides,
9.7 cm. at the top, and 8.2 cm. at the bottom. The center is orange



(6a8)o Plain-weave border 2=5 to 3*5 cm. left around, edges.

REMARKS: The piece has six cords 12 to 28=5 cm. long, extending from
the top j, hemmed edge 6 • , ,

NO. 342 v OBJECT: Mantle
.DIMENSIONS: Length: 2.055 m. Width: 1.415 m. (2 widths seamed)y

YARNS: Fiber .. Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton /\ 0.4-0.7 18 Natural
Weft: cotton A  0.4-0,7 12 Natural

: Emb.: alpaca J\ 0.7 Dark brown ;
• Black {

Sewing: cotton A 3/ Natural

TECHNIQUE: . Plain-weave. Embroidered borders are unfinished and 
have only portions of running-stitch outline (2/2) worked. One small 
area has satin-stitch stepped triangles with the yarns at the start 
and finish left loose; these are worked in black. There are also some 
small areas of stem stitch (4/2) in brown.

Edge finish: 3 A/ loomstrings at each end. ,

DESIGN: Difficult to determine, but appears to be a geometric cat.
Border width (where complete): 5?7-6.8 cm.

REMARKS: The sewing is crude. The piece may have served as a i®ppy»
bundle wrapping. For intended mantle layout, see Figure 60 d.
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10. 438 OBJECT: Garment (?)
BIMEHSIOIS: Lengths 1.757 m. Widths O.758

Y&BKSs Fiber Make=up Diameter Count Color
.Warps alpaca A  0.6=1.$ 9 Sed-purplS idF$^6
Wefts alpaca A  0.6-1.5 9 Eed=purpliv

: alpaca /% 1.5 Red lODS . :
. ; • ' Eeh-phfpl# llA

/ “k  ' t e U ^  . . . . .. ■ Dark broah
'"V , ' - A  ■ " , Bed: • : g./, :

- .- Dark red llfiS -
' v;-:' . : " . Natural gra^ ■

■ (some light blue
‘ . - ' ' miked, with gray) •'

TEGHH1Q0E: Plain-weave with embroidered: borders. Embroidery Is lb
stem stitch (various lengths) and satin stitch. Edges are overcast 
with variant cross-knit looping (Fig. 31 aA ■

Edge finish: 3 /3\ (?) loomstrings at each end. ■

DESIGN: Mask-type figures (Types IV and IV a) alternate. Color 
sequence: red,' brown#.red, red-purple. Border widths 2s5-3«5 etib

REMARKS: May be small mantle or turban. For layout, see Figure f4 a .

10. 439 . OBJECT s Mantle fragments
DIMENSIONSs Length (of longest fragment): 1.495 m. inc. Widths
0.440 m. inc. ■ "



YAMS: 
Warp:. 
Weft s' 
Emb o:

Fiber
cotton
cotton
alpaca

Make-up
A
A

A

Diameter Count 
Q.lf-Oit 12
0.4-0.7 10

Color
Natural tan 
Natural tan
Red
Dark red llEJ 
Maroon 12F4 
Black 
Gray

TECHNIQUE s Plain^weave with embroidered borders, Embroidery has 
riinning-stitch outline, item (4/2) stitch and-satin stitch. There is 
a row of 6/2 stem stitch along the inside edge of the border and 
variant cross-knit looping (Fig. 31 a) along the outside edge of at 
. least the end borders. - ; ■ "

Edge finish: 3 A 3/ loomstrittgs.

DESIGN: Mythological beings (Type III a. Figi, 84 f) face alternately
left and right. End borders have a version of Type IV figures. Color 
sequence: red, maroon, dark red, gray. Border width: 7<5-9.«4 cm.

REMARKS: For possible mantle layouts, see Figures 60 b and d.

NO. 440 OBJECT: Mahtle
DIMENSIONSs Length: 1.863 m. Width:' 1.402 m. (2 widths seamed).

YAMS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton /\ 0.4-1 15 Natural tan
Weft: , cotton /\ 0.4-1 9 Natural tan



. . M 2  .

YAItiHS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Colon
Embo: alpaca A  Red llB8

Maroon 11E7
• - ' ■ . ■. Black. ■?

; " - "  6 r a y

Sewing: cotton A  Natural tan

fEGHEEWB: Plain-weave, embroidered. Embroidered borders and spot-
patterns have running-stitch outlining, stem (k/S) and satin stitches. 
Outside edge is overcast with variant* dross-knit looping (Fig. 31 a). 

Edge finish: Sides slightly compacted. 3 A3/ Idomstrings
at each end. ' ' ■ . '■ >

DESIGN: Two types, of birds, one dpuble-headed, alternate. Small bord
er sections have double-headed birds. Spot patterns on field are 
paired diamonds connected by bars and may represent the heads of 
double-headed birds. Color sequence (border): outiine-”gfdy, gray, 
red, gray, gray> maroon, gray,, gray, re&> gray, black| interior— red,
. maroon, gray, maroon, red, gray, red, maroon, gray, marobn* gray.
Border width: 4.7 cm. •

REMARKS: May not be finished, some areas of embroidery appear incom
plete. For general layout of mantle, see Figure 60 f.

10. 44l OBJECT: Mantle-border fragments
DUS^SIOIS: Length (of longest fragment); l.li<? m. inc. Width
(of widest fragment): 0.229 m. inc.
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YAWS:'- Fiber Make-up • Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton /\ 0.5"0.7 . 13 : V Natural tan
•Wefts' cotton A- 0.5-Q.7 • 9 "Natural tan .
Emb.:. alpaca A  Red 11D8

' Maroon-llF^
V; , ; ' Gray ' -

Mending:- Cotton /A Natural tan
Overcasting: cotton A ® A  A m/ Natural tan

!!!EC.HEIQtJE: Plain=*vjeave? embroidered borders. Embroidery has running" :
stitch outline, stem stitch (4/2) and satin, stitch. There is a. running" 
stitch, line along the inside edge of the border, and the outside edge 
uap once overcast with variant cross-knit looping (Fig. 31 a)..

Edge finish: 3 A 3/ loomstrings at each end.

DESIGN: Double-headed.interlocking, creatures (Fig. 78 e).. Border
widths 5o5-5 »9 cm. . .. • . . •

RBttBKS: Very wornj. some areas are worn thin, there are two darns, and: • 
at least one edge is overcast. For possible layout of mantle, see
■ Figure. 6p': a .. - • % . . .  ' ■ ■. ■

IP. 442 . OBJECT: 'Garment (?)
DDMSIONS:1 Lengths 2.005 m» Widths 0.874 ( 2 widths seamed) .

TARNS: ; Fiber " . Make-up - 'Diameter Count Color
Warps cotton A  '0,3*6.6 15 Natural

. /  ; ; s 17 ■ . ■ "■
Wefts cotton . /\ 0.3”0.6 15 Natural

■ • 13



■ .. ;  ̂ ■ 444 ■ . •
•YARNS: Fiber. Make-up Dianieter ’ Count Color
Emb «: alpaca' . A  ■ • ' • • " Maroon llFj% 11E8

■ ' : • " Red 11C8
■ ■ . Browns '' . •" . .

Sewing: cptton /\J ' Natural •
Mending: cotton... f\ Natural .

TECHNIQUE.:' Plain-weave, embroidered borders» Borders have only running- 
stiteh outline in most areasl At one corner four figures are begun with 
stem stitch (4/2) and satin .stitch. Another figure is. begun in another 
corner. There is a line of coarse, stem stitch along the inside border 
and.the outside edge is covered with, cross-knit looping variant (Fig,' 31 a). 

Edge finish: 3 /\f loomstrings. at each: end, ' \ .

DESIGN: Geometric cats (Fig, 8l.f), Color sequence of those worked is
brovm, red, maroon, dark brown. Border width: 3,1-3,5.cm,

RFMARKS: . Mended in two spots, near end with a whipping stitch, .For gen
eral layout, see Figure Jk d, . This piece may,be a small mantle or shawl.

NO. 443 OBJECT: Mantle-border fragment
DIMENSIONS: Length: 2<090 m. inc. . Width:.0,318 A* inc.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Wirp; cotton /X 0.4-0,7 13 : Tan* ,
Weft:. cotton /\ 0,4=0,7 10 Tan^

.. Emb,: alpaca A  Red 10D8
; Maroon 11F7

Yellow 4A7 
Natural Gray 

■ Dark gray .:
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TECHNIQUE: . Plain-weave, embroidered border« Border has running-stitch 
outline, stem stitch (4/2) and satin stitch. The outside edge once had 
overcasting of variant cross-knit looping (Fig. 31 &).

Edge finish: 3 A 3/ loomstrings.

DESIGN; At least four mask-type figures (Types IV, V, VI, and VII) 
alternate (Fig. 84 k, l). Narrow borders also have Type IV figures 
(Fig. 8 6 b). Color sequence: red, dark gray, red, marOon, red.
Border width: 2.2-7.2 cm.

REMARKS: Estimated length: 2=178 m. For mantle layout, see Figure 60 f.

*(SOme red-tan and light tan plied.)

' I
NO. 444 OBJECT: Mantle fragments
iDIMENSIONS: Length (of longest fragment): 1.275 m. inc. Widt^

(of widest fragment): 0.315 m. inc.

YARNS: 
. Warp: 
Weft: 
Emb.:

Fiber 
cotton 
cotton, 
alpaca

Make-up
A
A
A

Diameter Count 
0.4-1 13
0.4-1 9

Color
Red-brown 8D-E8
Red-brown
Salmon 8c8 
Maroon 10F6 
Red 10D8
Gold 5B7
Greenish-gray 29E3 
Black



TECHOT0E: Plain-weave, embrolderedo , Borders have running-stitch
outline> stem stitch (4/2) and satin stitch. The border has an 
inner line of 6/2 Stem stitch, and the outside edge is overcast with 
variant cross-knit looping (Fig. 31 a). .

Edge finish; 3 A™/ loomstrings at each end. . .

DESIGN: Side borders have double-headed snakes (Fig. 76 a). Color 
Sequence: salmdn (or fed), black, maroon, black. End borders have
birds in lozenges (similar to those of Fig. 8 a). Embroidery not 
complete enough to deterniine color sequence. Border width: 4.5-6.1 cm

KE81ARKS: For possible mantle layouts, see Figures 60 b and d̂

NO. 445 OBJECT: Oaiifteht fragment (?)
DIMENSIONS: Length: I.658 m> Width: O.7SO m. inc;.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count
Warp: alpaca A  0*7-1 ll
Weft: alpaca A  0.7-1 9

Emb.: alpaca /\

TECHNIQUE: Plain-Weave, embroidered. Borders have crude running-
stitch outline in gray. The stem stitch is mostly 4/2; bars are not 
really solid enough to be considered satin stitch. There is a row of 
6/2 stem stitch along the inside edge, and the outside edge is

Color :
Red-purple 10F6
Red-purple
Red 11D8 
Maroon 12F6 
Yellow 5B7 
Black 
Gray



overcast with variant cross-knit looping (fig. 31 a)•
Edge finish: 3 A  3/ lodmstrings at each elid.

DESIGN: Mask-type figures (Types IV and VII .(?), Fig. 86 g) alternate.
. Color sequence: fed/ maroon, black, black;.or red, maroon, gray, black.
Border width: 2.7-3-5 cm.

REMAjEUCS:. Two corners seem;unfinished. For .general layout, see 
Figure 7^ a. '

NO. 446
DIMENSIONS: Length: I .366 m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count , . Color .
Warp: . cotton A  0^5-1 10 2 tans plied
Weft: cotton A  0,5-1 : 6 - 2 tans plied .
Emb.: alpaca A  1 mm: Red 10D7

Maroon 12F5 
Salmon 8BJ 
Blue-green 24d6 .
. Natural, gray 
Dark.brown

TECHNIQUE:. Plain-weave, embroidered. Borders have 4/2 stem-stitch 
embroidery. Edge is cross-knit looping variant (Fig. 31 a).

Edge finish: 3 A/ loomstrings at each end.

DESIGN: One border has double-headed snakes separated by guillpche.
units; other border has cats either replacing snakes or next to snakes, 
Color sequence for shakes: red, salmon, blue-green, maroon. Border

OBJECT:: Garment (?)
Width: 0.594 m. \



width: 1 cm.

REMARKS: See Figure 7^ b for layout.

NO. 447 OBJECT: Rectangle , ..
DIMENSIONS: Length: . 1.520 m. . Width: '0.440 m. ;v; . .. i-

YARNS.: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
“Warp: alpaca f\ 0.1 6 Rej 10C8
■ Weft: alpaca . " f\ ' 0.1 . 6. ' Red 10C8 -
Tie:/.; cotton A  3/ White ..

TECBNlQtJEt Balanced plain-weave. A loose, somewhat chepey weave. 
Edge.finish: 3 /Sj loomstrings at each end. No special
Side, selvage treatment.

DESIGN: None .

REMARKS:: A small area, 10.5 cm. from One corner, is bunched and tied
with tan cotton yarn. Below this,. 18 cm. from the end and 20 cm. 
from one side, is a tie of white cotton. The textile.also has holes 
which may have been from ties now missing.

This specimen may have been piece-dyed. The original wool 
color was yellow.

NO. 448
DIMENSIONS: Length: 1.798 m.

OBJECT: Skirt
Width: O.368 m.



W 9
YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter
Warp: cotton /\ 0.5-0.9
Weft: cottOn A  0.5-0.9
Emb.: alpaca A

Ties: cotton A m/

Count.. Color
20 . • Natural
10 Natural

Red 11E8 
Maroon 12F5 
Gray
Dark gray 
Natural.

TECHNIQUE: Warprfaced plain-"weave with embroidered borders. Embroid
ery is stem stitch (4/2) and satin stitch. The outside edge is over
cast. with the variant cross-knit looping stitch (Fig. 31 a). The . 
tapes are 29-strand, flat braid. One is incomplete; the other is 
wrapped with A  cotton for about 1 cm. at the end.: Both are sewn on 
the wrong side of the skirt, so they overlap the edge by 1 cm. or more. 
There seem to be loops on the ends which are sown down.

Edge finish: 3 /\3/ loomstrings at each end. of skirt.

DESIGN: Geometric birds in lozenges (Fig. 8a). Color sequence seems
to be: outline- - gray, red, gray, maroon j center--, red, gray, red, gray,
maroon, gray, et cetera. Neither is entirely.consistent. Border 
width: 2.5-3 cm.

REMARKS: See Figure 67 for layout of skirt.

NOo 449 OBJECT: Garment fragments (?) -
DIMENSIONS; Length: 0.547 m. inc.; 0.525 m. inc. Width: 0.565 m.



" . . v : ' 1 . '• ■' \ • . 450
YARQS 3 Fiber Make-up Diameter Count .. . Color \ '

\ Warp; : ' A • ■ . . ' .
. A alpaba ■ /\ 0.7 9 Green 28f6
B alpaca /\y 1 mm. l4 Green 28F6

. Yellow .508
; . /' , ■ : Cream

. Brown
: Weft::;;--- • ' ; A  ̂ i: - 4 ,

A alpaca A  0.7 15. Green
B alpaca A  A  ea. 0.5 5 Dark brown
Sewing: alpaca A  Green.

TECHiilQDE: Plain-weave (a) with narrow, appligued borders (B) of
warp-twining. Pattern warps twine both vertically and obliquely,

. are trahsposed, add float on the bach when not. in use on the face.
1 The borders are appligued at the ends of the;garment so that they
■ - cross at the corners.

Edge finish: The ground has 3 A/ Idomstrings at each end.
The borders seem to have 1 multiple loomstring at one end 
and end in Warp fringe at the other* The fringe forms
tassels at the corners of the garment.

DESiGN: Face design in borders has no set cblOr sequence. Border
width: 2.2 cm.

REMARKS: See Figure 74 c for layout of garment. Tan A-3/ cotton is
sewn through the ground near the end of each. fragment «•



NO. 450 OBJECT: Garment (?) .
DIMENSIONS: Length: 1.165. m« inc. (almost complete?). Width: 0.3^5

YARNS: Fiber . Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton A 0.8 17 Tan
Weft: v . cotton ' A 0.4 7 Tan

(gauze: 4)

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave with gauze (Fig. 26 c) pattern, painted. A.
few returning wefts where plain-v/eave and gauze meet. The piece is , 
painted with a gray-blue (5F2) across one end and along both sides 
in various places. The width of the painted area, is from 2 to 2.5 cm. 

Edge finish: 3 As/ loomstrings.

DESIGN: Three large cats with head appendages« .

REMARKS: Textile is badly stained in center and has a number of rips
which appear to be the result, of wear. One stitch of blue A cotton 
appears in one corner. Although my original impression was that this 
textile might be a breechcloth with. a "TJ”-shaped border at one end 
it could also be a skirt with a border pattern like that of Figure 67. 
The areas covered by the painted border are not clear.

NO. 451 OBJECT: . Mantle fragment (?)
DIMENSIONS: Length I.O78: m, inc. Width: 0.595 m. plus 0,242 m. inc.



' ; 452
YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton . /\ 0.4-1 10 Red-purple 10F5
. Weft: , cotton . /\ . 0.4-1 9 Red-purple

; (gauze :5)
Border: ■ alpaca /\ Red

. Purple?
Sewing: I cotton /3\ Tan.

!" ' A /  Purple

TECHNIQUE: Gauze with plain-weave (Fig. 26 c) designj some returning 
wefts.in plain-weave Where it meets gauze areas. . The border appears 
to*have been braided, but it now consists mainly of loose threads 
caught to the edge of the fragment With a whipping stitch. The entire 
piece (except for one side selvage) is painted with shellfish dye). 
this painting (or dyeing) was done after the.pieces were seamed,

, Edge finish: No loom ends. . .

DESIGN: Mask-type figures (Type VIII).. See Figure 28.

REMARKS: Possibly from a gauze mantle, One piece of A V  tan cotton 
knotted through the specimen near the edge, ■

NO, 452 OBJECT: Garment fragment, (?)
DIMENSIONS; Length: 0.800 m. inc. ; Width: 0,400 m. inc.

yARNS:; Fiber , Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton J\ 0,3-0.7 l6 White
Weft: cotton • A  V  0.3-0.7 . 12 White

(gauze 7)



' : -  . . .  ■ . ^53 .

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count - Color
Embo:. alpaca A  0.5-1, Red 11C7

Green 28E7 
Dark blue 20F6 
Purple (as blue 
substitute)

;
TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave with gauze pattern.(Fig. 26.c),. woven slitA; 
and embroidery. Some returning wefts in plain-weave where it joins , 
gauze areas. Slits are Woven in tapestry technique (i.e. with return
ing Wefts)o Embroidery is %/2 stem stitch. There seems to have been 
some dross-knit looping along one edge.

Edge finish.: 3 Am/ loomstrings.

DESIGN: The gauze pattern.appears to have two figures with head
appendages, a "sun-face" motif, an undeterminable, motif, and Small birds. 
The embroidery consists of two rectangles containing men with head. . 
appendages. (Jig. 29) . ;

REMARKS: The embroidered rectangles are placed at the only existing
corner. The Other three corners probably had matching units.

NOS. 453, 5̂̂ , and, 455 OBJECT: Border fragments
DIMENSIONS: Length (454 and 455 combined): 0.525 m. inc.
Width (of widest piece): O.185 inc.

Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color

cotton A  0.4-0.9 16-17 Natural tan
alpaca A  0.5-0.7 l6 Dark brown

YARNS:
Warp:
A
B



YARNS: . Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Weft.: ' ' ' .
.A . cotton A  0.4=0.$ . 9-12 Natural tan

(gauze: 6)
B alpaca A  0.5-0.7 8 Brown
Emb.: alpaca A  Salmon 8A7

Yellow 4B8 . ' 
Green 25E6 
Tan 6e6

Sewing: cotton . /\J Natural tan

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave ground (A) with gauze (Fig. 26 c) pattern.
Some returning wefts where plain-weave meets gauze areas. Border (B) 
of embroidered warp-faced plain-weave are appliqued. to ground. Em
broidery consists of stem stitch (2/l, 4/2 et cetera) and some satin 
stitch. Figures are only outlined, not filled in solidly. The outr 
side edge has variant cross-knit looping (Fig. 31 a).

Edge finish: Only Number 453 has any loom ends. The ground 
(a) has about 3 cm. of plain-weave and 3 f\3/ loomstrings.
The border has warp ends left free as a fringe or tassel.

DESIGN: At least five different mask-type beings (Types III, IV a,
IV b, IX, X) on borders. See. Figure 84 n.for one. Color sequence 
is not entirely clear. Border width: 3*7-4 cm.

REMARKS: These fragments are small and in bad condition. Only bits
of the ground remain. Numbers 454 and 455 fit together. The garment 
probably had borders which overlapped and ended in tassels like those 
of Figure 74 c, but the side borders could have extended the length of 
the textile. Number 453 is apparently from the end border and the



other fragments are from the sides.

NO. 456 OBJECT: Hairnet (?) fragments
DIMENSIONS: Length (of longest fragment): 0.33.0 m. inc. Width: 
0.355 m.

YARNS: Fiber . Make-up
Element: cotton /\J

Cord: . cotton /\f\/ or \/\/

Diameter
0.5-1

Count
mesh: 
0.2-1.2 
cm.

, Color .
• Natural tan

Natural tan

TECHNIQUE: Knotted netting. Simple knot, overhand variety (Fig. 4l a)
with alternate faces in adjacent rows. Mesh gauge is varied to 
produde diamond patterning. Diamonds have 8 meshes to a side.

Edge finish: One fragment is gathered onto a cord at one end.

'DESIGN: Diamonds.

REMARKS: Some dark human hair caught in net. General shape may have .
been similar to Figure 71 a«

NO. 457 OBJECT: Netting fragment
DIMENSIONS: Length: O.58O m. inc. Width: about O.38O Hi. <

YARNS: Fiber Make-up
Element: cotton /\./

Diameter Count 
0.7-1

Color
mesh: • .Natural tan
0.5-1.3



: >56
TECHMIQUtl; Knotted rieetingo Simple knot, overhand variety (Fig. 4l 

with alternate fades in adjacent rdws.. Diamond patterning by 
varying mesh gauge. Diamonds have 15 methes to a side.

DESIGN: Diamonds. Mistake (?) in center. Same.pattern aS Numbef
536 c (Fig. . W b ) .

REMARKS: Bits, of uhspuh cotton adhering td net suggest that it may
have been from a mummy head, since mummy bundles are often padded ! 
with unspun cotton. 1

NO. 458 i OBJECT: ..Hairnet (?)
DIMENSIONS: Length: 0.310 m. Width: about 0.170 m. Cords:
0.570 to 0,875 m. long.

YARNS:.. Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Element: cotton /\J 0.6-1 mesh: Natural tan

, 0*3 cm.
Cords: cotton /%X5/ 4 mm. Natural tan

TECHNIQUE: Knotted netting. Knot is sheet bend (Fig. kl b)j the
same.face always appears on the outside; net is worked tubularly.

' ! ■ .One area has simple knots (Fig. kl a) worked so that alternate faces
appear on adjacent /rows; this is apparently mending.

i

Edge finish: Ends have drawstrings run through loops.

DESIGN: None.
REMARKS: For shape, see Figure 71 b. One cord has ends re-plied to



form shorb fringe< The cord it; wrapped lo tioid the fringe,

•NO. 459 . . OBJEtiT: fish net (?)
DIMENSIONS: Length: 0.40Q m. . Diameters 0.500m,

YARNS: , Fiber i/take-up Diameter Count . Color
Element: cotton ? /3 \J  1-1.5 mesh: Natural .

. - ■ - 1 ecu  . . t  ,

Mending: cotton A  > /3 \ T a n
cotton ? / \ J /3\7 - Natural

TECHNIQUE: Knotted netting. Sheet bend (Fig, 4l b) with alternate ,
facet In adjacent rows = The specimen was made as a tectangle, but whin 
the desired length was achieved, the final row was, put in so that thi
two ends were interlinked. The top loops were then gathered on a
double cord of the same composition as the element. This formed a 
conical net'. A cord looped through the sides at .12- .18 cm, intervals 
is slightly smaller in diameter than the element.

DESIGN: None

REMARKS: The net has large mended areas. The element may be of a
plant fiber other than cotton. For shape, see Figure 43 b. Some
stains resemble shellfish dye. Bits of unpsun cotton adhere to the net.

NO. 460 OBJECT: Border
DIMENSIONS: Length: O.760 m. (x 2). Width: 0.030m.
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YARNS: fiber Make-up
■ Warp: - -
A alpaca A

B ; cotton A
•Weft:
A alpaca A
B cotton A
Setting: alpaca A

Diameter Count Color

0.7-1

0.5

0.7
0.5

12

14

7
6

Maroon 11F7 
Purple l4f3 
Yellow 4b6 
Green 26F5
White (now tan)

Maroon
White (now tan) 
Maroon

TECHNIQUE:. Complementary-warp patterning, all floats, on reverse.
.To. this border is. sewn a short fringe (about 2.5 cm.) in same colors 
as warp<> The border was once appliqued to plain gauze (Fig. 26 b); 
only small fragments remain.

Edge finish: 2 loomstrings, apparently just the same as weft,

DESIGN: Double-headed> interlocking snakes.

REMARKS: Border may be from hood of the type shown in Figure 68 a.

NO. 46l a, b . OBJECT: Borders
DIMENSIONS: Length: a, 2.600 m.; b, 2.360 mi Width: 0.017 m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up
Warp: alpaca A

Weft: alpaca A

Diameter Count
1-1.5 ■ 16

1 mm. 4

Color
Dark red 10F8 
Brown 5E2
Brown



TECHNIQUE: .Complementary-warp. patternj floats only on back.
Edge finish: ' Apparently just one loomstrlng which seems to be 
of same material as weft. One end is slightly gathered on 
loomstrlng.

DESIGN: Double-headed creatures.

REMARKS: Probably borders once appliqued to plain-veaye ground. One
tiny bit of tightly woven plain-weave is sewn to back of border with 
cotton thread. Many bits of salmon /\ cotton thread bn back.

NO, 462 OBJECT: Narrow band!
DIMENSIONS: Length: about 1.670m. Width: 0,01$ m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter. Count Color
Warp: alpaca f\ 1-2 14 Maroon 11F5

Yellow 5D?
Green 26F5

Weft: alpaca A  1 mm. 7 Maroon
Sewing: alpaca V\ Maroon

TECHNIQUE: Complementary-warp patterning; floats appear only on 
back. Two tapes are seamed together at loom ends. The two differ 
in length by 10 cm.

Edge finish: Two self (weft) loomstrings at each end.

DESIGN: Very stylized figures with head appendages are alternately
right-side-up and upside-down.
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NO. 463 OBJECT: Band
DIMENSIONS:' liength: 2.170 itt. Width: 6.044 m.

YARNS: Fibeh Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp;. alpaca /\ 0.7-1 18 Maroon 10P6

Red 10E6
Yellow 4c8 .

: Blue 22F6
. Weft: . alpaca 1 6.5-1 7 Marpon

TECHNIQUE: Complementary-warp patterningj warps float Ohly on back.
Edge finish: 2 paired IdomStrings each end.

tiESldN:. Cats, "sun-faces," figures with head appendages. •.

REMARKS: Bits of uns$)un cotton clinging to band.

NO. 464 OBJECT: Band,...
DIMENSIONS: Length: ' X..640 m. inc. . .' Width:'.' 0.057 m-

., YARNS: ■ ..Fiber Make-up Diameter. Count Color
Warp: alpaca A  0.5-1 l4 Red 11E8

-. . Marobn 11F4 .
• Brown 7E2

Weft; alpaca j \ 0.7-1 4... Brbwn

TECHNIQUE: Complementary-warp patterning. Warps float only on back. 
Edge finish: 2 loomstrings of 3 A  each (or /\3/?)°

DESIGN: Ten different figures of mask-type; designs reverse at half-
way point with a double-headed creature in the center. Total number



of designs is 19- Color sequence: red, maroon, ?, red, maroon, ?. :

■REMARKSj Designs crudely executed and difficult to determine because 
of lack of contrasto

NO. 465 a, D OBJECT: Bands
DIMENSIONS: Length: a, 1.500 m.; b, 1.510 m. Width: Q.056 in.

YARNS:: Fiber Make-up Di'ameter Count Color
Warp: alpaca A  0.8-1 .16 Maroon 9C6

. . Red 11E8
Orange 6b8 

’ ■ Blue 22E8 '
Dark brown 7F2

Weft: alpaca A  0.8-1 6 MaroOh

TECHNIQUE: Complementary-warp patterning. Warps float only on back. 
Edge finish: Loomstfings seem to have been 2 A. A brown,
but little remains.

DESIGN: . Mask-type figures (Fig. 84 d, h, o) of various types.
Designs in the two borders are similar, but not identical; each has
some figures which do not occur in the other.

REMARKS: Probably side borders from a small mantle.

NO. 466 a OBJECT: Band
DIMENSIONS: Length: about 1.400 m. Width: 0.050 m.
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YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp;: ; alpaca A  0.5-1.5 18 Maroon 11F5

Red 11E8 
Blue 23E5 
Yellow 4a6 
Brown.

Weft:. alpaca f\: 0.5-1 6 Brown

TECHNIQUE: Complementary-warp patterning| all floats on the reverse« 
: ' Edge finish: 3 loomstrings? Now gone. V , '

DESIGN: Diamond-shaded lozenges with undetermined figure in center. 
Blue: and yellow are used only, for small details.

REMARKS: Almost all wefts and dark warps gone.

NO. 466 b . OBJECT: Band
^DIMENSIONS: Length: I&835 m. , Width: . 0.055 m.

YARNS: / Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: alpaca A  0.7-1.5 l6 , Red 10D8

' .Maroon 12F6
Blue 23E6 
Yellow 5B8 . 
Brown .

. Weft: alpaca A  0.7 6 • Brown .
Some maroon?

TECHNIQUE: Complementary-warp pattern: all foats are oh reverse. 
■ Edge finish:' 3 loomstrings? Now gone at both ends.

DESIGN: Two mask-type figures (Fig. 84 jg) alternate with bird. Blue



. . ; 463
1 and yellow used-only for minor details. Direction of figures changes 
in center.

REMARKS: Very bad condition.

NO, 466 C : ■ 'OBJECT 5 ,' land ' ' . '
DmmmONB: Eength: 1.960 m. Width: 0.057 m.

/'-.yA:l35[Sr. .-Hfeeiy'’ ’:- Make-up Diameter Count Color
: Warp: ; alpaca /\ ' 0.7 16 , Red 10D8 : .

Maroon 12F6 
Brown ..

. Weft: alpaca, A  - 0.7 ' 7 ,Brown

v: TECHIEQUEf Complementary-wairp patterning; all floats are:on reverse,
■ Edge finish: 3 loomstrihgs? Now gone.

DESIGN: Mask-type figures (Type IV b, Fig. 84 h) alternate with 
birds. Direction changes at. center. ,

'REMARKS:. Many warps and wefts rotted away. „ ... ' .

NO, .467 OBJECT: Band fragments '
DIMENSIONS: Total length of fragments (all incompletej: 1.535 m,
inc. Width: 0.075



YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: alpaca . /\ 0.7 l6 Red 10E8

. Yellow 6c8
..Blue-green 23F8 ,

■ Brown . :
Weft: • alpaca: A  , 0-7 ' 9 Brown.

TECHNIQUE: : Complementary-warp patterning, pattern warps float on 
back except when needed, on face.

Edge finish:1'; Once had 2 loomstrings at only intact end.

DESIGN: . Double-headed (cat headed) creatureAt one end of a fragment 
there are two designs which seem to be different, but they are in
distinct. Color sequence: yellow, red, green.

REMARKS:. Almost all brown warps and wefts rotted.

NO. 468 OBJECT: Mantle border
DIMENSIONS: Length: 1.795 m. Width: 0.230 m. inc./

YARNS; Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: ctitton . A  O.4-0.7 l4 Natural
Weft: cotton A  0.4-0.7 13 Natural
Emb.: alpaca A  1 mm. Dark Red 12E8

Red 11D8 
Maroon 13F4 

. Gray •
Dark gray

Tie: cotton A?/ k mm. Natural (mixed)



TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave; border embroidered with 4/2 stem stitch.
Stem-stiicb line, (of irregular stitches) along inside of borderj 
variant cross-knit looping (Fig. 31 a) on outside edge.

Edge finish: 3 A 3/ loomstrings at each end.

UESiON: Interlocking shakes (Fig, 77 a). Border width: 3.8-6 cm.

REMARKS: Tie on one end. For possible mantle layouts, see Figure
66 b and d.; . . V ' -

NO, 469 OBJECT: Border fragments
DIMENSIONS: Length (of longest fragment): 0.7Q5 m. inc. Width: 
0.213 m. inc.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton / 0.4-1 13 Natural
. Weft: cotton . / .0.4-1 9 Natural
Emb.: alpaca /. Red 11D8

Maroon 13F5 
. ' GrayDark gray

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave, embroidered. Border has running-stitch out
line filled in with 4/2 stem stitch and satin stitch. The border has 
a row of 6/2 stem stitch along the inside and probably once had 
variant cross-knit looping along outside edge.

Edge finish: 3 / 3/ loomstrings

DESIGN:. Interlocking creatures. Color sequence: gray, gray, red.



gray, gray* maroon. Border width: 3-2-U cm.

REMAEKB: For possible garment layout, see Figure 7̂- a.

HO. 470 OBJECT: Border fragment
DIMENSiOHS: Length: 1.05p m. inc. Width:.; O.065 inc.

YABHS: Fiber Make-up. Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton A  . 0.4-0.7 1.3 Natural tan
Weft: cotton A  0.4-1 .10 V. Natural tan

■ Embv: .alpaca A  Red 10D8
Dark■red.llF6 
MarOon 12F6

. ; Dark blue-
green 23-24F8 

; Dark gray " .

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave, embroidered border. Border has running- 
stitch outline filled.in with 4/2 stem stitch.and a little satin 
stitch. The. outside edge is covered with variant cross-knit looping 
(Fig. .31 a). '

Edge finish: No loom ends.

DESIGN: Interlocking snakes. Color sequence: maroon, red, dark
red, blue, dark red, red, maroon, dark red, blue, dark red. Border 
width: 3«4-3.7 cm.

REMARKS: Border layout cannot be determined from fragment.



:NO...472 OBJECT:. Border fragments,
DIMENSIONS: Length (of longest fragment): 0.486 ra0 inc. Width:
.0.215 m. inc. *

Fiber Make-up Diaifleter Count . Color
cotton A  0.4-1 11-l4 Natural
cotton A  0.4-1 9-11 Natural
alpaca /\ Orange 88$,

Red 10C7
■ . ' Maroon 11E7

/ Blue 23E6 
. . Dark brdwn

. . Light brovn

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave,, embroidered borders. Borders have sparse
running-stitch outline filled in with 4/2 stem stitch aiad satin.stitch 
There is a line of 6/2 stem stitch along the inside edge of.the border 
and two rows of cross-knit looping, or in some places variant cross- 
knit looping, along outside edge.

Edge finish: 3 A 3/ ioomstrlngs. .

DESIGN: Two mask-type figured (Types IV, Fig. 84 jg, and VI) alternate
Narrow borders also have monkey or cat figures (Fig. 83 d)« Color 
sequence cannot-be determined because of fading and size of fragments. 
Border width: 2-4.3 cm.

REMARKS: Included in Number 472 are fragments found with Numbers 444
(444-1) and 491 (491-2). For mantle layout, see Figure 60 h.

XARNS: 
Warp: 
Weft: 
Emb,:
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MOS». 473? 476 OBJECT: Wantle-border fragments
DIMENSIONS: Length: 2.149 m. Width: 0-340 m. inc.

YARNS: . Fiber . Make-up Diameter; Count . Color ,
Warp: cotton /\ 0.4=0.7 17 Natural
Weft: cotton. A  0.4*0.7 11, , Natural
.Imb .: . . alpaca . A  Red 11D8 :

' Maroon 12F5
Dark red 11E8

: ' '• : - Gra.yDark gray
TECHNIQUE: . Plain™weave, embroidered border. Border has running- 
stitch Outline filled in with 4/2 stem stitch and satin stitch. The 
Outside, edge is overdast with variant cross-knit.looping (Fig. 31 a)• 

Edge finish: 3 A 3-/ loomstrings>

DESIGN: Figure with disproportionately large head (Fis° 86 d). Color
sequence: red# gray> dark red, maroon. ■ Border width: 7.6-8 cm.

REMARKS: Extremely well*executed design (Fig. 53). For possible
mantle layouts, see Figure 60 b and d. The two fragments.fit 
together to make one complete side border.

NO. 474 OBJECT: Mantle fragments
•DIMENSIONS: Length: 0.125 m. inc. Width (of widest fragment):
0.743 m. plus 0.107 m. inc. (2 widths seamed).

Fiber Make-up .Diameter Count . Color 
cotton A  0.4-0.7 13 Natural tan
cotton A  0.5-1 9 Natuial tan

YARNS: 
Warp: 

, Weft:



. 469
YARNS: Fiber Make-up
Suppl. weft: alpaca /\
Sewing: cotton /\/

Diameter . Count Color
Gray-brown 
Natural tan

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave with supplementary-weft patterning about 1.5
cm. below loom ends. The border has a line of 6/4 wrapping or stem 
stitbh (structurally identical) along inside edge. .

Edge finish: 3 A/ loomstrings at each end.

DESIGN: Cat-headed figure (variant of Type III?, Fig. .86 £) faces
alternately left and right. Border width: 5 5- 5«8 cm.

REMARKS: For mantle layout, see Figure 60 c- Estimated width:
1.486 m.

NO. 475 OBJECT: Mantle fragment
DIMENSIONS: Length: 0.825 m. inc. Width: 0.235 m. inc.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton ; a 0.3-0.7 / 15 :' Natural
Weft:• cotton A . 0.3-0.7 10 ' Natural
Emb.: alpaca A Red 11D8

Maroon 11F4 
Dark, red 11E8 
Black

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave, embroidered borders. Border is outlined in
running.stitch and filled in with 4/2 stem stitch and satin stitch. 
It may be unfinished, since there is no edging along outside.
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Edge finish: 3 A / looms brings,

DESIGN: Birds (Figo 82 i). Color sequence: black, dark red, black,
red, maroon, dark redo Border width: 6«7 cm* for possible mantle 
layout, see Figure 60 a.

'NO* 477 OBJECT: Border fragment ;
DIMENSIONS: . Length:, 0.448 m. in. •, Width: 0.047 m, inc.

YARNS:

Weft: 
Bmb.:

Fiber
cotton
cotton
alpaca

Make-up
A 
A 
A

Diameter Count
o.4-o.7 20

0 .5-0.7 11

Color
Natural
Natural
Red 10D8 
Maroon 12F5 
Dark purple 16F4 
Gray ,
Dark gray

TECHNIQUE: Predominantly warp-faced plain-weave, embroidered. Border
has running-stitch outline filled in with 4/2 stem stitch and satin 
stitch. The border has an inner row of 6/2 stem stitch, and the outer 
edge once had variant cross-knit looping.

Edge finish: "3 A /  loomstrings.

DESIGN: Interlocking creatures. Not enough to get color sequence.
For possible garment layout, see Figure 74 d.



NO. 478 OBJECT: Border fragment
DIMENSIONS: Length: 0.5^0 m. inc. Width: 0.05̂ - m> inc.

YARNS:. Fiber. Make-Up ..Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton A  0,3-0.5 18 Natural
Weft: cotton A  0.3-0.5 20 - Natural
Emb.: ..alpaca A  . Yellow 4b8

. Orange $C8
• ■ Maroon 12F5

Dark red 11F8 
Blue 23-24F8 
Dark brown

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave/ embroidered border. Border is worked in 8/4
stem stitch. Ground weave is very fine.

Edge finish: No loom ends.

DESIGN: Birds in lozenges, similar to borders on Numbers 308, 479>
and 480. Birds are yellow and orangej lozenges blue, maroon, and dark 
red. Width of border: 4.5 cm.

NOS. 4 7 9, 480 OBJECT: Border fragments
DIMENSIONS: Length (of longest fragment): 0.460 m. inc. Width: 
O.O67 m. inc.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter . Count Color
Warp: cotton A  0.3-0.5 12 Tan
Weft: cotton /\ 0.4-0.5 12 Tan
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Count Color

Tan
Yellow 
Light blue? 
Rose?
Dark gray? . 
Light gray? ,

TECHNIQUEi Plain-weave, embroidered. Embroidery has running-stitch 
,Outline filled with stem stitch (4/2, 6/4), The outer edge has 
variant cross-knit looping (Fig. 31 a)«

. Edge finish: No loom ends.

DESIGN: Birds in diamond-shaped lozenges formed by intersecting
diagonals. See also Numbers 308 and 478. Border widths: 4y$--6.2
cm.; 480— 5.1. cm.

REMARIS: Despite differences in border width, the two specimens are
apparently from the same piece. Colors are too faded and stained 
to match.

NO. 48l OBJECT: Border fragments
DIMENSIONS: Length (of longest fragment): 0.540 m. inc. Width (of
widest fragment): 0 . 0 J 6  m. inc.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter
Warp: cotton A  0.5
Weft: cotton / \  0.5

Cotint. Color
14 Natural
11 Natural

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter
Emb.: cotton /3\ 0.5-0.7

alpaca /\ 0 .7-1



YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Emb o: alpaca A. Red 11E8

Orange 6b8 
Yellow 4A7 
Maroon 12F7 
Black or gray

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave, embroidered borders. Embroidery is 4/2 stem 
stitch.

Edge finish:. ' No loom ends.

DESIGN: Lozenges. Color sequence: red, dark red, yellow, red,
orange, red. Border width: 3•5-4.5 cm.

NO, 482 OBJECT: Mantle fragments
DIMENSIONS: Length (of longest fragment): 0.215 m. inc. Width
(of widest fragment): 0.235 nn inc. (2 widths seamed).

YARNS:
Warp:
A

: B  ' 
c .

' Weft: 
A
B
C

Fiber

c o t t o n

cotton
c o t t o n

c o t t o n

C o t t o n

c o t t o n

Make-up

A
A
A

A
A
A

Diameter Count. Color

0.5-0.8 13 Maroon 8F8
0,4-0.8 . 12 Natural tan
0.4-0.8 17 Natural tan

0 .5-0.8 10 Maroon
0.4-0.8 10 Natural tan
0.4-0.8 12. Natural tan
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YARliTS: Fiber Make-up Diameter . Count Color
E m b . a l p a c a  A Blue-green 25E5

' Maroon 11F8
Red 11D8.
Yellow 4A7 

•' Gold 5A? '
. . .  Dark gray : ■ .
Sewing: cotton A A • 1

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave„ Central portion (a ) has narrow border of
4/2 stem-stitch embroidery and fringe from both warp and weft selvages. 
The fringe does not appear to be sewn on, though that in the weft 
direction may be. A plain border (c) is sewn along the side selvage 
of A y  it is 0.050 m. widei Since C extends ,below A, another piece of 
plain-weave (B) is used to fill in this area. This piece seems to 
have a warp length of O.OkO m.; and it has one loom end along the 
outside edge, but no loomstrings along the end which is sewn to A.

Edge finish: 3 A/ loomstrings on each piece.

DESIGN: Small birds> "goat-suckers." Color sequence: red, yellow,
maroon, gold, maroon, green...., but no repeat, Embroidered border 
width: 1.5 Cm.

REMARKS: Fragments from a double-bordered mantle like Numbers 8 and
9» See Figure 60_g for mantle layout.

NO. 483 OBJECT: Bag
DIMENSIONS: Length: 0 .2 7 0 m. Width: 0.100 m. (x 2 )



YARNS: 
Warp: 
Weft: 
Emb.:

Fiber
cotton
cotton
alpaca

Make-up
A
A
A

Diameter Count 
0 .3-0.6 12
0.3-0.6 ' 15

Tape: cotton
Sewing: cotton
Cords: alpaca

A/

A /
N

0.5

Color 
Tan . .
Tan :
Blue-green 2k-25F5 
Red 11E8 
Maroon IIF?
Pink 10A6 
Yellow i-BS
Tan . .

.. Tan
Blue-green .

TECENIQCE: Plain-weave, embroidered with 4/2 stem stitch. Row of 
.variant.cross-knit looping (Fig. 31 a) along edge. At the bag opening 
in the central, part of the upper edge there seem to be loops worked 
through edge of bag, then one;.row of knotted netting, then the netting 
gathered on a cord which is tied in a bow at the. top. The tape sewn 
to one corner of the bag is 35-strand flat braid, 1-5 ©»• wide and 18 
cm. long (incomplete).. Apparently there were once tapes, sewn to both 
the upper corners. , ..

Edge finish: 3 A™/ loomstrings at each end.

DESIGN: Small double-headed birds In field; rOws are alternately
right-side-up and upside-down. In the borders the birds are upside- 
down on the left side, right-side-up on the right, and pointing to the 
left on the top. Color sequence of borders, right to left: outline--
maroon, yellow, red, pink; interior— pink, maroon, yellow, red. Bord
ers have blue-green background. In field all birds have blue-green



outlines. Interior color sequences: vertical— maroon,, .yellow, red,
. pink| diagonally to left--the same as vertically;, diagonally to right-- 
all one color; horizontally--the same as vertically„

.REMAJFtKB; For layout of bag,, see Figure 72 a.

MO, 484 OBJECT: Shirt sleeve (?)
. DIMENSIONS: Length: ' A-— 0.150 m.. (x 2)j i— O.lLO m. (x 2) inc.
Width: A— 0.120 m.j B-— 0»lhO in. inc.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
, ^rp:' : . V ' ■ '■ /  , .. V  v . \ . :A cotton /\ 0 .U-0 .8 , 17 Tan

B cotton ( A  0.h-0.7 13 Tan
weft: : . ; ;.v, ■ ■ ; ; - -v;
A cotton A  0.5-0.8 11 Tan , ,
B cotton A  0.5-O.7 12 Tan
Emb.: alpaca A  Pink 10A7

. Blue-green 2L-25F8
; Yellow W  .

, . Tan 7E8
Dark brown

Fringe: alpaca A  same as"emb.,
but Rose-red 10B8 
instead of pink

TECEMI(#E: Plain-weave embroidered with 4/2 stem stitch and some
satin stitch. Band of guilloche motif is outlined with 6/2 stem stitch. 
Fringe is made by carrying colors and pulling them down as needed.
Piece A, which is the "sleeve" section is slightly warp-faced. Piece
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B Is from the shirt body (if this is indeed a sleeve)® The guilloche 
band covers the seams between A and B as well as those joining the 
loom ends of A,

Edge finish: 3 / V  loomstrings at each end of A.

DESIGN: Many small motifs— birds, cats, double-headed snakes, monkeys, 
men,.sun-faces--in staggered rows„ Guilloche bands,

REMARKS: Although originally labeled a "bag," this appears to be a
sleeve (Pig. 6 6 )  with part of the shirt shoulder intact. . The end 
with fringe is open and shows no signs of having, ever been sewn.

NO. 485 OBJECT: Pohcho-border fragments
DIMENSIONS: Length (of longest fragment): 0.595 m. inc. Width .
(of border): 0.025-0.029 m. A few scraps of ground weave and about 
0.165 m. of fringe attached to borders.

YARNS: 
Warp: 
Weft: 
Emb.:

Fiber
cotton
Cotton
alpaca

Make-up
7
/
A

Fringe: alpaca / \ h /

Diameter Count 
0 .2-0 .5 21

0 .2-0 .7 17

Color
Natural
Natural
Red 10D8 
Yellow 4A7 
Purple 13F4 
Pink 10A5 
Black. .
Red
Purple
Yellow
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TECHNIQUE: Very fine, sheer plain-weave with embroidered borders»
The. background is reversible, done in 6/4 interlocked stem Stitch,
The outline of figures is single-faced in 4/2 stem stitch and Satin 
stitch. iEringe is attached through the edge of ground; edge, is over
cast in red and fringe yarns. are carried and pulled down as required. 

Edge finish: No loom ends.

DESIGN: Cata, small cats, and disembodied faces. The large cats are
alternately right-side-up and upside-down. Color sequence: purple,
pink, black, purple, yellow, black, purple, pink, black: Red ground.

REMARKS: Borders are from a poncho-shirt of the type illustrated in
z / ;  :.

NO. 486 OBJECT: Mantle-border fragment
DIMENSIONS: Length: 1.405 m. inc. Width: 0.172 m. inc.

YARNS: 
:Warp: 
Weft: 
Emb.:

Fiber
cotton
cotton
alpaca

Make-up
A
A
A

Diameter Count 
0.4-0.7 18

0.4-0.7 10

Color
Natural
Natural
Red 11D8 
Dark red 11F8 
Maroon 14f4 . 
Gray
Dark gray

TECHNIQUEt Predominantly warp-faced plain-weaye with embroidered 
border. Embroidery has a running-stitch outline filled in with 4/2 
stem stiteh and satin stitch. The inner edge of the border has a
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row of 6/2 stem stitch. Any outer edging is now gone.

Edge finish: 3 A 3/ loomstrings.

DESIGN: Cats (Typelll a), alternately right-side-up and upside-down.
Color sequence: red, maroon, dark red, gray.' Border width: 6 ,6 . cm.

REMARKS: For possible mantle layout, see Figure 60 a.

NO. 487 OBJECT:. Mantie-border fragments
DIMENSIONS: Length (of longest fragment): 1.04$ m. .inc. Width:
0,063 m. inc.

YARNS Fiber • Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton A  0.4-0.7 12 Dark red 9F8
Weft: cotton A  0.4-0.7 IS Dark red
Emb.: alpaca A  Red 11D8

Dark red 11E8 
. Dark blue 23F4

Yellow 4A7 
Natural gray 
Dark brown

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weaVe, embroidered borders. Embroidery has running- 
stitdh outline filled in with 4/2 stem stitch and satin stitch. The 
inner edge of the border has a line of 6/2 stem stitch; the outside 
edge is overcast with variant cross-knit looping (Fig. 31 a) and 
perhaps also plain cross-knit looping.

Edge finish: No loom ends.

DESIGN: Two mask-type figures alternate. Color sequence: red, blue.
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dark red, . Yellow and gray used only for small details.' Border width: 
2-5.7 cm,

REMARKS: Embroidery is unfinished--two figures have no.interior
details. For possible mantle layouts, see Figure 60f a n d •

NO. 488 OBJECT: Band
DIMENSIONS: Length:. I.58O m. inc. Width: 0.058 m.' .

YARNS: Fiber Make-up. Diameter Count . Color
Warp: alpaca f \  : 0.7-1 11 Dark brown
Weft: .. alpaca A  ’0.7-1 6 Dark brown
Emb.: ' alpaca /\ , 1 Dark red 12E7

. Red 11D8 
. Maroon 12F5 

: ' Yellow 5B8
• . Orange 8c8

; Light gray
. . Dark gray ■

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave, embroidered with 2/l stem stitch. Only the
outline of figures is embroidered, not the ground. The end figure 
is incomplete.

End finish: Loomstrings missing; at least two, probably three.

DESIGN: Mask-type figures with an irregular repeat of designs (see
page 339), Color sequence: orange, maroon, dark gray, orange, dark
red, maroon, dark gray, orange, dark red, maroon, orange, dark gray, 
dark red, maroon, red, dark gray, maroon.



REMARKS: Embroidery and drawing of figures is quite free and crude
(Fig. 5I4-). The band may have been intended for use as a separate .
border.

NO. 489 OBJECT: Mantle-border fragments
DIMENSIONS: Length (of longest fragment): I.96O m. inc. Width
(of widest fragment): 0 .Q71 m, inc.

Fiber Make-up Diameter Count . Color
cotton /\ 0.4-0=7 13 . Natural tan
cotton. A  0.4-0.7 11 natural tan
alpaca A. Blue 23F5

- Dark red 12F6 
Brown

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave, embroidered borders. Borders have runhing-
stitch outline filled in with 4/2. stem stitch and satin stitch.
The outside edge has variant cross-knit looping (Fig. 31 a).

Edge finish: 3. Am/ Idomstrings,.

DESIGN: Geometric cats (Fig. 8l d), alternately right-side-up and
upside-down. Color sequence: blue and red on brown ground; brown
interior details. Border width: 3«5-7=1 cm.

REMARKS: Estimated total length: 2.030 m. For mantle layout, see 
Figure 60 h.

YARNS: 
. Warp: 
Weft: 
Emb,:
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NO, 4-90 OBJECT: . Mantle-border fragments
DIMENSIONS: length (of longest fragment): 0,193: Inc, Width:
0.417 m, inc.

YARNS Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton . ,/\ 0.4-1 9rll Natural
: Weft: cotton A  0.4-1 ,. 10-12 Natural .
Emb,: alpaca A  Red 10D8

Maroon 12F7 
Gray 

,.Dark gray
Tie: cotton 6 /\ or A 6/ Natural

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave,, embroidered border. , Border has running-
stitch outline (Fig. 32 b) filled in with 4/2 stem stitch and satin ■ 
stitch. The outside edge has variant cross-knit looping (Fig. 31 n). 

Edge finish: 3 A 3/ loomstrings.

DESIGN: Geometric cats (Fig. 32 a, 79 b), alternately right-side-up
and upside-down. Color sequence probably red, maroon, gray. Border 
width: 5 .5-?°7 cm.

REMARKS: A corner fragment found with Number 486 (486-1) has been
included with Number 490 despite the fact that the fragments differ 
slightly in yarn diameter, count, and color. They may simply be 
from different halves of the same mantle. One tie through border of 
one fragment. For possible mantle layouts, see Figure 60 b and d..
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NO, 492 OBJECT: Mantle-border fragments
DIMENSIONS: Length (of longest fragment): 0,354 m. inc. Width:
0.202 m. inc.

YABNS:' Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton . /\ 0.4-1 12.-13 Natural tan
Weft: cotton . A  • 0.4-1 10-12 • Natural tan
Emb.: alpaca A  ' Red 11A8

Dark red 
Blue 23E8 .
Yellow 4Af

- ' Pink 10A6 '
Dark brown

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave, embroidered borders. Borders have running- 
stitch outline filled in with 4/2 stem stitch and satin stitch. The 
inside edge of the border has a row of 6/2 stem stitch; the outside 
edge has variant, cross-knit looping (Fig. 31 a).

Edge finish: 3A 3/ loomstrings

DESIGN: A mask-type figure (Type X) faces alternately left and,right.
End borders have Type III figures. The narrow borders have interlock
ing snakes. Color sequence: dark red, salmon, blue, red (no repeat
present). Border width: 1-3.5 cm.

REMARKS: Fragments found with Numbers 228 and 491 (228-1 and 491-1)
have been included with Number 492. For mantle layout, see Figure
a ,
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NO, 493 OBJECT: Border fragment

DIMENSIONS: Length: 0.047 m, inc. Width: 0.193 m. inc.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Courit Color
Warp: . cotton ‘ A  0.4-0.7 15 Tan
Weft: cotton A  0.5-0.7 12 . ' Tan
Emb ,: . cotton A Blue^ green- 23F6

.Rose 10B7
. . - . : Yellow 3A6

Orange 5A6 
Brown

; ■; : Tan

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave, embroidered. Border has. very sparse running- .
stitch outline with stem stitch (6 or 8/4) and satin stitch. There is 
a row of stem stitch (l6/6 ?) along the inside edge and a row of variant 
cross-knit looping (Fig. 31 n) along the.outside edge. .

Edge finish: 3 ’A 3/ loomstringsi

DESIGN: .Cat-headed figures with head appendages (Type III). One is. 
yellow, the other is blue. Border width: 3°4 cm.

REMARKS: The design and color are similar to Number 228 and 492.
This could be from a mantle of the type shown in Figure 60 h, of a
smaller garment such as that shown in Figure 74 a.

NO. 494, 495. OBJECT: MAntle-border fragments
DIMENSIONS; Length (of longest fragment): 0.977 m. inc. Width
(of widest fragment): 0 ,2-7 m. inc.
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YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
.'-Warp:; cotton A  0.5^1 IG-lU Red-brown 7E8
, Weft: cotton , A  0-.5-1 9 Red-brown .
Emb,: alpaca A  Maroon 11F5

. Red 10D7 ■
Gray-tan.

" - • Dark brown

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave, embroidered borders. Borders have running-
stitch outline filled in with 4/2 stem stitch and satin stitch. The 
inner, edge, of the border has a row. of 8/4 stem stitchj the outer 
edge has variant cross-knit looping (Fig. 31 a.),

Edge finish: 3 A V  loomstrings.

DESIGN: Cata (Type I a) and monkeys (Type II) face in alternate .
directions (Fig. 84 b and c). Color sequence:. maroon, red, gray. 
Border width: 5 .5-8 .4 cm.

REMARKS: For possible mantle layouts, see Figure 60 b and d.

OBJECT: Border fragments
Length (of longest fragment): 1,817 m. Width: 0.070 m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton ' /\ 0.4-0.7 11-l4 Natural
Weft: cotton A  0.4-1 7-9 Natural

NO. 496
DIMENSIONS:

inc.
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YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Emb.i : alpaca A   ̂ Red 10C8

,. . Maroon 13F8
Dark red 10F6 . 
Grays

Sewing.: cotton A  Natural

TECHNIQUE:• 'Plaln-weave/ embroidered. . Borders have running*stitch 
outline filled in with 4/2 stem stitch and satin stitch. There is a 
row of 6/4 stem stitch along the inner edge of the border and a row 
of variant cross-knit looping (Fig. 31 a) along the outer edge.

Edge finish: 3 A 3/ loomstrings at, each end.

DESIGN: Gats, alternately right-side-up and upsiderdown along one
side of piece; other side seems to have had all cats facing the,same 
way. Color sequence: red, maroon, gray, gray. Border width: 2,5-3 cm.

REMARKS:. For possible original layout of piece, see Figure ?4 d. The 
raw edges of the fragments are whipped with cotton thread; some with... 
a blanket stitch. Some fragments have running stitches, through the . 
border which attach a bit of plain-weave cloth (natural tan cotton f \, 
with a count of l6 x 11, and yarn diameters of 0.4-0.6). The garment 
was obviously worn.out before, it was placed in the mummy bundle. It 
may have been used for some additional purpose.

NO. 497 a, b OBJECT: Mantle-border fragments
DIMENSIONS: Length (of longest fragment): 0.305 m. inc. Width:
0.090 m. inc.



.YARNS: 
Warp: 
Weft: 
, Emb.:

Fiber

cotton
cotton
alpada

Make-up

A
A
A

Diameter Count

0.4-0.7 14.
0.5-1 11

Color

Tan
Tan
Black

TECflEEQUE: ' Plain-weave, embroidered. The embroidered border is not 
completedj it has only the running-stitch outline (usually over 4 
and under 2), At the end of the pattern, below the loomstrings, the 
running-stitch yarns form loops where they turn and go back.

. Edge finish: .2 A 3/ loomstrings.

DESIGN: Standing figures (Type VII?) with head appendages. Narrow
portion of the border has a simplified version of. the same figure. 
Border width:. 2.5-4 cm.

REMARKS: For probable mantle layout, see Figure 60 f. .

NO.,500 ' OBJECT: Garment fragments (?)
DIMENSIONS: Estimated length: 2.220 m. Width: 0.155 inc.

YARNS: 
Warp: 

Weft: 

Emb.:

Fiber 
cotton , 
cotton 
alpaca

Make-up
A
A
A

Diameter Count 

0.4-1 13
0 .5-1.2 8

Color
Natural
Natural
Red 11C8 
Dark red 11E8 
Maroon 12F5 
Dark gray

Sewing: cotton Natural



TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave, embroidered borders. Borders are outlined
in rtintiing stitch and filled in with 4/2 stem stitch and satin stitch. 

Edge finish: 3 A w  loomstrlngs at each end.

DESIGN: Cata (Fig, 8l b), alternately right-side-up and upside-down.
Color sequence: dark red, maroon, gray. Border width: 3•5-3-’7 era.

REMARKS: For possible original layout, see Figure ?4 do The loom
ends of the piece are seamed. A small fragment fits at one end of 
the main piece and may also fit at the other end, indicating that 
the garment may have been sewn into a circle.

MO. $01 OBJECT: Garment fragment (?)
DIMENSIONS: Length: 0.574 m. inc. Width: 0.320m. inc.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton A  0.4-0.8 , l4 Natural
Weft:. cotton A 0.4-1 9 Natural .
Emb«: alpaca A  Red 11D8

Maroon 12F6 
Dark gray

TECENIQDE: Plain-weave, embroidered border. Border has running-stitch
outline filled in with 4/2 stem stitch and satin stitch. The outside 
edge of the border has variant cross-knit looping (Fig. 31 &)2 the 
inner edge has a row of 6/4 stem stitch.

Edge finish: No loom ends.



DESIGN: Either two alternating figures of which the second is always
gray on a gray ground or one figure done half in red and half in gray. 
The former is more likely. The only clear figtire is .a- cat (Fig.
8l_e) which may be in an interlaced lozenge. Color sequence: red,
gray (repeated several times?), maroon. Border width: 3«1 cm.

REMARKS:: For possible layout of piece., see Figure 84 d.. The border
side of: the fragment is stretched out of shape and.is now bowed.

NO. 502 OBJECT: Border fragments sewn together
DIMENSIONS: Length: ' 0.350 m. ,inc. Width: 0.155 m. (six fragmentary
widths seamed).

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter 1Count Color
Warp:
A cotton A 0.5 16 Natural tan
B cotton A 0.5 " 16 Natural tan
C cotton : A 0.4-0.5. 10 Natural tan

Weft:
A cotton A 0.7 11 Natural tan
B cotton A 0.4-0.7 10 Natural tan
C ; cotton A 0.7 0 Natural tan

Emb.: 
A alpaca A Pink 10B6 

Blue-purple 18F5 
Light green 26B5 
Brown

B alpaca A Pink 10B6 
Purple 18F5 
Blue-green 24e8 
Brown 
Dark brown
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YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count ■ Color
Emb.:
C alpaca /\ V Pink 10C6

■ ■■ Purple 16F5
Blue-green 24E8 

" Brown
Black

Sewing2 cotton / \ ,  /m\ Natural tan

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave with 4/2 stem-stitch embroidery« Bits Of 
variant cross-knit looping edge (Fig. 31 9-) on all. The borders 
are crudely whipped together.

Edge finish: 1 loom end present has 3 Am/ loomstrings.

DESIGN: A. Cat, alternately right-side-up and upside-down.. Color
sequence: brown, light green, blue-purple on pink ground. B. Figure
with head appendages (Fig. 86 e). Color sequence: blue-green, brown,
pink, brown, purple, brown, pink, brown on dark brown ground. C. 
Stylized snake (?). Color sequence; blue-green,, black, purple, 
pink, on brown ground. Border widths: 2.5-3 cm.

REMARKS: Bits of three borders sewn together. The borders may all
have been made by the same person since color and workmanship are 
similar, Borders appear worn and are crudely sewn; use is unknown.

NO. 504 OBJECT: Fox headdress
DIMENSIONS: Length: 0.310 m. Width: 0.130m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Cords: cotton /\/\ Tan



TECHNIQUE: Like Number 10, but no woven side panels. Skinned-out fox
muzzle.with feathers° Feathers which form ears of fox are strung on 
cord and then glued (?) to headdress«

DESIGN: Face of black and blue feathers On yellow feather ground.

REMARKS: This piece may once have had woven side panels, or may be
complete as it is. There are’.'cords about 9 cm. long extending from .... 
the top of the specimen. ,

HO* $14 . OBJECT: Mantle
DIMENSIONSs Length: 1.843 m. Width: T..453 (2 widths seamed) .

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton jf\ "0.4*1 13 Natural
Weft: . cotton : A 0.4-1 10 Natural
Emb.: alpaca /\ 1 . , : Red 11D8

Maroon 12F4 
Gray 26E2 
Dark gray

Sewing: cotton A Natural

TECHNIQUE:, Plain-weave, embroidered borders. Borders are worked 
in.4/2 stem stitch and satin stitch. Outside edge of border has row 
of variant cross-knit looping (Fig. 31 a).

Edge finish: 3 A / loomstrings at each end.

DESIGN: Two varieties of birds (Fig. 82 jd and e) alternate.
Color sequence: red, maroon, dary gray, on gray ground. Border



width: 2.1 cm<,-5.5 cm.

REMARKS: Several cotton ties.appear on the seam and near the edge of 
this mahtle. For mantle layout, see Figure 60 f.

'NO. 515 OBJECT: Mantlte .
DlffiMSIONS:. Length: '1.811 m. Width: 1,220 m. (2 widths seamed).

YA.RNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color,
Warp: cotton , /\ ■ .0.5-1 11 Natural
Weft: cotton /\ . 0.5-1" / 11 Natural
Einb.: alpaca . / \  Dark red 11E8

2 grays
Ties: cotton /\4/ Natural
Sewing: cotton /\/ Natural

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave; borders embroidered with b / 2  stem stitch and 
satin.stitch. Outside edge of borders has variant cross-knit 
looping (Fig. 31 a).

Edge finish: 3 Am/ loomstrings at each end.

DESIGN: Birds in interlaced lozenges. Birds are alternately right-
side- up and upside down. The narrow borders have a smaller version 
of the bird. Color sequence: gray, gray, red. Border width,:
1.4-2.6 cm.

REMARKS: Two ties, through ground of mantle. For mantle layout, see
Figure 60 h.



NO. 516 OBJECT: Garment (?)
DIMENSIONS: Estimated length: 1.620 m. Estimated width: 0.530 m.

YARNS: . Fiber . Make-up Diameter . Count Color
: Warp: cotton f \ 0.3-0.8 14 Natural . .
- Weft: cotton /\ 0 .5-i 12 Natural
Emb i,: alpaca A  : . Maroonv - v:, : 1 ; ' Red :Dark gray ,/;r . 
Sewing: cotton /\ . Natural

TECHEttWE: Plain?weave, embroidered borders. Borders have running-
stitch Outline filled in with k / 2  stem stitch and satin stitch. The 
inner edge of the border has a row of 6 / k  stem stitchj the outer 
edge has variant cross-knit looping (Fig. 31 a)..

Edge finish: 3 /\3/ loomstriiigs at each end.

DESIGN: Double-headed birds. Color sequence: red, maroon, gray. .
Width of border: 1.4-3.2 cm.

REMARKS: This garment was folded, in half twice and sewn along its
borders. It has not been unfolded. For possible garment type, see 
Figure 7^ a.

NO. 517 OBJECT: Mantle
DIMENSIONS? Length: I.963 m. Width: 1.330 m.



YARNS: Fiber Make-up • . Diameter Count Color
Warps cotton , / \  Os4-1 . 11. Natural tan .
Weft:; . cotton A  9 Natural tan
EmbYs alpaca A . Red 11C8 .

Maroon 11F5
; ' . • ■ ' ' ' ' . Gray •- ' ■ Dark gray

Ties: cotton A m/ :: .White

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave j, embroidered borders.. Borders have ruttningr 
stitch outline filled in with 4/2 stem stitch and satin stitch. There 
is a row of.Stem.stitch (6/2, 8/2 ) along the. inner edge of the border 
and variant Cross-knit looping (Fig. 31 a) along the outer edge.

Edge finish: 3 As/ loomstrings at each end.

DESIGN: Two birds alternate (similar to Fig. 82 d and e). The
narrow borders have double-headed bird motifs. Color sequence: 
red, gray, maroon, gray. Border width: 1 .3=6 .5 cm.

REMARKS: The mantle has at least 4 ties through the ground at
irregular intervals. For mantle layoutsee Figure 60 f. ;

NO. 518 OBJECT; //Border fragment
, • 1 ‘ - DIMENSIONS: Length: O.615 m. inc. Width: 0.058m. inc.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter ■ Count Color V
Warp: cotton A  0.4-0.7 12 White |
Weft: cotton A  0.5=0.7 ‘12 White 1
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YARNS . Fiber ■ Make-up Diameter Count Color

. Emb o; . alpaca A Red 11D7
Maroon 11F4 
Dark brown

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave, embroidered border. Border has running- 
stitch, outline, filled in with 4/2 stem stitch and satin stitch.

Edge finish: Side selvage somewhat compacted.
3 A®/ loomstrings.. .

DESIGN: , "Goat-sucker" motif . Border width: 5 cm.

REMARKS: Seems to have been sewn to something along the outside
(selvage) edge. A bunch of A 'white cotton yams are caught to the 
edge with A3/.white cotton sewing. The inner edge is overcast with 
tan A/ alpaca- Apparently this is a re-used mantle border.

NO. $19 OBJECT: Border,fragment
DIMENSIONS: Length: 0.433 m. inc. Width: 0.180 m. inc.

YARNS: • Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton A 0.3-0.$ 8 Natural
Weft: - cotton / \  0.4-0.7 9. Natural
Emb.: alpaca A Red. 12E6 .

Maroon 12E$ 
Green 26F$
Gray

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave, embroidered with 4/2 step stitch and some 
satin stitch. Probably once had an inner row of stem stitch and an
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outer edging.,of variant cross-knit looping.

Edge finish.: Only a portion of a side selvage present,

DESIGN: Monkeys (Fig. 83 b) face alternately right and left. Color
sequence; red, gray, green, maroon on gray ground. Border width: 3.5 cm

NO. 520

DIMENSIONS: Length: l.?50 m.
OBJECT: Border fragment
Width: O..O62 m. inc.

YARNS: 
Varp:• - 
Weft: • 
Emb.:

Fiber
cotton
cotton
alpaca

Make-up

A
A . 
A

Diameter Count 
0.6-1, • 13 
0 .4-,! ; ■" 9. ■

Color
White

White ,. ' :

Red 11C6 
Maroon 11E4 
Gray
Dark gray

TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave, borders embroidered With 4/2 stem.stitch and
satin;stitch. The inner.edge, of the border has a row of stem stitch 
and the outer edge has variant cross-knit looping (Fig. 31 a).

Edge finish: . 3 Am/ loomstrings at each end.

DESIGN: Interlocking snakes. Color sequence: gray, red, gray,

maroon. Border width: 3«5-4«6 cm.

REMARKS: This border has the. worn, inside edge Overcast with white
A /  cotton thread. A small hank Of natural. / \ cotton yarn was found
with this fragment. Border arrangement is like that of Figures 
6 6  b and d and ?4 a.
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NO, 521 OBJECT: Bag fragment
DIMENSIOkS: -Length:’ p 4l'oo“m. (x 2) inc.. Width: 0,130 m.' inc. .

YARNS: Eiher Make-up Diameter. Count Color
Warp: ; cotton A  0.4-0.8 . 23 Tan
: ;V ; ... ; ' - ' White ■

Weft: . cotton A O.5-O.7 8 . Tan
, i Sewing: .' cotton. A / White .

TECHNIQUE: "Warp-faced plain-weave, striped.
Edge finish: No loom ends.

DESIGN: Wide.(l.2 cp.) ptfipes With 3 narrow (0.4-0.5 cm„) stripes
on each side. Tan on white ground,

REMARKS: The corner of a hag, One; seam sewn with whipping stitches.

NO. 522 . OBJECT: Unfinished textile
;, .DIMENSIONS:. Length: about 2m. Width: O.78O m.

YARNS: . . Fiber. Make-up . Diameter Count Color
Warp: . cotton . A  0.4-0.8 9. Natural tan

■ Pink 10C6
Blue 21P6
Light blue 23-24-A6

Weft:. , cotton A 0.4^1 9 same.as warp

; TECHNIQUE: Plain-weave# plaid. Only, about 6.6 cm. of the warp is 
woven# the rest is unfinished. There is no band of weaving along the 
top edge. There are no traces of heddles.



■Edge, finish: 3 A3/ lobmstring's at beginning; traces of a
loomstring in the warp loops at the other end. .'

DESIGN; : Plaid on a tan ground<> The plaid is made up of wide and 
harrow stripes and. crossbands arranged irt squares about. 2 cm. on. a 
side. .. : . . ' '' . . . ''■.; . ' .

NO. 523 OBJECT.; Eragmehts
DIMENSIONS: . Length (of longest fragment); 0.430 m. inc. Width (of . 
widest fragment); 0.430 m. inc. (2 fragments seamed).

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp:. cotton A , 0.$,-0.8.: 8-1/2 Pink .9A5

1 mm. .. . Red 9Ef
Weft: cotton; A  0.5-0.8 8-1/2 Pink

: : 1 mm. ' Red
Sewing: cotton A  Red,

A/ ‘ Dark tan

TECRNIQDE: Plain-weave, "log-cabin" pattern. Every other warp or 
weft iq.pink except where the blocks of stripes or crossbahds change 
direction6 Color sequence of wairps and wefts: 2 red, 1 pink 1 red,
1 pink, 1 red, 1 pink, 2 red.

Edge, finish: No look ends; but portions of side selvages.

DESIGN: "Log-cabin" pattern. For.a similarly patterned piece,
see Figure 9.

REMARKS: May have been from q two-panel mantle.
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HOo 524 OBJECT: Feather mantle (?) fragment
DIMEWSIOES.t length: 0.630 m. inc.. Width:. 0.6ll m. (2 widths),
both inc.) ; -

Fiber Make-=ttp Diameter Count Color 
M&tpl cotton A  0.5-0.7 10 Hatural
Wefti; cotton A  . 0.5=1.2 9 Matural

. Sewing: cotton A/? A  1 Natural

SECBSiQDE: Plain-weave. Feathers attached by the method shown in 
!Figure 15 a. The row of tied, feathers is sewn with a whipping stitch 
Which goes under one weft only and thud does hot show bn the reverse.
1 ■ Edge finish: No loom endg. . ' : . • ' • . • • .

DESIGN: Blue and yellow feathers. Blue feathers seem to occur only
in small rectangular area.

NO. 525 OBJECT: Cloth, and fringe fragments
DIMENSIONS: Length (of longest fragment): 6.972 mi inc. Width:
0.029 m. ihC. ;

YAWS.: . • Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: ' cotton A  0.7 16 Now brown,

A  . once ?
Weft: : ■ cOtton A  0=7 . 10 same
Fringe: alpaca A  1,7 (re-plied) , Green 28E7

Red 10D7
■■ : ; ■■■ ; ' ? V .
.'Sewing: cotton A  A  same as warp
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TECSSlWtC:Plain-weavei,' B’M.nge: 18. siwed to edgei -The fria# 16 a "• • 
3”warp t^pe with a to&rp Of f\J brown eotton. Cbltirti.are.carPtad along 
one siAp selvageo The TPiiife is about 8.2 crcu wiiiu :

Mge finish: No loom ends.

DESIGN: Color sequence: ?, red,’ f, green, i j green, ?.

REMARKS: Eringe .may be frOto a hood. The ground and one of the fringe
polors are now brownish in Shade. They may Once have been blue or 
purple. ' '

Mo.-' 526 .ORJEdif . fape .
DIMENSIONS: length: 13-900 Width? 6-068..nu’:

YARNS: Fiber. Make-up Diameter Count - Color
Warp: •alpada A  0.7-1 • about 20 Maroon 12F8

Blue 22F8
. White

Weft: alpaca A  0.7-I 6 Maroon

TECRNIQIJE: Warp-faced plain-weave, with Stripes of blue and white.
Since each stripe-is only one warp wide,- they -are. -not - Solid but have 
the broken appearance of a dotted line.

Edge finish: No loomstrings remain in either end.

DESIGN: Broken blue and white stripes on a .maroon ground.
r - ■ ' ' -

REMARKS: Possibly used as a turban band.
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10. 527 OBJECT: Bail'd
BXMEISIOHS: Length: 0,645 m. Width; 0,035 ta,

YARMS: . Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp; alpaca A 0,4-0,8 l6 Maroon 9F5

Red 9C8 
Green 27F6

•\ . .. . ■ '■ : : Cream
Weft: alpaca A  0,5 6 Maroon

TECHNIQUE: Complementary-warp patterning. Warp-faced with short
warp floats on the face and long floats on the reverse.

Edge finish: Sides are plain maroon for aWut 0.6 cm.
Both ends are drawn ihj one has a /\J maroon cbrd through 
most, but not all, warp loops. This cord is then knotted 
together above the end,

DESIGN: Zig-zag snake heads (Mg, 23),

REMARKS: Probably a border to be appliqued on a garment.

10. 528 OBJECT: Band or border
DIMENSIONS: Length: 0.510 m. Width: 0,023 m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter » Count Color
Warp: alpaca A  0.5-1 19 Natural (?) tan 5E4

Red 908 
Purple l6F4 
Green 27F7

Weft; alpaca A  0.7 8 Natural (?) tan
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TECHNIQUES Complementary-warp patterning« There are only a few 
short warp floats on the face but long floats on the reverse.

Edge finish: One end apparently left unwoven for about 8,5 
cm. One loomstring at each end, which, at one end, appears 
to be tan /\J cotton, .

DESIGN: Interlocking snake-head pattern,

REMARKS: Could be border from small garment,

NO, 529 OBJECT: Braided fringe (?)
DIMENSIONS: Length (of biaids): 0.150-0.200 m. Diameter: 0.070-
0.080 m. Length of fragments (cord on which braids are strung):
0 o 08O—0,040 m o

. . .  I ' ■

YARNS s Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Braid: alpaca mult A  1.5 Red 10D8

Dark red 10E7 
Blue 24-25B7 
White 
Dark brown

Cord: cotton \™A 1.5 . Tan

TECHNIQUE: Four-strand, round braid worked over a cord. Each braid
bound at the end with one of the colors used. The braids are eon-

jstructed so that the colors are arranged in alternating diagonal bands.

DESIGN: Color sequence: a— 2 blue/dark red; 2 red/dark brown; 2 blue/
dark red; 2 white/dark brown; 2 blue/dark red. b— 2 white/dark brown;
2 red/dark brown; 2 blue/dark red.
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NO, 530 OBJECT: Hair braid
DIMENSIONS; Length: 0-4-20 m. Width: 0.010-0,020 m.
YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Braid: human hair braid reddish-brown

strands 
about 0 .5- 
1 cm. wide

Wrapping: alpaca A  1 mm. Green 26e6
White

* Brown
Black

/ Red 10D8

TECHNIQUE: Three-strand braid of human hair wrapped 6 cm. from one
end with white yarn, then with a fragment of warp-faced brown (dis
colored?) cotton plain-weave (with a count of 14 x 6 and yarn diameters 

. of about 0.7 mm.,),, then.with multicolored yarns.

DESIGN: Multicolored wrapping.

NO, 531 OBJECT: Turban-band fragment
DIMENSIONS: Length: I.735 m. inc. Width: 0.062-0.0?0 m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count .Color
Element: alpaca A  0.8 6 knots Green 24-F?

Rose 11A.7 
Yellow 4a8 
Lavender I8D3 
Light blue 23A6 
Maroon 12F5 

(in twining and fringe: Dark red 11E8)

TECHNIQUE: Close-knotting in central portion (simple, overhand
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knot; Fig6 4l a). Then single oblique-twining with a diamond pattern 
is worked through edge of knotting. The yarns from the oblique-twin
ing, together with additional yarns, grouped, serve as the warps for 
weft-faced plain-weave (with a count of 2 warps and 20 wefts per cm.). 
The same yarns are then braided into five 3-strand braids.

DESIGH: The knotted portion has highly stylized and geometricized
interlocking-snake motifs. The oblique-twining has a diamond pattern, 
and the weft-faced plain-weave is banded. Color sequence in knotted 
Section: outside liner-~green and yellow, blue and green, yellow and
blue; next--red and lavender, green and red, blue and green, red and 
blue, green and red, blue and green, red and lavender; next--lavender 
and green, yellow and yellow, green, and red, yellow and red, red and 
yellow, green and red, lavender and red; innermost-— green and yellow,
- red and lavender, lavender and blue, green and green, blue and green, 
red and lavender, yellow and green.

REMARKS: For similar turban bands, see Figures 3̂  and 70 a.

HO. 532 a OBJECT: .Turbab-band fragment
DIMENSIONS: Length: O.?1̂  nn inc. Width: 0.035 m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter . Count Color .
Element: alpaca A  1 6 knots Maroon 11F6

Dark red 11E7 
Red 11D8 
Yellow 5A7 

. . .  ■ Green 27F6 :
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TECHNIQUE: lint 1 rely close-knob ting (simple, overhand knot, Fig. hi ■
aO. The same face of the knot always appears on one surface. At one 
end (about 12 cm. from the end) the band is split into two sections, 
each approximately 1 cm, wide.

DESIGN: Two birds, one "sun-face (Fig. 76 c)},two birds, et cetera.
Narrow sections of the band have miniature " un-faces" on one and 
geometric patterning (possibly double-headed snakes) on the other.
Color sequence: dark red, green, red, yellow, fed, green, dark
red, yellpw, green, green, red, yellow, red. Ground is maroon. .

I '

NO. 532 b, c 1 OBJECT: Tassel and tassel cover
DIMENSIONS: Tassel cover: O.O78 x 0,070 m. Fringe: 0.300 m. long.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Element: 
b 1 alpaca A

c alpaca A^/ 1.5-2.5 Gold 5B8
Red 11E8

1 Maroon 12F5
■ 1 Blue-green 2t<=25F7

Dark brown

TECHNIQUE:: The tassel cover is of close-knotting (simple, overhand 
knot. Fig. 4l a). One face of the knot always appears on one face 
of the textile. The fringe is worked on three warps, with the colors

0.7-1 11 knots Dark red 10F8
Maroon 11F5 
Green 26F5 
Gold 5C8 
Cream
Dark brown
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carried from one area to another.

DESIGN: The tassel cover is made in the shape of a rectangle with a
geometric face on each side. The two faces are identical in design, 
but differ, in color.

REMARKS: The fringe may not belong to the tassel cover, and both
may or may not belong to the turban band (No. 532 a).

■ . 1 " - 
NO. 534 OBJECT: Bag (?)
DIMENSIONS: A: length— 0.200 m (x 2>j width— 0.320 m, inc. B:
length— 0»595 m. inc.) width— 0,.042 m« C: length— 0.266 m. inc.)
width— Qi.074 m. D: dimensions— O.O60 x 0.035 m.

S&RNS: . Fiber
Element: ;

Make-up Diameter Count Color

A

Warp) 
B '

• C .

D .

ialpaca

alpaca
alpaca
cotton

A 1 mm.

A/ 1-1,5
A/ A/ 2,5-3. 
A  0.4-1

Dark blue or 
black

.5-1/2-6 Black 
3 prs. Black 
9? Red 10E6 

Maroon 12F4
Weft:
B alpaca

alpaca

A

A

0.5-1 22 . Green
Cream

. . "Black .
0.5-1 . 26 Red 9C7

Green 
Cream 
Black
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YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Weft:
D cotton /\ 0.4-1 6? Red

Maroon
Sewing: alpaca , f\br /t̂\ n Dark brown

TECHNIQUE: A sprang (Fig» 48) bag (A) of very simple, open, linking.
No loom ends or center present. To this is sewn a slit-tapestry 
border ( s ). . There is also a detached fragment (c) of slit tapestry 
which has bits of sprang sewn to one side, but cannot be connected 
with specimen A. Inside the larger bag there was a small bag (?) of 
plaid plain-weave (d). The plaid consists of two threads of each 
color ,in each direction,

DESIGN: The design of the sprang (A) is not readily apparent| it may
consist of simple open rectangles. The narrow, slit-tapestry border 
(B) has zig-zag lines of cream and green on a black ground. The 
wider band (C) has a guilloehe tootif on a black ground. The small 
bag (D) is a simple plaid,

REMARKS: All of these pieces are in bad condition. For a .possible
layout of the bag, see Figure 72 e.

NO. 534 OBJECT: Fragments.
DIMENSIONS: Length (of longest fragment)z 0.365 m. inc. Width:
0.325-0,347 m, . / '



YARNS: Fiber . Make-up Diameter Count Color
Element: cotton /\ 0.5-1.3 6 knots Dark blue

Red 8E7
Light blue-green 

, 2 6 E 3  . . ■ '

. A Z  Natural

TECHNIQUE: Knotted netting with a simple, overhand knot (Fig. 4l a).
Alternate-faces of the khot appear in adjacent rows. The diamonds and 
parallelograms of the pattern are separate constructions with.the knots ' 
placed quite close together; these pieces are joined by diagonal yarns 
looped through one edge and knotted at the other or knotted through 
both edges of the knotted netting.

DESIGN: Diamonds containing skull-like faces (Figs.. 4$ and 46),

REMARKS: The catalogue of the specimens labels this piece a "hood,"
but there is no indication in the piece Of its original use. The 
variation in width and a difference, in the length of the connecting 
diagonals in the,two large fragments may indicate that they were sep
arately constructed, ..or they may simply be two ends of the same piece.

NO. 536 OBJECT: Netting fragments
DIMENSIONS: Fragments of at least four different nets were pressed
together in layers to form a Wad of netting about O.19O x 0. .120 m. 
Individual fragments could be Spread to a width Of as much as 1.640 m.

YARNS: . Fiber Make-up Diameter Mesh Color 
Element: .
A cotton? A/ 0 .6-0.7 0.6 cm. Natural
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YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Mesh Color
Element: •
B cotton? /\J 0.8-1.2 0.3-1 cm. Off-white
C cotton? f\J 1-1.5 0.7-2.2 Natural tan
D cotton A  0.611 1.5-2 Natural

TECHNIQUE: Fragments from A have a sheet bend knot (':|Fig. Ul b) with
alternate faces in adjacent rows and nO patterning. Fragments frota B . . 
have a simple, overhand knot ('Fig. ^1 a) with alternate faces in adja-': 
cent rows and diamond patterning formed by varying the mesh gauge. 
Fragments from C also have a simple, overhand knot with alternate faces 
in adjacent rows and a more complicated diamond patterning. Fragments 
from D have a sheet bend with alternate faces in adjacent rows and 
no patterning.

DESIGN: Fragments B have a diamond design with 8 meshes to each side
of the diamond, wider meshes, and then another row of meshes like those 
in the diamond. The pattern of C is shown in Figure 4'4 b.

REMARKS: These fragments are said to have come from the head of a mummy
and have sscraps of cloth and bits of colored yarn mixed in with them.

NOo 537 OBJECT: Braid fragments
DIMENSIONS:. Total length: more than 8.365 m. Width: 0.004-0.005 m.

YARN: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Element: alpaca f\ 1 mm. 8 to cm. Red

. along edge Brown



TECHNIQUE: Eight-strand flat braid with three kinds. of. patterning..
(l) A "W" pattern produced by braiding under-2, over-1 from each side% 
keeping the colors in alternating sequence; (2) a "V" pattern produced , 
by bringing.the top threads from each side into the center alternately;
arid (3) foul diagonal slashes of cplor on the right side, then four on *
the left, et .cetera produced by the same working method as in the 
second .pattern but with all red yarns held on one side and all brown 
yams on the other when the braiding is begun. Then, at the end, the 
braid splits into two 4-strand round braids, with the two colors running

; : ' / - - ' r ' ;xvertically in the braid produced by.holding two strands of red in one 
hand and two of brown in the other.

DESIGN: See above.

REMARKS: Possibly a braided turban band. Masses, of such narrow braid
were used for turbans in the Nazca Periods

NO. 538 ;i 1 OBJECT: Rope or strap •
DIMENSIONS: Total length: 3.680m. Width: 0.010-0.01$ m.

YARNS: Fiber : Make-up Diameter Count Color
: Element: llama? A  .3»5 I-l/s per Off-white

cm. along Brown 
' edge

human hair? A  Dark brown

TECHNIQUE: Braided. A braid begins with a 4-strand round braid in
brown; then two double white strands are put in and braided with the 
browri under-2, over-1 from each side, keeping the colors in an



alternating sequence. This braid is made up of 6 or 9 strands. The 
second braid, knotted to. the first, is a five-strand flat braid with 
4 brown strands and 1 white strand. Three strands were apparently 
held in one hand and one in the other and the strand from each side 
braided under two alternately.

Edge finish: Knotted or wrapped with thread of tan /
cotton.

DESIGN: The first braid has a "W” motif; the second has occasional
white spots.

REMARKS: Terminal knots used are overhand knots (Fig. 4l a) but the
two braids are knotted together with a modified clove hitch. This 
specimen has a very utilitarian appearance.

NO 541 OBJECT: Tape
DIMENSIONS: Length: 5«600 m. (including 9 cm. of "fringe" at one
end and 19 cm. at other). Width: O.OO63 m.

YARNS: Fiber , Make-up . Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton /\ O.5-O.7 12 to Natural tan

-^ width Brown
Weft: cotton / / O.3-O.5 ' 5 pairs Natural tan ,

each to cm.

TECHNIQUE: .Warp-faced plain-weave. Broken.stripes give effect of 
dotted line
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Edge finish: One end has 2 lengths of tan /\3/ cotton
run through the last two sheds; other end has one strand of
light brown /3\/ cotton run through the warp loops (left
unwoven for 4.3 cm.) and fastened with a buttonhole stitch.
This forms "fringe" 9 cm.. long in the first case and 19 cm.
long in the second.

DESIGN: Dark brown "dotted lines" on tan ground.

REMARKS: Possibly a turban band?

NO. 542 OBJECT: Ttirban band
DIMENSIONS: Length: 2.750 m. Diameter: 0.010-0.013 m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Element: alpaca A 0.7-1 5 sts. Dark red 10D7

5 rbws Maroon 10F6 
Cream 
Brown

Foundation: cotton mult. / Dark brown

TECHNIQUE:. Cross-knit looping, worked tubularly over a foundation.
The ends are split in two about 4.5 to 5 cm. from the end. One half 
of one end is wrapped with red /\ alpaca.

DESIGN: Zig-zag patterning (to imitate snake?).



OBJECT: Turban band (?) vith" tassbls
DIMENSIONS: See Technique. ' • •

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Braid: alpaca /\/ 1 mm. , Maroon 12F8
Knotting: alpaca /Y ' 0.5-1.2 10 knots Red 10D7
' - ■ Gold 4b?

Cream .
Brown

Tassels:, alpaca /\k/ 2 mm. Maroon 12F8
' Gold 5B8

Blue 22D5 
Dark•red. 11F7 
Gray

TECHNIQUE: The band is 37-strand (?) flat braid, 1.045 m. long (inc.)
by 0.017 wide. The tassels are apparently just drawn up on a cord . 
and sewri to the braided tape. The fringe, length is about 0.510 m.’ 
Rectangular panels of. close-knotting (simple, overhand knot. Fig. 4l a) 
are. either worked tubularly or have a seam which is made to resemble 
the rest of the knotting. These serve as covers for the tops of the 
tassels and are about 7 cm. long and 0.3 - cm.: wide. The same face of 
the knot always appears on one side of the fabric»

DESIGN: The tassel covers have geometric faces which differ on the
two sides of each cover.

. REMARKS: The tassels were knotted together and have not been untied.

NO. 91.489 OBJECT: Poncho-shirt
DIMENSIONS: Length: U.710 m. (x 2). Width: ;0.625 m.
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YAMS:
Shirt:

Element: alpaca

Fringe: vicuna?

Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color

A. 1 mm. 5 loops
6 rows

Border:
Warp:

Weft:

Emb.:

alpaca 
alpaca 
alpaca .

A
A
A

0.5
0.5

n
9

Fringe: alpaca /\
Sewing: alpaca. /\J

Red 10D8- 
Maroon 12F5 
Cream 
Brown

Red 10D8 ■

Red 11D8
Red . ,
,Green 26f8 
Purple l6F5 
Gold 7D8 . 
Brown 
Dark gray.
Red
Maroon

TECHNIQUE: Shirt is simple looping (Fig. 35) worked close. Border
is stem stitch 4/2 embroidery on a plain-weave ground. The border 
fringe is worked into the edge Of the cloth. The fringe at the shirt 
armholes is worked as shown in Figure 38 b. This fringe was apparent
ly dyed after its construction.

DESIGN: Shirt has guilloche motif with crosses (Fig. 37a). Border
has a design of monkeys (similar to that shown in Fig. 83 b). Color 
sequence: gold, purple, green, dark gray.

NO. 91.567 OBJECT: Turban band

DIMENSIONS: Length: 3.87O m. Width: . 0.130-0.154 m.



YARNS: Fiber Make-up . Diameter Count Color
Element: alpaca . ' A  10 knots Maroon 12F5

9 rows Dark red 9E-F7 
Yellow 5C7 v- 

. g o m .6d8 .
Blue-green-2$F3\

TECHNIQUE: Central section is close-knotting (simple, overhand knot.
Fig. 41 a) with one face of the knot always appearing on the same 
side of the fabric. Yarns are looped through the edges of the knot
ting for single-oblique-twining. The same yarns plus-additional ones 
are used grouped for warps for an interlocked-tapestry section.
Then these yams are left free for fringe.

DESIGN: Center has stylized "goat-suckers"; oblique-twining is
diamond patterned,1 tapestry ends have geometric birds (Fig, 3̂ ) •

NO. 91.675 OBJECT: Band fragments
DIMENSIONS: Length (of longest fragment): 0.219 m. inc. Width: 
0.034 m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: alpaca A . 0.7-1 13 . Yellow 4-A7

Green 26E5 
24 at ' Brown 

. edges
Weft: alpaca A  0.7-1 • 7 Yellow

Green
Brown

TECHNIQUE: Triple-Cloth. The side selvages are woven in warp-faced
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plain-weave,of brown only. The central design-urea Is triple-cloth. 

Edge finish: No loom ends.

. DESIGN: Guilloche. Yellow, outlined in brown on green ground»

NO. 91.855 OBJECT: Band
. : DIMENSIONS: Length: 3.058 m. Width: 0.051m.

YABNS: Fiber Make-up , Diameter. Count Color :
Warp: alpaca /\ 0.6-1.2 . 9 Dark brown

Green-28E7 .
(edge: 20) Yellow 4b8 ;

Weft: alpaca f\ 0.6-1.2 ■ 7 Dark brown
Green 

; . . . . Yellow
Cord: alpaca . A 2A  Yellow and green

TECHNIQUE: Incomplete triple-Cloth. Three layers of cloth only in
design areasj between these areas the brown arid green are incompletely 
woven oh the.reverse. The yellow is woven throughout and is used at . 
the sides for Single warp-faced plain-weave selvages»
1 Edge finish: Both ends are tapered in; one end seems to have

only one loomstring but other end may have had two. Loom-, 
string seems to be made up of.one yellow A  and one greeh A
plied / (A/) • .

DESIGN: Various motifs with a predominance of "sun-faces" (which are
alternately brown and green). Design sequence from top: 7.."sun-faces"
(Fig. 7.6 a); 1 man (Fig. 80 c); l6 "sun-faces"; 1 cat (Fig. 8l a);



4 "sun-faces"j 1 cat (reversed in direction); 4 "sunfaces," 1 cat, 8 
"sun-faces"j 1 human face (Fig. 80 a);. 2 "sUn-faceS," 1 bird (Fig. 82 
h)j 1 double-headed, snake (Fig. ?8 jc); 3 "sun-faces"; 1 human face 
(quarter turn from previous human face).; 1 "sun-face"; 1 cat (variant);
2 "sun-faces»" 1 bird; 1 "sun-face."

REMARKS: One end has a cord 0.125 m. long.

NO. 1959.5.2 a OBJECT: Turban band fragment
DIMENSIONS: Length: 1.250 m. inc. . Width: 0,055-0.072 m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Element: alpaca /\ 0.8-1 5 knots Maroon 11F8

Dark red 11D8 
Orange 6a8 

. Yellow 3A7
' . . Blue-green 24F7
. Light gray-tan

(natural)
: ■ Light tan 4C6

White (fringe)

TECHNIQUE: Center is close-knotting (simple, overhand knot. Fig. 4l a)
with the one face of the knot on one side, other face on reverse. Yarns 
looped into edge of knotting are used for single oblique-twining and, 
with others added, are grouped for the warps of weft-faced, banded 
plain-weave. They are then let flow free for fringei

DESIGN: In center section— double-headed, cat-headed creature.
Oblique-twining is diamond patterned.



NO. 1959-5 »2 b OBJECT': Turban band fragment
DIMENSIONS: Length: 0.420 m. inc. Width: . O.O89 m.

YARNS: Fiber
Element: alpaca

TECHNIQUE: Close-knotting; one face Of the knot (simple, overhand. .
knot. Fig. 4l a) always appears on one side:; other face is always oh 
the reverse. One edge of the fragment is straight; it seems to be the 
end of the knotted section where the yams for the oblique-twining 
were looped through»

DESIGN: Double-headed, cat-headed creature. .

■REMARKS: Despite.similarities, this fragment does not belong to the
.same band as 1959-5-2 a.

NO. 1959-11.1 OBJECT; Poncho-shirt .
.DIMENSIONS: .. Length: 2.043 m. Width: Total width about 1 m.;
this is made up of 4 "widths— 0.055> 0.435, 0.462, 0.055 ni.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up . Diameter Count Color
’• Warp : .

A alphca A  under 1 mm.? 10-11 Red 908
Gold 5P8 
Green 27E4 

■ Cream
Dark brown

Make-up Diameter Count Color
A  1-1.5 5 knots Maroon 11F7

■ . ' Red 11D8
Orange 6A8 

. Yellow 3A? 
Blue-green 24F7 
Tan 5D7



TAMS: Fiber Make-Up - Diameter Count Color
Warp: '•
B alpaca A  under 1 mm.? 8-10 Green 28F5

Gold 5D8
- Brown.

Weft: .
A alpaca /\ under 1 mm.? 9-10 same as warp

, B alpaca A  under.1 mm.? 7-8 same as warp

TECHNIQUE: The main portion of the . shirt (A.) is warp-and-weft inter
locking; double interlocking (Fig. 19) is used.in both directions.
Even in areas where a single color extends the entire width of the 
piece, the wefts are not continuous but interlock at intervals {7:.5r23°5 
cm.). In at least some areas, warps turn and become wefts» The 
borders (B) are in triple-cloth. The brown is almost completely miss
ing, but other areas are completely woven. Each border has the same 
loomstrings as the central portion that it adjoins. The fringe which 
forms epaulets on the shirt is not. woven but has the colors carried 
inside: an overcasting or buttonhole stitch and these colored yarns are 
then pulled down where needed. The fringe is about 15 cm. long and 
extends along the selvage for about 40 cm. The neckslit has four rows 
of cross-knit looping in multicolored yams.

Edge finish: 3 A 3/ loomstrings at each end. The loom- ;
strings are carried out past the corner and a short round . 
braided piece has been added to make two tassels at one 
corner and a braided.tasel at the other intact corner,

DESIGN: Snakes (Fig, .18). The end and shoulder panels of the center
and both borders have guilloche motifs.
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REMARKS:, Yarn diameter was unfortunately not measured before the piece 
was mounted and framed. The side.seams were net sewn when the shirt . 
was acquired.and there is no. clear indication of the sewing or of the 
. manner in which the borders were originally joined along the sides.

NO,. 1959.15.1 OBJECT: PonchO-shirt
DIMENSIONS: Length: 0.685m. (x 2). Width: 0.605 m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter. Count Color
Element: alpaca . /\. . 0.7-0,8 7 loops. Red 11D8

" ' 6 rows Maroon 11F5 -
' ' . .: '. z Cream

' Brown
Fringe: vicuha? unspun ■ Red

TECHNIQUE: Looping (Fig. 35), worked close. A fringe of unspun tufts
of wool, apparently dyed after construction, is sewn around the edge; 
it is about h to 5 cm. long.

Edge finish: Self-cord through starting edge,: but no
cord at finish end.

DESIGN: Monkey with two tails (Fig. 37 c).

NO. 1960.8.1 OBJECT: Panel
DIMENSIONS: Length: 1.870 m. Width: . O.560 m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count . Color

Warp: . cotton /\ 0.5-1.5 8 Brown
White



YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color ' '
Weft: cotton /\ ,0.5-1=5 8 Brown

White

TECHNIQUE: Double-cloth (2/2); one side more finished than other.
Edge finish: Side selvages are not interlocked. One end
has 3 A/ lodmstrings"; other end has 3' /\3/, loomstrings.

DESIGN: Geometric cats with forehead appendages.

REMftRKS: Probably one of a W ,  or tbree-ae=tion « „ tle ,se. n 6. 59

*ni '

NO. i960.i2.ll OBJECT: Panel
DIMENSIONS: Length: 1.572 m. Width: 0.2k0 m.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up Diameter Count Color
Warp: cotton f\ 0.5=0.9 9 Light brown

White
Weft; ' cotton . /\ 0.5=1«2 8 Light brown

White

TECHNIQUE: Double-cloth (2/2); reverse not as complete as face.
Edge finish: Side selvages are not interlocked. 3 A3/
loomstrings at each end.

DESIGN: Four mask-type figures (Type VIII). Space fillers are
double-headed snakes, birds, and crosses. .

REMANKS: Probably from a three-section mantle (see Fig. 59 d).
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NO. 1961.37.1 b OBJECT: Turban-band fragments
DIMENSIONS!. Length (of longest fragment): 0.235 m. inc.. Width: O.O69 ni.

YARNS: . Fiber Make-?up Diameter Count Color
Element:. alpaca.' /\. - 1-1.5 ti- knots Red 11D8

, Yellow 5B8 .
' Gray . .. '

Sewing: alpaca f\J Red 10B7

TECHNIQUE: Close-knotting (simple, OYerhand knot. Fig; "4l a)j with
one face of the knot always appearing on one side, of the fabric.

DESIGN: "Suit-face" motif, (Fig. j6 d) Yellow and gray alternate on 
red ground. .

REMARKS: The original length, must have been about 0.9^0 m. The piece 
. seems to have been all close-knotting. The largest fragment .consists 
of two fragmentary lengths seamed. Small feather plumes were associated 
with the pice. This piece has a definite provenience of Cabezas Largas 
and thus is useful as a comparative Cavernas specimen.

NO. 1963.%0.1 . . OBJECT: 'Turban band
DIMENSIONS: Length: more than k m. Width: 0.063-0.074 %.

YARNS: Fiber Make-up. Diameter Count Color
Element: alpaca , /\ 0.8-1 5 knots Red I0D8

Maroon 11E8 
- Blue 23D4

Gold.5A8 '
Dark brown
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TECHNIQUE: Center of close-knotting (simple, overhand knot. Pig. Ul a)
with one face of the knot always appearing on one side and the other
face on the reverse. Yarns are looped through the central knotted sec- 
tion and used for oblique-twining. These, with additional yarns, are - 
then grouped and used as the warps for .weft-faced plain-weave,, and 
finally let flow free for fringe. At one end there are feather rosettes 
made by attaching feathers to a cord in the.usual way (Fig. 15. a), 
wrapping the cord around bunched fringe, and tying it with tan cotton 
/\ thread. The. feathers may have been cut to give a uniform appearance. .

DESIGN: Geometric birds (Fig. 82 q). Color sequence: maroon, red,
marOon, red. Red birds usually have blue eyes; maroon birds have yellow
eyes. Yellow and green feather rosettes.

REMARKS: This turban band (for general layout, see Fig. 70 a) was
received wrapped around a doughnut-shaped pillow of unspun cotton (Fig. 
l6). The pillow has a diameter of 0.l42 m..with a central hole diameter 
of O.OUO in. It is laced with two or more A  tan cotton cords. Quanti
ties of /Y and some A  6/ cotton are wrapped around the outside of the 
pillow (possibly the uncut warps of a mummy-bundle mask?) There is 
also a small bit Of dark red cotton plain-weave (count: 14 x 10) 
caught in the lacing of the doughnut.

NO. 1964.24 OBJECT: Turban band
DIMENSIONS: Length: about 1.2k) m. Width: 0.017 m.



REMARKS: This piece, which was received wrapped around a bunch of
thorn needles, is in such bad condition that neither the design nor 
the components can he described in any detail, It is a complementary- 
warp patterned band of dark brown and fed alpaca (and possibly other, 
shades as well).



- APPENDIX B

TYPES AND VARIETIES "•

As a summary, and for the sake of convenience, a listing and . • 
description of. the types.and varieties of Paracas textiles discussed 
in the text follows. '■:

Using Phillips’ (1958) definition, I will here consider a type 
to be the sum of the varieties within it. Since this study represents 
the first attempt to type textiles, it is obvious that not all the possi
ble varieties in a. Parades textile type have been established. In some 
cases, not enough data is available to establish varieties from any of 
the Paracas sites or phases except the Middle Paracas Phase at Ocucaje. 
There is no way of knowing, in these cases, whether the Middle Paracas 
Phase textiles from Cavemas and the Date Paracas Phase textiles from 
the Necropolis are identical with those from Ocucaje or differ enough 
to constitute another variety dr varieties«

. Since material from all of the known Paracas sites displays a 
Considerable amount of cultural and temporal continuity, I have con
sidered the type to include all varieties from Paracas Period sites, 
and made "Paracas" the first word in all type names. The Only excep
tions to this are textiles from the first, Chavinoid, phase, which 
seem to have a wider spatial relationship (i.ê  the material from the 
Cerrillos levels at Cerrillos seems to belong to the same type as 
that from the Chavinoid levels' at Ancon and Supe).



"Associated techniques" refers to those joined to the technique 
in question by sewing, or to super-structural techniques worked on that 
being described.

' Textile Types and Varieties 
Oh the basis of study of the Soldi collection from Ociicaje and . 

textiles from. Cavernas and Hedropolis, I have tentatively established 
17 types and 32 varieties of textiles.

■ ' Paracas Plain-wedyejVType
This type encompasses not only upd^qhpated plain-weaves, but 

also those with simple patterning such as •'stripes. Two varieties have 
been established for embroidered plaih-weayê ' despite the fact that no
comparable varieties have been set up for other techniques, with embroid-: ' ' . 'I
ery, because embroidered plain-weave is so hbmmon in Paracas collec
tions .y ' V: _ ' . '

Oeucaje Variety
The weave is balanced.to warp-faced and composed of Z-spun,

8-plied warps and wefts used singly. There are usually three, loom-, 
strings Or heading cords (each made up of three Z-s.pun, S-.plied yarns 
:re-plied Z) at each' end> but side selvages have no special treatment 
other than slightly compacted warps. The textile may be of dyed or un
dyed cotton or of dyed wool. There are fotir possible variations: (1)
undecorated in natural-colored cotton, or cotton Or wool dyed rust, 
dark red, maroon, purple, green, or dark blue (used for mantles and 
shirts, as well as other garments?).; (2) striped with solid or



broken stripes, browns, and tans predominating but pink, gold, cream, 
maroon, and blue also occurring, of cotton or wool or a combination 
Of the two, warp-faced (usually used for harrow belts, but bags and 
larger garments also, made)j (3) plaid, patterned with stripes and 
crossbands of varying widths, of cotton or wool or a combination of 
the two in tans, browns, reds, blues, pink, or white (used for mantles 
bags, and other garments); (4) "log?-cabin" pattern in cotton or wOol 
(?), bichrome (used for bags and larger garments)«

Associated techniques: brocading, supplementary-weft pattern
ing, applied fringes, woven tabs and slits, braid, and other appliqued 
or applied techniques.

Ocucaje Embroidered Variety
All the characteristics of. the above Variety (although no .em

broidered stripes or "log-cabin" pattern plain-weaves are known) with'
: embroidered borders (up to about 8 cm. wide), and, occasionally, field 
patterns = Reds, maroons, grays to black, and browns are the most 
common colors for embroidery, but yellows, blues, pinks, greens, and 
white also occur. Embroidery is almost always of wool; cotton is rare 
Running, satin, and stem stitches are used. Running stitch is used 
alone or to form the outlined background for stem- and satin-stitch 
patterns. Stem stitch is usually 4/2, bUt the stitch may be longer 
and is usually somewhat irregular. Color alternation is simple.
Motifs include cats, birds, interlocking and double-headed snakes, 
figures with elaborate head appendages, monkeys, et cetera. All 
motifs are geometricized. One or more motifs may be used. All
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erabrbidery is done directly on the ground weave. Used tor all gsraieht :'

• types. ' '. , ; ; - :
Associated, techniques: applied fringes, woven slits. •

' Necropolis Embroidered Variety ' • -■
Usually edtton plain-weave, sometimes wool plain-weavei Except 

in the case Of small garments, the embroidery for borders is usually . 
worked on separately woven strips which are then sewn to a field cloth. 
Borders are wider than in the Ocucaje variety. Field embroidery is 
common. Embroidery is always of wool; bright red,, green, dark blue, ■ 
and yellow are the most common colors, but almost any shade may be 

. used. Stem stitch predominates; running-stitch outlined backgrounds 
dfe used only in the geometric style and not always then; satin stitch 
is used only in the geometric style. Stem stitch is almost always 
either 4/2 (in rare cases 8/4) or 6/4 reversible. Motifs may be geome- 
tricized, but are more elaborate than in the Ocucaje variety. Among 
the geometricized motifs, cats predominate, but snakes, birds, and 
bther designs are found-. Only One motif is repeated. Realistic forms 
are common and utilize local flora> fauna, and mythological beings as 
motifs.. Color alternations are elaborate« , Used for all types of 
garments.

Associated techniques: applied fringes, woven tabs, woven
slits.

Paracas Painted Type■
This type includes four varieties: one is from the Necropolis,

and the others are from Ocucaje.
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, Necropolis Polychrome Variety

Plairi-weave cotton cloth painted with elaborate, more-or-less 
realistic designs in polychrome on an unpainted ground. . The designs 
include cats and other fauna as well as mythological beings. Used for ' 
mantles (or hangingsf).;

Ocucaje B1chrome Variety . .
Plain-weave cotton cloth, conforming,to the characteristics 

for Ocucaje plain-weave, painted with complex, highly stylized designs 
in no more than two colors, usually in the fed. to brown range. In 
some pieces the natural-cotton ground color serves as one of the two 
colors. Stylistically, motifs used belong to Phase II or Early Phase 
III. Used for mantles, possibly for hangings.

Associated techniques: triple-cloth.

Ocucaje Shellfi sh- dye. Vari ety .
Plain-weave cotton cloth of white of natural color, • or a gauze 

and plain-weave combination, painted with shellfish dye. The most 
common motif is.a freehand "hand-and-dot" design^ but painted stripes 
and bands occur. Use seems to be restficted to mantles and mummy- 
bundle wrappings, but the two uses are probably not mutually exclusive.

Associated techniques: complementaiy-wairp patterning,
supplementary-weft patterning.

Ocucaje Polychrome Variety 1
Apparently restricted to painted masks. Small rectangles Or 

trapezoids, not over 50 cm. in length or width, of cotton plain-weave.
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either, balanced dr warp-faeed» Warps are used singly; wefts may be 
multiple. A portion of the warp, equaling or exceeding the length of 
the rectangle, is left unwoven. The rectangle is painted (with pig
ment or a combination of pigment, and dye?) id reds, browns, grays, arid 
occasionally blue or green. Two main, types of motifs are found: 
faces, and standing figures with appendages» The masks were used in 
the construction of false heads for mummy bundles.

Paracas Tie-dye Type 
Since only one example of Paracas1 tie-dye has been reported, 

the variety description is not entirely adequate.

Ocucaje Variety . ,
Plain-weaVe cloth (only known example is of wool), balanced in 

count, and tie-dyed in several colors. The only known use is for a 
mantle.

Associated techniques: brocading or embroidery, warp-twining.

: Paracas Peatherwork Type 
. Piaracas ■featherwork has. not b.een adequately described; there

fore a variety can be established only for Oducaje.

OCUcaje Variety .
Cotton plain-weave, balanced or slightly warp-faced, covered 

with overlapping rows of feathers attached as shown in Figure 15 a. 
Feathers are usually natural blue, yellow, and orange (green and black 
sometimes occur in feather.mask-headdresses)... Designs are restricted 
to simple stripes, border bands, and perhaps geometrical motifs (or



faces on m s k - . h e a & d i ' e s s e S ) « The use. seems bo. be chiefly for cape-li&e 
mantles and m£tsk-headdresses.

. Associated techniques: feathers attached to skins by gluihgi

Paracas Tapestry Type / ;V
Although tapestfy occurs from Necropolis arid Cavernris/ it had 

not been fully described and varieties cannot now be assigned for the 
examples, from these sites,

Ocucaje Variety
; . . Slit tapestry, sometimes with irregular dovetailing of long 
slits. Warps,may be of cotton or wool, arid they may be plied or re
plied, Wefts are of multicolored, plied wool; colors seem to show a 
greater range than is common in other Ocucaje tektiles^-red, cream; 
green, maroon, pink, yellow, natural gray, and White have been noted. 
All known pieces are narrow bands; use seems to be restricted to turbdri 
bands and borders, .

Associated techniques: sprang,

Paracas Warp-and-weft Interlocking Type 
Two varieties of this type Can probably be recognized; though 

further study may result in merging them.

Necropolis Variety'
Balanced plain-weave of multicolored wool with discontinuous 

warps and wefts and with adjacent color areas joined by single inter
locking in both the warp and weft, directions. Motifs range from simple



geometric unit a to extremely nirge-Stiale find. ciab<:)rn.to figures; Used 
for' mantles and poncho-shirts.

Associated, techniques: embroidery.

Oeucaje . Variety . , t . ;■
: Balanced plain-weave of multicolored wool, with discontinuous

Warps and wefts and. with adjacent color areas joined by. double inter
locking in both the warp and weft directions. Motifs range from simple 
geometric units to all-over patterning of birds and interlocked snakes. 
Used for mantles, poncho-shirts> and bags.

Associated techniques: embroidery, triple-cloth-.

Paracas Double-cloth Type- . ,
No important differences seem to exist between Ocucaje and - 

CavCrnas double-cloths, Since double-cloth has been considered to be 
characteristic of Cavernas textile production, the single variety has 
been named for the Cavernas examples.

Cavernas Variety
Wool or cotton double-cloth in balanced plain-weave with the 

interchange of warps and wefts taking place in pairs. Side selvages 
may be interlocked or not. Designs are usually large-scale figures 
with appendages and filler motifs (either darned-in or woven-in) are 
common. Colors include brown and white, red and brown, and blue and 
white cOttoh, and red and dark gray, maroon and red, and yellow and 
brown wool. The pieces are usually almost square or narrow strips.
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The only known use is for nu-mtles. . ^

Associated, techniques: embroidery (?)

. . • Paracas Tripie^clpth Type " • 'r--~
- .- Two varieties have been established, though the specimens used
to describe a.Necropolis Variety may eventually prove to be Nazca.

Hecropoli s Variety ’
Multicolored triple-cloth with additional colors darned in. 

Cloths are of balanced plain-weave incompletely woven bn the reverse 
so that the piece is single-faced. Realistic fauna! designs. Apparent
ly used for narrow borders intended to be appliqued to garments.

Ocucaje Variety ,
Balanced plain-weave triple-cloth of wool in green, yellow, and 

. brown.. The' triple-cloth is usually complete only in the design areas 
and has floats between, the designs on the wrong side. One layer of 
cloth (usually brown) does not appear on the reVer.se even in the 
completely ’woven areas, but it is often extended beyond the triple-cloth, 
area to form selvages of warp-faced plain-weave cloth at each side of 

, the band. All examples are narrow bands, not more than 10 cm. wide. 
Designs emphasize the "sun-face” and guilloche, but may also include 
double-headed snakes, birds, cats, human figures,, et cetera. These 
pieces, were used as borders for garments, sewn to the edge rather than 

, appliqued. In one case a bag was made from a fragment of a band..
Associated techniques: painted plain-weave, warp-and-weft

interlocking.



Paracas Warp-Patterning Type 
This type encompasses three technically different varieties 

of warp patterning. Two are from Ocucaje, and one is at present known 
; only from Cavemas.

Ocucaje Complementary-Warp Variety
.Warp-faced plain-weave ground with multicolored warps; entirely 

of wool, usually with a brown, dark-gray, of maroon ground and red, 
maroon, yellow, and blue pattern warps (though other color combina
tions occur). There are one to three loomstrings at each end, but two. 
is the customary number. The pattern warps replace the ground warps '

, . on the face when required; there are few, if any, floats on the face 
but masses of long floats on the reverse. The fabric is single-faced. 
Outline designs of figures with appendages and Other motifs similar 
to those Used in embroidery are found. Used only for narrow bands 
■which served as. turban bands or were appliqued or sewn to the edges, 
of garments as borders.

• Associated techniques: gauze, plain-weave.

.: Cavemas Supplementary-warp Variety
A ground of plain-weave with supplementary warps which displace 

the ground weave when required for the pattern and float on the reverse 
. when not needed. The fabric may be of either wool or cotton and is 
usually bichrome. Patterns are large, all-over designs resembling . . 
those used in Cavemas gauzes. The cloths have three multiple loom
strings at each end. Not restricted to the production of narrow 
bands, but exact use not known. ■



A ground, weave of warp*<face& plain-"weave with pattern warps, 
which are not supplementaryj where, one color floats bn the face, the 
other floats on the reverse. If the.construction^ utilize two colors 
for the patterning, they are structurally double^facedj if three colors 
are' used, the floats are longer on the. reverse than on the face, and 
the piece is two"faced rather than double-faced. They may be. entirely 
of wool or combine wool and cotton, . Colors noted are marbon, orange, 
gold, yellow, green, and brown-black. Patterns are geometric motifs 
of simple figures, The only known uses are narrow bands or small 
fabrics, . .. ' ' ' - ■ ; : ' / .{ -

Paracas Twill Type .
Only one example of twill from Paracas is known; the variety 

description is therefore inadequate, . : ■

Oeucaie, Variety
A turned 3/l broken twill of multicolored wool. The only 

example is a pair of small split. rectangles whose use is unknown,

Paracas Gauze Type 
Although there may be regional variations in the Paracas 

gauzes, they have not been adequately described for such distinctions. 
Only one variety has been described, with the reservations noted below;

Ocucaje Variety
Unpafctemed gauzes may be all gauze with a simple gauze cross



(Fig. 2 6  b), but the majority of the gauzes are combinations of gauze 
and balanced plain-weave with the patterning in gauze on a plain-weave 
ground, and the most common gauze cross is shown in Figure 26 c . All 
gauzes use warps and wefts singly. Some gauzes also have woven-slit 
patterns in solid plain-weave areas. Gauze may be of wool or cotton, 
and it may be dyed or painted, but Oeucaje gauze is usually monochrome 
and dark red or maroon. Ocucaje gauzes usually depict large figures 
with head appendages; Cavemas gauzes usually have interlocking-snake 
patterns. Cavemas gauzes may also utilize an additional type of gauze 
cross. There is not enough information, however, to determine whether 
two separate varieties should be established for Cavemas and Ocucaje 
gauzes. Uses include hoods, poncho-shirts, and mantles (Cavemas).

Associated techniques: embroidery, complementary-warp
patterning, painting.

Paracas Twining Type 
The only kinds of twining which occur in Paracas collections 

are oblique-twining and warp-twining. It may eventually be necessary 
to establish an oblique-twining type and a warp-twining type to accom
modate varieties of each.

Ocucaje Oblique-twining Variety
Single oblique-twining worked in multicolored wool yams and 

having diamond or chevron patterning. The technique occurs in the 
Soldi collection only as sections of close-knotted turban bands but 
apparently also is found as a whole fabric construction. I do not



have sufficient data on the latter to Include Specifications for it 

within .this variety.,

Octicaj e Warp-twining. Variety '.
Warp-twining, of wool, with ground.warps which twine.vertically • 

.."and pattern, warps which twine vertically and are transposed obliquely 
to form diagonal patternsj all pattern warps float on the back.when not 
required oh the face.. Colors, noted are green, yellow, maroon> and 
ttfeaiti. Patterns Include face designs and a double-headed creature, • 
The use is only for narrow bands used as appliqtxed- borders for garments. 
.'These'bands.-terminate in tassels at one or both ends.

AsSofelhted techniques: tie-dye, . plain-wes-ve.

' . . .' ' ' 'Paranas Looping Type
Five varieties of looping can be distinguished, ranging from 

simple looping to an extremely complex form,

Cavernas Simple Variety ' .
Simple looping Worked to form an open, net-like fabric. A very 

fine plant fiber, possibly a grass, is used. At least two colors are 
used to form a pattern. Motifs include the "sun-face," standing 
figures, et cetera. The only known use is for "sieves" or skimmers 
with wooden frames and handles.

Ocucaje Close-worked Variety
Simple looping worked so that the loops are contiguous to one 

another and the fabric is compact. The looping is of wool in one of



two' color combinations: brown and white, or brown, red, maroon, and . -

cream. Motifs include the monkey, the guilloche and cross, interlocked 

' snakes and diamonds,. and the ”sun-face." Use- fs. mainly for poncho- 

shirts but headdresses (?) also occur. . . . ,

Associated techniques.: applied, fringe, 'embroidery, plain- .

weave with figure-o wrapping. '

Ocucaje Complex Variety •

The variety may be used to include similar variations of Simple ■ 

looping. The only example reported .has each loop.Worked around loops 

■ in.the .four preceding rows (Fig, 39)» lit is a turbah band of red wool.

Necropolis.Gross-knit Variety

Fine, multicolored-wool constructions which resemble true 

crossed knitting. A common use.is for flat, but.tubular, turban bands..

.Patterns are elaborate and often match the embroidered borders of gar
ments. Also used-to produce .three-dimensional figures for.garment 
borders and as an embroidery stitch to cover seams.-'

Ocucaje . Cross-knit Variety

Multicolored-wool constructions, not as fine.as the Necropolis 

variety nor with as wide a range of color. Used chiefly for round, . 

tubular' turban bands with simple zig-zag patterning. Three-dimensional 

figures of unknown use are also produced, again, simpler than Necropolis 

examples. Rarely Used for embroidery, though a variant stitch (Fig,

31 a) is used as an edge finish. -



. Paracas Knotted Netting Type .
Two varieties of knotted netting may be distinguished. In one 

the. knots are set cltise togetherj in the other they are spaced in the 
usual netting manner. _ . ; .

Ocucaje Variety
< - Netting made with simple, overhand knots, or sheet bends, or a
combination of the two. It is usually of natural-colored cotton. 
Patterning, if it occurs, is gedebally .a variation of the diataohd 
motif, created by setting the knots closer together. Elaborate multi
colored patterning is also found. . Nets are often shaped. Uses include 
turbans or hairnets and other headdresses, bags, and fish nets (?)

Cave mas Clo s e- knott ed Variety
Simple, overhand knots (Pig, 4l a) set close together to form 

a, compact fabric of multicolored wool. The fabric may be either flat 
or tubular; designs include .simple, geometric, motif s, double-headed 
snakes and other double-headed creatures, birds, cats, and "sun-faces." 
The only known uses are for various types of headdresses.

Associated techniques: in most, but not all of the Ocucaje
flat turban bands, the technique occurs with oblique-twining and weft- 
faced plain- weave 6r tapestry; cross-knit looping is found on the . 
tubular examples. Some have braided fringe. ;

' Paracas Sprang Type 
- Since no differences can yet be discovered in examples of sprang
from various Paracas sites, only one variety has been established.



Ocucaje Variety

Monochrome wool or cotton Sprang of the interlinked type, char
acterized by a central chained line and three loomstrings at each end. 
Patterns are similar to those used in gauze, with double-headed and.in
terlocking- snake patterns as well as: figures With appendages. The 
chief use is for hoods3 but bags were also made.

Associated techniques: tapestry*

Paracas Braid Type ■'
: . Several kinds of braiding are found in Paracas sites; I have

not established a variety for the common three-strand braid used for 
braiding fringes and for htirnan hair braids, et cetera. This kind of 
braiding does not usually occur as a separate entity, but is often found 
.as a part of another construction.

Necropolis Multiple-strand Flat Variety
Monochrome, unpatterned braid of cotton: or wool made with ah

' ' V  x . , ■odd number of strands (e.g. 29, 35, 37)• Re-plied yarns are used.
Narrow tapes whidh are used as garment ties and turban bands are pro
duced, Although these are probably commonest from the Necropolis, they 
also occur at Cavernas and bcucaje in essentially the same forma

Associated techniques: embroidered plain-weave, close-knotting,
et cetera,

Ocucaje Patterned Variety
Multiple-strand flat (or occasionally round)'braiding in two 

colors, patterned with chevrons or chevron-derived designs. Used for



narrow cords (possibly turban bands)» All known examples are.wool?

• Basltefcry Types and Varieties'.
' Two. types and three varieties have been established for Para- 

cas baskebfy. Judging from the published, reports, othep types may hive 
to be established, but. my. types are based- on; the .kinds - of basketry I. ...- 
hive actually seen from these sites. Types should,also be established 
►for Paracas matting, of which none occurs in; the Soldi collection=

. Paracas Twined Basketry Type 
Two varieties of twined basketry can be established.\:Although 

contemporary, in this collection one variety appears to be earlier than 
the other o

,Cav.ernas Flexible. Variety .
Plain weft-twining on a foundation of radial uprights; the twin 

..ing. direction is down to the right. The center consists of four 
interwoven bundles, each of which supplies 16 paired radials. At the 
rim the pairs of uprights are interlaced obliquely over-three> under- 
three, and brought to the surface bn the :oUfside of the basket. The 
baskets are a low bowl shape, reddish brown in color, and undecorated. 
The fiber used for both uprights and twining wefts is flexiblei

Cavemas. Rigid Variety .
Plain weft-twining on a foundation of radial uprights; the 

twining may slant in either direction. The. center consists Of a group 
of elements laid at right angles to and across a similar group= Most
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have a ring base formed by a. row of three-strand twining.' At the rith, •' 
the uprights'are bent and run back into the twining, usually, alongside 
the third upright from the starting point. The uprights are of peeled 
willow shootsj the twining wefts .may. be of,, the same material, of ah 
.unknown, - flexible plant material, or.of a combination of the' two.. .Many 
baskets are patterned with bands or block designs in black Of reddish 
brown flexible plant material, . All are a low bowl or dish shape.

• . • Paracas Coiled Basketry .Type
I . ' Only one variety can be established for this type; It is un
likely that Paracas sites will ever produce colled basketry differing 
sufficiently from this to warrant; a- second variety.

Necropolis. Variety .
Coiled basketry with a bundle foundation and. non-interlocked 

stitches which may be split occasionally on both faces. - The base is 
a simple Spiralj the- rim is 'finished-bff with'.a .tWo-Cblor, "false 
braid." - The baskets are a deep bowl shape and range in size from' very 
small baskets to large funerary baskets. They may.be undeCorated or- 
have simple geometric patterns in a darker color on a reddish brown 
ground. All are tightly worked and well made. .



' ' APPENDIX C

, ' GRAVE ASSOCIAPIQNS IN THE OOJCAJE COIiECTIOlJ .

. !phe ■ Soldi . collection -'.from, Ocucdje. contained' 72-. supposed grave 
lots (Table 9 )^ Four of these' are from- Cerro de la Cruz.,. 13 are from . 
•̂ inillBj, 28. are from Cerro Uhle> and 27 have no assigned, site.. The ; 
Pinilla.lots, include ho perishable material of"any kind, and, with 
the exception of two thin gold arnaments in one lot, consist only of 
pottery. However, all grave lots have been listed, whether or not 
they include textiles .or baskets.

' Although ..Soldi kept. some records, numbered some specimens, and :. 
photographed some grave: lots after they were excavated, many of the :. 
associations were dependent on . his memory* in .New fork, of what had' 
come from which.grave. In some cases, where.the material was spectacu
lar or extraordinary, remembered associations are probably accurate; 
in other cases he recalled that a certain type artifact had come from 
a given grave but. could not remember which of a number of similar 
pieces it was. I think it likely that such associations as those in 
Grave 27, which contained nearly all of the double-cloths in the col
lection; are reasonably accurate. On the other hand. Grave 60 contains 
a shoulder poncho which seems to be Proto-Nazca or Early Nazca in 
style and may represent an error -in association. .

Some of the grave lots are unquestionably mixed. Grave .6, for 
example, combines Chavinoid ceramics with later textiles. Sawyer
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(personal communication) feels that the textile material belongs with 
Grave 7j> while item Number 25* a Chavinoid pot in Grave 7> belongs 
with Grave 6. Soldi noted that these graves were close, together on 
Cerro.de la Cruz, .

•From personal observation in 1957; I know that Soldi had men 
excavating at Ocucaje in several graves at once. Often the pits were 
separated by Only a narrow strip of ground* and if material from both 
graves was piled on the same strip it was easy for the contents of the 
two graves to become mixed, I also gathered that much of the excava
tion, went on while Soldi was away On other tasks; he would return 
periodically to see the results of the excavation. Reported grave 
associations must therefore be taken with a grain of salt.

The remainder of the collection* Numbers 392-757* is without 
grave associations* though some of the pieces may belong in graves 
listed. Another group of textiles* Numbers 758-843* represents 
various sites in the lea and Nazca Valleys and has not been considered 
here»

/

The list of grave associations contains several errors in 
numbering; these were made at the time the collection was first 
received and have not been corrected. All are skipped numbers and 
in no way confuse the grave associations.
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TABLE 9. GRAVE ASSOCIATIONS

GRAVE NO, ITEM NO, DESCRIPTION SITE

G 1-1 1 Bowl, redware with black in
terior and burnished line. 
decoration

. G 1-2 2 Bowl, .redware, black interior
G 1-3 ' ; .. 3 : Bowl, redware, black interior \

G 2-1 • 4 Bowl,, negative decoration Cerro de la Cruz
G 2- 2 • 5 Bowl, buffware with black in

terior, interior modeling
G 2-3 . 6 Bowl, resin-painted band on . . 

exterior below lip
G 2-4 7 ' . Bowl, resin-painted band on 

exterior below lip '
G 2-5 : 8 . Textile,’embroidered mantle ' 

, fragments
G 2-6 ■ .9 Textile, embroidered mantle 

borders , '

G 3-1 10 Bowl, blackware .
G 3-2 11 Bowl, negative decoration
G 3-3 12 Bowl, negative decoration .

G 4-1 13 Bowl, negative decoration , Pinilla -

G 5-1 14 Water jar, double-spout with 
white slip. Necropolis type

Pinilla

G 5-2 - 15 Gold forehead ornament
G 5-3 16 Gold rosette



TABLE 9-^Continued

GRAVE WOo; ITEM NO, DESCRIPTION SITE

G 6 * 1 -  1? - Bowl, resin«-painted, Cerro de la Cruz
Chavinoid type

G 6-2. 18 Bowl, resin,”painted.
Chavinoid type

G 6~3 : . 19 . Water jar, single-spout, ; , .
' . modeled and resin-painted.

Chavinoid type , _ ■

G 6” 4 , 20 Tesctile, pairited mask. -
G 6-5 21 a ' Textile, turban band (with mask)

.21 b Textile, embroidered border
(with mask)

G 6-6 ■ 22 Textile, plain-weave shirt '

G 7-1 23 Bowl, plain redware. Cerro de la Cruz
; G 7-S 2 k  Bowl, buff, reed-stamped,(Close to G 6 )

■ : ■ in shape of shell ' •
G 7-3 ■ ,25 Bowl, resin-painted, Chavinoid -

' ' type . , •' ./

G 8-1 26 Bowl, resin-painted band on . Cerro de la Cruz
.exterior below lip

G 8-2 ' 27 Textile, matched pair split
.rectangles ' ‘

G 8-3 28 Textile, matched pair split.
•.'••• rectangles : . • ■ '

G 8-4 29 Textile, miniature mantle (?) ,

G 9-1. 30 Bowl, blaekware



TABLE 9“**Continued 5^7

GRAVE BfO, ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION SITE

G 9-2 31 Bowl, cream slipped exterior 
red slipped interior

G 9-3, 32 Jar, resin-painted, double
headed snake design

G 9-4. 33 Textile, triple-cloth border

G 10-1 34 Bowl, negative decoration
G 10-2 35 ■ ■ Bowl, negative band on ex

terior below lip
G 10=3 36 Bowl, same as 35 but smaller
G 10-4 37 Bowl, burnished line interior
G 10-5 38 Bowl, resin-painted band on 

exterior below lip
G 10-6 39 Textile, gauze t

G 10-7 4o Textile, sprang hood
G 10-8 4i Textile, striped plaih-weave ■.
G 10-9 42 ' Feather forehead ornament, bird

G 11-1 43 Bowl, negative decoration
G 11-2 44 Bowl, negative decoration
G 11-3 45 Bowl, burnished line interior

G 12-1 46 Water jar, white slipped, Pinilla 
fruit shape, Necropolis

- bype...... .. .. _ _ ___ _____
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GRAVE NOo ITEM NOo DESCRIPTION , SITE

G 13-1 4f Water jar, white slipped, 
swimmer design. Necropo
lis type

Pinilla

G 13-2 48 Bowl, white slipped. Necropo- • 
11s type

' G 14-1 49 Water jar, white slipped, 
modeled head. Necropolis 

, type .

G 15-1 50 Bowl, redware with blackened f 
surface> incised band on 
exterior below lip •

. . • .■> • . ' • '• . J .. '
G 16-1 5.1 Miniature bottle, blackware r Cerro Uhle
G 16.2 52 .; Miniature bottle, blackware
G 16-3

53 i
Bowl, buff, black interior

G 16=4 54 Bowl, negative decoration, , 
birds

G 16-5 55 ' V Bowl, resin-painted band.On . 
exterior with parrots

G 16-6 , 56 Gold, two fragments of fore
head ornament

G l6-T 57 Gold, 5-pointed bangle
G 16-8 58 , Gold, same as 57
G 16-9 . 59 • ! Gold, forehead ornament
G 16-10 60 Basket, twined

; g 16-11

■ ' ?

61 Basket, twined



TABLE 9— Continued
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GRAVE NO, ITEM NO, DESCRIPTION : SITE

G 16=12 62 Basket., twined.
G 16-13. 63 Textile, painted mask -
G l6-l4 64 Textile,.close-knotted turban
G 16-15 65 . Textile, brown, and white

looping

Cerro Uhle

G 17-1 68 Bowl, negative decoration
G 17"2 69 Bowl, negative deedration

G 18-1 70 Bowl, blaekware, punctate .
circles on interior below rim

G 18-2 71 Bowl, buff ware

G 19" 1 72 Bowl, buff ware, red slipped '.
interior

G 20-1 , 73 Bdwll resin-painted band on,
exterior below lip

G 21-1 .74 Gourd cup, pyro-engraved
G 21-2 75 Gourd cup, with 74.a pair
G 21-3 : 76 ■ Bottle, .resin-painted band on

shoulder
G 21-4. 77 Bottle,, similar,to 76 , ' .
G 21-5 78 Bowl, negative decoration
G 21-6 . 79 Bowl, negative decoration .

Cerro Uhle



TABLE 9--Continued
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GRAVE NO, ITEM WOo DESCRIPTION SITE

G 21-7 . 80 Textile,, tubular close-knotted . 
. turban• . , . '

Cerro Uhle

G 21-8 • 81 Textile, interlocked warp and 
weft mantle . 1 ;

G 21-9 82 Gold, bird-shaped bangle

G 22-1 83 Bowl, negative decoration
G 22-2 . 84 Bowl, duplicate of 83
G 22-3 :: 85 Bowl, negative decoration
G 22-4 86 Bowl, burnished line interior

G 23“ 1 8? Basket, twined, early type
G 23-2 ' 88 Basket, twined, early type

nested with 87
. G 23-3 89 Jar in form of animal, nega

tive decoration
G 23-4 90 Gold, bird-shaped bangle

. G 24-1 : 9i Jar, resin-painted

,G 25-.1' 92 Miniature jar, part modeled 
in shape Of man

G- 26-1 93 Bowl, negative decoration
G 26—2 94 Bowl, negative, decoration
G 26-3 95 Bowl, resin-painted.band on 

exterior below lip ■
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TABLE 9="”Continued

GRAVE 10o ITEM HO, DESCRIPTION SITE

G 27=1 96 Jar, resin-painted upper half Cerro Uhle
0 27=2 97 Jar, same as 96

0 27?3 98 Bovl, monochrome resin-paint
- on sides

0 27-4 99 Bowl, burnished line interior
0 27=5 100 Bowl, buff, black interior
0 27=6 101 Bowl, fed slipped interior
G 27=7 102 Bowl, negative decoration
0 27-8 103 Bowl, like 102
0 27=9 104 Bowl, similar to 102
0 27=10 105 Bowl, similar to 102
. 0 27=U 106 Bowl, negative decoration
0 27-12 107 Textile, painted mask, Note;

107=110 received as a unit
G 27=13 108 Textile, painted mask
0 27-l4 109 Headdress, fox mask, leather,

feathers, and cloth
0 27=15 110 ' Textile, close-knotted turban
0 27=16 111 Textile, tie-dyed mantle
0 27=17 112 Textile, double-cloth mantle
G 27=18 113 Textile, double-clqth hood
0 27=19 114 Textile, double-cloth rectangle
0 27=20 115 Textile, double-cloth fragment

I



TABLE: 9--Continued

GRAVE NO. ITEM NOo DESGRIPTIOi ' . SITE

G 27-21 , II6 V Textile, aouble-cloth rectangle Ceirro Uhle
,6 .27-22 . 117 Textile, aouble-cloth rectangle
G 27-23 118 Textile, double-cloth hooa
G. 27- 24. . ; 119 .Textile, triple-cloth bana
G 27-25 a 120 a Textile> triple-cloth ban!
G 27-25 b 120 b Textile, triple-cloth pouch
G 27-25 c , 120 c Textile, warp-patterned band
g 27-25 a 120 a Wad of plant figer
G 27-25 e 120 e Feather fan ;
G 27-26 121 Textile, close-knotted turban
G 27-27 122 Textile, gauze and plain-weave 

. painted with hands and dots
G 27-28 123 Textile, feather mantle
G 27-29 ■ , 124 Comb -:
G 27-30 125 '■ War -club .
G 27-31. : 126 Spear-thrower
G 27-32 127 Gourd rattle, pyro-engraved
G 27-33 128 Basket, twined
G 27-34 129 Basket, twined

v G 27-35 130 Basket, twined
G 27-36 131 Basket, twined
G 27-37 132 Basket, twined
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TABLE 9-" Continued

GRAVE NOo ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION SITE

G 27-38 133 Basket, twined Cerro Uhle
G 27-39 134 Basket, twined. Baskets 

found nested together

G 28=i 135 Jar, barrel foim, resin- Cerro Uhle
painted portion

G 28=2 136 Jar, resin-painted band at rim.
G 28=3 137 Jar, resin-painted. Contained 

dried food in paste form; 
cotton stopper

O' 28=4 138 Bowl, resin-painted band 
below rim

G 28=5 139 Bowl, burnished line, exterior
G 28=6 i4o Bowl, same as 139
G 28=7 l4l . Bowl, negative decoration
G 28=8 142 Bowl, red slipped
, G 28-9 . 143 Bowl, faint negative decora

tion
G 28=10 144 Textile, tapestry turban band
G 28=11 145 Textile, supplementary-warp 

patterned band
G 28=12 146 Feather ornament
G 28=13 147 Headdress, fox mask of cloth 

and leather with feathers
G 28-14 148 Textile, painted mask



TABLE 9— Continued
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GRAVE NO ITEM NO. DESCKtmON SITE \

G 28=15 149 Cottdn padding from mask. 
Note; Nos. 144=149 
received as unit

Cerro Uhle

G 28=16 150 Feather ornament on woven 
band. Found below or 
under mask "

G 28=17 . 151 Textile, sprang hood
G 28=18 152 Shell and lapis bracelet 

from wrist of mummy
G 28=19 153. . Pan pipes of bird bone
G 28=20; 154 War club ■

G 29-1 155 Bowl, resin-painted exterior Cerro Uhle
G 29-2

. 1
' 156 BOttle, incised band on 

shoulder, reSin=paint not 
applied

G 29=3 • 157 Bowl, negative decoration
G 29=4 158 Bowl, negative decoration
G 29=5 159 Bowl, reddish buff with black
G 29=6 160 Textile, painted mask
G 29=7 161 Textile, mantle painted with 

hands arid dots
G 29=8 162 Gold, 6=pointed bangle .
G 29=9 163: : Gold, mate to 162

G 30=1 164 Bowl, ‘resin-painted, band 
outside lip, no incision

Piniila
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GRAVE WOo ■ ITEM MO. DESCRIPTION ' SITE

G 30-2 • 165 Bowl, plain badkware Pinilla .
. G 30-3 ' : 166.; •Bowl, incised interior

G 31-1 ■ : I67 • Bowl, negative decoration Piniila
G 31-2 168 Bowl, plain blackware.
g 3i-3 ; 169 Bowl, redware, black interior

G 39-1 170 Bowl, negative decoration •

G 39-2 . 171 Bowl, negative decoration

G 40-1. ' v 172 Bowl, resin-painted band 
below riiti. on outside

G 40-2 173 Pan pipes, pottery
G 4CH3 174 Pan pipes, pottery
G 40-4 • 175 Pan pipes, pottery
G 40-5 : 176 Pan pipes, pottery
G ho-6 .177 Pan pipes, pottery .
: g 4o-7 178 Pan pipes, pottery

;G 43-1 , 179 Miniature water jug in bird- 
shape, resin-painted

G 43-2 180 Textile, brown and white 
looped shirt

G 43-3 ‘ 181 Textile, tubular turban band



TABLE 9— Continued

. GRAVE. NO. ITEM 10o DESCRIPTION SITE;

G 44-1 .182 Bowl, negative decoration . .• ■.
G 44-2 : 183 Bowlji resin-painted
G 44- 3. 184 Water jug, resin-painted, 

handle in form of lizard .
G 44-4 185 Trophy head
G 44-5 : 186 Forehead ornament
G 44-6 18? Cotton wrapping around head . ''

G 45-1' v 188 Bowl, plain backware
G 45-2 189 Bowl, plain blackware
G 45-3 a ■ 19° a; Bowl, resin-painted
G 45-3 Jb 190 b Pottery whistle
G 45-4 191 Gourd, pyro-engraved
G 45-5 192, Gourd, pyro-engraved
G 45-6 193 Gourd, duplicate of 192
G 45-7 194 Stone-headed mace
G 45-8 195 Textile, painted mask
G 45-9 196 Textile, embroidered mantle
G 45-10 197 Textile, gauze hood (?)
G 45-11 198 Knotted netting
G 45-12 199 a, b Obsidian dart points. Several 

other points vere not marked
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GRAVE NO. ITEM NO. . DESCRIPTION .SITE

G 46"! 200 Bottle, "cupcake" form, - 
resin-painted

G 46“'2' ■ 201 Bowl, smoked Inside and out, ' 
resin-painted on rim

. G 46-3 . 202 Bowl, duplicate of 201
G 46 -4 ; 203 " Bowl, burnished line interior
G 46 -5 204 Bowl, negative decoration
G 46-6 . ’ 205 Bowl, negative decoration
G ■ 46- f . 206 BoVl,,plain ' ; .
G 46- 8 20? Bowl, smoked inside and out
G 46-9 208 Gourd, pyro-engraved bowl
G 46-10 . 209 Textile, painted mask.

G 48-1 210 . Bowl, resin-painted and incised, Cerro Uhle 
standing human figures

G 48-2 ' 211 Bowl, red wash interior ex
tending to sides .

G 48-3 212 Bowl, buff ware, red wash . 
interior

G 48-4. 213 Water jar, white. Necropolis 
type

G 48-5 214 Gold, wrist band '■
G 48—6■ 215 Gold, duplicate of 2l4
. G 48-7 216 Gold, forehead Ornament
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' TABLE 9— Continued

GRAVE NO. ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION : SITE '

G 49-1 217 Bowl, negative decoration, 
remnants of clay resist

Cerro Uhle 
(hear top)

G U9-2 . 218 Bowl., negative decoration^ 
double-headed snake on 
interior

g 49-3 • : 219 Bowl, negative decoration 
on exterior, burnished 
line interior

• G >9-4 . . 220 Pitcher, smoked buff ware
G 49-5 
G 49-6•

221
. 222

Pitcher, thin red slrjD 
Flask, smOked buff ware

G >9-7 a : 223 a ■Miniature flask, blackware
G 49-7 b . 223 b Miniature flask, blackware, 

yams laced around flask, 
cotton stopper

G 49-8 224 Shield of cane interwoven 
with, strips of llama, fur. . 
Pierced in two spots

G 49-9 225 ■ War club
,G 49-10 226 Headdress* made of sticks 

and hawk (?) feathers
G 49“ii 227 Textile, embroidered mantle
G 49-12. 228 Textile, embroidered mantle
G 49-13 229 Textile, striped band
G 49-14 a 230 a Textile, embroidered bag
G 49-14 b-d 230 b-d Tubers (in bag)
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GRAVE HO= ITEM 10= DESCRIPTION SITE

G 55-1 248 Bowl, negative decoration
G 55-2 249 Bowl, negative decoration
G 55“3 250 . Miniature flask, buff ware
G 55-4 251 Miniature flask, biaekware

G 56=1 252 Jar, Janus-headed, incised Cerro Uhle
and resin-painted 

G 56=2 253 Basket, coiled
i

G 56=3 254 . .Spear-thrower, copper thumb
' . ' rest

G 56=^ 25^ Textile, painted mask .

G 56=5 256 . Textile, double-cloth mantle
G 56=6 257 Gold, bird-shaped pendant

G 56-7 258 Gold, tweezers

G 57-1 259 Textile, painted mask Cerro Uhle

G 57-2 260 Textile, mantle
G 57“3 2ol Textile, embroidered mantle

G 57“** 262 Textile, plain mantle

G 57“5 263 Gourd, rattle, punctate
decoration

G 57-6 264 Gourd,, bottle, pyro- engraved

G 58=1 265 Textile, embroidered mantle Cerro Uhle
l| fragments

G 58-2 266 Textile, embroidered mantle
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TABLE 9— Continued

. GRAVE MGo . ITEM NO, Lescriptign : SITE

G 58-3 267 Textile, plaid mantle .. Cerro Uhie
G 58-4 ■ 268 ' Textile, painted with, hands . 

and dots

' C 59" 3- ■ v ' 269 Bowl, negative decoration Cerro Uhle
G 59-2 \ 270 ; Bowl, negative decoration;
G 59-3 ■ 271 Bowl, negative decoration
G 59-4 272 Bowl, negative decoration
g 59-5 273 Bowl, negative decoration '
G 59-6 274 , Sling .
G 59-7 : ' : -  ̂ 275 Textile, looped poncho
G 59-8 ; . 276 .. Textile,, close-knotted turban
G 59-9 ; 277 War club

G 6 0-1 278 . Bowl, negative decoration Cerro Uhle
G 60—2 279 War club
G 60-3 280 Textile> embroidered shoulder 

, poncho ■
G 60-4 281 Textile, mantle (?) fragment
,G 60- 5, 282 Knotted netting . .
G 6O-6 283 Sling
G 60-7 284 Textile fragment, striped
G ■60—6 285 ; Broken section of cana. brava, 

pyro-engraved
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TABLE 9 — Continued

GRAVE NO. ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION SITE

G 60-9 286 Broken section of cana brava, 
see above

Cerro Uhle

G 61-1 267 Bowl, buff bare with faint 
red slip

Cerro Uhle 
(close to G 49)

G 61-2 ' 288 Bottle, double-spouted, 
ifregularly smoked on 
reddish paste

g 61-3 :. 289 Bowl,-negative decoration
g 6i- 4 .290 Bowl^ negative decoration
G 6l-5 • 291 • ' Bowl, negative decoration
G 6l-6 ; 292 Bowl, negative decoration
G 6l»7 293 , Bowl, negative decoration
G 61°° 8 a / 294 a Textile, embroidered border 

fragment
G 6l-8 b 294 b Textile, double-cloth fragment
G. 6l-8 c 294 c Textile, painted fragment

G 62-1 295 Bowl, negative decoration Cerro Uhle
G 62-2 296 Textile, looped shirt
6 .62-3 . 297 Textile, close-knotted
G 62-4 298 Knotted netting

G 63*1 299 Textile, painted mask Cerro Uhle ,
G 63=2 300 Textile, supplementary warp 

patterned band



GRAVE MO. ITEM Mb. DESCRIPTION SITE

063-3 3G1 Textile, embroidered.mantle Cerro Utile
G 63-4 302 : Textile, embroidered inantle
G 63-5 303 . Textile, embroidered. 'mantle 

fragments 7

G 64-1 304 Bowl, negative decoration tiPrro Uhle
■ G 64—2 305 . Bowl, negative decoration
G. 64- 3 306 . Pottery figurine, incised 

and resin-painted
G 64-4. 307 Textile), painted mask
G 64-5 . 308 Textile, embroidered.poncho- 

shirt , -■/'
G 64—6 309 Textile, painted with hand- 

and-dot design
: -1. nr, , . , ■

G 65-1 310 Bowl, negative decoration Cerro Uhle
. G. 65-2 311 ' Textile, painted mask .
G 65-3 7 312 Textile, painted mantle

G 66-1 ' 313 Textile, painted mask Cerro Uhle
G 66- 2 314 Knotted netting
G 66- 3 315 . Textile, plaid embroidered 

mantle
G 66-4 316 Textile, close-knotted band

G 68-1 ' 317 Textile, looped shirt Cerro Uhle
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GRAVE MO. ITEM MO. DESCRIPTIOM SITE

G 68-2 319 .. Textile, close-knotted faces Cerro Uhle

G 70-1 .319 Textile, feather mantle Cerro Uhle
G 70- 2 320 Textile, feather mantle
G 70-3 s .  , Ban, feathers
G 70-4 
6 70-5

322 
• 323

Feather ornament 
Basket, twined

G 70«?6 324 Basket, twined, like 323
G 70-7 325 Basket, twined

■ G 70-8 326 . Unfired pottery doll with 
cotton shirt

G 70-9 327 Spear-thrower

G 71-1 328 Bottle, blackware Cerro Uhle .
G 71-2 -329 Bottle, blackware
G 71-3 . 330 Bottle, blackware, resin-: 

paint at neck
G 71-4 • 331 Bottle, blackware, resin- 

paint at neck
G 71=5 332 Bottle, blackware, fesin- 

paint at neck .
G 71=6 333 Bottle, blackware, resin- 

paint oh shoulder and lip
G 71-7 334 Bowl, resin-paint on lip
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GRAVE WOo • ITEM NO, DESCRIPTION SITE

G 71-8 ; 335 Bowl, blackware, resln- 
paint on lip

Cerro Uhle - f '.

G 71-9 336 , Bowl, blaekware, resin- 
paint on lip

G 71=10 337 .Bowl?

G 72-1 

G 72-2

. 338 

339

Bowlj, buff ware, traces, of 
red slip

Miniature water jar, fed Slip

Cerro Uhle

G 72-3 •340 . Pan pipes

G 73rl 341 Water jar, incised and resin- 
painted, human figure 
and cats

Cerro Uhle

G 73-2 342 Textile, embroidered mantle
G 73-3 343 Basket, twined
G 13-k 344 : Basket, twined .

G 73-5 a 345 a ■ Basket, twined
G 73=5 b - 345 b Spear thrower
G 73=6 346 Gourd dipper, pyro- engraved .
G 73-7 347 . Gourd, pyro-engraved
G 73-8 . 348 . Gold, forehead ornament

G 74-1 349 Bowl, negative decoration Cerro Uhle
G 74-2 350 Bowl, negative decoration
G 74-3 351 Bowl, painted decoration
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TABLE 9— Continued

GRAVE NO, : ITEM NO, DESCRIPTION SITE

G 74-4 352 Gourd.) rattle (?), pyro- 
engraved

Cerro Uhle

a 75-i 353 Bowl, blackware, incised and 
re sin-painted> cat design

Cerro Uhle

G 75-2 : 354 Gourd rattle, pyro-engraved
G 75-3 355 Gourd, pyro-engraved
G 75-4 356 Gourd, pyro-engraved

G 77-1; ; 357 Bowl, negative decoration Pinilla
: g 77-2 358 Bowl, incised and resin- 

painted, cat design

G 78-1 359 Bowl, blackware Cerro Uhle
G 78-2 360 Bowl, blackware
G 78-3 361 Jar, redware, incised at 

shoulder

G 79-1 362 Miniature jar, buff ware, 
.incised at shoulder'

Pinilla

G 79-2 363 Bowl, buff ware, smoked 
interior

G 79-3 ■ 364 Bowl, buff ware, red slipped 
: exterior, incised interior

G 79-4 . ; 365 Bowl, burnished line interior

G 80-1 367 Bowl, light orange ware, 
white slip

Cerro Uhle

G 80-2 368 Bowl, red on thin white wash
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GRAVE NO. ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION SITE

G 80=3 369 ' ■ Jar, redware Cerro Uhle

G 81-1 . 370 Bowl, burnished line interior Cerro Uhle
G 81-2.;' 371 Bowl, negative decoration
G 81-3 ; 372':.. Bowl, negative decoration
G 81=4 , 373 Bowl, redware

G 82-1
i '

374 Bowl, buff Ware,.smoked 
exterior

Plnilla

375 Bowl, redware, faint nega
tive decoration

G 82-3 
G 82—4

376
377

Bowl, negative decoration
Bowl, negative decoration, 
cane stamped inside rim

G 82-5 ; , 378 .. .. Bowl, blackware, cane
stamped band just below 

, lip inside

G 83-1 : 379 Bowl, blackware, incised 
lines just below lip. 
outside

Pinilla?

G 83-2 • 38o Bowl, duplicate.of 379
G 83= 3 381 . Bowl, buff ware, red slip, 

and burnished line interior
G 83-4 382 Bowl, duplicate of 381, but 

without burnished line.
G 83-5 383 ' Water jar, blackware
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GRAVE NO. ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION SITE ^

G 85-1,. 384 Bowl, dark red slip, cane - 
stamped band inside lip

' Pinilla

G 85-2 .385' Bowl, red slip, cane stamped 
band inside lip

G .86*1 386 • Bowl, burnished line interior Pinilla
G 86-2 . 387 Bowl, negative decoration

G 86=3 388. Bowl, pulished buff ware
G 86=4 389 . Cooking jar, redware, in

cised with appliqued ; 
lumps .

G 87“ 1 390 :Bowl, blackware, incised and 
resin-painted band on 
exterior below lip

. Pinilla

G 87=2 . 391 Bowl, blackware, incised and 
resin-painted band on 
exterior below lip, resin- 
painted dots on lip



APPENDIX D

RE-EVALUATION OF TEXTILE MUSEUM PUBLISHED MATERIAL

In the Textile Museum's Paracas Fabrics and Nazca. Needlework 
(Bird and Bellinger 195*0 # certain textiles were tentatively attributed 
to CavemaSj, while others were of questionable provenience.. The bulk 
of the collection.was. considered to be of Necropolis style. With the 
study of the Ocucaje collection, it has become possible to place some : 
of the pieces more exactly. ' .

Ah embroidered .border'fragment (91,93) was labeled "probably 
Paracas-Cavernas" (gird and Bellinger 195̂ : 68). Though the motif is - 
a geometric figure with head appendages which undoubtedly owes more to 
Middle Paracas stylo than to Late Paracas, in other respects the piece 
does not conform to either reported Cavemas textiles or to those 
from Ocucaje, It has a red ground with yellow, green, and dark blue 
patterning, and it is worked in an "alternating'stem stitch" (Bird 
and Bellinger 195̂ : 99)• Neither the colors nor the stitch seem to 
appear at Cavemas or Ocucaje, It may be a regional variant or one of 
the examples of geometric style which persisted in Necropolis mummy 
bundles.

Approximately the same conclusion would apply to another 
embroidered mantle border (91.100). Again it is predominantly red in 
color; it has single S-spun cotton yams used in the ground material,
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and the stem stitch is over-8, under-4, rather than the usual 4/2. 
Bellinger (Bird and Bellinger 1954: 33-34) states that "from the tech
nical ■standpoint it would seem that the workmanship, if not the fabric,
• was imported from outside the Paracas area." Single yams, however, do 
occur in Paracas textiles, and S«spin often seems to be favored for 
sheer cloths throughout Peru. The cat design is executed in a rather 
free style, rather than in the geometric form favored in Cavernas and 
Ocucaje embroideries. The embroidery lacks the characteristic running 
stitch outlining of Ocucaje, and the.fact that it is 8/4 rather than 
4/2 could be easily explained by the fact that the sheer cotton ground 
cloth is considerably finer than the usual embroidery ground. The 
colors are not typical of Cavemas or Ocucaje, nor is the use of small 
filler motifs around the main design usual at these sites.

A large piece of dark red wool gauze (91.160) has an elaborate
design of a man with head appendages. Bird and Bellinger (1954: 69)
stated that "stylistically there is a strong resemblance to the 
Cavemas figures, and one wonders if the specimen should be assigned to 
that period." Since there are no published examples of the apparently 
rare Necropolis gauzes, and since this piece conforms in every way to 
those from both Cavemas and Ocucaje, I feel it should be classified 
with the Ocucaje gauzes, though there is no way to be sure which site 

it came from.
The same is probably true of a small gauze fragment (91-190)

with a cat’s head design (apparently part of a larger motif). It is a
brighter red, but in other respects conforms to the gauzes from
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A looped shirt (01,48$) in the Textile Museum collection was, 

in 1954, completely puzzling« The authors (Bird and Bellinger 1954: 
89) Stated that "the geometric pattern is definitely not Paracas in 
character." Further mention Was made of a similar shirt in the Cleve
land Museum of Art collection which had been labeled Paracas (though 
it was published as Uazda ( Bennett 1954: 63^)i With the comment that 
'"there seems to be little justification for placing either of these 
Specimens that far back in time." The shirt, kas included in the 
Paracas volume because ,!lthe border design appears to be related to 
Certain Paracas figures." Ironically enough, it was the border that 
proved to be difficult to relate to Ocuca^e disign. The shirt itself 
is duplicated in pattern by a new specimen in the Ocucaje collection 
(W0» 275); and eventually a small embroidered border fragment (No.
519) Ulth an almost identical monkey motif Wa'B found. There is ho . 
question about the assignment of this piece to the Ocucaje close^ 
worked looping variety, and it has been discussed with this group.

On the other hand; three fragments of triple-cloth (91.466); 
of which Bird and Bellinger (1954: 89) said, "Stylistically, this 
piece- has at first glance far closer affinity with Recuay designs 
than with Paracas," still seems to be more closely related to Recuay.
1 feel that it cah be removed from even a tentative association with 
Paracasj it is in no way related to the Ocucaje triple-cloths.

A small embroidered fragment (91.515) with a rather crudely 
executed design of men with head appendages on a dark blue wool ground 
was classed (Bird and Bellinger 1954: 86) as possibly "debased
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•Oeuoaje* Shis yieee# tioweveir̂  was assigned to the Necropolis by Bird 
and Bellinger (1954$ 113)»

A pink cotton gauze (91•336), assigned to the Necropolis (Bird 
and Bellinger 195̂ : 115), is a simple gauze variant which does occur at 
CaVernas* Without more data on Necropolis gauzes, it is difficult to 
be sure of such pieces, but again it could be from CavernaS or, with 
less probability, from Ocucaje. -

No light has been thrown on the provenience of A small braid 
(91•210) assigned to "ParacaS or NazCa" (Bird and Bellinger 195 ,̂ Pl» 
IPO)* Its type does not Occur in the OcUCaje collection or in pub
lished CavernaS material.

Two painted mummy-bundle masks (91*318 and 91*^27) were in
cluded in the publication» The tekt (Bird and Bellinger 195 '̂ 68-69) 
correctly relates them to finds from Ocucaje, but the chart (Bird and 
Bellinger 195115) incorrectly places 91.318 in the Necropolis 
column. Both are unquestionably of the OcUcaje painted mask variety.

An embroidered border (91.399) has a design Of interlocked, 
geometric snakes. It is described (Bird and Bellinger 1954: 86) as 

' having "green, blue, purple" embroidery. Actually the colors are a
very dark fed, tiiaroonj and a dark greenish-blue. The background color,

. . .  . . . ' ' ' 1 . ,which may have been dark gray, has disappeared. The authors state that
''this is definitely not ParaCas Necropolis. There is a slight chance '■ 
that it might be Cavemas, but it is more probably some phase of Nazca 
WOrk*" In color, design, execution, and such details as the embroider
ed edging, this piece is clearly of the Ocucaje, Middle Paracas style.
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Parac8,S“Cavernaso" The colors of the embroidery-^gold, rose,,, greenj, 
and blue— are nob typical Of Cavernas or Ocucaje, but the design is 
within the possible ranges Again, this piece may be a regional 
variant. It is unquestionably more closely related to Cavernas than 
to Necropolis. . . .

A very large turban band (91.-567) With a close-knotted dentef 
was placed in the Necropolis grouping (Bird and Bellinger 1954: 115)- 
This piece has all the qualifications for the Cavernas close-knotted 
variety and has been discussed with Ocucaje examples in this study.

The proveniences of all the other pieces studied by Bird and 
Bellinger (1954) still stand unquestioned. ;• ■ ' ;



APPENDIX E

GLOSSARY 0? TECHNICAL TEIMS

. The following glossary includes both the terms which I have 
used and, as far as possible, those used in studies which I have cited» 
Only those, terms which refer to textiles and basketry, their manu
facture and description,, have been listed.

Appliqued: Laid on and stitched to a ground cloth. In this study used
to refer to borders which are sewn onto the ground of a garment 
rather than being sewn edge to edge. 1

Backstrap loom; A loom in, which one loom bar is attached to a fixed 
object and the other to a belt or backstrap Which passes around 
the weaver's waist or hips. Also called "belt loom."

Balanced weave; A.weave in which the number of warps and wefts are
equal or approximately equal, or a weave in which both warps and 

wefts are equally visible.

Bands: Horizontal stripes, running in the weft direction.

Batik: Indonesian term for a method of resistsdyeing. Hot wax or
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another dye-resistant substance is painted or stamped on a fabric. 
The fabric is dyed, and the resist is removed leaving the areas 
originally c o v e r e d  by the resist uncolored. The process may be 
repeated to achieve a^multicolored fabric. .

Batten: A flat stick used to hold the shed open for the passage of the
weft and to beat or press down each weft after it has been in
serted in the shed « Also called "sword" or "beater,"

Braid: A fabric formed by a set of parallel elements diagonally inter
worked, usually narrow in width, which may be flat, found, or 
square in cross-section. A minimum of three strands is required. 
Also called "plait" or "sennit."

Brocading: A supplementary-weft patterning technique in which extra
wefts, which do hot run from selvage, to selvage, are used to 

form areas of patterning on a ground weave. Finished brocading 
is sometimes indistinguishable from certain kinds of embroid
ery, but it is done on the loom while the weaving is in process . 
rather than being worked oh a finished cloth as in embroidery.

Broken twill: A twill in which the diagonals change direction at
- !frequent intervals and lack continuity.

Chain stitch: A stitch which shows interconnecting loops on the



surface and has the appearance of a back.stitch on"the reverse^

Close-knotting: Knotted netting with the knots set close together to
---------------------

Coiling: A basketry technique with a spiral foundation^ usually "sewn"
or held together, with horizontal rows of "stitches" (an element 
passed through the foundation by means of ah awl) , .. ..

Complementary-warp patterning: Patterning by means of warps which
replace ground warps on the face of a textile and float on the 
reverse between pattern areas.

Count: The number of elements or structural units to a given unit of
measurement; in this study one centimeter is used.

Cow hitch: A knot used in netting (Pig, 4ld) consisting of two
opposed half hitches. Also called "lark's head knot."

Crepe-spun yarn: Over-spun, tightly twisted yarn which tends to
double back on itself. Such yams give a finished fabric a 
crinkly, crepe appearance.

Cross-knit looping: Looping in which the loops in each successive
row are taken around those directly above them in the preceding



row in such a way that the finished fabric resembles crossed. 
knitting (fig. 36). The same technique is used as a detached or 
semi-detached embroidery stitch. Also called "needle knitting" 
or "knit-stem stitch."

Discontinuous element: A warp jor weft which does not fUn from selvage
tq selvage. Used for patterning in tapestry/ brocading, and 
warp-and-weft interlocking techniques„

Double-cloth; A weave which requires two complete sets of warps and 
of wefts, usually of two different colors. Two complete fabrics 
are produced at the same time, one above the other, and pattern
ing is accomplished by interchanging them wherever desired.

Double-faced: Structurally, identical on both surfaces> though often
with a color reversal. .

Double-interlocking: The interlocking of a discontinuous warp or 
weft with two other warps or wefts (Fig. 19). Also called 
"Swedish" Or "two-way." interlocking.

Dovetailed tapestry: A tapestry in which the discontinuous wefts
from adjacent color areas turn back alternately around a common 
warp or group of warps.
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Elements: The yarns used in the construction of fabrics. Weaving

requires two sets of elements«=warps and wefts. Techniques such 
as braiding require only one set of elements. Techniques such, 
as looping and knotted netting are constructed with a single 
element,

Embroidery: Decofative stitchery woirked on a finished fabric with

—  ; v
"False braid".: A technique used to finish and decorate the rim of

coiled baskets. A braided effect is achieved by working a 
figure-8 stitch through the uppermost coil.

Featherwork: : An indefinite term used to refer to any construction that 
involves the use of feathers. in the literature on Peruvian 
textiles, the term is often applied to textiles which have over
lapping rows Of feathers sewn or glued to them.

Figure-8 looping: Interconnected looping in which the element forms a
series of figure-8's. Also called "hour-glass" looping.

Figure-8 wrapping: Wrapping of a discontinuous outline weft on
two warps or two groups of warps in the form of a figure-8 lying 
on its side.



Fill-In weft: A weft worked back and forth in a restricted area,
apparently in an attempt to even the weave..

Float: That section of a warp or weft yam which passes over more than
one of the elements running in the opposite direction.

Foundation:. The element or set of elements which.serves as the support 
. or warp in basketry. i :

Gauze: A weave ih which the Warps are pulled out of line and.held in-
- a crossed position by the wefts. Sometimes called "lend." ,

Gauze cross: The manner in which warps are crossed in a gauze weave,
especially the choice of warps and the sequence in which they 
' are crossed. .

Heading cord: See loomstring.

Heddle: A device for opening a shed; in Peru# usually a stick with
string loops which are attached to selected warps.

Ikats A Malayan term for the resist-dyeing of warps, wefts, or both 
warps and wefts before weaving.

Interlocked stitches; In coiled basketry, stitches which pass through
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or around the foundation and iriterlock with stitches in the pre~

, ceding.and succeeding rows» In the finished basket5 the 
alignment of stitches from one row to the next tends to be

Interlocked tapestry: A tapestry in Which the discontinuous wefts
fro# adjacent color areas interlock with one another between warp Si * 
orj less frequently, around a common warp.

Knotted netting: A single-̂ element construction in which each sueeeh-
sive row knots into the preceding row to form a fabric.

Lark“s head knot: See cow hitdh»

"Log-cabin1’ pattern: Alternating blocks of stripes, and bands in two
colors, woven in plain-weave. The pattern is created by the 
successive arrangement of color in the warps and wefts.

Loom: A frame upon which weaving 16 done, usually equipped With
heddles o The term "loom" encompasses the frame and accessory 
parts.

Loom bars: The sticks or rods at either end of a loom to Which the
warp is attached, or, in the case of a circular warp, around 
which it is wound. Also called "beams t,"
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Loom ends; The’end selmges. of a textile; those'' selvages, which are 

parallel to the loom bare./

Lngs One or more shots of weft (usually re-plied or heavier 
than the regular wefts) put in at each loom end to space the 
warps and provide a firm edge, Ocueaje textiles typically have 
three such shots or loomstrings at each end. Also called 
"heading cord,"

and twisti A looping construction in which the yarns which form 
the loops are twisted on themselves.

See simple loopingj cross-knit looping.

Mesh; The openings formed in various kinds of netting. Here used for
the rectangular openings in knotted netting.

Multiple-bobbin wefting: Use of several weft yarns, often of differ
ent colors, in place of a single, continuous weft. The weft 
bobbins hang at the sides of the weaving until needed. The 
intercrossing of these wefts at the edges produces distinctive 
side selvages, ;

Hon-interlocked stitches; In coiled basketry, stitches which pass 
through the foundation but do not interlock with stitches in



the preceding or succeeding rows. In the finished basket, the 
vertical alignment of stitches from one row. to the next tends 
to be radial but relatively straight.

Oblique-twining: Twining with one set of elements. In single 
. oblique-twining (Fig. 33 c), the elements twine along one 

diagonal; in double oblique-twining, they twine along both 
diagonals.

Openwork: :An indefinite term often used to refer to any fabric that
has planned openings* such as holes or slits* in the construction.

Overhand knot: See.simple knot.

Piece-dyeing: The dyeing of a finished fabric.

Plain-weave: Simple interlacing in which wefts pass over, one and under
one warp unit in a regular* alternating sequence. Plain-weave 
may be balanced* warp-faced, or weft-faced.

Radidls: See uprights. . .

Re-plying: The twisting together of two or more plied yarns. The 
direction of the re-ply is usually opposite to that of the ply 
of the yarns.
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Resist-dyeing; The dyeing of yarns or fabrics which have been tied, 

sewed, wrapped, or painted With a dye-resistant Substance. When 
the article is dyed the treated portions Will remain uncdlored.

Running stitch: Straight stitches which pass oyer and under a fabric
In a continuous line.

Satin stitch; Straight stitches of egual length on both sides of a 
fabric which are laid parallel to one another and used to com- • 
pletely cover an area.

Scaffold yarns: Yarns strung on the loom to provide a scaffold for
setting up discontinuous warps. . The warps are interlocked Or 
dovetailed around the scaffold yarns (which may either be removed 

. after the weaving is complete or left In)j this enables the 
artisan to achieve a straighten line than if no scaffold yarns 
were used. In those warp-and-weft interlocking textiles in 

. which a single element serves as both warp and Weft both 
vertical and horizontal scaffold yarns may have been used.

Selvage: A finished edge of a textile produced in the weaving pro
cess,. Peruvian textiles have four selvages— end and side. In 
this study end selvages are usually referred to as loom, ends.

Shed: The space formed by the separation of the warp Into two
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layers for the passage of the Wefts.

Shed roll: A rod or stick used to maintain one shed in/the warps -
during weaving.

Sheet bend: A knot used in netting (Fig. 4l b). Also called
"weaver's knot."

Shot: A single passage of a weft.

Simple knot: A knot used in netting (Fig. 4l a). This knot may have,
an overhand, or a half-hitch appearance, depending on the way it 
is tied. The former aspect appears in Ocucaje.knotting. Also 
called "overhand knot" and "finger knot."

Simple looping: A single-element construction in which each succes
sive row loops into the preceding row (fig. 35). Also, called 
"coil-without-foundation" or "knotless netting."

Single-element constructions: Constructions made with a single, 
continuous thread worked oh itself, suo^ as looping and 
knotted netting.

Single-faced: Structurally dissimilar on the two surfaces and with 
one of the two unusable, or clearly the "wrong side."
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Singles; Yarns which are not plied. .

Slit tapestry; Tapestry in which the discontinuous wefts of color 
areas merely turn hack into the next shed of their own areas, 
leaving an opening or slit between adjacent color areas. Also 
incorrectly called "kelim" or "kelim slit" tapestry..

Spindle whorls An object, usually disc or bead shaped, perforated 
in the center and slipped on the spindle to serve as a weight

. . or-fly wheel.

S°plys The twist of two or more yarns put together so that the direc
tion of the twist t(when the y a m  is held vertically) is the same 
as that of the central portion of the letter "S," or down to the 
right. The direction of the ply is usually opposite to that of 
the Original spin of the yams, (indicated as f\ in tables and 

,. Appendix Ao)

Sprang: A Scandinavian term for openwork. The term is here used to
refer to a technique utilizing a single set of elements fastened 
to a frame at both ends or strung in a circular fashion on a 
frame. The elements are pulled out of position and twisted,: 
twined, interlaced, or interlinked to form a fabric. Whatever 

section is carried out is automatically duplicated at both ends 
Of the pieceo . When the construction is complete, the fabric
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may foe, cut apart and knotted (if a circular set of elements 

was used), or the center may be chained across with or without 

an extra yam. Although the technique, is usually used to make 
openwork fabrics, compact fabrics can also be achieved. Also 
called "frame plaiting," "twined plaiting,"et cetera.

8= spin: The twist of fibers in a y a m  which (held vertically) line in
the direction of the central portion of the letter "S," or down
to the right, (indicated as \ in tables and Appendix A.) .

Standards; See uprights.

Stem stitch: Stitches which pass over a given number of yams in the
ground cloth and back under a lesser numberj in Paracas embroid
eries the stitch usually passes over four warps or wefts and back
under two. "Soumak" wrapping, done on the loom, achieves an 
identical effect. Also called "outline stitch."

Stripes; Vertical lines or areas, running in the warp direction.

Superstructural techniques: Properly, techniques applied to or

worked on a finished fabric, such as applique and embroidery. 

Techniques involving supplementary warps or wefts not involved 
in the ground weave are sometimes also referred to as super- 
structural.



Supplementary-warp patterning: Patterning by means of extra warps,

which displace the ground warps and are not essential to the 
ground Weave„

Supplementary-weft patterning: Patterning by means of extra wefts,
which do not form part of the ground weave.

"Swedish" interlocking: See double-interlocking,

Tapestry: A weave, ordinarily weft-faced plain-weave, in which dis
continuous wefts are worked back and forth each in its own area
to create pattern» Tapestry may be slit, interlocked, or

■ ■ ■ ■ / :  . ' ■ ' '■ dovetailed.

Tie-dye: A resist-dyeing method in which a small area of a. fabric
is pipched or gathered up and wrapped with cordage which prevents 
dye from penetrating.. After dyeing the ties are removed, leaving 

undyed circles. Also called "plangi.”

Transposed warps: Warps pulled out of position and interchanged
with other warps to form a diagonal pattern.

Triple-cloth: A weave which requires three complete sets of warps

and of wefts, usually of three different colors. Three complete 
fabrice are produced at the same time, one above the other, and



patterning is accomplished, by interdliaftgfhg the oets oi'^iemehbg 

to.bring a color to the surface of the cloth wherever desired. 
Paracas triple-cloths are often incomplete, since all three 
fabrics are completely woven only in pattern areas.

Turned twill: An uneven twill weave in ‘Which the warp-float face and
the weft-float face are interchanged at intervals.

Twill: A weave.marked by the diagonal progression of floats in both
the warp and weft .directions. .In twill, the weft must pass over 
Wb least two warps and under one warp, or vice versa.

Twined tapestry: Weft-faced, weft-twining in which discontinuous
wefts are used to create a pattern as in loom-woven tapestry.

Twining: A technique in which pairs of wefts (or warps) enclose
elements of the opposite set (or, in oblique-twining, those 
trending in the opposite direction), twisting with a half or 
full turn between adjacent elements. Twining is used for both 
tejcbile. and basketry construction.

Two-faced: Structurally dissimilar on the two surfaces..

Unbattened tapestry: A balanced plain-weave with patterning pro
duced by discontinuous wefts as in tapestry.



Uprights; The radial elements in circular baskets which serve as the 
foundation or "warp°" Also called "standards."

Warp.: The yarns strung vertically: between and perpendicular to the
loom bars and interworked horizontally by the weft«/

Warp-and-weft interlocking: A plain-weave with discontinuous warps
and wefts interlocked between adjacent color areas. Also called 
"multicolored patchwork," "interlocked plain weave," and "inter
locked darning," though the latter term is restricted to those 
examples in which one continuous elejaent serves as both warp . 
and weft.

Warp-faced: Used to refer to weaves in which the warps significantly
outnumber the wefts and completely, or.almost completely, cover 
them.

Warp-float patterning; Patterning by means of floats in the warp 
' direction.

Warp fringe: Fringe formed by warps left unwoven at the. loom ends „
Usually warp loops or groups of warps are twisted together to 
form a re-plied fringe.

Warp loops:. The loops formed at the loom end where a continuous warp



turns' to return to the opposite loom. ̂ nd. If the loomstrings 
are removed, or if no loomstrings were used, the end selvage 
may be said to consist of warp loops. If the warps are not 
completely woven, these loops may tie utilized for warp fringe.

Warp-twining: Twining of pairs of warps around wefts.

Weaving: The interlacing at right angles of two sets of elements—
warps and wefts^-usually on a loom.

Weft: The yarns interworked horizontally across the warp. Also
called "woof" and "filling."

Weft-face!Used to refer to weaves in which the wefts significantly
. outnumber the warps and completely, or almost completely, cover

. '■■■ ! - . ' ■ xthem. . . ; i ■

Weft-twining: Twining of pairs of wefts around warps.

Whipping stitch; . A simple, diagonal Stitch used, in Ocucaje tex
tiles, to join two breadths of material Or for overcasting edges.

Wicker: A basketry technique, usually utilizing stiff foundation
J  . 'elements, in which the "weft" element is woven over-one, under-

1 . ' j . ■
one in a plain weave. The term also refers toiwillow elements.
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Woven fringe: A fringe made by setting up a warp consisting of a few
elements set close together.and one element spaced at a given
distance from the others« The piece is Woven in weft-faced 
plain-weave and the single outer warp is removed, leaving a . 
narrow band with fringe of a length determined by the spacing . 
of the outer element.

Woven slits; Slits produced in a textile by the slit-tapestry method . 
bf turning back the wefts. Used for patterning or for such, 
ptifposes as woven neckslits in ponchos -

.Wrapping: A technique in which wefts wrap progressively rather than
interlace.with the warps, A common fOmi .of wrapping is over
four and back under two warps; this IS Often identified as
"Souraak" wrapping. An identical effect is produced by stem- 
stitch embroidery,

taM-dyeing: The dyeing of yarns before, weavingi

Z-ply: ’ The twist of two or more yarns put together so that the 
direction of the twist (when the yarn IS held vertically) 
is the same as that of the central portion of the letter "Z," 
or down to the.left. The direction of the ply is usually 
opposite to that of the.original Spin Of the yarns. (indi
cated as \/ in tables and Appendix A,)
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•spin: The twist of fibers in a 2-spun yarn which (held vertically)

lie in the direction of the central portion of the letter "Z}" 
or down to the left. (Indicated as / in tables and Appendix
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